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T
he achievement of global priorities – 
delivering the united nations’ sustainable 
development goals (sdgs) and delivering 
an inclusive recovery from the covid-19 

pandemic – will require increased cooperation and 
innovative partnerships between governments, the 
private sector and communities.  

as part of its presidency of the g7 in 2021, the uk 

T
he current momentum moving capital 
towards impact needs to be accelerated.  
a concerted and urgent effort by all 
actors is required to move funding – 

using relevant instruments and vehicles – into the 
sdgs and transition to a net Zero world in which 
no one is left behind. this applies to investment 
opportunities across the world and has particular 
relevance for emerging markets. 

combined, environmental, social and governance 
(esg) and impact pools of capital can help realise 
an inclusive and sustainable world for all. We now 

A
s climate finance is galvanising attention, 
there is an increasing consensus that a 
single focus on reducing co2 emissions 
to achieve net Zero is not sufficient and 

that a shift in perspective to also include its socio-
economic impacts is essential. a Just transition 
that pays attention to our planet and its people is 
needed in order to address climate change and its 
effects on societies in a fair and inclusive way. this 
will result in a thriving planet where no one is left 
behind.

While the Just transition needs to be universal and 
global, Just transition pathways must be grounded 
in considerations of local needs, capacity and 
priorities to ensure that they are inclusive, fair and 
equitable as well as to avoid poor or disadvantaged 

exeCutive summAry

government mandated the impact taskforce (itf) 
to support the development of scalable financial 
vehicles that harness private capital for public 
good. the result is a set of actionable pathways for 
greater amounts of capital to invest  
in solutions that meet the long-term and 
inextricably linked environmental and social  
needs of people and the planet.

need to see much more of the vast 'traditional’ 
capital resources move into esg and impact. 
achieving the sdgs depends on it. 

capital that ignores environmental consequences 
and social inequity and dislocation will be 
increasingly vulnerable to performance as well as 
reputational risk. conversely, capital that pursues 
investment strategies in which environmental and 
social objectives are integrated not only mitigates 
exposure to risk, but also expands the opportunity 
landscape for capital to generate positive financial, 
environmental and social returns.

populations becoming worse off. the requirement 
to reflect locally-specific context does not dilute 
the global relevance and power of, and need for, a 
common understanding of what a Just transition 
means in practice. 

this report introduces globally applicable Just 
transition elements which, combined with a tailored 
understanding of local implementation scenarios, 
will support and drive further alignment across 
public and private actors. the three elements – 
climate and environmental action; socio-economic 
distribution and equity; and community voice – 
work together to ensure that capital meaningfully 
contributes towards a Just transition. 

the elements make clear ‘what good looks 
like’. they will allow the global community to 

harnessing the power of financial markets  
for public good 

a Just transition fit for the future
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speak the same language when pursuing a 
Just transition and they invite, encourage and 
incentivise actions that can have the most impact 
in local environments. only through the adoption 
of consistent Just transition elements can we 
encourage creative and effective investment 
approaches by private sector actors while fostering 
transparent assessment of where and to whom 
capital is flowing. 

accelerating the flow of capital towards a Just 
transition builds on growing public and private 
market awareness of the need to consider people 
and the planet, offers tangibility to a concept with 
positive resonance and strengthens investment 
behaviour to integrate environment and social 
considerations. the three Just transition elements 
can be integrated both into existing and new 
investment vehicles and those yet to be designed.

T
here is significant near-term opportunity 
to mobilise and allocate capital at scale 
among different investor types across the 
spectrum of capital to help achieve the 

sdgs in general, and a Just transition in particular. 
this opportunity exists in both developed and 
emerging markets and across asset classes, within 
existing investment products and those yet to 
come to market.

large-scale mobilisation of capital into emerging 
markets by institutional investors is one of the most 
powerful ways of financing (and so achieving) the 
sdgs and delivering a Just transition. While a 
Just transition offers an immediate and relevant 
opportunity to mobilise capital at scale, the 
instruments and tools highlighted in this report 
have application across the sdgs. they can and 
should be tapped to accelerate the volume and 
pace of capital flowing to meet the needs of people 
and the planet.

multiple external and internal investor barriers 
currently limit the flow of this potentially 
transformational capital. although it is important to 
address the barriers that institutional investors face, 
and structure investable vehicles that respond to 

T
his is the moment for institutional investors 
to move beyond their comfort zones, 
utilising and combining the instruments 
and tools that will enable them to deploy 

increasing amounts of capital into sdg investments 
in emerging markets. multilateral development 
banks (mdBs) and bilateral development finance 
institutions (dfis) play a particularly important role 
in mobilising private capital at scale and this role 
should be encouraged and augmented, not only 

their needs, institutional investors themselves need 
to act for progress to happen at scale. 

many of the barriers holding some institutional 
investors back can be overcome with existing 
tools and instruments, often used in combination. 
successful approaches and modalities need to be 
expanded so that more institutional investors can 
participate and deploy capital. efforts can, in the 
first instance, be concentrated on dialling up the 
many effective existing structures. perhaps the most 
promising is the increased use of guarantees and 
insurance coverage at a portfolio and vehicle level.

concerted and coordinated action is now required 
by both asset owners and asset managers – and 
all the other actors that support them – to use 
existing, or create, pathways to enable institutional 
capital to flow at the scale and pace required to 
where it can have most impact. regardless of 
different starting positions among asset owners 
and managers, everyone can – and needs to – do 
a lot more to meet the magnitude of the challenges 
confronting people and the planet. current barriers 
to investment must not be an excuse for inaction 
– they now need to be a catalyst for engagement 
and, where needed, innovation. 

by the institutions themselves, but also by their 
shareholders.

the Just transition Blueprint and accompanying 
principles proposed in this report provide a 
tangible starting point for developing investment 
vehicles that align with the Just transition elements 
and can help achieve the sdgs.

the Blueprint provides a robust and comprehensive 
framework to shape a vehicle’s ambition, investment 

activating markets towards the sdgs and  
a Just transition

mobilising capital at scale towards the sdgs now

executive summary
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T
his report delivers action-oriented 
recommendations, tailored for different 
public and private financial sector actors. 

We call on all parties participating in and 
influencing global financial markets to mobilise 
investment to support the achievement of the 
sdgs in general, and a Just transition in particular. 

mobilisation will be through vehicles and structures 
that can successfully deliver investment at scale. 
these vehicles and structures will mobilise capital to 
achieve the sdgs, with a significant subset fulfilling 
the three integrated Just transition elements: 
climate and environmental action; socio-economic 
distribution and equity; and community voice.

We call specifically on g7 foreign and development 
ministers to amend objectives of mdBs, dfis 
and other development banks and agencies to 
have a capital mobilisation objective of equal 
weight with balance sheet investment. this entails 
structuring incentive mechanisms that promote 
every mobilised dollar as receiving at least as much 
recognition as every dollar invested on its own 
account. making mobilisation a co-equal objective 
will have implications for the business models of 
the mdBs and dfis. therefore, we call on the g7 
shareholders to provide additional financing support: 
to expand project pipeline capabilities; to expand 
the investment tools within these institutions, 
including capital to be used by the mdBs and dfis 
for risk mitigation instruments that address the risk 
(perceived and real) of institutional investors; and 
to provide concessional capital where needed to 
expand blended finance solutions.

We call on the g7 foreign and development 
ministers to significantly expand the use of 
guarantees, particularly in emerging markets. 

Building on the established track record and 
existing models of guarantee providers, we 
recommend investing to strengthen the balance 
sheets of existing providers of guarantees. We 
also recommend funding new entities at scale 
to be domiciled in emerging markets to address 
the specific challenges (e.g., risk barriers, real or 
perceived) limiting investment of more institutional 
capital, domestic and international, in those 
markets including specifically africa.

We call on asset managers to use the examples 
offered in this report to design and bring to 
market more sdg and Just transition products 
with the objective of attracting more private 
institutional capital. if they commit to this, as they 
have to reducing portfolio carbon footprints by 
2030, asset managers have the opportunity to 
materially increase the amount of capital flowing to 
investments that seek solutions aligned with  
the sdgs. 

We call on all asset owners to commit to pursuing 
investments in vehicles that demonstrably integrate 
environmental and social objectives, including 
those that integrate the Just transition elements. 
they are also encouraged to increase their 
exposure to emerging markets.

We call on all parties to take action now.  
no matter their starting position, each actor can 
and should do more to participate in the solutions 
that will build a more sustainable and inclusive 
world for all. commitments and pledges now need 
to be translated into concrete actions. 

the table below provides a roadmap for individual 
actions which, when taken together, can deliver an 
inclusive, resilient and sustainable future for people 
and the planet.

recommendations

strategy, structure, outcomes' framework, 
governance and operations. it also offers clear, 
consistent and accessible means to demonstrate 
and monitor throughout a vehicle’s lifecycle how it  
is helping to deliver Just transition outcomes.

a range of investment vehicles already exist (across 
asset classes) that – while not labelled explicitly as 
Just transition vehicles – successfully demonstrate 
adherence to some, or even most, of the Just 
transition elements and the principles of the 
proposed Just transition Blueprint.

case studies and examples featured in this 
report illustrate how vehicles can pursue bold 
environmental and social impact and be attractive 
to institutional investors – at times with the use of 
blended finance.

the report also shows how an existing vehicle can 
undertake modest adjustments to be fully aligned 
with the Just transition elements and principles. 
it presents ideas that asset managers and owners 
can use to develop and participate in new vehicles. 

mobilising institutional capital towards the sdgs and a Just transition
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I
n 2021, there has been a transformational shared 
recognition of the need to address the crises that 
people and the planet are facing. these include 
climate change, structural inequity and covid-19. 

even more importantly, there has been a powerful 
realisation of the interconnectedness between 
places and people across the globe. confronting 
a pandemic in every corner of the world has 
shown that is not possible to view people as living 
in separate, disconnected communities. can we 
use this enlightened awareness of our shared 
experience and needs to achieve positive results 
for all? can we invest the effort and resources 
required to address the root causes of these 
crises rather than merely treating the most visible 
symptoms? 

the impact taskforce (itf) has accepted the 
challenge to consider these questions. it is 
presenting actionable pathways for mobilising 
greater amounts of capital to invest in solutions 
that contribute to meeting the long-term needs 
of people and the planet. in developing these 
pathways, Workstream B of the itf has focused 
its efforts on an area of activity that is galvanising 
global attention – climate finance. We have 
challenged ourselves to identify ways to mobilise 
more capital that advances social objectives as well 
as reduces carbon emissions. simply put, unless 
communities are supportive of climate solutions 
being advanced, progress won’t happen. the 
needs of communities, and the people, households 
and businesses that live and work in them, must be 
front and centre for climate finance to be effective.

Foreword

the itf’s starting imperatives are two-fold: 

1  that more institutional capital must be invested  
in a future that works for all 

2  that climate finance must deliver equitable and 
inclusive pathways to a net Zero world, in which 
no one is left behind

these imperatives, in turn, reflect two fundamental 
points:

•  deep, sustained and real inclusivity must bridge 
the north-south divide as well as power and 
resource gaps determined by gender, race and 
other determinants of exclusion

•  climate and environmental solutions meet the 
needs of the planet only if they address the needs 
of people, particularly those not always seen or 
heard

it is key that all actors adopt a simultaneous 
approach to achieving the sdgs and a Just 
transition. no one should wait on others to take 
the first step. By moving in concert, capital can be 
unlocked at the necessary scale and pace. What is 
particularly hopeful about the recommendations of 
the g7 impact taskforce is that the proposed actions 
are grounded in tangible examples of what is already 
working to move capital towards the sdgs.

Laurie Spengler  
senior advisor

Laurie Spengler  
senior advisor

Dame Elizabeth Corley
Workstream chair

Dame Elizabeth Corley
Workstream chair
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introduCtion

g7 context for Workstream B

the impact taskforce context for Workstream B

T
he achievement of global priorities – 
delivering the united nations' sustainable 
development goals (sdgs) and delivering 
an inclusive recovery from the covid-19 

pandemic – will require increased cooperation 
and innovative forms of partnerships between 
governments, the private sector and communities. 
many interpret this statement of reality as an 
opportunity for positive change; others as a way 
to avoid existential climate, environmental and 
social risks. Both interpretations lead to the same 
conclusion – action is necessary, and on a scale 
and pace not yet seen.

g7 members states have been at the forefront 
of the development of policy and regulatory 
environments that help increase the flows of 
private investment in businesses, social sector 
organisations and projects that aim to generate 

A
s part of its presidency of the g7 in 2021, 
the uk government mandated the impact 
taskforce (itf) in July to lead action-
oriented discussions around two critical 

and interrelated areas: 

1  impact transparency, integrity and trust

2  support for the development of scalable financial 
vehicles that harness private capital for public 
good

the itf was further invited to incorporate three 
cross-cutting themes (international development 
and development finance, green-social 
interdependence, and diversity, equity and inclusion) 
throughout its work and outputs.

to achieve the twin objectives highlighted above, the 
itf has divided its work between two Workstreams, 
under the overall guidance of a steering committee 
chaired by the right honourable nick hurd.

and deliver positive, measurable outcomes.  
in particular, since the launch of the social impact 
investment taskforce in 2013, the g7 has highlighted 
the importance of innovative financial approaches, 
including impact investment, to achieve better 
sustainable development outcomes.

eight years later, in 2021, there is a greater need  
than ever for governments and investors to  
collaborate and use policy instruments, and public 
and private financing, to tackle the climate and 
environmental crisis and the long-term impact of the 
covid-19 pandemic. mainstreaming sustainable and 
impact investment would significantly help to  
address social and environmental challenges.  
at the same time, the urgency and momentum  
around the climate crisis create an opportunity to 
increase – at scale – the amount of capital seeking  
to achieve a positive environmental and social impact. 

•  the Workstream on impact transparency, 
integrity and reporting (“Workstream a”) has led 
the work on the critical need to harmonise and 
increasingly bring transparent and consistent 
measurement to impact and environmental, 
social and governance investment pools, and 
professionally managed capital in general.  
the Workstream has been chaired by douglas l. 
peterson. see Workstream a full report.

•  the Workstream on instruments and policies to 
scale impact investment (“Workstream B”) has 
led the work on outlining actionable pathways to 
mobilise greater amounts of capital to invest in 
solutions that contribute to meeting the long-term 
and inextricably linked environmental and social 
needs of people and the planet. the Workstream 
has been chaired by dame elizabeth corley.
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Workstream B report 

R
eflecting the inextricable link between the 
wellbeing of people and the environment, 
combined with the size of the financing 
challenge to achieve the sdgs, 

Workstream B has adopted a thematic focus 
on vehicles and structures that can successfully 
mobilise institutional investment at scale. Within 
this sdg thematic focus, specific attention has 
been given to mobilising capital at scale to advance 
a transition to a net Zero world that is inclusive 
and socially beneficial for all. although this has 
global applicability, a particular focus is applied to 
advancing a Just transition in middle- and lower-
income countries, including in sub-saharan africa. 
this geographic focus is in line with the mandate of 
the itf and reflects the paucity of capital flowing to 
these markets.

in considering the parties to be engaged to move 
capital at scale, Workstream B has targeted 
mobilising more capital from institutional investors. 
as the holders of the largest pools of investable 
capital globally, increased participation of these 
investors is path critical. importantly, mobilising 
capital from institutional investors catalyses 
capital flows from both domestic and international 
investors, and stimulates domestic and 
international capital markets. and yet, while they 
are essential players in a successful action plan to 
finance the sdgs, institutional investors cannot be 
expected to act alone. 

a central message of this report is that achieving 
the sdgs and accelerating the volume and scale 
of capital invested in social, climate and human 
capital assets, will require concerted action from 
all. this report pays particular attention to how 
private and public actors can encourage and 
support institutional investors in playing their 
pivotal role. the important role in mobilising capital 
that can be played by development banks as well 
as bilateral development finance institutions is 
specifically highlighted.

momentum builds momentum when galvanising 
markets. market initiatives first honed in private 
markets, ranging from thematic investing to 
structural innovation, can and should be expected 
to influence public markets. similarly, initiatives 
first developed within the impact investing market, 
with its disciplined approach to risk, return and 
impact, can and should be expected to influence 
other parts and players of the global financial 
markets. these factors of influence, which are 
highlighted in the report, are already catalysing 
action. they will also continue to be important for 
expanding and accelerating flows of capital from 
institutional investors in pursuit of the sdgs and, in 
particular, a Just transition. By a Just transition we 
mean a transition to net Zero and environmental 
sustainability that is fair and inclusive. a Just 
transition offers an immediate and relevant 

opportunity to mobilise capital at scale, but the 
instruments and recommendations put forward in 
the report have application across the sdgs. our 
expectation is that they will be tapped to accelerate 
the volume and pace of capital flowing to meet the 
needs of people and the planet.

in the context of investing capital for public good, 
we can build on the pioneering work contributed by 
existing impact investing leaders – asset owners, 
managers, policy makers, practitioners and 
ecosystem builders – who have created a body 
of deals and results over the past decade. their 
efforts provide a base of tangible activity, examples 
and best practice on which to build. their work 
helps to chip away at familiar reasons that have 
held back some investors from acting thus far. 

fundamentally, the type of concerted action 
envisaged for a quantum leap in capital deployed 
to advance the sdgs invites all parties to take a 
step forward now without waiting for others. 

as the report sets out, actionable pathways to 
deploy capital at scale are in our sights. We have 
the map; the invitation is for each of us to take at 
least one step forward along the path to financing 
a sustainable, inclusive and resilient world for all 
people and places. 

to achieve these objectives and take up 
this invitation, Workstream B has produced 
this evidence-based report and associated 
implementation recommendations to:

•  identify best practice

•  stimulate more impact financing mechanisms  
at scale

•  demonstrate to decision makers how to integrate 
a Just transition approach into policy and 
investments

the report first emphasises the importance of 
structuring and marketing of financial instruments 
and policies that scale investment which generates 
positive impact for people and the planet. the 
report further underlines how this supports a Just 
transition. understanding the different starting 
points across the globe for achieving a Just 
transition, the report places particular emphasis 
on emerging markets. importantly, the report 
introduces an explanation of ‘what good looks 
like’ for a Just transition, providing a common 
understanding based on three integrated core 
elements – climate and environmental action; 
socio-economic distribution and equity; and 
community voice. an effective response to 
these pressing needs will require determined 
collaboration by all – public and private players, 
mainstream and impact investors, environmental-
first and social-first strategies and managers, and 
all other actors operating in and influencing the 
financial system (section 1). 
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the report then highlights key features of current 
market activity – focused on the expanding 
opportunities to address barriers that limit capital 
flows to positive impact. the report highlights 
the tools, instruments and approaches that are 
being used – and can be used at greater scale 
– to navigate existing barriers to unlock private 
institutional capital at scale. more effective use of 
existing tools and instruments to mobilise capital at 
scale will enable enhanced collaboration between, 
and among, actors (section 2).

above all, the report is highly practical and 
showcases tools for mobilising capital at scale. 
these tools take the form of guidance on how to 
use existing instruments and ideas about possible 
new pathways and instruments that would make 

it easier for institutional capital to drive integrated 
environmental and social outcomes. this report 
provides guidance that is tailored to different asset 
classes and can be applied to existing and future 
investment products, with practical examples 
across these different dimensions. the examples 
and guidance provide ways to foster more efficient 
and effective collaboration and so to mobilise more 
capital at scale (section 3).

finally, this report delivers action-oriented 
recommendations, tailored for the different 
audiences of the report across public and private 
sectors. the recommendations provide specific 
actions each audience can take that strengthen 
their individual contributions and bolster greater 
collaboration for positive and lasting outcomes.

Who is this report for?

T
his report has been written for all those 
who are able to take further action in 
response to global priorities. these actors 
are invited to step up and contribute to 

increasing the volume and pace of capital building 
a sustainable and inclusive society for all. the 
recommendations offered are constructively 
presented, noting near-, mid- and long-term 
implications. reflecting a healthy dose of realism 
(not all actions can be undertaken immediately), 
the recommendations offer a set of actions that 
can be undertaken individually by each identified 
group. actions taken by each group will have an 
impact; together, the potential multiplier effect is 
exponential. 

in the first instance, this report provides  
guidance for:

•  G7 policy makers 

•  National policy makers and regulators 

•  Institutional asset owners

•  Multilateral development banks (MDBs) and 
bilateral development institutions (DFIs)

•  Asset managers 

•  Impact investors

•  Advisors 

•  Ecosystem builders

•  All other financial market actors 

to ensure the relevance of the underlying analysis, 
guidance and recommendations, the report was 
developed based on extensive engagement  
(see appendix 5) with representatives from the 
above audiences, to whom we would wish to 
express our appreciation for their generosity in 
giving time and sharing insights. in total, we have 
engaged with 170 individuals, representing over 
110 organisations.

in particular, we would like to thank the members  
of the technical Working group and advisory 
panel, the participants in thematic roundtables 
(including asset and fund managers, impact 
investing national advisory Boards and ecosystem 
builders), as well as the stakeholders engaged 
through bilateral discussions, who have provided 
review, thoughtful suggestions and expert 
feedback. 

our hope for the report is that it serves as a tool for 
engagement to drive real change. the examples 
shared and actionable pathways presented offer 
substantive input to be taken up at decision-
making tables of all types for those ready and 
motivated to act now. moving from talk to action  
is not about promulgating a single policy or 
launching a moon-shot investment instrument or 
introducing a capital allocation algorithm; rather, it 
is about each of us using the tools we have at our 
disposal today to bolster the wellbeing of all people 
and the planet. 
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why does more CApitAl need to 
move FAster towArds the sdgs? 
an immediate opportunity to  
advance a Just transition

1

the current momentum moving 
capital towards impact needs to be 
accelerated

capital currently on the sidelines needs to be 
stirred into action towards the united nations' 
sustainable development goals (sdgs). a 
concerted and urgent effort by all financial 
market actors, including investors from 
across the capital spectrum – mainstream; 
environmental, social and governance (esg); 
and impact – asset managers, rating agencies, 
financial intermediaries and advisors, regulators 
and governments, is required to move the vast 
funding amounts needed into the sdgs. 

Action needs to be truly global, 
spanning developed, emerging and 
frontier markets

rapid progress is needed on the sdgs 
throughout the world. that said, particular 
emphasis and effort must be put on emerging 
and frontier markets, where the funding 
gaps are most pronounced and needs – and 
opportunities – are immense (for the purpose 
of the report the terms ‘emerging markets’ and 
'developing countries’ include both emerging 
and frontier markets).1 

esg and impact investors are 
leading the pack

combined, esg and impact pools of capital 
demonstrate the potential realisation of an 
inclusive and sustainable world for all. 

traditional investors need to follow

the challenge is to move much more of the vast 

traditional capital resources into these pools 
of capital. Where and how these investors will 
apply and invest those resources will determine 
whether we achieve the sdgs.

the investment risks from ignoring, 
and the investment opportunities 
from embracing environmental and 
social strategies are real

capital that ignores environmental 
consequences and social inequity and 
dislocation will be increasingly vulnerable 
to performance as well as reputational risk. 
capital that pursues investment strategies in 
which environmental and social objectives are 
integrated expands the opportunity landscape 
for capital to generate positive financial, 
environmental and social returns.

the call for ‘net Zero’

the world’s unprecedented recognition of the 
climate crisis has increased the global appeal 
for urgent and immediate action. the call for 
a net Zero climate agenda has been gaining 
traction across the globe in recent years, 
moving from the fringes to centrestage in 
politics and has also moved into the limelight 
in discussions of international financing flows, 
including both public and private capital.

recognising the green-social 
interdependence and resulting need 
for a Just transition

Within the climate discussion there is increasing 
consensus that a single focus of climate action 
on net Zero is not sufficient and that a shift in 

1.1  section summary and key takeaways 

T
his section outlines why we need to mobilise institutional capital as a matter 
of urgency if we are to make material progress in achieving the sdgs; why 
all actors influencing and participating in financial markets need to move 
beyond their respective comfort zones if we are to achieve the sdgs; and why 

financing a Just transition offers a tangible, relevant and urgent opportunity to apply 
our collective efforts and demonstrate what is possible in financing an inclusive and 
sustainable future for all.

1  Based on the World Bank 
country classification system, 
these include upper-middle 
income countries, lower-mid-
dle income countries and 
low income countries; all 
other countries are referred 
to herein as ‘developed’. 
see World Bank (2021): 
“World Bank country and 
lending groups”; https://
datahelpdesk.worldbank.
org/knowledgebase/arti-
cles/906519-world-bank-
country-and-lending-groups
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perspective to also include its socio-economic 
impacts is essential. a holistic approach to a 
Just transition, paying attention to our planet 
and its people, is needed in order to address 
climate change and its effects on societies in 
a fair, inclusive and lasting way – resulting in a 
thriving planet where no one is left behind.

local context matters

While the Just transition elements are 
relevant globally, local context will determine 
how the elements are put into action. Just 
transition pathways must be grounded in local 
considerations of needs, capacity and priorities 
to ensure that they are inclusive, fair and 
equitable, and to avoid poor or disadvantaged 
populations becoming worse off. the 
requirement to reflect locally-specific context 
does not dilute the global relevance and power 
of, and need for, a common understanding of 
what a Just transition means in practice.

introducing foundational 
considerations of a Just transition

the report introduces and explains four 
foundational considerations that should apply 
to any solution that aspires to contribute to, and 
advance, a Just transition. any Just transition 
action must: be both universal and place-
based; apply across all sectors and be sector 
specific; be all-inclusive and individually socially 
beneficial; and be dynamic and grounded in the 
current situation. 

introducing three integrated  
Just transition elements

the report further introduces three global ‘fit for 
the future’ Just transition elements: advance 
climate and environmental action; improve 
socio-economic distribution and equity; and 
increase community voice. the integrated 
combination of the three elements provides a 
common understanding of what a Just transition 
requires. this consistent substantive explanation 
will support alignment across public and private 
actors and drive concerted and effective action. 
making clear ‘what good looks like’ will allow the 
global community to speak the same language in 
terms of pursuing a Just transition while inviting, 
encouraging and incentivising actions that can 
have the most impact in local environments. 

concerted Just transition action is 
required across relevant actors

to achieve a Just transition, simultaneous 
effort and action across all segments of 
societies are needed, in particular with respect 
to key actors in the public sector, the private 
sector and communities. 

Just transition funding needs  
and opportunities are vast

By embracing the three Just transition 
elements, there is a real chance to accelerate 
the effectiveness of public and private finance 
deployed towards climate and socially 
positive solutions. applying the Just transition 
elements invites investors from every part 
of the spectrum of capital to allocate capital 
across asset classes in order to contribute to 
the change we need to achieve our people and 
planet objectives.

mdbs and dFis must play a leading 
role advancing Just transition 
finance

multilateral development banks (mdBs) and 
development finance institutions (dfis) can 
and must continue to go where the private 
sector currently cannot using their status, 
market networks and local expertise to create 
investable pipelines, investment track records 
and ultimately functioning markets, so that 
private capital can follow. their support is 
further needed at times to provide patient, risk-
tolerant capital and capacity-building support in 
blended transactions. 

private investors across the 
spectrum of capital and all financial 
market actors need to support 
integrated environmental and social 
change and a Just transition

traditional institutional investors, impact 
investors, asset managers, intermediaries and 
advisors need to contribute to the change 
required to achieve our people and planet 
objectives and a truly Just transition.

Just transition investment 
strategies must embrace each  
of the three elements

a Just transition requires an integrated and 
intentional financing approach to achieve a 
global net Zero economy that leaves no one 
behind. strategies can vary and have different 
areas of priority or emphasis, but all three 
elements must be present to qualify as a Just 
transition investment.

Just transition investments vary 
and can span most sectors

as strategies can be anchored in or led by 
the climate and environmental or the social 
element, the resulting breadth of possible 
Just transition investments is substantial. 
possibilities go far beyond the (obvious) 
renewable energy generation projects, energy 
efficiency investments and sustainable 
infrastructure; Just transition investments 
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1.2.1 leveraging esg and 
impact investment for the 
sdgs
Financial markets need to change. 
Acknowledging that ‘business as usual’ 
will not address the climate and social 
challenges the world faces, all investors and 
financial market actors need to be prepared 
to go beyond ‘quick wins’ and push past 
their respective comfort zones to address 
seemingly intractable issues of environmental 
degradation, social inequity, racial injustice, 
the global North-South divide and more. 

the reasons are grounded in both risk and return. 
capital that ignores environmental consequences 
and social inequity and dislocation will be 
increasingly vulnerable to performance as well as 
reputational risk. conversely, capital that pursues 
investment strategies in which environmental and 
social objectives are integrated not only mitigates 
exposure to risk, but also expands the opportunity 
landscape for capital to generate positive financial, 
environmental and social returns.

the power of financial markets – of money – is 
immense. global equities markets amount to close 
to a staggering $106 trillion (of which around 38.5% 
is in the us, which hosts the largest capital markets 
in the world).2 global bond markets amount to 
a further $128 trillion globally.3 collectively, the 
world’s 500 largest asset managers manage over 
$100 trillion in assets.4 the power of this capital, 
and those who control it, cannot be overestimated. 
and yet much of it still sits on the sidelines and 
hesitates to embrace the challenges – and the 
opportunities – the world faces. 

there has, nevertheless, been a marked change 
over the last few years in investor awareness and 
perception of the dire challenges and acute risks 
our planet and our people face – and a recognition 
of the exciting opportunities that are coming out 
of action and innovation. many people are waking 
up to the crises ahead and are increasingly making 
their views and wishes known through voice (by 
voting and protest) and actions (as consumers 
and clients). this, in turn, is driving more and more 
investors to rethink what ‘business as usual’ should 
look like in the future. 

investors span a wide range of types, from 
private individuals to large institutions such as 
major pension funds. investors also differ in their 
motivation and intention, from traditional investors 
focused primarily on generating a competitive, 
risk-adjusted financial return, to impact investors, 
who seek not only a financial return (market or 
below market, depending on the investor) but also 
intentional and measurable impacts for people or 
the planet, as shown in figure 1.1. 

Responsible and sustainable investment 
are approaches that explicitly acknowledge the 
relevance of environmental, social, and governance 
(esg) criteria and are used by conscious investors 
to screen potential investment opportunities. 
‘Responsible investing’ is defined as the use of 
a negative screen to inform investment decisions, 
primarily seeking to avoid certain investments 
that conflict with the investor’s agreed ethical 
guidelines. ‘Sustainable investing’ is defined as 
the use of positive screens to seek out investments 
that score well on esg criteria. 

1.2  harnessing the power of financial markets  
for public good 

2  sifma (2021): "2021 capital 
markets fact Book"; https://
www.sifma.org/wp-content/
uploads/2021/07/cm-fact-
Book-2021-sifma.pdf

3  icma (2020): "Bond 
market size"; https://www.
icmagroup.org/regulato-
ry-policy-and-market-prac-
tice/secondary-markets/
bond-market-size/

4  thinking ahead institute 
(2020): "the world’s largest 
asset managers – 2020"; 
https://www.thinkingahea-
dinstitute.org/research-pa-
pers/the-worlds-largest-as-
set-managers-2020/
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can extend, for example, to financial 
inclusion strategies targeting microfinance 
investments, fintech and climate adaptation 
insurance, healthcare strategies that include 
energy efficiency improvements, green built 
environment strategies that target educational 
and other social infrastructure, as well as 
strategies that target the growing pool of 
nature-based solutions. 

outlook

there are many initiatives by investors, asset 
managers and other financial sector players 
recognising the importance and urgency of 

climate and Just transition action. accelerating 
capital towards a Just transition builds on 
growing public and private market awareness, 
offers tangibility to a concept with positive 
resonance and strengthens investment 
behaviour to integrate environmental and 
social considerations. the high level of good 
intentions shows that there is widespread 
acceptance of the need for concerted financing 
action; the current pace, however, is simply 
too slow. What are the instruments and tools 
to accelerate capital at scale and how they can 
be used across asset classes is the subject of 
sections 2 and 3 of this report.
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environmental criteria consider how a company 
performs as a steward of nature. social criteria 
examine how a company manages relationships 
with, and its impacts on, employees, suppliers, 
customers and the communities in which it 
operates. governance deals with a company’s 
leadership, executive pay, audits, internal controls 
and shareholder rights. 

early iterations of esg investing were primarily 
focused on responsible investing and the financial 
risks associated with the climate crisis and 

‘business as usual’ approach. since then, esg 
analysis has evolved significantly. an increasing 
number of investors are committing (explicitly or 
implicitly) to sustainable investing, acknowledging 
the positive opportunities of investing using an 
integrated esg analysis. a survey of major asset 
owners by ftse russell found that more than eight 
out of 10 respondents are either implementing or 
evaluating sustainability into their portfolios. the 
predominant reasons given for doing so were 
investment risk (64%), the avoidance of reputational 
risk (57%) and capital returns (36%).5

as a result, the global esg investment market 
has grown by two-thirds between 2016 and 2020. 
Bloomberg estimates it will reach $53 trillion in 
2025.6

‘Impact investment’ is distinct from responsible 
or sustainable investment as it seeks to achieve 
clearly defined and measurable social or 
environmental impacts as opposed to simply 
avoiding negative externalities or focusing on  
high-level esg criteria. according to the global 
impact investing network (giin), the growing 
impact investment market “provides capital to 
address the world’s most pressing challenges  
in sectors such as sustainable agriculture, 
renewable energy, conservation, microfinance, 

Source: CFA Institute: "ESG Investing and Analysis"; https://www.
cfainstitute.org/en/research/esg-investing

“Investors are increasingly applying these 
non-financial factors as part of their analysis 
process to identify material risks and growth 
opportunities. ESG metrics are not commonly 
part of mandatory financial reporting, 
though companies are increasingly making 
disclosures in their annual report or in a 
standalone sustainability report.”

5  ftse russell (2021): "asset 
owners are buying into sustain-
able investment." Sustainable 
Investment: 2021 global survey 
findings from asset owners; 
https://www.ftserussell.com/
index/spotlight/sustainable-in-
vestment-2021-global-sur-
vey-findings-asset-owners

6  Bloomberg (2021): "esg 
assets may hit $53 trillion by 
2025, a third of global aum"; 
https://www.bloomberg.com/
professional/blog/esg-assets-
may-hit-53-trillion-by-2025-a-
third-of-global-aum/

Source: impact investing institute (2020), based on Bridges fund management and impact management project

FIGurE 1.1
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and affordable and accessible basic services 
including housing, healthcare, and education”.7 
impact investing spans asset classes and return 
expectations ranging from market-level to below 
market. impact investing has grown significantly 
over the past ten years. the 2010 giin annual 
survey counted only 24 respondents, 75% of whom 
thought the market was in its infancy. the number 
increased to almost 300 in 2020, 69% of whom 
expected the impact investing market to grow 
steadily. the market is now estimated to amount to 
about $715 billion.8

Combined, ESG and impact pools of capital 
demonstrate the potential realisation of an 
inclusive and sustainable world for all. The 
challenge is to move much more of the vast 
'traditional’ capital resources into these 
pools of capital. Where and how we apply 
and invest those resources will determine 
whether we will achieve the SDGs.

the growth of esg and impact investing has 
spurred innovation towards meeting the sdgs 
and continues to do so. although global financial 
markets have moved dramatically over the past few 
years, much more action is necessary in order to 
meet the needs that exist and harvest the massive 
opportunities that can grow out of innovation. 
moving large swathes of capital controlled by 
large entities such as institutional investors will 
be particularly critical. While often engaged and 
willing, many investors are constrained in their 
investment activities and face real barriers to what 
they can do (see section 2.4.2 for an overview 
of external and internal investment barriers of 
institutional investors). therefore, actors across and 
around financial markets, including investors, asset 
managers, rating agencies, financial intermediaries, 
regulators and also governments, will need to 
partner and move together to move capital and 
rethink markets so that they contribute to the well-
being of people and the planet. 

the need for rapid progress on the sdgs is 
universal and applies throughout the world. that 
said, particular emphasis and, importantly, effort 
must be directed towards emerging markets. this 
is where the funding gaps are most pronounced 
and needs – and opportunities – are immense 
(see also figure 2.1 in section 2). collective 
contributions are particularly urgent in these 
regions to further the sdgs and build healthy and 
sustainable local financial and social ecosystems 

around the world. 

1.2.2 Financial market 
key actors need to move 
simultaneously 
mainstreaming responsible, sustainable and 
impact investment practices among institutional 
investors to achieve the scale necessary to meet 
the world’s social and environmental challenges will 
require many actors to contribute time, energy and 
funding. given the amount of capital they control, 
institutional investors are a front row audience 
for this report. nevertheless, many other actors 
are needed to accelerate and expand the flow of 
capital to where it is most needed. crucially, all 
actors will need to work together simultaneously 
to effect systemic change and design and deliver 
financial solutions that bring the necessary impact 
within the timelines required.

key actors in global financial markets that need to 
engage and drive change include the following: 

investors (as owners of capital)

investors are the legal owners of capital and 
therefore are ultimately responsible for capital 
allocation decisions. they typically have investment 
objectives and mandates that determine their 
investment decisions. their engagement with 
impact performance may involve allocating across 
a range of asset classes. asset owners may 
manage their assets directly and/or outsource 
management to professional asset managers. 

they include:

•  Institutional investors (as asset owners): 
institutional investors are typically understood 
as large organisations investing on behalf of 
other beneficiaries. the term refers primarily to 
pension funds and insurance companies. it can 
also include endowments, foundations, charities, 
sovereign wealth funds (sWfs), banks and credit 
unions, family offices and private funds (such 
as mutual funds, hedge funds, private equity/ 
debt funds and venture capital funds, or real 
estate trusts). for the purpose of this report, 
we consider institutional investors to be asset 
owners. private funds and their managers are 
considered under the asset manager discussion. 
as institutional investors usually have large 
funding amounts available, they mostly seek 
sizable investment opportunities. institutional 
investors tend to prefer standardised, easily 
tradable investments and securities; illiquid 
investments are usually a marginal part of the 
institutional portfolio. some institutional investors, 
in particular pension funds and life insurers, may 

7  giin: "What you need 
to know about impact 
investing"; https://thegiin.
org/impact-investing/need-
to-know/#what-is-impact-
investing

8  giin (2020): "2020 annual 
impact investor survey"; 
https://thegiin.org/research/
publication/impinv-sur-
vey-2020
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have long-term liabilities (e.g,. ongoing payments 
to their pension scheme members) and hence 
can invest in long-term assets that match them. 
many institutional investors face significant 
regulatory requirements and constraints 

•  Impact investors: impact investors are – and 
have been for decades – playing a pioneering role 
in sdg investments across both developed and 
emerging markets. they are investors that deploy 
capital to intentionally generate measurable 
positive social and environmental results (see 
also figure 1.1 on the spectrum of capital 
above). impact investors cut across investor 
types, including, typically, dfis and mdBs on 
the public side, as further discussed below, 
and foundations, certain family offices and high 
net worth individuals on the private side. they 
have built and developed an impact investment 
universe that is increasingly familiar and attractive 
to traditional private investors. several institutional 
investors, including insurance companies and 
pension funds, have made allocations to impact 
investing, demonstrating that it is possible for 
large institutional investors to deploy capital in 
pursuit of positive impact 

•  Governments and related entities, including:

 ~  Multilateral development banks and 
bilateral development finance institutions: 
dfis and mdBs deploy government capital to 
meet economic development aims, primarily in 
emerging market countries. they mostly invest 
in private sector projects and companies in 
low- and middle-income countries to promote 
job creation and sustainable economic growth. 
they are usually majority-owned by national 
governments and source their capital from 
either national/international development 
funds or benefit from government guarantees. 
this linkage, often through a government 
shareholding, ensures their creditworthiness, 
which mirrors that of the major shareholder/
guarantor. this further enables them to raise 
large amounts of money on international capital 
markets and provide financing on particularly 
competitive terms9

 ~  Sovereign wealth funds (SWFs): sWfs are 
state-owned investment funds established 
to channel investment capital into global 
investments on behalf of sovereign nations 
or states and in the advancement of such 
sovereigns’ goals. most sWfs are funded by 
revenues from commodity exports or from 
foreign exchange reserves held by the relevant 
central bank. as a group, sWfs are highly 

diverse in terms of organisational models, 
governance, purpose and investment strategies 
(investment focus, risk appetite, liquidity). they 
are also mostly discreet about their investment 
strategies, portfolio holdings and corporate 
governance practices10

•  Individuals (as direct investors or indirectly, 
e.g., as pension beneficiaries): individual asset 
owners are not restricted to those defined as 
high net worth or ultra high net worth investors. 
When considered in the context of the number 
of people across the globe with bank accounts, 
pensions and retirement accounts of any type, 
the pool of individual asset owners is large and 
distributed 

•  Other investors, including corporations that 
not only operate their core businesses but also 
increasingly invest their balance sheet capital 

stewards of capital 

stewards of capital follow a mandate provided by 
the asset owners and make decisions within such 
a mandate.

they include:

•  Asset managers: asset managers are not the 
legal owners of the assets under management 
but act on behalf of their clients (the asset 
owners). they may manage assets on behalf 
of clients via separate accounts and/or pooled 
funds that bring together and invest the capital 
of multiple investors. investment decisions follow 
guidelines stated in the respective agreements 
with the capital owners (e.g., an investment fund’s 
formal ‘investment objective’) 

•  Investment consultants: investment 
consultants provide asset owners such as 
institutional investors with investment products, 
advice, and/or planning. they carry out in-depth 
work on formulating investment and allocation 
strategies for clients, helping them fulfil their 
needs and reach their financial goals. they often 
support asset owners in their asset manager 
selection

•  Investment banks (buy-side advisory): 
investment banks provide investors and asset 
managers with buy-side advisory services, 
advising on investment opportunities and 
strategies 

rule setters 

rule setters establish rules for the conduct of the 
markets.

9  oecd: development finance 
institutions and private 
sector development; https://
www.oecd.org/development/
development-finance-institu-
tions-private-sector-develop-
ment.htm

10  there are three main cate-
gories of sWf depending 
on their aims: stabilization 
funds are mandated to 
insulate their home econo-
mies from macroeconomic 
shocks and smooth out 
revenue streams; capital 
maximisation funds pursue 
return maximisation with 
long time horizons; finally, 
strategic development funds 
pursue social development, 
economic diversification, 
and/or domestic infra-
structure fortification. the 
majority of sWfs are dom-
iciled either in oil-exporting 
countries or east asia. 
see toptal: the Wealth 
of nations: investment 
strategies of sovereign 
Wealth funds; https://www.
toptal.com/finance/mar-
ket-research-analysts/sov-
ereign-wealth-funds; pwc 
(2016): sovereign investors 
2020.
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they include:

•  Regulators: national and regional regulators 
issue and enforce legal requirements, contributing 
to a functioning, stable and integrated, fair and 
transparent financial system and preventing its 
misuse

•  Rating agencies: rating agencies assess the 
financial strength of companies and government 
entities, in particular their ability to meet principal 
and interest payments on their debts (e.g., 
government and corporate bonds). By awarding 
credit ratings to issuers that can be assessed 
on a like-for-like basis, their role is to improve 
transparency and reduce information asymmetries 
between debt issuers and purchasers.

designers and structurers of products 

designers and structurers of products devise and 
create investable products for investors and stewards 
of capital.

they include:

•  Asset managers: asset managers have a 
contractual obligation from an asset owner to 
manage assets for a fee in accordance with the 
mandate the owner has set. they may create a 
‘commingled’ portfolio or a collective fund to pool 
together the capital of multiple clients. for very large 
clients, they may devise and structure a product on 
a segregated basis

•  Investment bankers: investment banks structure 
and create products for their clients that allow them 
to raise capital on financial markets. they help with 
the placement of such products and with finding 
investors, and provide financial consultancy services 

ecosystem players

ecosystem players are the many other players that 
enable and help shape financial markets. 

they include:

•  Auditors: audit the financial statements of a 
company and hence are key to ensuring the 
accuracy of such statements 

•  Legal advisers and other advisers: 
transactional legal counsel help structure financial 
products or transactions, review contracts and 
advise on legal risks. other advisers may include 
accountants 

•  Corporates: corporates can be the issuers 
of financial products such as shares and debt 
offerings to raise capital to help fund their 
business activities; they may also use their 
balance sheets for investment 

Each type of actor plays a unique and critical 
role in the financial market ecosystem, helping 
to ensure the smooth running of local and 
global financial flows. As highlighted in this 
report, each of these actors has the immediate 
opportunity and responsibility to direct their 
actions beyond generating short-term financial 
returns. Whether motivated by the reduction of 
risk or the pursuit of new opportunities, these 
actions will help deliver a better and more 
sustainable future for people and the planet. 

The actors set forth above are active in 
financial markets across the globe. To increase 
the likelihood of achieving the SDGs, where no 
one is left behind, these actors are encouraged 
to increase their focus on emerging markets.

11  Based on the World Bank 
country classification 
system, this would include 
upper-middle-, lower-mid-
dle- and low-income 
countries; all other countries 
are referred to herein as ‘de-
veloped’. see World Bank 
(2021): "World Bank country 
and lending groups"; 
https://datahelpdesk.
worldbank.org/knowledge-
base/articles/906519-world-
bank-country-and-lending-
groups

12  union of concerned 
scientists: https://www.
climatehotmap.org/glob-
al-warming-effects/drought.
html

1.3.1 background on Just 
transition
1.3.1.1 the climAte crisis And net 
Zero Action

the climate crisis is one of the defining challenges 
of our time. it affects everyone across the globe, 
across borders and jurisdictions, including both 
developed and emerging markets (for the purpose 
of this report, the terms ‘emerging markets’ and 
'developing countries’ include both emerging and 
frontier markets)11. the impact on our planet is 
visible. the effects on people’s lives are real. 

global climate change has already had observable 
effects on the environment. heat waves have led 
to extensive droughts across continents, glaciers 
have shrunk, plant and animal ranges have shifted, 
and trees are flowering sooner. What will happen if 
we do not contain global warming? 

•  global warming affects evapotranspiration 
(the movement of water into the atmosphere 
from land and water surfaces and plants due 
to evaporation and transpiration), leading to 
increased drought in dry areas. already, during 
the last 50 years, the sahel region of africa, 
southern asia, the mediterranean, and the 
southwestern us, just to name a few places, 
have been getting drier. scientists expect the 
amount of land affected by drought to grow by 
mid-century – and water resources in affected 
areas to decline by as much as 30%12

•  global sea levels have risen by about 20cm since 
reliable record-keeping began in 1880. sea levels 
are projected to rise another 0.3m to 2.4m by 
2100 as a result of melting land ice, especially 
glaciers, and the expansion of seawater as it 
warms. in the next few decades, storm surges 
and high tides could combine with rising sea 

1.3 a Just transition fit for the future 



Source: Jason hickel (2020): "Quantifying national respon-
sibility for climate breakdown: an equality-based attribution 
approach for carbon dioxide emissions in excess of the 
planetary boundary." Lancet Planetary Health

FIGurE 1.3
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levels and land subsidence to further increase 
flooding in many regions13

•  global warming is likely to be the greatest cause 
of species extinction this century, according to the 
World Wildlife fund (WWf).14 the intergovernmental 
panel on climate change (ipcc)15, the united 
nations’ body for assessing the science related to 
climate change, estimates that a 1.5°c average 
rise in global temperatures may put 20-30% of 
species at risk of extinction. if the planet warms by 
more than 2°c, most ecosystems will struggle. for 
example, at 1.5°c, coral reefs are estimated to be 
reduced by 70-90% – and if the planet warms by 
2°c all coral reefs will be destroyed. this is not only 
a tragedy for the ocean’s wildlife but also affects 
around half a billion people who currently rely on 
fish from coral reefs as their main source of protein

these are just a few examples. 

according to the ipcc, human activities are 
estimated to have resulted in around 1°c of global 
warming to date, relative to pre-industrial levels 
of 1850-1900.16 In their 2018 special report, 
the IPCC demonstrated that net emissions 
must be reduced to zero in order to stabilise 
global temperatures.17 the ipcc’s recent sixth 
assessment Working group i publication (2021)
reemphasises the importance and urgency of 
climate action, calling for “deep reductions in 
carbon dioxide (co2) and other greenhouse gas 

2010            2020            2030            2040            2050            2060            2070            2080            2090            2100

Emissions 
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Gross Emissions

Carbon Removal
Net Emissions

BUSINESS AS USUAL

NET ZERO

Creating a path to Net Zero

Based on research conducted by the ipcc, to limit global 
warming to 1.5°c relative to pre-industrial levels (and hence 
avoid the worst climate impacts), global co2 emissions will 
need to reach ‘net Zero’ – or ‘carbon neutrality’ – by around 
2050.  

in order to achieve ‘carbon neutrality’ by 2050, countries 
need to work towards creating low carbon economies by 

reducing carbon emissions and using carbon mitigation 
technologies, whereby any remaining greenhouse gas (ghg) 
emissions can be counterbalanced by removing ghgs from 
the atmosphere in a process known as ‘carbon removal’ 
using sequestration techniques. 

Source: World resources institute (2021): What does ‘net-Zero emissions’ 
mean? 8 common questions answered 

FIGurE 1.2

net Zero by 2050: what does it mean?

Source: ipcc (2019): "sr15 full report" chapter 2

13  nasa: "the effects of 
climate change"; https://
climate.nasa.gov/effects

14  WWf: "the effects of cli-
mate change"; https://www.
wwf.org.uk/learn/effects-of/
climate-change

15  the ipcc is an organisation 
of governments that are 
members of the united 
nations and has around 195 
members currently.

16  ipcc (2018): "special 
report on global Warming 
of 1.5°c"; https://www.ipcc.
ch/sr15/

17  ipcc (2018): "special 
report on global Warming 
of 1.5°c"; https://www.ipcc.
ch/sr15/

18  ipcc (2021): "headline 
statements from the 
summary for policymakers, 
sixth assessment report 
Working group i"; https://
www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/
wg1/

19  ipcc (2021): "climate 
change 2021: the physical 
science Basis"; https://
www.ipcc.ch/report/
sixth-assessment-re-
port-working-group-i/

emissions” to occur in order to limit global warming 
to 1.5°c or 2°c.18,19   

a study sought to quantify the national 
responsibilities for damages relating to climate 
change by looking at each country’s share of 
historical emissions (1850-2015) to cumulative co2 
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emissions. the study found that the united states 
(us) and the european union (eu) nations together 
were responsible for 69% of global excess co2 
emissions, the global north for 92%20 (see  
figure 1.3).

the unprecedented acceleration of the climate crisis 
has increased the global appeal for urgent and 
immediate action. the call for a ‘net Zero’ climate 
agenda has been gaining traction across the globe in 
recent years, moving from the fringes to centre stage 
in politics, and has also moved into the limelight in 
discussions of international financing flows, including 
both public and private capital.

there is growing public support for the net Zero 
agenda, with public outrage on climate inaction 
shown through widespread action, including, 
for example, the global movement ‘extinction 
rebellion’, the 2019 ‘global climate strike’ and the 
weekly ‘fridays for future’ protests. in a survey 
of public opinion on climate change that included 
1.2 million respondents across 50 countries, the 
united nations development programme's (undp) 
‘peoples’ climate vote’ showed broad global 
support for increased climate action.21

initially, and still at times today, the climate action 
agenda has focused exclusively on a net Zero 
climate transition and the changes needed to 

move to a low-carbon and resource-efficient global 
economy. such a single focus, however, has seen 
push-back. in particular, there have been growing 
concerns about the potential negative effects 
of climate actions on society and the economy, 
including job losses in affected industries and 
changes to commodity prices that could result in 
higher household expenses and diminished access 
to basic goods and services for low-income, often 
rural, communities. such negative socio-economic 
effects have led to social tensions, dissatisfaction 
and even unrest across the globe. this has 
manifested in heated political debates around 
net Zero agendas, particularly in fossil-fuel reliant 
economies or regions, including the us republican 
party’s push-back on climate change priorities, 
the severe protests in chile ahead of the trade and 
un climate summits in 2019, and the ‘gilets jaunes’ 
movement in france.

there is increasing consensus that a single focus 
on net Zero is not sufficient and that a shift in 
perspective to also include its socio-economic 
impacts is essential. a holistic approach paying 
attention to our planet and its people is needed 
in order to address climate change and its effects 
on societies in a fair and inclusive way. 
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Source: iea (2021): "net Zero by 2050 – a roadmap for the global energy sector"

Key milestones on the path to Net Zero

the international energy agency (iea) has provided a net Zero 
roadmap setting out over 400 milestones for what will need 
to be done, and when, to decarbonise our planet by 2050. 

according to the iea, to reduce net emissions to zero by 
2050, annual clean energy investment worldwide will need to 
more than triple by 2030 to around $4 trillion a year.

FIGurE 1.4

net Zero milestones

20  Jason hickel (2020): "Quan-
tifying national responsibility 
for climate breakdown: an 
equality-based attribution 
approach for carbon dioxide 
emissions in excess of 
the planetary boundary". 
see the analysis for more 
information on assumptions 
and methodology.

21  undp (2021): "peoples’ 
climate vote - results"; 
https://www.undp.org/
publications/peoples-cli-
mate-vote
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1.3.1.2 the evolution oF A Just 
trAnsition

the roots of the ‘Just transition’ concept lie in 
the labour union movement: in the 1990s, north 
american labour unions and environmental justice 
groups demanded fair and just pathways for workers 
to transition to alternative jobs in response to 
environmental protection policies that resulted in job 
losses in affected polluting industries such as coal.22 
the Just transition concept was subsequently 
incorporated into the negotiating text for the 
copenhagen summit in 2009 but it only found its 
way into an actual agreement six years later: the 
historic Paris Agreement. the paris agreement, 
signed by 196 nations at the 21st conference 
of the parties (cop21) in paris on 12 december 
2015, explicitly highlighted the importance of a 
Just transition, acknowledging that decarbonising 
objectives need to be combined with attention to 
affected workers in a shift to a resilient economy. 

since cop21, the discussion on a Just 
transition has broadened. it now often includes 
a more systemic concept of green-social 
interdependence, its dynamic nature and the 
need for a holistic approach that breaks down 
the often-siloed discussions between climate and 
socio-economic considerations. these discussions 
have highlighted the imperative of considering  

The Paris Agreement stated that parties should take into 
account

“the imperatives of a just transition of the 
workforce and the creation of decent work 
and quality jobs in accordance with nationally 
defined development priorities”, 

thus highlighting the importance of workers and the 
creation of decent jobs in climate change actions.

Source: united Nations (2016): Just Transition of the Workforce,  
and the Creation of Decent Work and Quality Jobs

The Paris Agreement

Source: gendersmart (2021): "gender & climate investment:  
a strategy for unlocking a sustainable future" 

there is widespread gender injustice around the globe, but 
also growing awareness of the significant challenges climate 
change has on women, for example:

•  Water scarcity can increase the burden to collect water or 
push families to split to seek work

•  lack of access to energy has material negative effects on 
girls’ education and health as well as women’s opportunity 
to pursue economic activities

the gendersmart report showcases how gender and 
climate investing can apply across three example sectors:

Energy: extension of access to renewable energy solutions 
to households.

Agriculture: opportunities across agricultural and food 
technologies, food processing, fashion and other supply 
chains.

Infrastructure: ability to address existing gender gaps by 
incorporating a gender lens to the design and build of green 
infrastructure projects.

climate and genderSPOTLIGHT

(i) different climate transition and planet preservation 
strategies across sectors; (ii) geographic disparities, 
needs and priorities at international, regional and 
national levels; and (iii) affected and underserved or 
marginalised communities, households, individuals, 
workers and enterprises, to achieve an inclusive 
and socially beneficial transition. the result is a 
growing recognition that in every climate change 
discussion, particular attention needs to be paid 
to those segments of societies that are typically 
underrepresented and discriminated against as 
a result of, among other factors, their economic 
standing, race or gender. 

at cop26, a number of western nations signed a 
Just transition declaration, stressing the need to 
ensure that no one is left behind in the transition to 
net Zero economies, recognising that the climate 
transition will affect those working in sectors, cities 
and regions reliant on carbon-intensive industries 
and production most acutely, and recognising 
that the effects of climate change affect those in 
poverty disproportionately, and can exacerbate 
economic, gender and other social inequalities.23

since early 2020, many long-standing socio-
economic and development issues, for example, job 
insecurity, poverty, inadequate healthcare or lack 
of access to clean water, have been compounded 
by the covid-19 pandemic, affecting particularly 

Source: LSE Grantham Institute and university 
of Leeds (2021): "Financing climate action 
with positive social impact – How banking can 
support a just transition in the uK"

“Core to just transition 
is the recognition that 
climate success will be 
contingent on designing a 
transition that is both fair 
and seen to be fair across 
regions and across the 
socioeconomic spectrum.”

22  Just transition centre 
(2017): "Just transition –  
a report for the oecd"; 
https://www.oecd.org/
environment/cc/g20-cli-
mate/collapsecontents/
Just-transition-centre-re-
port-just-transition.pdf

23  european commission 
(2021): "france, germany, 
uk, us and eu launch 
ground-breaking interna-
tional Just energy transition 
partnership with south 
africa"; https://ec.europa.
eu/commission/presscorn-
er/detail/en/ip_21_5768
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there is not yet any universally agreed definition of the Just 
transition concept. one of the early descriptions was provided 
by the international labour organization (ilo):

“A just transition for all towards an 
environmentally sustainable economy […] needs 
to be well managed and contribute to the goals 
of decent work for all, social inclusion and the 
eradication of poverty […]

The greening of economies presents many 
opportunities to achieve social objectives: it has 
the potential to be a new engine of growth, both 
in advanced and developing economies, and 
a net generator of decent, green jobs that can 
contribute significantly to poverty eradication and 
social inclusion. The greening of economies will 
enhance our ability to manage natural resources 
sustainably, increase energy efficiency and 
reduce waste, while addressing inequalities and 
enhancing resilience.”

similarly, the oecd’s approach to a people-centred transition 
builds on the ilo’s definition of a Just transition, asserting that 

defining a ‘Just transition’

Source: ilo (2015): "guidelines for a just transition towards environmentally sus-
tainable economies and societies for all"; https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/
public/---ed_emp/---emp_ent/documents/publication/wcms_432859.pdf

oecd (2021): "the inequalities-environment nexus: towards a people-centred 
green transition". oecd green growth papers, no. 2021/01; https://www.
oecd-ilibrary.org/environment/the-inequalities-environment-nexus_ca9d8479-en

those already underserved and marginalised groups 
along economic/class, gender and racial lines. 
covid-19 has also exposed deep, long-standing 
and growing inequalities between countries. the 
global pandemic has thus reinforced the need for 
a Just transition, increasing the urgency to ensure 
equitable societies and the importance of finding 
ways to address structural imbalances and rebuild 
economies, while addressing the risks of climate 
change at the same time. 

as stated by the task force on climate, 
development and the international monetary 
fund (imf), “climate change poses significant 
risks to financial and fiscal stability, poverty and 
inequality and the long-run growth prospects of the 
world economy” and “climate action presents an 
opportunity to build a green and just 21st century 
economic infrastructure, adapting to the changing 
climate while raising levels of prosperity across the 
world”.24 it is imperative that the global community 
support climate resilience and transition to a low-
carbon economy in a just way. 

Climate action needs to provide equitable 
and inclusive pathways to Net Zero and a 
thriving planet where no one is left behind. 
In other words, the transition to a viable 
environmental future also needs to be socially 
just to be successful and sustained over the 
long term. 

1.3.1.3 geogrAphic considerAtions

climate change is a global problem that will require 
action across all developed and emerging markets. 
however, implementing effective Just transition 
measures requires paying attention not only to 
the universal concept but also to the local context 
using a place-based lens.25 in other words, which 
Just transition pathways are possible and desirable 
depends on the specific local realities, capacities 
and capabilities. 

appendix 1 provides further analysis and specific 
geographic considerations for emerging market 
investment approaches. 

determining starting points

countries, regions and communities have different 
starting points when it comes to delivering a Just 
transition. these are determined by a range of 
environmental and socio-economic factors, including 
a place’s emission legacy track record, reliance 
on fossil fuels and economic dependencies on 
greenhouse gas-emitting sectors and existing energy 
infrastructure. a place or community’s vulnerability 
to climate-related risks (e.g., rising sea levels), its 
ability to provide universal access to modern energy 
services (particularly as energy demand rises), its 
demographic footprint, as well as broader socio-
economic (e.g., employment and poverty) and 
human development indicators all have an impact. 

24  task force on climate, 
development and the 
international monetary 
fund (2021): "toward 
development-centered 
climate change policy at 
the international monetary 
fund"; https://www.bu.edu/
gdp/files/2021/10/tf_strat-
egy-report_fin.pdf

25  place-based approaches 
are person-centred, bot-
tom-up approaches used to 
meet the unique needs of 
people in one given location 
by working together to use 
the best available resources 
and collaborate to gain local 
knowledge and insight. see 
iriss (2015): "place-based 
working"; https://www.iriss.
org.uk/resources/irisson/
place-based-working

greening the economy should be done in a way that is  
as fair and inclusive as possible to everyone concerned, 
creating decent work opportunities and leaving no one behind. 
a Just transition involves maximizing the social and economic 
opportunities of climate action, while minimizing and carefully 
managing any challenges. the oecd’s analysis shows 
that the impacts of environmental degradation tends to be 
concentrated among vulnerable groups and households, while 
the benefits and costs of environmental policies are also likely 
to be unevenly distributed across households. 

despite the lack of a unifying definition, the Just transition 
concept is increasingly used by governments, labour groups, 
investors, businesses, civil society and multilateral agencies 
as a way to encourage consideration of who will be affected 
by climate action and where the effects of related systemic 
change will be felt. a holistic view of these effects is vital in 
order to distribute the costs and benefits of net Zero climate 
action in a fair manner, and should both provide a voice to 
those affected and result in intentional planning of climate 
action.
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determining trajectories

in addition, countries, regions and communities 
also have a distinct pace when it comes to 
respective Just transition pathways, and resultant 
decarbonisation and development trajectories. 
trajectories are related to the starting points but 
also depend on additional factors around the 
country/region/community’s preparedness to 
deal with climate change and the social actions 
necessary to build a just and inclusive society. 
these factors include financial strength, and local 

capacity and capabilities to address Just transition 
imperatives, including access to global finance 
flows and international support. 

given these respective starting points and 
trajectories, countries may have different 
development priorities, such as meeting rising energy 
demand, expanding access to energy, modernising 
energy infrastructure, reducing their environmental 
footprint, or, on the social side, providing 
employment or reducing poverty. developing 
countries also face specific pressures in the context 
of climate action, as they need to tackle the climate 
emergency at the same time as other urgent needs, 
notably the push for economic growth, increased 
energy access and improved living standards to meet 
the needs of their citizens and to meet the sdgs.26

regional implications of the paris 
Agreement

disparities across countries, regions and 
communities has been internationally 
acknowledged. in the paris agreement, the need 
for assistance, both financial and in building 
capacity to countries that are both less wealthy and 
more vulnerable, was recognised and positioned as 
a call to action by the global community. 

the paris agreement required each participating 
country to prepare country-specific ‘nationally 
determined contributions’ (ndcs), setting out 
each country’s climate actions. it was expressly 
understood that developing countries would take 

“The greening of economies in the context 
of sustainable development and poverty 
eradication will require a country-specific mix 
of macroeconomic, industrial, sectoral, social 
protection, skills, social dialogue and labour 
policies that create an enabling environment 
for sustainable enterprises to prosper and 
create decent work opportunities by mobilizing 
and directing public and private investment 
towards environmentally sustainable activities”

Source: uNFCCC (2016): Just Transition of the Workforce,  
and the Creation of Decent Work and Quality Jobs

Local context of a Just Transition

26  cdc group (2020): "cli-
mate change strategy"; 
https://assets.cdcgroup.
com/wp-content/up-
loads/2020/07/01181554/
cdc-climate-change-strat-
egy_final-for-puBlica-
tion-1.pdf

Worse Better

emerging markets face significant climate change vulnerability compared to developed markets - 
with fewer resources to address this vulnerability.

FIGurE 1.5

vulnerability to climate change by country (measured by ND-GAIN Country Index)

Source: nd-gain matrix and global south vulnerability: https://gain.nd.edu/our-work/country-index/
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longer to reach their peak of emissions and that 
emissions reductions would need to be undertaken 
on the basis of equitable considerations across 
countries, in the context of sustainable development 
and reflecting respective efforts to eradicate poverty. 
to date, 194 countries27 have submitted their first 
ndcs. an ndc updated synthesis report was 
issued in october 2021, combining the information of 
the 192 parties to the paris agreement at that time.

the glasgow climate pact, announced on 13 
november 2021, at the end of cop26, reconfirmed 
the need to significantly increase support for 
developing countries, beyond $100 billion per year.28

in summary, while there is a need for a Just 
transition to be universal and global, Just transition 
pathways must be grounded in local considerations 
of needs, capacity and priorities to ensure that they 
are inclusive, fair and equitable, and to avoid poor 
or disadvantaged populations becoming worse off. 
the requirement to reflect locally-specific context 
does not dilute the global relevance, power of, and 
need for a common understanding of what a Just 
transition means in practice. 

Introducing a globally consistent description 
of a Just Transition with a tailored 
understanding of local implementation 
scenarios will support and drive further 
alignment across public and private actors. 
Making clear ‘what good looks like’ will 
allow the global community to speak the 
same language in terms of pursuing a Just 
Transition while inviting, encouraging and 
incentivising actions that can have the most 
impact in local environments.
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ghg emissions by economic sectors (2010)

•  Agriculture, Forestry and Other Land Uses 
(afolu): emissions from various sources, 
including from land clearance by burning or when 
land is over-ploughed, methane gas emissions 
from rice cultivation or livestock, or nitrous oxide 
gas emissions from the use of fertilisers

•  Industry: emissions from the burning of fossil 
fuels in furnaces for heat production or directly in 
chemical processes

•  Transport: emissions from burning of fossil fuels 
in engines of cars, planes or trains

•  Buildings: emissions from burning of fossil fuels 
for cooking or heating

•  Electricity and heat production: emissions 
from the burning of fossil fuels for electricity and 
heat production

•  Other energy: emissions from the energy sector 
not directly used for producing electricity, such 
as for fuel extraction, refining, processing or 
transport

Source: ipcc (2014): "ar5 synthesis report – climate change"; https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/syr/

27  all 193 current parties to 
the paris agreement plus 
eritrea, which is not a party 
to the agreement.

28  unfccc (2021): "glasgow 
climate pact"; https://un-
fccc.int/sites/default/files/
resource/cma2021_l16_
adv.pdf

29  ipcc (2014): "ar5 synthesis 
report – climate change"; 
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/
ar5/syr/

1.3.1.4 sectorAl considerAtions

greenhouse gas (ghg) emissions, and hence 
climate impact, differ significantly by sector. the 
ipcc estimated, in a 2014 report, that the biggest 
sectors by global climate emissions in 2010 were 
electricity and heat production (25%), agriculture/
forestry/land use (afolu) (24%), industry (21%), 
and transport (14%). redistributing indirect co2 
emissions from electricity and heat production to  
the sectors where they were being used changed 
the picture, making industry the largest emitting 
sector, at 32%, followed by afolu at 25% and 
buildings at 18%.29

While efforts to decarbonise are currently 
concentrated on transition out of coal and fossil fuel 
divestment within the energy sector – see spotlight 
panel below – the movement towards a Just 
transition cannot stop with activities focused only  
on fossil fuel reduction.

a Just transition must also concentrate on transition 
to green technologies and on changes across high-
emitting sectors. With a view to including dimensions 
of social justice and fairness, Just Transition 
efforts should span all economic sectors, 
seeking innovation and changes to business 
models that improve our climate and planet 
and advance the livelihoods of our people. 
efforts must also reach consumers and become 
engrained in human awareness and resultant habits 
and individual choices.

in other words, a Just transition is not just 
about carbon. the landscape is far more diverse 
and dynamic, offering significant investment 
opportunities that will be addressed in later sections 
of this report.
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1.3.2 overview of select  
global Just transition  
initiatives to date
the concept of a Just transition that considers both 
climate and social objectives is gaining attention 
around the world. this focus has been heightened 
by covid-19 and the way the global pandemic 
has affected developed and emerging markets 
differently, including the disproportionate impact 
on low-income communities and the unequal 
distribution of vaccines – with these inequalities 
expected to make long-term recovery for the whole 
planet more difficult. scrutiny of climate solutions 
that ignore social realities has also increased at 
international climate conventions, the most recent 
being cop26. This report intends to build on 
this attention and convert it into concrete 
action for mobilising capital at scale. 

international initiatives

following the 2015 paris agreement, there 
have been a number of significant declarations, 
guidelines and reports that underline the need for 
actions that support a climate transition that is fair 
and just. these have included the ones listed below 
as well as those recently announced in november 
2021 at cop26 in glasgow as listed in appendix 2: 

•  the international labour organization (ilo)’s 
Guidelines for a just transition towards 
environmentally sustainable economies and 
societies for all issued in 2015. this provided a 
“non-binding practical orientation to governments 
and social partners with some specific options 
on how to formulate, implement and monitor the 
policy framework, in accordance with national 
circumstances and priorities”30

•  the ipcc’s 2018 Special Report on Global 
Warming of 1.5°C, a comprehensive “report 
on the impacts of global warming of 1.5°c 
above pre-industrial levels and related global 
greenhouse gas emission pathways, in the 
context of strengthening the global response 
to the threat of climate change, sustainable 
development, and efforts to eradicate poverty”31

•  The Solidarity and Just Transition Silesia 
Declaration, signed by 50 countries at cop24 in 
2018, reaffirming the paris agreement, stressing 
the required paradigm shift and recognising 
the greater and specific needs of developing 
countries32

•  The ILO Climate Action for Jobs Initiative at the 
united nations climate action summit in 2019, 
under which 46 countries committed to support 
a just ecological transition and to formulate 
national plans for a Just transition through social 
dialogue, creating decent work as well as green 
jobs, thus enabling ambitious action towards a 
sustainable future of work33

•  in 2019, the eu launched the European Green 
Deal, a plan that intends to mobilise at least 
€1 trillion in sustainable investments over the 
next decade, including the ‘Just transition 
mechanism’ targeting a fair and just green 
transition. in the wake of the covid-19 crisis, the 
Just transition mechanism builds upon people’s 
demands to ‘build back better’: the eu’s €17.5 
billion Just transition fund, the first pillar of the 
mechanism, combines funds from the eu’s 
budget and its covid-19 recovery fund and is 
set to support eu countries as they wind down 
fossil fuel industries.34 it is expected to mobilise at 

coal has long been viewed as the cheapest way to power 
the global economy, yet this is no longer the case. the 
development and construction of new renewable energy 
plants has become cheaper than new coal plants almost 
everywhere, even before considering coal’s externalities 
such as its health, climate and environmental impacts. But 
meaningful change to ghg emissions cannot focus solely 
on new plants but needs to include the decommissioning of 
current coal-fired power plants. decommissioning of fossil 
fuel plants is a complex undertaking, entailing not only costs 
but also socio-economic effects in the affected region, in 
particular due to local job losses. 

a key barrier to accelerating the decommissioning and phasing 
out of fossil fuel power plants is that the vast majority of such 
plants are insulated from competition, benefitting from long-
term contracts and non-competitive tariffs. a decommissioning 
process must, therefore, entail a careful consideration of 
interests and of economic effects on, and incentivisation 
of, a variety of stakeholders, including workers and local 
communities and consumers, taxpayers and coal plant 
investors, as well as the implications for the local economy and 
government revenue. 

there are several research initiatives ongoing, such as by 
the rocky mountain institute, that perform research on the 
decommissioning of fossil fuel plants, specifically in the us. 
these initiatives are seeking to identify pathways forward that 
achieve a Just transition without the need for additional public 
funding. one approach uses low-cost refinancing raised, for 
example, through securitisations, whereby the new capital is 
used to (i) reinvest in clean energy solutions, and (ii) provide 
transition support to coal workers and local communities, 
offering funding to preserve livelihoods, protect benefits and 
ensure that host communities can continue to thrive. 

using well designed mechanisms, such as the one discussed 
above, can ensure that decommissioning is achieved in an 
affordable way, balancing the interests of all core constituents. 
that said, as stated above, every phasing out is complex and 
for a decommissioning plan to be successful, local context, 
realities and disparities need to be carefully considered and all 
relevant stakeholders need to be engaged and included in the 
solution.

decommissioning coal-fired power plantsSPOTLIGHT

30  ilo (2015): "guidelines for 
a just transition towards 
environmentally sustainable 
economies and societies 
for all" 

31  ipcc (2018): "special 
report on global Warming 
of 1.5°c"; https://www.ipcc.
ch/sr15/. the report was 
prepared by 91 authors 
and review editors from 40 
countries 

32  Just transition and cop24 
(2018): "solidarity and Just 
transition silesia decla-
ration" 

33  ilo: "climate action for 
Jobs initiative"; https://
www.ilo.org/global/
topics/green-jobs/are-
as-of-work/climate-change/
Wcms_732060/lang--en/
index.htm

34  euractiv (2021): "eu law-
makers give final approval 
to bloc’s green transition 
fund"; https://www.euractiv.
com/section/energy-envi-
ronment/news/eu-lawmak-
ers-give-final-approval-to-
blocs-green-transition-fund/

Sources: rocky mountain institute (2020): "how to retire early"; Wef (2021):  
"4 key steps to decommissioning coal-fired power plants"; https://www.weforum.
org/agenda/2021/08/4-key-steps-decommissioning-coal-fired-power-plants/
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least €100 billion in investments over the period 
2021-2027 to support workers and citizens of 
the regions most affected by the transition away 
from fossil fuels.35 for example, the eu allocated 
€877 million of its Just transition fund to support 
structural change in german coal-mining regions. 
the commission identified 18 areas within 
germany, which would be most affected by 
structural change in a transition from coal36

•  The Joint Declaration of all Public Development 
Banks in the World in 2020, which declared their 
commitment to “working to deliver sustainable, 
equitable and inclusive outcomes, leaving no one 
behind”37

•  the g20 sustainable finance roadmap, 
developed by the g20’s Sustainable Finance 
Working Group (sfWg) and endorsed by the g20 
finance ministers and central bank governors 
in 2021, which highlights the “need to advance 
the understanding of and support the growth of 
markets for financing a just climate transition” 
as one of the key areas that is not sufficiently 
being addressed at the international level. the 
roadmap particularly calls on dfis and mdBs to 
raise their ambitions in supporting their investee 
companies to achieve a just climate transition, 
and on international organisations to collaborate 
to develop high-level principles for a credible and 
consistent framework for financing a just climate 
transition38

initiatives by country

initiatives linked to a Just transition have been 
launched in developed economies including 
canada, germany, Japan, the uk and the us, and 
in emerging economies such as china, colombia, 
india and south africa. some examples are shown 
below, and a list of further select country-level Just 
transition initiatives is provided in appendix 3:

•  the german government convened a Commission 
on Growth, Structural Change and Employment 
to develop a broad social consensus around 
structural changes to energy and climate policy 
in germany. the report argued that structural 

changes require reliable framework conditions and 
long-term monitoring. new financial instruments 
are needed, in addition to existing instruments, to 
bring together strategic investments in the lignite 
mining regions and secure their funding in the 
long term.39 at the regional level, WWf germany 
reported that the ruhr region of germany has 
steadily transitioned from coal producing to a more 
diverse and modern economy over the last several 
decades. this was done with no redundancies and 
promoted dialogue between the coal company, 
trade unions and the state40

•  in the uk, the government has adopted an 
integrated approach to climate action and social 
considerations, both in the context of covid-19 
recovery and achieving net Zero targets. the 
"Build Back Better: our plan for growth" policy 
paper set out the uk government’s plans to 
support growth through significant investment 
in infrastructure, skills and innovation, pursuing 

The €17.5 billion EU Just Transition Fund (JTF) is the 
first pillar of the European Union’s Just Transition 
Mechanism (JTM). 

it is a key tool to support territories most affected by the 
transition towards a climate-neutral economy. it aims to 
provide them with tailored support to alleviate the socio-
economic costs triggered by climate transition, supporting a 
shift to more diverse and sustainable economic activity in the 
territories concerned. 

the fund aims to invest in small and medium enterprises, 

the creation of new firms, research and innovation, 
environmental rehabilitation, clean energy, the up- and 
re-skilling of workers, job-search assistance and active 
inclusion of job-seekers’ programmes, as well as the 
transformation of existing carbon-intensive installations when 
these investments lead to substantial emission cuts and job 
protection. it is expected to mobilise close to €30 billion in 
third-party investments. 

eu Just transition FundSPOTLIGHT

Source: european commission: "Just transition funding sources"; https://
ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/european-green-deal/finance-
and-green-deal/just-transition-mechanism/just-transition-funding-sources_en 

35  european commission (2020): "the european green deal invest-
ment plan and Just transition mechanism explained"; https://
ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/qanda_20_24

36  european commission (2020): "communication from the 
commission to the european parliament, the european council, 
the council, the european central Bank and the eurogroup"; 
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/2020-european_se-
mester_country-report-germany_en.pdf

37  finance in common (2020): "Joint declaration of all public 
development Banks in the World"; https://financeincommon.
org/sites/default/files/2020-11/fics%20-%20Joint%20declara-
tion%20of%20all%20public%20development%20Banks.pdf

38  g20 sustainable finance Working group (2021): "g20 sus-
tainable finance roadmap"; https://g20sfwg.org/wp-content/
uploads/2021/10/g20-sustainable-finance-roadmap.pdf 

39  commission on growth, structural change and employ-
ment (2019): "final report"; https://www.bmwi.de/reda-
ktion/en/publikationen/commission-on-growth-structur-
al-change-and-employment.pdf?__blob=publicationfile&v=3

40  WWf germany (2019): "Just transition for regions and gen-
erations"; https://regionsbeyondcoal.eu/just-transition-for-re-
gions-and-generations/

41  uk government (2021): "Build Back Better: our plan for growth"; 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/
system/uploads/attachment_data/file/969275/pfg_final_print_
plan_for_growth_print.pdf 
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growth that enables the uk to transition to 
net Zero.41 the “net Zero strategy: Build Back 
greener”, outlining the government’s strategy 
to net Zero by 2050, further sets out the 
government’s stated commitment for the transition 
to deliver “good and green jobs”, contribute to 
addressing regional inequalities, and mitigate 
any potential negative social impacts, including 
on the most vulnerable.42 the devolved scottish 
government has launched a Just transition 
commission, mandated to provide practical 
advice and recommendations to scottish ministers 
on how to apply Just transition principles to 
scotland (see spotlight panel)

•  in south africa, there is broad acknowledgement 
of the importance of a Just transition among key 
stakeholders. the concept of the Just transition 
is prominently featured across the country’s 
trade union policies on climate change, national 

development plan (ndp), national climate change 
policies, and nationally determined contributions 
(ndc).43 in 2018, the national planning 
commission issued a paper on energy, laying 
out the challenges facing a system dominated by 
coal, following the paris agreement and the rapid 
global development of clean energy technologies. 
the paper highlighted the risk of stranded 
infrastructure investment in the south african coal 
industry and stressed the “need for co-ordinated 
stakeholder action driven by government to 
facilitate a transparent decision-making process 
on the future of coal in south africa as part of a 
just energy transition”44 

•  at cop26, france, germany, the uk, the us 
and the eu announced a Just Energy Transition 
Partnership with south africa, pledging an initial 
commitment of $8.5 billion over the next five years 
to support the country’s decarbonisation efforts45

at cop26, the uk government announced 
it would make it mandatory for every UK 
financial institution to have a Net Zero 
transition plan, which will set out how 
they intend to decarbonise their activities. 
through this requirement, the government 
aims to increase oversight of the financial 
sector, ensuring that financial flows shift 
towards supporting net Zero, as well as 
providing greater levels of transparency and 
accountability to combat green washing. 

to support this new requirement, the 
government also announced the launch of a 

new transition plan taskforce. the taskforce 
will comprise representatives from uk industry, 
academia, regulatory bodies and the third sector. 
the taskforce will define the requirements for the 
net Zero transition plans, outlining standards, 
associated metrics and recommendations. 
the taskforce will coordinate with international 
efforts such as the glasgow financial alliance for 
net Zero, and will report in 2022. 

uk transition plan taskforceSPOTLIGHT

the scottish Just transition commission, established in 
2019, is an independent committee that reports to the 
scottish government annually. the commission’s march 
2021 report lays out the Just transition opportunities and 
challenges, recommendations and practical next steps for 
the scottish government to deliver climate neutrality in a way 
that is fair and inclusive. 

the commission has called on the scottish government to 
pursue an orderly transition to net Zero that benefits people, 
addresses the skills gap, empowers communities and 
distributes benefits and costs of climate action fairly, with a 
number of recommendations. in response to the commission, 
the scottish government published actions it will take, 
alongside its national Just transition planning framework. 

the framework will result in a set of sectoral plans, ranging 
from energy to agriculture and land use. it further sets up 
a £500-million Just transition fund for the north-east and 

moray region, an area exposed to north sea oil and gas. 
this fund is intended to support and accelerate the transition 
to a net Zero economy. the £500 million will be given to 
develop offshore and marine renewables supported by 
improvements to port infrastructure.

the scottish government also committed to consultations on 
how fair work can be core to climate action and will design 
and implement a ‘skills guarantee’ for workers in carbon-
intensive sectors. it will also publish guiding principles to 
ensure that no one is left behind in the heat transition. the 
scottish government further committed to? a consultation on 
climate risk reporting and esg standards for local authority 
pension funds and to? explore the potential for local climate 
bonds. 

scottish Just transition commissionSPOTLIGHT

Source: this case study is based on the report of the financing the Just 
transition alliance convened by the lse grantham research institute. We are 
grateful to its authors for allowing us to reproduce it here. 

41  uk government (2021): 
Build Back Better: our plan 
for growth; https://assets.
publishing.service.gov.
uk/government/uploads/
system/uploads/attach-
ment_data/file/969275/
pfg_final_print_plan_for_
growth_print.pdf 

42  uk government (2021): net 
Zero strategy: Build Back 
greener; https://assets.
publishing.service.gov.
uk/government/uploads/
system/uploads/attach-
ment_data/file/1026655/
net-zero-strategy.pdf 

43  climate investment 
funds (2020): supporting 
Just transition in south 
africa; https://www.
climateinvestmentfunds.
org/sites/cif_enc/files/
knowledge-documents/
supporting_just_transi-
tions_in_south_africa.pdf

44  grantham research insti-
tute et al (2018): investing in 
a just transition

45  european commission 
(2021): france, germany, 
uk, us and eu launch 
ground-breaking interna-
tional Just energy transition 
partnership with south 
africa; https://ec.europa.eu/
commission/presscorner/
detail/en/ip_21_5768; BBc 
news: cop26: Boris John-
son cautiously optimistic on 
climate progress

Source: uk government (2021): "fact sheet: net Zero-aligned 
financial centre"; https://www.gov.uk/government/publica-
tions/fact-sheet-net-zero-aligned-financialcentre/fact-sheet-
net-zero-aligned-financial-centre
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1.3.3 Just transition 
foundational considerations
every global movement offers the opportunity for 
collective insight to inspire action. already, the Just 
transition concept is used by governments, labour 
groups, investors, businesses, civil society and 
multilateral agencies to better understand who will 
be affected by climate action and where the effects 
of related systemic shifts will be felt. 

Drawing on the challenges detailed in the 
previous Section, we can summarise four 
foundational considerations that should apply 
universally to any solution that aspires to 
contribute to and advance a Just Transition. 
Any Just Transition action must: 

FIGurE 1.7

the integrated Just transition elements

Advance Climate and Environmental Action

1  greenhouse gas emission mitigation, reduction and removal

2  adaptation and resilience

3  Biodiversity and natural capital – climate and environmental effects

4  reduction of pollution or degradation of the natural environment 

AND improve Socio-economic Distribution and Equity

5  fair distribution of climate change costs and benefits between developed 
and developing countries and between regions and communities within 
countries, based on a place-based lens 

6  inclusive opportunities for decent jobs (including re-skilling where jobs 
are lost), delivering fair income, security in the workplace and social 
protection for families

7  accessibility and affordability of products and services 

8  livelihood enhancement and social justice for all across regions, 
communities and individuals, including marginalised and underserved 
groups

9  Biodiversity and natural capital – socio-economic effects

AND increase Community Voice

a  social dialogue and stakeholder engagement through a participatory voice 
and inclusion in decision making for those affected and those frequently 
excluded and/or marginalised, including communities and people 

The three Just Transition Elements
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Just trAnsition

•  Be both universal and place-based:  
 a Just transition needs to apply globally but, 
at the same time, take into account regional 
and local factors, including different starting 
points and trajectories, capacity for change 
and financial means. this especially applies to 
emerging markets, underdeveloped regions 
and underserved communities and individuals 

•  Apply across all sectors and be sector-
specific: a Just transition cannot solely focus 
on high-profile fossil fuels and job losses that 
result from decarbonisation measures. climate 
action must span all sectors to reduce both 
ghg emissions and electricity consumption, 
driving emission reductions and efficiency 
gains, including also environmental and 
biodiversity considerations. however, the 
different sectoral opportunities and priorities 
for change and the different effects the 
implementation of Just transition strategies 
have on different sectors and their workers 

and communities need to be considered and 
addressed

•  Be all-inclusive and individually socially 
beneficial: a Just transition needs to 
encompass all those negatively affected by 
net Zero strategies but also those already 
disadvantaged, marginalised and underserved. 
to achieve inclusivity, a Just transition needs 
to focus on individuals, households and 
communities to assess the uplift needed to 
achieve a truly equitable society, including 
consideration of gender and race 

•  Be dynamic and grounded in the current 
situation: a Just transition is, at its heart, 
a dynamic concept that develops over time. 
as such, it needs to be adaptive to changing 
global and local needs and environments and 
consider both the local and global situation 
and transformational requirements at the 
current point in time 
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1.3.4 integrated Just transition 
elements fit for the future
Building on the foundational considerations above 
and the need to integrate environmental and social 
objectives to achieve a sustainable and inclusive 
transition for all, it is pivotal that everyone embrace 
a shared view of what constitutes a Just transition. 
We believe that by introducing the Just transition 
elements, we can make clear what ’good looks 
like’, which, in turn, is more likely to spur concerted 
and effective action.

drawing on current discussions, this section sets 
out the future-fit Just transition elements. at their 
core the Just transition elements integrate three 
critical drivers of a Just transition applicable across 
geographies, sectors, policies and investments. 
actions can only be considered to advance a Just 
transition if they meet all three of the integrated 
elements. only by adhering to a common 
understanding of a Just transition can we ensure 
that equitable and inclusive pathways to net Zero 
and a thriving planet are realised and not left to 
rhetorical aspirations.

implementing the Just transition 
elements

the Just transition elements reflect the systemic 
connectedness of environmental enhancement and 
social equity. progressive adoption by all key groups 
mentioned at the opening of this report – asset 
owners, stewards of capital, designers and structurers 
of investment products, and ecosystem players – 
offers a corridor of tangible action. By embracing 
the Just transition elements there is a real chance 
to accelerate the effectiveness of public and private 
finance deployed towards climate and socially positive 
solutions. integrity and accountability of finance can be 
assured by using the Just transition elements as the 
basis for assessing results.

it is important to repeat that a Just transition stands 
only on all its three legs and that the integrated pursuit 
of all three elements is key. all three of the following 
threshold statements must apply to any action:

1  every Just transition investment transaction will, as 
a minimum, include at least one clear component 
of climate and environmental action and there 
should be a net positive contribution to climate 
and the environment.

2  every Just transition action will, as a minimum, 
make a net positive contribution to Socio-
economic Distribution and Equity 

3  every Just transition action will, as a minimum, 
include meaningful engagement with local 
stakeholders and demonstrate how Community 
Voice is reflected. 

The transition to a sustainable and inclusive 
world for all requires conscious, intentional, 
proactive and concerted action across the 
world, from both public and private actors. 
Embracing common Just Transition Elements 
across all groups will strengthen efforts 
underway and encourage new efforts with 
sharper clarity and focus. 

Every global movement invites moments of 
collective clarity to inspire action. By introducing 
the integrated Just Transition Elements that build 
on what has come before, we are contributing to 
this clarity which, in turn, will galvanise action. 
Sections 2 and 3 of this report describe the types 
of action that can be encouraged by making full 
and concerted use of investment instruments and 
policies. 

1.3.5 who are the key actors 
driving a Just transition?
in order to achieve a Just transition, effort and action 
across all segments of societies are needed. there 
are a number of key actors that need to engage and 
drive change, including: 

public sector 

•  The international community, national 
governments and local governments need  

FIGurE 1.8

sustainable funds' outperformance in 2020
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a morgan stanley analysis of more than 3,000 us mutual funds and 
exchange traded funds (etfs) shows that sustainable equity funds 
outperformed their traditional peers by a median of 4.3% in 2020.

Source: morgan stanley (2021): "sustainable funds outperform peers in 2020  
during coronavirus"; https://www.morganstanley.com/ideas/esg-funds-outper-
form-peers-coronavirus

Returns from sustainable vs traditional mutual funds

“Sustainable investments have continued to 
perform well throughout 2020, reinforcing the value 
of sustainable investing and further dispelling the 
myth that investors who include sustainability 
considerations in their portfolios face a financial 
trade-off”

audrey choi, chief sustainability officer
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to drive the explicit integration of a Just transition in 
relevant policies and regulations. further, they need 
to engage in and cooperate on related activities, 
including the harmonisation and adaptation of Just 
transition reporting standards and to represent 
the voices of their communities affected by the 
transition to net Zero. national governments also 
play an important role as the shareholders in dfis 
and mdBs (see below), and hence the providers of 
these institutions’ respective mandates

•  Bilateral DFIs and MDBs play a crucial and 
leading role in advancing a Just transition. their 
ability to initiate and scale Just transition business 
models and innovations that combine environmental 
and social considerations, their ability to provide 
patient capital (including blended financial solutions, 
see section 2.5) and invest in emerging markets, 
and their influential voice all make them important 
drivers of Just transition financing

•  Regulators have a key role to play as they 
have the power to assign benefits to, or impose 
restrictions or penalties on, companies within 
their jurisdictions. their core aim has been to 
ensure market integrity for consumer protection 
and risk mitigation, yet their ability to adversely 
impact the market by restricting capital flows to 
markets and investments is particularly pertinent. 
their gatekeeping role is material for mobilising 
future flows to those investments and markets that 
advance the sdgs and a Just transition 

private sector

•  Corporates are increasingly expected by 

government regulation, investors and consumers 
to integrate Just transition considerations into their 
purpose or mission, their strategy, decisions, actions 
and reporting with respect to their own products 
and services, and along their supply chains 

•  Financial actors, including investors, asset 
managers, banks and advisory intermediaries, 
are of particular importance as large capital sums 
are needed to drive an inclusive transition across 
the world. investors need to channel their funding 
and integrate a Just transition lens across their 
investment and divestment decisions, asset 
allocation and corporate engagement activity. 
asset managers and intermediaries need to 
ensure that relevant investment opportunities 
are designed to allow participation by a wide 
range of investors so that projects that advance 
a Just transition can attract funding at scale 
and pace. investing in the Just transition is not 
only a defensive strategy, it should be – and is 
increasingly seen as – an opportunity

communities 

•  Communities and their place-based needs 
(e.g., in terms of job creation and retention, 
livelihoods enhancement, energy access and 
quality of basic services) must be at the centre 
of a Just transition. they must be given an 
increased voice at the table to ensure that the 
decarbonisation of the global economy provides 
solutions that work for the workers, households 
and individuals living in the communities most 
affected by net Zero strategies.

Just transition goals can only be met with a 
fundamental shift of global financing, and with 
widespread adoption of investments that support 
and accelerate a Just transition. activating the 
complete range of financing tools, spanning public 
and private funding across asset classes, is needed. 

that is how we will encourage participation of the 
vast amounts of capital required to convert a Just 
transition from aspirational goal into reality for 
people in communities across the globe. 

1.4.1 Funding needs and 
opportunities
What funding is required: there is no complete 
estimate of the funding required to achieve a Just 
transition globally. some relevant data points and 
estimates, however, showcase the enormity of the 
challenge and opportunity. for example, with a 
focus on energy transition specifically and the sdgs 
more generally: 

•  the international energy agency (iea) estimates 
that total clean energy investment to achieve 
net Zero across energy infrastructure, electricity 
generation, low-emission fuels and electricity end-
use sectors, needs to reach around $4 trillion per 
annum by 203046

•  a recent energy transitions commission report 
puts global costs for reaching net Zero by 2050 at 
approximately $1.6 trillion a year, comprising $1.3 

1.4 the opportunity to finance a Just transition 

FIGurE 1.9
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46  iea (2021): "net Zero by 
2050 – a roadmap for the 
global energy sector"; 
https://www.iea.org/re-
ports/net-zero-by-2050
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trillion for the power sector and $300 billion for all 
other sectors47

•  the un environment programme (unep) estimates 
that the global cost of adaptation to climate 
impacts will grow to $140-300 billion per year by 
2030 and $280-500 billion per year by 205048

•  the un estimates the gap in financing to achieve 
the sdgs at $2.5 trillion per annum in developing 
countries alone49,50

•  morgan stanley reported that climate-related 
disasters cost the world $650 billion from 2016-
2018, just over a quarter of 1% of global gdp51

What funding is being provided: actual funded 
amounts currently available for green or social 
financing, although on the rise, are still a fraction of 
what is needed:

•  global esg thematic bond issuance has risen 
sharply in the last eight years, reaching close to 
$450 million in 2020.52 green bonds are growing 
impressively but remain a niche in global debt 
markets. from less than $1 billion a decade ago, 
issuance of green bonds reached $280 billion in 
2020. however, in 2019, green bond issuances 
still represented only about 3.5% of global bond 
issuances53

•  green infrastructure investments are on the rise, in 
particular in renewable energy. however, to put this 
into context, these investments are only a fraction 
of total unlisted equity infrastructure investments to 
date, which again account for less than 1% of the 
overall asset allocation of institutional investors.54 
With $52 billion newly committed, renewables 
funds outraised conventional energy funds by more 
than six times in 2020, according to the financial 
data provider preqin. By mid-2021, investors had 
committed another $30 billion into renewable 
energy private equity funds – that’s as much as 
25-times the investment in legacy energy sources55

•  access to energy has grown from a niche market 
in 2012 and less than $30 million of investment 
commitments to an established market with over 
$300 million of commitments in each of 2016 = 
201956

•  in 2020, $272 billion worth of sustainable 
infrastructure projects were announced, nearly 
double the levels seen a decade ago. around 
35% of all infrastructure projects globally are 
sustainable, up from 10% a decade ago57

•  impact investments grew to an estimated $715 
billion in 202058. however, compared with 
total global institutional investor assets under 
management, estimated at $154 trillion as of end- 
202059, impact investments remain marginal

Seizing the economic and investment 
opportunity: seeing these investment gaps as 
openings for action, funding towards climate and 
social objectives is increasing. this movement 
reflects growing awareness that funding a Just 
transition to net Zero represents a significant 
economic opportunity. at a global level, the new 

climate economy initiative estimates, based on 
its analysis, that “bold action could yield a direct 
economic gain of $26 trillion through to 2030 
compared with business-as-usual”60.

in the uk, the climate change committee estimates 
that while there needs to be a five-fold increase in 
net Zero investment from about £10 billion per year 
in 2020 to around £50 billion in 2030, before peaking 
in 2035, these capital costs will be more than offset 
by major financial savings in operating costs.61 
calculating the latest carbon budget for the uk led 
the committee to expect the level of the uk's gdp 
by 2035 to be around 2% higher with climate action 
than it would be continuing as is, as resources are 
redirected from fossil fuel imports to uk investment. 

47  energy transitions commission (2020): "making mission possi-
ble – delivering a net-Zero economy"; https://www.energy-tran-
sitions.org/publications/making-mission-possible/

48  unep (2021): "adaptation gap report 2020"

49  estimates for total investment needs in developing countries 
alone range from $3.3 trillion to $4.5 trillion per year for basic 
infrastructure (roads, rail and ports; power stations; water and 
sanitation), food security (agriculture and rural development), 
climate change mitigation and adaptation, health, and education. 
at today’s level of investment – public and private – in sdg-re-
lated sectors in developing countries, an average annual funding 
shortfall of some $2.5 trillion over 2015-2030 remains.

50  unctad (2014): "World investment report –  
investing in the sdgs: an action plan"; https://unctad.org/
system/files/official-document/wir2014_en.pdf

51  cnBc (2019): "climate disasters cost the world $650 billion over 
3 years – americans are bearing the brunt: morgan stanley"; 
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/02/14/climate-disasters-cost-650-
billion-over-3-years-morgan-stanley.html?linkid=63598601

52  amundi and ifc (2021): "emerging market green Bonds report 
2020"; https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/publications_ext_
content/ifc_external_publication_site/publications_listing_page/
emerging-market-green-bonds-report-2020

53  Bis (2020): "Quarterly review – green bonds and carbon emis-
sions: exploring the case for a rating system at the firm level"; 
https://www.bis.org/publ/qtrpdf/r_qt2009c.htm

54  oecd (2016): "progress report on approaches to mobilising in-
stitutional investment for green infrastructure"; https://www.oecd.
org/cgfi/resources/progress_report_on_approaches_to_mobilis-
ing_institutional_investment_for_green_infrastructure.pdf

55  Bloomberg (2021): "private equity follows the money – and the 
money is ditching fossil fuels"; https://www.bloomberg.com/
news/articles/2021-07-06/private-equity-is-ditching-fossil-fuels-
over-climate-change-concerns?mc_cid=9e2e07a1f9&mc_ei-
d=977e424e83

56  gogla (2020): "off-grid solar investment trends"; https://www.
gogla.org/resources/off-grid-solar-investment-trends-2019-2020

57  refinitiv (2021): "sustainable infrastructure: the green rush"; 
https://www.refinitiv.com/en/infrastructure-investing/insights/sus-
tainable-infrastructure

58  giin (2020): "2020 annual impact investor survey"; https://thegi-
in.org/research/publication/impinv-survey-2020

59  thinking ahead institute (2021): "global pensions asset study 
–  2021"; https://www.thinkingaheadinstitute.org/research-pa-
pers/global-pension-assets-study-2021/. the analysis includes 
pension funds, insurance companies, sovereign wealth funds, 
endowments and foundations, and mutual funds.

60  the new climate economy (2019): "unlocking the inclusive 
growth story of the 21st century: accelerating climate action in 
urgent times"; https://newclimateeconomy.report/2018/wp-con-
tent/uploads/sites/6/2018/09/nce_2018_full-report.pdf

61  ccc (2020): "sixth carbon Budget"; https://www.theccc.org.uk/
publication/sixth-carbon-budget
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in south africa, according to absa Bank, 
“investments built around renewable energy, 
sustainable transport solutions and nature-based 
rehabilitation could deliver 250% more jobs and 
420% more value added in the economy compared 
to traditional fossil fuel investments”.62

in emerging markets more broadly, companies that 
seek to deliver climate solutions with clear social 
benefits, including renewables or smart technology 
developed for emerging markets, are increasingly 
coming into investors’ focus.63 the international 
finance corporation (ifc), for example, identified  
$23 trillion worth of investment opportunities for 
climate-smart investments in emerging markets 
in their 2016 report on "climate investments 
opportunities in emerging markets".64

The Just Transition Elements introduced in this 
report reflect the systemic connectedness of 
environmental enhancement and social equity. 
By embracing the integrated application of the 
Just Transition Elements, there is a real chance 
to accelerate the effectiveness of public and 
private finance deployed towards climate and 
socially positive solutions.

1.4.1.1 public Funding towArds  
A Just trAnsition

governments have been called to action in order 
to achieve long-term net Zero objectives and are 
developing roadmaps to meet these. in addition 
to climate action at the national level, developed 
countries jointly promised in copenhagen in 2009 to 
increase their annual climate-related finance support 
to developing countries to $100 billion by 2020. 
at cop21 in paris in 2015, developed countries 
confirmed their intention to continue and increase 
their collective support of developing countries 
with respect to climate mitigation, adaptation 
actions and implementation of transparency to 
enhance the provision of urgent and adequate 
finance, technology and capacity-building support, 
considering developing countries’ respective needs 
and priorities. at the conclusion of cop26, the 
glasgow climate pact reconfirmed the need to 

significantly increase support for developing countries 
beyond $100 billion per year.65

Thematic initiatives: in recent years, several funds 
have been launched by the community of developed 
countries to provide financial assistance to emerging 
markets to support their transition towards net Zero. 
these include those below as well as those coming 
out of cop26, listed in appendix 2:66

•  Global Environment Facility (gef): established on 
the eve of the 1992 rio earth summit to help tackle 
the world’s most pressing environmental problems. 
the gef is focused on enabling developing 
countries to invest in nature and supports the 
implementation of major international environmental 
conventions on issues including biodiversity, 
climate change, chemicals and desertification. as 
of december 2020, the gef had approved over 
830 projects amounting to $4.1 billion. the gef 
also administers the special climate change fund 
and the least developed country fund, which 
primarily support smaller-scale projects

•  Green Climate Fund (gcf): founded in 2010 within 
the framework of the united nations framework 
convention on climate change (unfccc) as an 
operating entity to assist developing countries in 
adaptation and mitigation practices to counter 
climate change. With over $10 billion pledged 
(and close to $9 billion committed), the gcf is the 
world’s largest climate fund, mandated to support 
developing countries raise and realise their ndc 
ambitions towards low-emissions and climate-
resilient pathways

•  Adaptation Fund: established under the kyoto 
protocol of the un framework convention on 
climate change. since 2010, the adaptation 
fund has committed $833 million to more than 
120 projects and programmes targeting climate 
adaptation 

Initiatives by MDBs/DFIs: in addition to the 
concerted effort of industrialised countries to support 
developing countries, mdBs and bilateral dfis are 
needed to expand funding and accelerate Just 
transition relevant projects, enterprises and financing 
vehicles. at the finance in common summit 2020, 

denmark’s national collaboration model

Source: Bain & company (2021): "global energy and natural resources 
report 2021 – navigating the energy transition"

62  aBsa Bank (2021): "the 
road to cop26: opportu-
nities, challenges and the 
african transition to net-Ze-
ro"; https://www.absa.
africa/absaafrica/our-stories/
our-voices/2021/the-road-
to-cop-26

63  robeco: "climate investing 
– opportunity"; https://
www.robeco.com/en/sus-
tainability/climate-investing/
opportunity 

64  ifc (2016): "climate 
investment opportunities in 
emerging markets"; https://
www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/con-
nect/59260145-ec2e-40de-
97e6-3aa78b82b3c9/3503-
ifc-climate_investment_op-
portunity-report-dec-final.
pdf?mod=a-
Jperes&cvid=lBld6Xq

65  unfccc (2021): "glasgow 
climate pact"; https://un-
fccc.int/sites/default/files/
resource/cma2021_l16_
adv.pdf

66  unfccc: "climate finance 
in the negotiations"; https://
unfccc.int/topics/climate-fi-
nance/the-big-picture/
climate-finance-in-the-ne-
gotiations; see also heinrich 
Boell stiftung, odi (2021): 
"climate funds update"

67  public development banks 
are state-owned financial 
institutions, including 
mdBs and dfis, that aim to 
deliver on policy objectives 
to support the economic 
development in a country 
or region. according to the 
afd, there are around 450 
public development banks 
across the globe: https://
www.afd.fr/en/actualites/
six-things-know-about-pub-
lic-development-banks

renewables) contribute their expertise and investment into 
technology and infrastructure, with the aim of phasing out 
fossil fuels in electricity and heating. 

throughout this process, risk sharing among the parties has 
emerged as a major topic, given the required time horizons 
of these investments. as a result, incentives, subsidies, and 
regulations may be necessary to encourage capital flows. 
this is a topic that is explored in greater detail later in this 
report.

SPOTLIGHT

denmark introduced a new climate law in 2019, binding the 
country to emission reduction goals of 70% of 1990 levels 
by 2030, and net Zero by 2050. the law also includes 
a commitment to deliver climate finance to developing 
countries. 

in order to meet its targets, denmark is working on a model 
of how government and the private sector can work together 
to mobilise capital, catalyse innovation, and share risks to 
jointly meet their country’s net Zero targets. 

the government is creating climate partnerships, whereby 
policymakers provide the framework and conditions, while 
corporates (including energy companies across oil, gas and 
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all public development banks67 delivered a Joint 
declaration of all development Banks in the World, 
confirming that Just transition is an integral part 
of international development and development 
finance efforts. in 2019 alone, mdBs committed 
$61.6 billion towards climate finance.68

some important funding structures over the years 
include those below as well as those coming out of 
cop26, listed in appendix 3:69

•  Climate Investment Funds: Besides government-
driven climate funds, the mdB community 
created two climate investment funds, including 
various programmes, to bridge the financing 
and learning gap in climate finance: the clean 
technology fund and the strategic climate  
fund in 2008; the funds received pledges of  
$8.5 billion from their 14 donor countries 

•  Forest Carbon Partnership Facility (fcpf):  
the World Bank’s carbon finance unit 
established fcpf in 2008 to explore how 
carbon market revenues could be harnessed to 
reduce emissions from deforestation and forest 
degradation, forest conservation, sustainable 
forest management and the enhancement of 
forest carbon stocks (efforts known collectively 
as redd+) 

•  BioCarbon Fund Initiative for Sustainable Forest 
Landscapes: this public-private partnership 
for mobilising funds for sequestration or 
conservation of carbon in the land use sector was 
established in 2004 and is managed by the World 
Bank

•  Global Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy 
Fund (geeref): the european investment Bank 
administers the european union’s geeref, a 
fund of funds launched in 2008, which invests in 
renewable energy and energy efficiency private 
equity funds in emerging markets

•  Africa Climate Change Fund (accf): the african 
development Bank funds enhanced climate 

68  heinrich Boell stiftung, 
odi (2021): climate funds 
update; https://odi.org/
en/about/our-work/cli-
mate-funds-update/

69  thinking ahead institute 
(2021): "global pensions 
asset study – 2021"; 
https://www.thinkingahea-
dinstitute.org/research-pa-
pers/global-pension-as-
sets-study-2021/. the 
analysis includes pension 
funds, insurance com-
panies, sovereign wealth 
funds, endowments and 
foundations and mutual 
funds. 

70  pri: "statement of investor 
commitment to support a 
Just transition on climate 
change"; https://www.unpri.
org/download?ac=10382. 
endorsed by 161 investors. 

“Investors can make an important contribution 
as stewards of assets, allocators of capital and 
as influential voices in public policy to make 
sure that the transition produces inclusive and 
sustainable development. There are multiple 
reasons which together create a compelling 
case for investors to support the just transition”

•  Societal Goals: the Just transition enables investors 
to align themselves to strategic global objectives such as 
those contained within the paris agreement, the sustainable 
development goals along with international labour and 
human rights standards 

•  Systemic Risk: the Just transition provides a way for 
investors to better manage the systemic risks of climate 

statement of investor commitment to support a Just transition on climate change

change by linking the environmental and social dimensions 
of long-term economic performance 

•  Fiduciary Duty: the Just transition is aligned with the 
fiduciary duty to capture the social and environmental 
drivers of value creation and serve beneficiary interests 

•  Materiality: the responsible management of workforce 
and community dimensions of climate change are 
increasingly material drivers for value creation 

•  Opportunity: the linkage of climate change with social 
factors provides a lens for investors to view new investment 
opportunities that generate returns and positive impact

Source: pri: "statement of investor commitment to support a Just transition 
on climate change"; https://www.unpri.org/download?ac=10382.

finance readiness in african countries through the 
german-funded accf, established in 2014

Blended transactions: using their status, market 
networks and local expertise, mdBs and dfis can and 
must continue to go where the private sector currently 
cannot, to create investable pipelines, investment 
track records and ultimately functioning markets, so 
that private capital can follow. their support is further 
needed at times to provide patient, risk-tolerant capital 
and capacity-building support in blended transactions. 
these transactions ‘blend’ public or other impact-
focused capital (i.e., capital whose primary objective 
is positive impact rather than a sole focus on financial 
performance) with private institutional capital. this helps 
to mobilise private capital into transactions by de-
risking or otherwise enhancing investments (for more on 
blended finance see section 2.5). risks addressed by 
blending include credit, political, economic or currency 
risks, risks associated with untested and innovative 
business models or risks with respect to new fund 
managers entering or pivoting into emerging markets. 

1.4.1.2 privAte Funding towArds Just 
trAnsition

public monies will not be enough to meet the funding 
needed to achieve a global Just transition. private 
capital across the spectrum of capital is required, 
including both risk-tolerant pioneering capital 
from impact investing capital providers and the 
transformative large amounts of capital that are held 
by institutional investors, estimated at $154 trillion as 
of end-2020.70 all investors need to embrace the push 
towards a global transition that is just and fair for all. 
that said, investors do not act in isolation. also the 
universe of intermediaries, advisors and consultants 
needs to do its part and move beyond short-term 
financial targets in order to achieve long-term and 
systemic change. 

in 2020, in a statement of investor commitment to 
support a Just transition on climate change, 161 
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investors, representing $10 trillion in assets, 
committed to supporting a Just transition (see 
panel below).71

this statement was reinforced in the run up 
to cop26, as 587 investors, representing $46 
trillion in assets, endorsed a 2021 global investor 
statement to governments on the climate crisis, 
which includes a call to governments to develop 
Just transition plans for workers and communities 
affected by the transition to net Zero.72 on the 
back of cop26, this commitment is gaining further 
traction within the investor community. despite 
increased awareness among investors of the urgent 
need for a Just transition most have not gone 
beyond expressions of support for the objective. 
expressions to date are largely aspirational 
without specific meaning, beyond climate, of how 
invested capital can contribute towards a Just 
transition. equally, emerging markets have not 
featured prominently in investments. hence, the 
opportunity to introduce the three Just transition 
elements that we have outlined in this report and, 
from a geographic perspective, focus attention on 
investing in emerging markets. 

investors have an array of investment opportunities 
across all asset classes that are esg- or impact-

climate and socially relevant transaction examples across asset classes
(note: examples listed below do not yet fully meet the requirements of the Just transition elements but indicate the potential for further alignment)

relevant. however, currently there are few deals 
that fully satisfy all three of the Just transition 
elements. this is because Just transition is a 
relatively new concept in finance and has either 
been used in quite an abstract way or very 
narrowly to speak to the loss of jobs arising from 
an economic transition away from fossil fuels. many 
investors are looking at climate investments (often 
with a net Zero lens) or social investments (often 
with an sdg lens), yet few investment opportunities 
have bridged the gap and combined the two.

however, there are many investment opportunities 
available to private investors, across all asset 
classes, that combine climate and social 
objectives. the table below provides examples of 
direct and indirect transactions, within each asset 
class, that pursue climate or social objectives. 
While these are not Just transition investments, 
the table intends to demonstrate that relevant 
investment opportunities exist. many of the 
examples listed could be used as base examples 
that, with targeted modifications to their objectives 
and strategy, can fully satisfy the Just transition 
elements. section 3 provides a more detailed view 
on select indirect transactions listed below within 
priority asset classes.

•  Equities (stocks)

 ~  including global equities, emerging market equities, sustainable equities and esg portfolios

•  Fixed income (bonds)

 ~  including global fixed income, emerging markets debt, investment grade and high-yield debt and 
green bonds

 ~  three basic products: revenue bonds (funding particular projects), general obligation bonds (funding 
general activities of issuing body) and asset-backed securities (backed by specific assets)

•  Cash and cash equivalents

 ~  cash, money market funds

•  Alternatives 

 ~  including private equity (including leveraged buy-outs and venture capital), private debt, real estate, 
infrastructure, and commodities 

today, the relevance of the typical asset class categorisation is under discussion. experienced voices 
within the investing community are advocating for two changes: 1. reclassification of private debt alongside 
fixed income given its similar correlation and performance features; and 2. introduction of new asset 
classes reflecting the value of natural assets. these discussions can be expected to continue shaping and 
influencing investor behaviours and opening up further opportunities to scale capital towards the sdgs.

key high-level asset classes for institutional investors

Direct Indirect What Investors Can Do

Equities Corporates

examples: 
thirty of the uk’s ftse100 
companies have signed up to 
the united nations’ race to 
Zero campaign; e.g., vodafone 
has pledged to reduce its own 
carbon emissions to zero by 
203073

Listed funds or vehicles

examples: 
•  calvert global alternative energy fund 

•  kBc asset management 

•  Winslow green growth fund

•  select stocks with strong 
climate and social performance

•  engage with companies to 
improve climate and social 
track record, including 
transparency and reporting 
(shareholder advocacy)

•  engage with government 
bodies (policy advocacy)

71  pri: "statement of investor 
commitment to support a 
Just transition on climate 
change"; https://www.unpri.
org/download?ac=10382. 
endorsed by 161 investors.

72  unep finance initiative 
(2021): "global investor 
statement: investors urge 
governments to undertake 
five priority actions before 
cop26"; https://www.
unepfi.org/news/industries/
investment/nearly-600-
investors-urge-govts-to-
undertake-five-priority-ac-
tions-before-cop26/

73  uk government (2021): 
"third of uk's biggest 
companies commit to net 
Zero"; https://www.gov.uk/
government/news/third-of-
uks-biggest-companies-
commit-to-net-zero
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Direct Indirect What Investors Can Do

Bonds Sovereign and municipal

Green bonds

examples: 
•  eiB climate awareness Bond 

•  green bonds issued by 16 
sovereigns to date74

Social bonds

examples: 
•  social bond by the republic of 

ecuador, raising $400 million in 
2020 (first social bond from a 
sovereign)75

Corporate

Green bonds

examples: 
•  fannie mae was the largest 

green bond issuer in 2020 with 
a total issuance of $13 billion76

•  orsted green bond (corporate 
green bond of the year award; 
at the time of issuance it was 
the largest ever gBp green 
bond offering)77

•  standard Bank issued a  
$200 million green bond  
in 2020 

Social bonds

examples:  
•  caixaBank’s inaugural social 

bond in 2019 at €1 billion78

Bond funds or investment vehicles

examples: 
•  schroder international selection fund 

Blueorchard emerging markets climate 
Bond fund by Blueorchard 

•  green credit continuum (greco) by 
amundi and the european investment 
Bank (eiB) 

•  planet emerging green one by amundi 
and ifc

•  masala bond programme by ifc  
(Note: Alternative structure) 

Asset-backed securities 

examples: 
•  room2run synthetic securitisation  

by the african development Bank (afdB)

•  select bonds with strong 
climate and social performance

•  for revenue bonds, review 
underlying projects and focus 
on use of proceeds

•  demand transparent and 
stringent climate and social 
reporting

•  demand securitisation 
structures backed by energy-
efficient assets, e.g., an rmBs 
backed by energy-efficient 
buildings

Cash 
and cash 
equivalents

Cash at bank

examples: 
•  Banks with climate 

commitments and socially 
conscious banks such as 
shoreBank, new resource 
Bank or triodos Bank

Money market instruments

n/a •  put money to work in banks 
with clear and demonstrated 
climate and social objectives

•  the global alliance for Banking 
on values (gaBv) is a network 
of such financial institutions79 

74  iclg (2021): "green bond nations raise nearly gBp 100 billion"; https://iclg.com/ibr/articles/16677-
green-bond-nations-raise-nearly-gbp-100-billion 

75  environmental finance (2020): "social bond of the year, sovereign, and award for innovation – bond 
structure (social): republic of ecuador"; https://www.environmental-finance.com/content/awards/
green-social-and-sustainability-bond-awards-2020/winners/social-bond-of-the-year-sovereign-
and-award-for-innovation-bond-structure-(social)-republic-of-ecuador.html

76  climate Bonds initiative (2021): "record $269.5bn green issuance for 2020: late surge sees pan-
demic year pip 2019 total by $3bn"; https://www.climatebonds.net/2021/01/record-2695bn-green-
issuance-2020-late-surge-sees-pandemic-year-pip-2019-total-3bn

77  environmental finance (2020): "green bond of the year, corporate – Ørsted"; https://www.environ-
mental-finance.com/content/awards/green-social-and-sustainability-bond-awards-2020/winners/
green-bond-of-the-year-corporate-orsted.html

78  environmental finance (2020): "social bond of the year, bank – caixaBank"; https://www.environ-
mental-finance.com/content/awards/green-social-and-sustainability-bond-awards-2020/winners/
social-bond-of-the-year-bank-caixabank.html

79  global alliance for Banking on values: https://www.gabv.org/
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Direct Indirect What Investors Can Do

Alternatives Private equity and venture 
capital

Private debt

Infrastructure

Real estate

Commodities

Private equity and venture capital 
funds

examples: 
•  emerging consumer fund iii by leapfrog

•  rise fund by tpg 

•  Brookfield global transition fund by 
Brookfield80

•  tropical asia forest fund by new forests

•  african development partners iii by dpi

Fund of funds

examples:
•  climate innovation fund by credit suisse

•  africagrow by allianz global investors

 Private debt funds

examples: 
•  global climate partnership fund by 

responsability

•  access to clean power fund by 
responsability

•  africa credit opportunities fund 2 by 
ninety one

•  emerging markets loans fund by fmo 
im and nn ip

•  microfinance fund by triodos investment 
management

•  insuresilience investment fund by 
Blueorchard

Infrastructure funds

examples: 
•  energy fund 4 by actis 

•  emerging markets infrastructure fund by 
ninety one

•  infrastructure climate resilient fund by 
afc capital partners

Real estate funds 

examples: 
•  ihs fund ii by international housing 

solutions

Hedge funds

examples:
•  autonomy capital’s global macro strategy 

includes over 60 countries, considering 
the “global drive towards sustainability”81

•  prioritise opportunities that 
demonstrate a combination of 
climate and social objectives 
from strategy to execution

•  develop a set of consistent 
screening and due diligence 
questions for all managers to 
assess incorporation of climate 
and social objectives

•  encourage managers with track 
record to innovate and bring to 
market investment propositions 
that combine climate and social 
objectives

•  analyse opportunity within local 
contexts of capital deployment 
with consideration of countries’ 
climate priorities

•  demand consistent and clear 
reporting of performance 
against climate and social 
objectives

80  environment Journal (2021): "Brookfield’s 
new $7.5 billion climate-focused fund"; 
https://environmentjournal.ca/brookfields-
new-7-5-billion-climate-focused-fund/

81  autonomy capital: seeking to uncover 
uncommon opportunity in developed and 
emerging markets; https://autonomycapital.
com/strategies/

Source: the table is based on the institute for 
responsible investment and Boston college 
for corporate citizenship's "handbook on cli-
mate-related investing across asset classes", 
supplemented by our own research.

Applying the Just Transition Elements allows investors from every 
part of the spectrum of capital (and the wider ecosystem of asset 
managers, intermediaries, advisors and consultants) to allocate 
capital across asset classes in ways that contribute to the change  
we need to achieve our people and planet objectives. 
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1.4.2 possible investment 
strategies for Just transition 
finance
a Just transition requires an integrated and 
intentional financing approach to achieve a global net 
Zero economy that leaves no one behind. financing 
of Just transition initiatives, provided by both public 
and private investors, should integrate the three 
Just transition elements outlined in this report. 
the Just transition elements can be applied to 
portfolio allocation strategies and funding decisions, 
establishing and following clear and transparent 
parameters. a Just transition investment will need 
to include a combination of target investment 
objectives, with at least one identified objective 
within each of the three elements, to qualify as such. 
possible strategies that follow the Just transition 
elements’ objectives are shown in figure 1.10. 

When combined, these strategies offer a positive 
impact approach to climate and social investing 
that can contribute to achieving a Just transition 
that delivers a sustainable and inclusive society 
for all. the relative prominence of the individual 
elements will depend on the respective strategy or 
funded initiative being pursued. certain investments 
may integrate positive climate and social action 
simultaneously with a focus on the stimulation of 
‘new’ business models and innovations of existing 
models, as, for example, investments that accelerate 

FIGurE 1.10

access to affordable renewable energy or investments 
into green microfinance or building affordable housing 
that is energy efficient. other investments may have a 
clear primary focus on the climate and environmental 
action element while including consideration of and 
engagement in the other two elements. such an 
example may include an investment in renewable 
energy including an explicit focus on decent jobs and 
community support (see section 3 for more case  
studies and examples of vehicle strategies).  
Regardless of the primary area of priority or 
emphasis, all three Elements must be present  
to qualify as a Just Transition investment. 

As strategies can be anchored in or led by the 
climate or the social Element of a Just Transition, 
the resulting breadth of possible Just Transition 
investments is substantial. possibilities go far 
beyond the (obvious) renewable energy generation 
projects, energy efficiency investments and sustainable 
infrastructure. Just transition investments can extend, 
for example, to financial inclusion strategies targeting 
microfinance investments, fintech and climate 
adaptation insurance, healthcare strategies that 
include energy efficiency improvements, green built 
environment strategies that target educational and other 
social infrastructure, food and agriculture strategies 
that strengthen livelihood opportunities for smallholder 
famers and introduce climate resilience, as well as 
strategies that target the growing pool of nature-based 
solutions (see figure 1.11 for further examples). 

Just transition elements and example strategies to meet them

• Be universal and place-based

A Just Transition must:

• Apply across sectors and be sector-specific

Emission mitigation, reduction and removal renewable energy, sustainable infrastructure,  
electric vehicles

Job-creation, quality jobs, up/re-skilling, job preservation

Access to affordable energy strategies, affordable housing

resilient infrastructure, resilience insurance

Sustainable forestry

Circular economy

Financial inclusion, gender or racial equity strategies

Sustainable agriculture, fishery, wildlife conservation

Community/employee ownership schemes

Just Transition Examples of financing strategies

Fair distribution of costs and benefits of 
climate action

Adaptation and resilience

Inclusive opportunities for decent jobs

Biodiversity and natural capital – climate and 
environmental effects

reduction of pollution or degradation of the 
natural environment

Accessibility and affordability

Livelihoods and social justice

Biodiversity and natural capital –  
socio-economic effects

Dialogue and engagement

• Be all-inclusive and individually socially beneficial • Be dynamic and grounded in the current situation

Climate and 
Environmental 

Action

Socio-
economic 

Distribution 
and Equity

Community 
Voice

Foundational 
Considerations
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FIGurE 1.11

example strategies from climate-led to social-led

Climate-led Social-led

this report intends to provide guidance to 
investment efforts applying a common Just 
transition approach that explicitly integrates all three 
elements of climate and environmental action; 
socio-economic distribution and equity; and 
community voice across strategies, geographies 
and sectors. the guidance does not predetermine 
the manner in which the three elements are satisfied 
by an investment. application of the Just transition 
elements to existing investment products in the 
market as well as influencing the design of new 
investment products is the focus of the following 
sections of this report.

1.4.2.1 Just trAnsition element 1: 
climAte And environmentAl Action

the Just transition climate and environmental 
action element includes four sub-elements: 
emissions mitigation, reduction and removal; 
adaptation and resilience; biodiversity and natural 
capital; and reduction of pollution oir degradation 
of the natural environment.

moving the world to net Zero can be achieved 
through two complementary investment areas: 
climate mitigation or reduction action and carbon 
removal. to reduce net emissions to zero, focus is 
needed on both pathways: those that accelerate 
the reduction of emissions of harmful ghgs and 
those that protect natural solutions and accelerate 
the development of new solutions that capture or 
remove those gases. 

on emissions mitigation and reduction, supply and 
demand need to be addressed simultaneously. on 
the supply side, actions are needed to decarbonise 

electricity and heat production through the use of 
low-carbon solutions. one clear focus must be the 
transition out of fossil fuels and into renewables, 
wherever possible, to reduce the supply of high 
carbon energy. on the demand side, a clear 
focus should be on the introduction of energy 
efficiency measures to reduce the demand for 
heat and energy. demand-side initiatives include 
advancing low-emission innovations like electric 
cars, increasing the energy efficiency of buildings 
or adopting energy-efficient products and 
appliances, as well as reducing the consumption 
of energy- and ghg-intensive products through 
behavioural and lifestyle changes (e.g., reducing 
the consumption of meat and dairy, using trains 
instead of cars or aeroplanes).82

in addition, carbon removal (or sequestration) 
measures are required to remove or capture any 
remaining carbon balance that has not been 
mitigated by reduction action. ‘negative emissions’ 
actions can include the enhancement of natural 
carbon sinks such as forest restoration or other 
carbon capture and storage technologies.

the second sub-element is about climate 
adaptation, i.e., building the resilience of 
populations, communities and regions most 
affected by climate change and helping them to 
adapt to changing climatic conditions. adaptation 
investment areas include, for example, measures in 
farming, measures enhancing efficient water usage, 
or the building of flood protections. 

the third sub-element on biodiversity relates to 
strategies that, by improving life on the planet, 
have positive climate effects, such as sustainable 
forestry engagement or strategies that pursue a 
circular economy. 

the fourth sub-element on pollution or degradation 
of the natural environment relates to strategies that 
have positive environmental effects, such as the 
circular economy. 

Threshold: Every Just Transition investment 
transaction will, as a minimum, include at least one 
clear component of Climate and Environmental 
Action and there must be a net positive 
contribution to climate and the environment. 

1.4.2.2 Just trAnsition element 2: 
socio-economic distribution And 
equity 

Within the second element, socio-economic 
distribution and equity, the first sub-element 
regarding a fair distribution of costs and benefits 
is more relevant for public finance as a distribution 
question is less likely to be in the focus of investment 
vehicles. the others, including inclusive opportunities 
for decent jobs, accessibility and affordability of 
products and services, livelihood enhancement 
and social justice, and biodiversity strategies that 
improve our socio-economic wellbeing, are relevant 
for both public and private finance initiatives. 

82  ipcc (2018): "special re-
port on global Warming of 
1.5°c"; p 362; https://www.
ipcc.ch/sr15/

Waste & water

Access to 
renewable 

energy Financial 
inclusion 

incl. climate 
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Sustainable 
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Renewable 
energy 
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efficient 
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Green 
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cdc group, the uk's dfi, for example, considers 
three components within the “social building 
block” of their climate change strategy, seeking 
a transition “which is socially inclusive of worker 
rights, gender and communities”:83

1  Job creation, re- and up-skilling in new low-
carbon and resilient sectors

2  addressing negative effects on communities 
from changes in industrialisation

3  addressing negative effects of job loss in high-
polluting sectors

as another example, the global energy alliance for 
people and planet (geapp) includes affordability 
and accessibility of environmentally-linked initiatives 
for those in low- and middle-income countries to 
ensure there are socio-economic considerations 
included in positive environmental solutions.84

Threshold: Every Just Transition investment 
transaction will, as a minimum, make a net 
positive contribution to Socio-economic 
Distribution and Equity.

1.4.2.3 Just trAnsition element 3: 
community voice

the third element, community voice, can 
incorporate a spectrum of components that help 
to improve social dialogue and agency, from local 
engagement and participation in decision making 
to direct economic participation. it is paramount 
that stakeholders, in particular those affected by 
transition action, are heard and that their views 
and needs are responded to in any financing 
transaction purporting to contribute to a Just 
transition. a Just transition finance initiative must 
be grounded in, and responsive to, the needs of 
the people affected; it should also provide workers 
and communities with a voice and a seat at the 
table, when planning its aims, goals and activities 
(for more see also section 3.3 and appendix 4). 

Threshold: Every Just Transition investment 
transaction will, as a minimum, include meaningful 
engagement with local stakeholders and 
demonstrate how Community Voice is reflected.

1.4.3 overview of select 
financing initiatives that align 
with a Just transition
the critical role of finance in, and the immense 
funding gap that exists for, the advancement of a 
Just transition has been discussed above. funding 
needs to be urgently redirected, leveraging the 
current momentum for climate justice and a Just 
transition across the global financial community. 
there has been a significant show of interest and 
commitment by asset owners, asset managers and 
the dfi community in the last few years, thanks to 
the growing attention being brought to the issues 
around climate change and to the need for global 
action and solutions.

Select key initiatives by financial actors that 
integrate one or more elements of a Just transition 
include:

•  the Institutional Investors Group on Climate 
Change (iigcc) was founded in 2012 as the 
european membership body for investor 
collaboration on climate change and the voice 
of investors taking action for a prosperous, low 
carbon future. the iigcc today has more than 
360 members, mainly pension funds and asset 
managers, across 22 countries, who have over 
€49 trillion in assets under management85

•  the Joint Declaration of All Development Banks 
in the World at the finance in common summit 
in 2020, confirming that a Just transition is an 
integrated part of international development and 
development finance efforts86

•  the Net Zero Asset Managers Initiative, launched 
in december 2020, is recognised by the 
unfccc race to Zero campaign. it sees “asset 
management firms committed to supporting 
emissions reductions in the real economy, 
developing investment products that are geared 
towards net Zero and encouraging clients to 
invest in a climate friendly way”.87 according to 
markets insider, almost half of all global assets 
under management are now geared towards net 
Zero goals, after 41 more firms joined the net 
Zero asset managers initiative in July 2021. the 
group now has 128 signatories, which manage 
approximately $43 trillion of the $100 trillion-plus 
asset management industry, saying that this 
moved the sector closer to a "net zero tipping 
point". although not yet a Just transition initiative, 
it is a marked change88

•  the Statement of Investor Commitment to 
Support a Just Transition on Climate Change 
includes 161 investors, representing $10 
trillion, endorsing a Just transition;89 and the 
global investor statement to governments 
on the climate crisis included 587 investors, 
representing $46 trillion90

•  the announcement of the Glasgow Financial 
Alliance For Net Zero (gfanZ), a consortium of 
450 financial firms across 45 nations, to align 
their own businesses and their lending and 
investing activities with net Zero goals91

Individual institutional investors are also taking 
action, including:92

•  the us’ third-largest public pension fund, the New 
York State Common Retirement Fund’s pledge, in 
december 2020, to reduce its ghg emissions to 
net Zero across its investments by 2040 

•  the us’ second-largest public pension fund, 
the California State Teachers' Retirement 
System (calstrs)'s announcement to create 
a sustainable portfolio for private markets and 
invest between $1 billion to $2 billion over the 
next couple of years93

•  the world’s biggest sovereign wealth fund, 

83  cdc group (2020): "invest-
ing for clean and inclusive 
growth – climate change 
strategy"; https://assets.
cdcgroup.com/wp-content/
uploads/2020/07/01181554/
cdc-climate-change-strategy_
final-for-puBlication-1.pdf

84  rockefeller foundation: "the 
global energy alliance for 
people and planet (geapp)"; 
https://www.rockefellerfounda-
tion.org/initiative/global-ener-
gy-alliance-for-people-and-plan-
et-geapp/

85  iigcc: "about us"; https://www.
iigcc.org/about-us/

86  finance in common (2020): 
"Joint declaration of all public 
development Banks in the 
World"; https://financein-
common.org/sites/default/
files/2020-11/fics%20-%20
Joint%20declaration%20of%20
all%20public%20develop-
ment%20Banks.pdf

87  net Zero asset managers initia-
tive (2021):  
"announcement"; https://www.
netzeroassetmanagers.org/
net-zero-asset-managers-initia-
tive-announces-41-new-signa-
tories-with-sector-seeing-net-ze-
ro-tipping-point

88  markets insider (2021): "almost 
half of all global assets under 
management are now geared to-
wards net-zero goals, according 
to a group of fund managers"; 
https://markets.businessinsider.
com/news/stocks/net-zero-as-
set-managers-initative-esg-hs-
bc-climate-change-2021-7

89  pri: "statement of investor 
commitment to support a Just 
transition on climate change"; 
https://www.unpri.org/down-
load?ac=10382. originally 
endorsed by 161 investors

90  unepfi (2021): "gobal investor 
statement: investors urge govts 
to undertake five priority actions 
before cop26"; https://www.
unepfi.org/news/industries/
investment/nearly-600-investors-
urge-govts-to-undertake-five-pri-
ority-actions-before-cop26/

91  gfanZ (2021): "the glasgow 
financial alliance for net Zero – 
our progress and plan towards a 
net-zero global economy" 

92  Bloomberg (2021): "private 
equity follows the money – and 
the money is ditching fossil 
fuels"; https://www.bloomberg.
com/news/articles/2021-07-06/
private-equity-is-ditching-fossil-
fuels-over-climate-change-con-
cerns?mc_cid=9e2e07a1f9&mc_
eid=977e424e83

93  Bloomberg (2021): "private 
equity follows the money – and 
the money is ditching fossil 
fuels"; https:// www.bloomberg.
com/ news/articles/2021-07-06/ 
private-equity-is-ditching-
fossil- fuels-over-climat-
echange- concerns?mc_cid= 
9e2e07a1f9&mc_eid= 
977e424e83
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norway’s Norges Bank Investment Management 
(nBim) announced its intention to sell out of 
companies that are poorly performing on esg 
issues94

•  in 2020, Blackstone announced its plans to 
cut carbon dioxide emissions from its new 
investments by 15% within the first three years of 
buying the assets95

•  in 2020, the BT Pension Scheme (Btps) in the 
uk announced plans to reinvest its entire £55 
billion portfolio to achieve net Zero carbon 
emissions by 203596

•  in 2021, the Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan 
committed to reaching net-zero emissions across 
its investment portfolio by 205097

•  in april 2021, amundi launched its Just Transition 
for Climate fund, an actively managed european 
fixed income portfolio with quantifiable objectives 
around energy transition and social cohesion98

•  in 2021, aviva investors launched an Aviva 
Investors Climate Transition Global Credit Fund99

in addition, there are important supporting 
initiatives, increasing the awareness and inclusion 
of net Zero and Just transition objectives in 
companies’ and investors’ actions and reporting:

•  the un’s Principles for Responsible Investment 
(pri), the world’s leading proponent of 
responsible investment, works to understand 
the investment implications of esg factors, and 
to support its international network of investor 
signatories in incorporating these factors into 
their investment and ownership decisions100

•  the financial stability Board established the Task 
Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
(tcfd) to develop recommendations for more 
effective climate-related disclosures that could 
promote more informed investment, credit and 
insurance underwriting decisions and, in turn, 
enable stakeholders to better understand the 
concentrations of carbon-related assets in 
the financial sector and the financial system’s 
exposures to climate-related risks101

•  the Just Transition Centre, established by the 
international trade union confederation (ituc), 
has been promoting the practical implementation 

of Just transition; it has published a business 
guide to Just transition with the B team Business 
initiative102

•  the World Benchmarking Alliance (WBa) has 
launched Just transition metrics, aiming to 
assess 450 of the world's most influential 
companies in high-emitting sectors on what 
they are doing to respect the rights of workers, 
communities and the most vulnerable as they 
work towards low-carbon goals. the pilot Just 
transition assessment covers 180 companies 
across three sectors: oil and gas companies, 
electric utilities and automotive manufacturers. 
the WBa is also developing benchmarks that will 
compare companies’ performance to the sdgs. 
for example, in 2021, it released its first gender 
benchmark, ranking 35 apparel companies on 
their contribution to sdg 5: gender equality and 
Women’s empowerment103

•  Climate Action 100+ (ca100+) brings together 
over 570 investors with more than $54 trillion in 
assets under management to coordinate investor 
engagement with 167 companies that account 
for over 80% of corporate industrial greenhouse 
gas emissions. the first iteration of the ca100+ 
net Zero company Benchmark was launched 
in march 2021. the benchmark assesses 
companies across 10 overarching indicators, with 
related sub-indicators and metrics, including the 
publication of short-, medium- and long-term 
ghg reduction targets as well as climate policy 
engagement. for companies in the upstream 
oil and gas, electric utilities and automotive 
sectors, ca100+ provides supplementary capital 
allocation assessment indicators104

initiatives such as those cited above demonstrate a 
growing awareness of, and movement to, address 
one or more Just transition elements. While this 
awareness and movement is welcomed, many of 
these initiatives continue to focus solely on the 
climate challenges the world faces. much more 
activity is needed to achieve the combined climate, 
socio-economic and community objectives that the 
integrated Just transition elements introduced in 
this report are designed to support. 

94  esg investor (2020): "major european asset owners intensify net 
Zero support"; https://www.esginvestor.net/major-european-as-
set-owners-intensify-net-zero-support

95  Blackstone (2020): "our next step in esg: a new emissions 
reduction program"; https://www.blackstone.com/insights/article/
our-next-step-in-esg-a-new-emissions-reduction-program/

96  Blackstone (2020): "our next step in esg: a new emissions 
reduction program"; https://www.blackstone.com/insights/article/ 
our-next-step-in-esg-a-new-emissions-reduction-program/

97  ontario teachers pension plan (2021): "ontario teachers’ pension 
plan commits to net-zero emissions by 2050"; https://www.otpp.
com/news/article/a/ontario-teachers-pension-plan-commits-to-
net-zero-emissions-by-2050

98  institutional asset manager (2021): "amundi launches first Just 
transition for climate strategy"; https://www.institutionalassetman-
ager.co.uk/2021/04/08/298379/amundi-launches-first-just-transi-
tion-climate-strategy

99  aviva (2021): "aviva investors expands climate transition range 
with launch of climate transition global credit fund"; https://
www.avivainvestors.com/en-gb/about/company-news/2021/05/
aviva-investors-expands-climate-transition-range-with-launch-of-
climate-transition-global-credit-fund/

100  pri: "principles for responsible investment"; https://www.unpri.
org/pri/about-the-pri

101  taskforce on climate-related financial disclosures: "about"; 
https://www.fsb-tcfd.org/about

102  international trade union confederation: "Just transition centre"; 
https://www.ituc-csi.org/just-transition-centre 

103  World Benchmarking alliance: "Just transition"; https://www.
worldbenchmarkingalliance.org/just-transition

104  climate action 100+: https://www.climateaction100.org
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whAt Are the units oF  
ACtion For moving mArkets 
towArds the sdgs? 

2.1  section summary and key takeaways

2

T
his section outlines what the key levers are for ensuring institutional capital 
participates in achieving the sdgs in general, and a Just transition in particular.  
it details the key players and parts of the system – financial market actors, 
regions, asset classes – and identifies the collective approaches that can be 

better and more expansively utilised to overcome current barriers and mobilise capital at 
scale. it lists existing and proven tools and instruments that are available to be expanded 
in order to accelerate the flow of capital to achieve the sdgs. 

Financing needs to be  
stepped up now 

there is significant near-term opportunity to 
mobilise and allocate capital at scale among 
investor types across the spectrum of capital 
to help achieve the sustainable development 
goals (sdgs) in general, and a Just transition 
in particular. this opportunity is found in both 
developed and emerging markets and across 
asset classes, within existing investment 
products and those yet to come to market.

investment to achieve the sdgs 
needs to be activated across all 
asset classes, both listed and 
private

there is a dynamic connection between private 
and listed markets, where the innovations 
generated by nearly two decades of impact 
investing vehicles by managers in private 
markets are informing public markets and 
shaping mainstream finance offerings.

introducing the scope of the report

the report focuses on the mobilisation of 
institutional investor capital into investment 
vehicles that address funding needs towards 
the sdgs in general, and a Just transition in 
particular, with a focus on emerging markets. 
While the report acknowledges the relevance 
and importance of all asset classes in achieving 
the sdgs, it prioritises private equity, private 
debt, infrastructure, real estate and fixed 
income. 

the transformative potential of 
institutional investor capital

enabling at-scale mobilisation of capital into 
emerging markets from institutional investors, 

who control vast amounts of capital, presents 
one of the most powerful means of financing 
to meet the sdgs and, in particular, deliver a 
Just transition to net Zero. the growing pools 
of domestic institutional investor money in 
emerging markets also have a significant role 
to play.

momentum is there

interest in applying environmental, social and 
governance (esg) and impact standards is 
gaining traction across the institutional investor 
community. the asset manager universe that 
delivers impact and offers sizeable investment 
vehicles is growing, and includes mainstream 
managers moving into impact and impact 
managers scaling up. 

institutional investor investment 
barriers need to be understood

multiple external and internal investment 
barriers currently limit the flow of institutional 
investors’ transformational capital. however, 
the challenges to investment must not be 
an excuse for inaction. existing and familiar 
instruments and tools demonstrate it is possible 
to address these barriers. 

simultaneous, concerted and  
coordinated action is required by 
both institutional asset owners and 
asset managers – and all the other 
actors that support them –  
to overcome these barriers

it is important to address the investment 
barriers that institutional investors face and 
structure investable vehicles that respond to 
their needs. importantly, institutional investors 
themselves also need to move beyond their 
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as laid out in section 1, the funding needs and 
opportunities to achieve the united nations’ 
sdgs in general, and a Just transition in particular, 
are vast. public funding is not sufficient; sizeable 
private monies are available but not yet directed 
towards sdg investment. this funding gap is 
particularly acute in emerging markets. directing 
investment flows towards investment vehicles 
aligned with the sdgs is especially important if 
capital flows are to meet environmental objectives 
in a socially-inclusive and fair manner. 

the prior section of this report acknowledges 
momentum from both public and private sector 
actors in response to the climate and covid-19 
crises. however, this momentum has not yet 

directed sufficient capital at scale towards the 
sdgs nor mobilised capital that is aligned with 
advancing a Just transition that integrates climate 
and environmental action, socio-economic 
distribution and equity, and community voice. 
investment activity motivated by addressing the 
climate crisis has too often prioritised singular 
climate solutions in the pursuit of net Zero without 
reflecting and incorporating socio-economic 
considerations as well as community voice.

There is significant near-term opportunity to 
mobilise and allocate capital at scale among 
many investor types across the spectrum of 
capital to help achieve the SDGs and a Just 
Transition. This opportunity exists in both 
developed and emerging markets and across 

2.2 activating markets towards the sdgs and  
a Just transition

comfort zones for progress to happen at scale, 
including amending their existing mandates 
and allocation frameworks and adjusting their 
incentive structures towards consultants and 
asset managers, where appropriate. intentional 
effort by all financial market actors, including 
intermediaries, consultants, advisors and 
rating agencies, that often act as gatekeepers 
to investment, is encouraged. Well-structured 
partnerships between investment actors can 
– and do – overcome current barriers and 
achieve meaningful capital allocations towards 
the sdgs.

mdbs and dFis need to dial up 
their tools and instruments towards 
private capital mobilisation

multilateral development banks (mdBs) and 
development finance institutions (dfis), using 
their status, market networks and expertise, 
are crucial for the acceleration of institutional 
investor mobilisation given their ability to create 
investable pipelines, their ability to provide de-
risking support such as subordinated capital 
or guarantees, and their ownership of years of 
relevant performance data. 

blended finance plays an important 
role in addressing risk/return 
barriers

Blended finance is a highly effective and widely 
used approach enabling private commercial 
capital to invest for social and/or environmental 
impact. Blended structures can provide 
investors with the opportunity to increase 
portfolio exposure into strategies which 
demonstrate strong fundamentals but are 
associated with high perceived risk.

instruments and tools that address 
barriers and drive mobilisation exist

many proven instruments and tools already 
exist (be it within blended finance structures 
or others), often combined, to help mobilise 
institutional capital. the report showcases the 
following: subordinated capital, guarantees, 
insurance, securitisation, local currency 
financing, performance data and information 
and partnerships. the potential of these 
instruments and tools is evidenced by real 
examples that demonstrate how capital can be 
mobilised at scale.

instruments and tools need to 
be fully and further activated to 
accelerate mobilisation

these now familiar instruments and tools need 
to be expanded so that more institutional 
investors can participate and deploy capital 
into the sdgs in emerging markets. perhaps 
the most promising tools are the increased 
use of guarantees and insurance coverage at 
a portfolio and vehicle level as they allow for 
unfunded risk mitigation.

the need for tailored approaches

given the diverse range of institutional 
investors, there will not be one solution that 
fits all. each may have their own specific set 
of challenges, depending on the regulatory 
framework and jurisdiction under which 
they operate, and their individual appetite 
for engagement, which may be determined 
by their leadership. early engagement with 
targeted investors and distinct partnerships are 
important to move significant money into Just 
transition solutions in emerging markets.
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2.3.1 why this report focuses 
on institutional investors
the size of the opportunity set in advancing 
the sdgs in general, and a Just transition in 
particular, demands mobilisation of capital across 
the full spectrum of capital (see section 1.2.1 for 
the spectrum of capital). this report focuses on 
the mobilisation of institutional investors given 
that the amount of capital they hold and control, 
estimated at $154 trillion as of the end of 2020,105 
has the potential to be transformative. the report 
acknowledges the different types of institutional 
investors as well as those organisations that 
influence their investment activity. as responsible, 
sustainable and impact investing practices gain 
awareness and traction, now is the time to call on 
investors to step up their existing commitments 
to the sdgs in developed markets. But given the 
pull of various market forces combined with public 
sentiment, this is also the moment for institutional 

investors to move beyond their comfort zones and 
deploy increasing amounts of capital into sdg 
investments in emerging markets. 

2.3.2 why this report focuses 
on emerging markets
additional capital to achieve the sdgs in general, 
and a Just transition in particular, is urgently 
needed across the world. While recognising that 
opportunities to invest exist in both developed 
and emerging markets, this report focuses 
on emerging markets106 as they represent the 
biggest opportunity gap. in addition, historically, 
institutional investors have largely been on the 
periphery when it comes to investing significantly 
in developing countries. this geographic challenge 
applies to institutional investor participation in local 
listed markets and investment in private alternative 
asset classes.

2.3 Background to the scope of this report

105  thinking ahead institute 
(2021): “global pensions 
asset study – 2021”; 
including in their analysis 
pension funds, insurance 
companies, sovereign 
wealth funds, endowments 
and foundations and 
mutual funds

106  as defined in section 1, the 
terms ‘emerging markets’ 
and 'developing countries’ 
include both emerging 
and frontier markets for 
the purpose of this report; 
based on the World Bank 
country classification 
system, that would include 
upper-middle income 
countries, lower-middle 
income countries and low 
income countries; all other 
countries are referred to 
herein as ‘developed’

asset classes, within existing investment 
products and those yet to come to market. 

this report calls on asset owners and managers to:

 1 step up now 

 2 move beyond a siloed focus on separate 
climate or social considerations and to integrate 
these considerations within their portfolios 
across asset classes

 3 expand their use of instruments and tools 
that can address some of the barriers holding 
capital back

 4 proactively pursue investments in emerging 
markets, where the impacts of climate change 
(largely generated by developed countries) and 
socio-economic challenges are most acute

this report calls on all actors in financial markets, 
whose actions (and inaction) will influence asset 
owners and managers in their capital allocation 
decisions, to engage and seek ways to use the levers 
at their disposal to encourage the scaling of capital 
towards the sdgs. only if all actors – those who 
deploy capital directly and those who influence that 
deployment – act together, will we see a material 
acceleration and expansion of capital at scale.

FIGurE 2.1

sdg annual financing gap
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2.3.3 why this report focuses 
on investment vehicles
the focus on institutional investors, on the one 
hand, and emerging markets, on the other, has led 
the report to focus on indirect investment using 
vehicles such as pooled investment funds as these 
allow for scale to be achieved by consolidating 
investments. available investments in emerging 
markets tend to be smaller and more dispersed 
than in developed markets. the ability to aggregate 
investments in vehicle structures is critical to create 
access for institutional investors who require scale. 
such aggregated investment offerings also allow 
for professional management with market access 
and expertise and diversification and therefore can 
help to reduce portfolio risk. 

2.3.4 why this report 
prioritises private asset 
classes and fixed income 
investment to achieve the sdgs needs to be 
applied across all asset classes, both listed and 
private. there is a dynamic connection between 
private and listed markets, where the innovations 
generated by nearly two decades of impact 
investing vehicles by managers in private markets 
tend to inform and shape mainstream finance 
offerings. this dynamic should be encouraged.

among private investments, this report prioritises 
vehicles in four private asset classes: private 
equity (including direct and fund of funds vehicles), 
private debt, infrastructure and real estate. 

these four private asset classes represent 
actionable pathways familiar to asset owners and 
managers that can be successfully expanded to 
mobilise more capital to achieve the sdgs and, 
specifically, Just transition objectives. they offer 
significant and market-ready opportunities to shape 
the design of investment vehicles that further the 
sdgs and have the ability to satisfy the proposed 
integrated Just transition elements. in this way, 

they can foster replication and market momentum. 

Within publicly listed assets, the report focuses 
on fixed income. this reflects the high investor 
appetite for familiar products that can produce 
an attractive and reliable yield and liquidity. in 
particular, we focus on the potential for emerging 
market bonds aligned with the sdgs and Just 
transition objectives. (The opportunity to influence 
public equity markets in ways that advance 
alignment with the SDGs using the important 
levers of transparency, harmonisation and 
integrity is the subject of the report of the Impact 
Taskforce’s Workstream A.)

sdg investments and the proposed Just transition 
elements are not limited to the profiled public and 
private asset classes. rather, sdg investments can 
and should be included across all asset classes. 
We expect that the increase in volume and velocity 
of capital deployed in the selected asset classes 
will stimulate more activity towards the sdgs 
across all asset classes.

2.3.4.1 rAtionAle For the 
prioritisAtion oF privAte Assets  
in generAl

private investments are often the most powerful 
entry point for investments that seek to achieve 
meaningful environmental and social objectives 
as they provide greater investor influence and 
control. their relevance is even more pronounced 
in emerging markets, owing to the lack of mature 
public, regulated markets and the importance of 
generating flows of additional capital into investable 
propositions.

lack of mature public, regulated 
markets in emerging economies

public investment refers to securities available on 
an exchange or an over-the-counter market. public 
exchanges in developed economies are highly 
regulated and provide investors with daily liquidity 
and stringent governance and reporting standards. 
companies that issue listed securities are usually of 
a certain size and maturity. all of these features are 
intended to reduce risk for investors. consequently, 
shares and bonds publicly listed in developed 
markets are generally considered the backbone 
of financial markets and tend to make up the lion’s 
share of institutional asset allocation. 

the majority of emerging markets, conversely, 
entirely lack public markets. Where they do exist, 
they are mostly small and provide access only to 
a few large corporations and banks (see figure 
2.2). these markets often do not meet developed 
markets’ standards and criteria and operate with 
very thin trading volumes that limit participation by 
institutional investors.

Equities in emerging markets: there are about 
70 major stock exchanges globally trading assets 
with a total market capitalisation of $113 trillion as 

FIGurE 2.2

developed versus emerging financial markets
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of June 2021.107 of these exchanges, 15 have a 
total market capitalisation of over $2 trillion – none 
of which are located within africa or latin america. 
the 15 largest exchanges account for close to 70% 
of the cumulative global market capitalisation.108 
in emerging markets, the largest exchanges are 
concentrated in china.109

Fixed income in emerging markets: the 
international capital markets association (icma) 
estimated the global fixed income market to 
amount to $128 trillion in august 2020, of which 
about $87 trillion was in sovereign bonds and $41 
trillion in corporate bonds.110

sovereign bonds were predominantly located in 
the us ($22 trillion), china ($20 trillion) and Japan 
($12 trillion). in comparison, icma estimated the 
entire african sovereign bond market amounted to 
just north of $1 trillion. south africa was the largest 
issuer with $329 billion of outstanding bonds. after 
south africa, egypt was the only sizeable issuer at 
around $240 billion.111

the corporate bond market (by country of issuer 
incorporation) is also dominated by the us ($11 
trillion) and china ($7 trillion).112 looking again at 
africa, in 2020 the continent’s total corporate bond 
value amounted to only around $150 billion, of 
which about $96 billion was in south africa.113

the distribution of emerging market fixed income 
is limited by its credit profile. often, assets with 
sub-investment grade credit ratings cannot be held 
by institutional investors, particularly insurance 

companies as they trigger high equity capital 
requirements under solvency ii regulations, for 
example. corporate ratings generally are limited 
by the so-called ‘country ceiling’ based on the 
jurisdiction’s sovereign bond rating (with some 
upwards flexibility for strong issuing corporates, in 
particular in developed countries).114

using the rating agency moody’s as an example, 
97% of all of its corporate ratings are at or below the 
corresponding sovereign rating. this gap creates 
significant challenges for institutional investors 
looking at emerging markets, as the majority of the 
more frontier economies are rated sub-investment 
grade or deeply speculative (see figure 2.3). 

looking forward, there are two courses of action 
to consider. the first is to encourage emerging 
markets issuers to attract more institutional capital 
at a transactional level, both from within their 
domestic capital markets and internationally. the 
second is to see how emerging markets generally 
can strengthen their capital markets’ infrastructure, 
size and depth to allow for continuous flows of 
investment in listed equities and bonds.115 the 
first action is addressed in subsequent sections 
of this report by exploring ways to enhance 
market receptivity of fixed income offerings. the 
second action is beyond the direct scope of this 
report, with the acknowledgment that policy 
makers should continue to prioritise interventions 
that bolster emerging markets’ operating 
infrastructure.116

107  Wfe (2021): “dashboard”; https://focus.world-exchanges.org/
issue/august-2021/dashboard 

108  Wfe (2021): “market statistics”; https://focus.world-exchang-
es.org/issue/august-2021/market-statistics 

109  Wfe (2021): “market statistics”; https://focus.world-exchang-
es.org/issue/august-2021/market-statistics 

110  icma (2020): “Bond market size”; https://www.icmagroup.org/
regulatory-policy-and-market-practice/secondary-markets/
bond-market-size/ 

111   icma (2020): “Bond market size”; https://www.icmagroup.org/
regulatory-policy-and-market-practice/secondary-markets/
bond-market-size/

112  icma (2020): “Bond market size”; https://www.icmagroup.org/
regulatory-policy-and-market-practice/secondary-markets/
bond-market-size/

113  icma (2020): “Bond market size”; https://www.icmagroup.org/
regulatory-policy-and-market-practice/secondary-markets/
bond-market-size/

114  there has been more flexibility in europe (moody’s, e.g., 
typically allows for corporate issuances to be up to six notches 
above the government bond rating, fitch up to three notches). 
But such flexibility is considerably lower in other regions and 
usually applies only in exceptional cases where companies are 
recognised as market leaders, have strong financials, mostly 
hard currency revenues and operate in industries protected by 
the state (e.g., through tariff barriers)

115  the issue has been recognised and activities seeking to 
strengthen local public markets are being pursued, e.g., by the 
uk government’s moBilist programme

116  global investors for sustainable development alliance (2021): 
“increasing private finance mobilization: recommendations for 
development banks and the global development community”

FIGurE 2.3

distribution of oecd countries by credit risk rating

Based on an analysis by the uk’s foreign, commonwealth & 
development office (fcdo, formerly department for international 
development) on low- and middle-income countries that had a rating in 
2019, the median rating for these countries was sub-investment grade at 
B+. the median for all low- and middle-income countries would be lower 
since many of the 65 unrated countries would likely be rated below B+. 
private sector borrowers (excluding state-owned enterprises) usually 
achieve a rating of at least 1–3 notches below the credit rating of their 
country – too low to attract meaningful institutional investor capital.

Source: dfid (2019): “internal – mobilisation teamwork planning”

Distribution of Countries on OECD DAC list 2018–2020

Country classification Number Sovereign risk rating Number

Least developed 
countries

47 A- or better 3

Other low income 2 BBB 10

Lower middle income 38 BB 16

upper middle income 58 B 45

Total 145 CCC or worse 6

unrated 65

Median rated B+

What are the units of action for moving markets towards the sdgs? 
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greater investor influence and control

a further argument supporting the prioritisation of 
private markets (in addition to fixed income) in order 
to scale private capital is the degree of influence 
a provider of capital can assert to align that 
capital with the impact being pursued. assuring 
alignment between the source and use of capital is 
a common challenge for all investments; however, 
the stakes are higher for investments that seek to 
further the sdgs where positive change in the lives 
of people or place is explicitly targeted. 

the ability to assure such alignment is generally 
greater with private transactions. When subscribing 
to the publicly listed shares of a company there is 
little, if any, ability to shape the company’s business 
activities. although significant energy and money 
is expended on shareholder advocacy initiatives 
in public markets, an individual investor has 
mostly little opportunity to influence a company’s 
behaviour.

in private markets, alignment between the source 
and use of capital can be assured in the terms and 
conditions drawn up for the investment vehicle. 
generally, the closest alignment is achieved in 
private equity where ownership rights translate 
into direct influence at the company’s governance 
table and over how an investee uses the capital 
provided. private debt investments rely on 
covenants and other contractual undertakings to 
ensure alignment with the impact objectives that 
underpin the capital committed. 

investors seeking to invest to advance the sdgs 
need to have assurance of the reliability of 
delivering the vehicle’s stated impact objectives. 
it is important for the vehicle to interrogate the 
investees’ use of proceeds, business operations, 
environmental footprint, diversity and other social 
aspects of a company or project, and, in some 
cases, influence along a company’s supply chain. 
investing with an explicit focus to integrate people 
and planet priorities invites more direct alignment 
between sources of capital and its uses. 

2.3.4.2 rAtionAle For the 
prioritisAtion oF privAte equity 
And privAte debt 

turning to private equity and private debt, specific 
reasons to include these two asset classes are:

•  Familiarity: institutional investors are familiar 
with and understand these asset classes

•  Prevalent asset classes: as a proxy for 
purposeful investments in emerging markets, 
the global impact investing network's (giin) 
impact investor survey of 2020117 shows 
that the respondents’ impact investments in 
emerging markets are predominantly in private 
equity and private debt (see figure 2.4)

2.3.4.3 rAtionAle For the 
prioritisAtion oF inFrAstructure 
And reAl estAte

infrastructure and real estate are prioritised for 
the following reasons:

•  Climate relevance: although institutional 
investors’ investments in these asset classes 
have to date focused on developed markets, 
it is understood that both the infrastructure 
and the real estate sectors have major 
implications for climate change and need to 
be addressed across the globe in order to 
achieve net Zero targets. as described in the 
sectoral considerations in section 1.3.1.4, major 
contributors of emissions include transport, 
buildings and energy

•  Developmental and socio-economic 
relevance: in addition to climate relevance, 
infrastructure and real estate both contribute 
significantly to country-level development 
objectives, including employment and 
access to, and affordability of, basic services 
and livelihood essentials, in particular to 
underserved individuals, households and 
communities119

Source: securities and exchange commission thailand (2021): “sustainable 
Bond issuance guide”

the ASEAN Low Carbon Energy Programme (LCEP) is a 
£15 million aid programme that is part of the uk’s prosperity 
programming. it promotes inclusive economic growth by 
providing assistance to targeted government ministries and 
agencies on green finance and energy efficiency. gender and 
inclusion are mainstreamed across all of the programme’s 
interventions. 

a notable deliverable of the lcep is the Sustainable Bond 
Issuance Guide that was recently published by the securities 
and exchange commission thailand, aimed at developing the 

sustainable bond market in the country. this document seeks 
to provide market players in thailand with information on the 
different sustainable bond types and standards, as well as 
step-by-step guidance on the process to issue green, social, 
sustainability, transition and sustainability-linked bonds. the 
guide explicitly recognises that sustainable bonds can drive 
both enhanced climate as well as gender equality related 
impacts, both of which are necessary for a Just transition. 

sec thailand: sustainable bond issuance guideSPOTLIGHT

117  the giin impact investor 
survey included a wide 
array of investors active in 
the impact investing space, 
67% of which categorised 
themselves as ‘market rate’ 
investors. While the survey 
is focused on impact inves-
tors and therefore includes 
only a limited number of 
mainstream institutional 
investors, it provides a 
data point showcasing the 
importance of the private 
equity and private debt 
markets in developing 
countries

118  giin (2020): “2020 annual 
impact investor survey”; 
https://thegiin.org/re-
search/publication/imp-
inv-survey-2020

119  the economist intelligence 
unit (2019): “the critical 
role of infrastructure for the 
sustainable development 
goals”
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2.3.4.4 rAtionAle For prioritisAtion 
oF Fixed income

fixed income is also prioritised as an asset class 
for the following reasons:

•  Material and familiar asset class: Bonds 
are generally the most significant asset class for 
institutional investors within their asset allocation 
strategies. in emerging markets, according 
to giin (see figure 2.4), publicly traded debt 
accounts for 22% of assets under management, 
making it the third-largest asset class reported by 
impact investors. this percentage is even higher 
for mainstream investment portfolios, where 
fixed income comprises, on average, 40% of 
institutional investor portfolios120

•  Pipeline of issues: there is a steady flow of 
issuances from companies and sovereigns, 
despite some of the market infrastructure 
challenges referenced above, with the expectation 
that the number, volume and frequency of issues 
will increase in the coming years

•  Climate relevance: the green and sustainability 
bond markets are strong and growing fast, with 
average annual growth of 95% for green bonds 
since the market started in 2007 (see section 
1.4.1)121

•  Developmental and socio-economic 
relevance: as it has grown, the green bond 
market has started to include social objectives, 
driving also the growth of sustainability and 
social bonds (see section 3.4.6 for an overview 
of thematic bonds). in recent years, markets have 
seen issuances of blue bonds, gender bonds, 

120  Based on natixis investment managers, global survey of insti-
tutional investors conducted by coredata research in october 
and november 2020. the survey included 500 institutional 
investors in 29 countries throughout north america, latin 
america, the united kingdom, continental europe, asia and 
the middle east

121  climate Bonds initiative (2020): “$1 trillion mark reached in 
global cumulative green issuance: climate Bonds data intelli-
gence reports: latest figures”

the UK Green Financing Programme is a series of 
green gilt issuances and a green retail savings bond. the 
programme will finance expenditure associated with tackling 
climate change and other environmental challenges, by 
financing or refinancing projects/schemes that will fund 
infrastructure, create green jobs and mainstream green 
financial products. the government has committed to 
reporting on the social co-benefits of this green spending, 
following the impact investing institute’s green+ gilt 
proposal.

the uk’s inaugural green gilt sale in september 2021 received 
the highest ever bids for a uk government bond sale; the £10 

billion raised made it the largest sovereign green bond at the 
time of issuance.

investor appetite has been demonstrated by the further 
three issuances released subsequently, two of which were 
wholesale and one retail. the first £10 billion wholesale bond 
was 10x oversubscribed; the second wholesale £6 billion 
bond, with a tenor of 32 years, was 12x oversubscribed. 

uk green Financing Framework and green giltsSPOTLIGHT

Sources: carbon trust (2021): “pre-issuance impact report on the uk government 
green financing programme”; financial times (2021): “uk’s debut ‘green gilt’ 
sale draws blockbuster demand”; uk government (2021): “greening finance: a 
roadmap to sustainable investing”; impact investing institute (2020): “investors with 
£10 trillion in assets call for the uk to issue a green+ sovereign bond”

FIGurE 2.4

Asset allocation by impact investors

Source: giin (2020): “annual impact investor survey 2020”

Geographic focus

Overall DM-focused Investors EM-focused Investors

Private debt 21% 9% 36%

Public equity 19% 27% 3%

Private equity 17% 13% 25%

real assets 17% 30% 0%

Publicly traded debt 17% 15% 22%

Equity-like debt 1% 0% 2%

Deposits & cash equivalents 1% 1% 0%

Other 8% 5% 12%

n 289 139 124

Total AuM (uSD million) 220,914 123,131 80,168

geographic focus

What are the units of action for moving markets towards the sdgs? 
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covid-19 recovery bonds and more.122 there is 
a ready opportunity to extend green bond tools 
and approaches to consider more explicitly 
issuances with a socio-economic objective123

•  Transparency: one of the core conditions 
of any fixed income investment is how the 
proceeds are to be used. using proceeds for 
climate and social projects that demonstrate a 
direct contribution to underserved individuals, 
households and communities provides a clear 
link to a Just transition. there has been growing 
criticism of the integrity of green and social bond 
offerings and whether the capital mobilised does 
advance positive environmental or social results. 
this report’s proposed integrated Just transition 

elements provide an opportunity to introduce 
clarity of objectives in fixed income vehicles that 
are marketed with positive climate and social 
language. although not all climate vehicles 
can be expected to advance a Just transition, 
embracing clear objectives will encourage and 
support delineation of investment products.

This Section has laid out the rationale for 
this report’s focus – and the reasons for 
prioritising certain investors, markets,  
asset classes and means of investment 
in order to mobilise capital to finance the 
SDGs at pace and at scale, with particular 
consideration of capital flows in, and to, 
emerging markets.

122  Blue bonds are bonds that 
fund commitments towards 
oceans, water related ini-
tiatives and sustainability; 
gender bonds are bonds 
that fund commitments 
towards the improvement 
of lives of women; covid 
recovery bonds are bonds 
that fund commitments 
towards covid-19 recovery. 
disaster or catastrophe 
relief bonds are a further 
area of growth

123  impact investing institute 
and lse (2021): “the uk’s 
green gilt: demonstrating 
the contribution to Jobs 
and levelling up”; https://
www.impactinvest.org.
uk/publications/the-uks-
green-gilt-demonstrating-
the-contribution-to-jobs-
and-levelling-up/

124  Blackrock (2014): “Who 
owns the assets?”

125  investopedia (2019): “in-
vestment consultant”

2.4.1 overview

2.4.1.1 who Are institutionAl 
investors? 

institutional investors are typically understood as 
large organisations investing on behalf of other 
beneficiaries. the term primarily refers to pension 
funds and insurance companies. it can also include 
endowments, foundations, charities, sovereign 
wealth funds (sWfs), banks and credit unions, 
family offices and private funds (such as mutual 
funds, hedge funds, private equity/debt funds and 
venture capital funds, or real estate trusts). for the 
purpose of this report, we consider institutional 
investors to be asset owners. private funds and 
their managers are considered under the asset 
manager discussion.

there are differences between the types of 
institutional investors listed above. such differences 
need to be consciously considered and addressed 
when talking about capital mobilisation (e.g., 
in terms of mandate, time horizons, regulatory 
obligations in their respective jurisdictions, and 
governance challenges) which can lead to different 
capital allocation patterns. But for the purpose 
of this report, we refer to the entire group of 
institutional investors as a single community – and 
highlight specific differences where relevant. 

2.4.1.2 who is mAking the Asset 
AllocAtion And investment 
decisions?

When considering the investment behaviours and 
decisions of institutional investors, the role of asset 
managers is significant. managers play an active 
role managing assets for institutional asset owners 

2.4 institutional investors are critical  
to achieving the sdgs

across a variety of fund types, including mutual 
funds, hedge funds, private equity and private debt 
funds. these managers do not invest on their own 
account but in their clients’ name and based on 
their clients’ investment policies and mandates. 
they are stewards of third-party capital, with 
tremendous influence and responsibility for the 
capital entrusted to them.

large institutional investors often manage much of 
their developed market equities and fixed income 
assets themselves. for other strategies, including 
private asset classes, they tend to rely on external 
managers. smaller asset owners often employ 
asset managers to manage all of their assets. 
mckinsey estimates that around three-quarters 
of financial assets are managed directly by asset 
owners, while the remainder is outsourced.124

Investment consultants are another important 
group of actors in the institutional investor universe. 
investment consultants formulate investment and 
allocation strategies for clients in accordance with 
their respective financial goals and often support 
asset owners in their manager selection.125

managers and consultants often drive and define 
the investable universe for institutional investors. 
it is therefore vital that both are incentivised to 
support propositions that advance the sdgs. 
initiatives to improve the alignment, stewardship 
and accountability of mandates between 
asset owners, asset managers and investment 
consultants are being driven by several groups, 
including the global investors for sustainable 
development (gisd) alliance. 

mobilising institutional capital towards the sdgs and a Just transition
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2.4.1.3 how big is the institutionAl 
investor universe? 

the thinking ahead institute estimates global 
institutional investors’ assets under management 
(aum) to amount to approximately $154 trillion. 
this includes pension funds, insurance companies, 
sWfs, endowments and foundations and mutual 
funds (see figure 2.5).126 to put this in context, 
the 2019 gross domestic product (gdp) of the 
united states was around $21 trillion. only a 
small proportion of institutional assets are held 
in emerging markets. for example, the african 
development Bank (afdB) estimates that african 
institutional investors held about $1.8 trillion in 
2020.127

2.4.1.4 how Are institutionAl 
investors AllocAting Assets?

institutional investors typically allocate their assets 
between four main asset classes: listed equities, 
fixed income (bonds), cash and cash equivalents, 
and ‘alternatives’. the latter includes real estate, 
infrastructure (often grouped together with real 
estate as real assets), private equity and debt, 
hedge funds, commodities and other usually less 
liquid, often longer-term assets (see also panel 
in section 1.4.1.2). historically, listed equities and 
fixed income have dominated most institutional 
investors’ asset allocations. relatively few have 
significant direct exposure to most of the alternative 
assets. the Blended finance taskforce estimated 
in its 2019 report that infrastructure investments 
accounted for less than 1% of pension fund 
assets.128

however, in response to the 2008–2012 global 
financial crisis and the subsequent low interest 
rate environment, investors have been engaged 
in a search for yield and greater diversification 
given the high correlation between listed 
equities and fixed income markets.129 this has 
led to a greater focus on alternative assets, 
including growth-oriented assets such as private 
equity or venture capital and income-generating 
assets such as real estate, infrastructure or 
natural resources.130

2.4.1.5 institutionAl investors  
And responsible, sustAinAble  
And impAct investing

as noted in section 1.2.1 and further analysed 
in the report by Workstream a of the impact 
taskforce, interest in applying esg and impact 
standards is gaining traction across the investor 
community. although the starting point of 
integrating esg factors into investment decisions 
has been defensive, with a focus on managing 
investment risk and avoiding harmful activities 
(i.e., responsible investing), movement along the 
spectrum of capital is capturing more attention, 
from sustainable investing to impact investing 
that actively seeks robust financial returns and 
positive impact. 

indicators of growing institutional investor  
interest include: 

•  over 3,000 investors have signed up to the  
un backed Principles for Responsible 
Investment (pri), including over 500 asset 
owners;131 in april 2021 the pri released  
a new report outlining pension beneficiary 
preferences on esg issues and a four-step 
guide for asset owners132

•  the Task Force on Climate-related Financial 
Disclosures (tcfd), chaired by michael r. 

FIGurE 2.5

institutional investors’ assets under management
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Source: thinking ahead institute (2021): global pension asset study – 2021

126  thinking ahead institute 
(2021): “global pensions 
asset study – 2021”; 
https://www.thinkingahea-
dinstitute.org/research-pa-
pers/globalpension-as-
sets-study-2021/

127  afdB (2017): “unleashing 
the potential of institutional 
investors in africa”; https://
www.afdb.org/sites/
default/files/documents/
publications/wps_no_325_
unleashing_the_poten-
tial_of_institutional_inves-
tors_in_africa_c_rv1.pdf

128  Blended finance taskforce 
(2018): “Better finance, 
better world”

129  pensions and investments: 
“in Quest for diversifica-
tion, institutional investors 
take a new look at private 
markets”; https://www.
pionline.com/aberdeen_
privatemarkets20

130  pensions and investments: 
“in Quest for diversifica-
tion, institutional investors 
take a new look at private 
markets”; https://www.
pionline.com/aberdeen_
privatemarkets20

131  pri: “principles for 
responsible investment”; 
https://www.unpri.org/pri/
about-the-pri 

132  “taskforce on cli-
mate-related financial 
disclosures”; https://www.
fsb-tcfd.org/about/

“In the space of six or 12 months, 
investors have gone from thinking 
about ESG as a side issue to 
thinking about it as completely 
core to the future of their funds.  
It is a big shift. And in my career, 
I haven’t seen a shift quite like it.” 

roger urwin, advisor to the MSCI 

Source: MSCI 
(2021): “Investment 
Insights” 2021
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Bloomberg, counts more than 2,300 supporters 
across 88 countries133

•  in its 2021 investor survey of some 200 
investors owning approximately $18 trillion of 
assets, morgan stanley capital international 
(msci) observed a clear trend towards an 
increased integration of esg factors into 
investors’ decision-making processes; 
msci further noted that this trend has been 
accelerated by covid-19 and climate-related 
events, including wildfires in australia and 
california and the warming in the arctic, 
building “a powerful narrative around esg 
investing” 

•  the green bond market has exploded in recent 
years (see section 1.4.1 and figure 3.6). 

•  the eu is developing a ‘EU taxonomy’,  
a science-based classification system to 
establish a list of economic activities that can 
be considered environmentally sustainable.  
the objective is to “create security for investors, 
protect private investors from greenwashing, 
help companies to become more climate-
friendly, mitigate market fragmentation and 
help shift investments where they are most 
needed”134

•  the european union (eu) Sustainable Finance 
Disclosure Regulation (sfdr), introduced in 
march 2021, has set out specific rules on what 
sustainability-related information financial 
market participants and financial advisors need 
to disclose to avoid green-washing of financial 
products and advice135

•  in a growing number of jurisdictions, fiduciary 
duties are shifting from a single focus on financial 
performance to include environmental and social 
considerations as well

2.4.1.6 mAnAgers engAging more with 
impAct investing And AttrActing 
institutionAl Asset owners

new models of impact manager 
evolving

as the impact investing market develops, several 
trends in asset management are emerging:

Mainstream managers moving into impact: 
mainstream asset managers are recognising the 
opportunity to attract capital from institutional 
asset owners who are beginning to compare 
managers on the basis of their impact practice and 
performance as well as their financial performance. 
the operating principles for impact management, 
launched in april 2019 by 60 institutions (see panel 
below), have been signed by a total of 141 asset 
managers across 34 countries, representing close 
to $420 billion in assets (as of 30 september 2021). 
examples include: 

•  texas pacific group (tpg)’s rise funds, which 
invest in companies driving measurable social 
and environmental impact alongside business 
performance and strong returns. the first rise 
fund raised $2 billion in 2017; tpg’s second  
fund, rise fund ii, attracted $2.5 billion in 2020;  
in July 2021, tpg announced the first closing  
of its tpg rise climate fund, having raised  
$5.4 billion

•  kohlberg kravis roberts (kkr)’s $1.3 billion 
global impact launched in 2018, financing 
companies that provide commercial solutions to 
an environmental or social challenge, focusing  
on the americas, europe and asia

•  Bain capital’s us-focused Bain double impact 
fund ii closed in 2020 at $800 million, up from 
$390 million for the first fund

‘impact investors’ are playing a pioneering role in deploying 
capital to generate positive social and environmental results, 
paving the way for institutional investors. impact investors 
include development finance institutions (dfis), multilateral 
development banks (mdBs), foundations and certain family 
offices. several insurance companies and pension funds, 
including faith-based investors, have made allocations 
to impact investing, demonstrating it is possible for large 
institutional investors to deploy capital in pursuit of positive 
impact.

many have capitalised investments with demonstrable 
impact results by, for example:

1  demonstrating and developing the investability of 
emerging markets through track record and performance 
data, thereby growing the size of the investable universe

2  Backing emerging managers by taking a risk on first-time 

managers with compelling strategies, many of which have 
now grown to a stage of attracting institutional capital 
while continuing to seed further cohorts of new managers

3  stimulating and spreading market expertise, local 
networks and access to local transactions

4  providing anchor funding and de-risking support to select 
transactions and blended funds in order to mobilise 
institutional capital into impactful investments in emerging 
markets.

many impact investors have higher risk appetite and benefit 
from flexible or more patient capital. they are thus willing to 
invest in high-impact enterprises, earlier stage companies, 
innovative business models or more challenging jurisdictions. 
their needs-driven and pioneering role in the search for 
intentional and measurable impact is crucial in meeting the 
sustainable development goals and Just transition targets.

impact investors - the pioneers SPOTLIGHT

133  msci (2021): “investment 
insights 2021”

134  european commis-
sion: “eu taxonomy for 
sustainable activities”; 
https://ec.europa.eu/info/
business-economy-euro/
banking-and-finance/
sustainable-finance/eu-tax-
onomy-sustainable-activ-
ities_en 

135  s&p global: “What is the 
impact of the eu sustain-
able finance disclosure 
regulation (sfdr)”; https://
www.spglobal.com/mar-
ketintelligence/en/news-in-
sights/blog/what-is-the-im-
pact-of-the-eu-sustaina-
ble-finance-disclosure-reg-
ulation-sfdr 
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in 2019, schroders acquired a majority stake in the impact investment manager Blueorchard. 

“schroders’ partnership with Blueorchard supports the expansion of its 
sustainability capabilities. this will help to better serve clients who are 
increasingly seeking investments which have a beneficial impact on society  
and the environment, as well as generating positive financial returns. 
it also accelerates the growth of schroders in private debt and private equity 
investments in emerging markets.”

schroders’ acquisition of blueorchardSPOTLIGHT

Source: schroders (2019): “schroders acquires majority stake in leading impact investor Blueorchard”

•  there is also a growing trend towards manager 
specialisation, with established strategies 
becoming more focused through spin-offs and 
platform extensions, such as Brookfield’s global 
transition fund, which announced a $7 billion 
closing in July 2021, or the above mentioned tpg 
rise climate fund, announced in the same month

Institutional investors’ management arms 
moving into impact: further contributing to the 
development of the impact investment market, a 
number of institutional investors have expanded 
their investment management arms to offer 
sustainable products to third parties. leading asset 
management offerings include aXa investment 
management, nuveen and allianz global investors’ 
impact investing platform. 

Impact managers growing: at the other end of 
the manager spectrum, formerly niche and small 
impact managers are now building sufficient size 
and track record to attract institutional investors. 
examples include: 

•  leapfrog investments is a purpose-driven 
asset management company, whose emerging 
consumer fund iii raised $743 million, which has 
entered into a $500 million strategic partnership 
with temasek, the market-leading investment 
company headquartered in singapore

•  responsability, founded in 2003, has to date 
invested over $11 billion across almost 70 
countries and has $3.5 billion of aum

•  Bridges, founded in 2002, has to date raised 
$1 billion of capital after the close of its growth 
Business, long-term capital and social 
outcomes vehicles

Manager partnerships: a third observable 
trend among asset managers is the growth in 
partnerships between mainstream and impact 
managers (see section 2.6.7). these have included 
the partnership between nn investment partners 
and dutch development bank fmo to launch the 
emerging markets loans fund, a $272 million 
private debt fund. other ventures include the 
acquisition of impact managers by mainstream 
houses, such as schroders' acquisition of 
Blueorchard in 2019136 or goldman sachs’ 2015 
acquisition of imprint capital.137 

MDBs and DFIs adopting manager roles: 
a further important impact investment trend is 
mdBs and dfis taking on the role of manager 
for third-party institutional capital. an example 
is international finance corporation asset 
management company (ifc amc), which is 
investing third-party capital alongside the ifc in 
emerging markets. ifc amc funds include the ifc 
global emerging markets fund of funds and the 
ifc african, latin american, and caribbean fund. 
fmo investment management is another example 
(for further information, see section 2.6.7.3).

operating principles for impact management

Principle 1
define strategic impact 
objective(s), consistent with the 
investment strategy.

Principle 2
manage strategic impact on a 
portfolio basis.

Principle 3
establish the manager’s 
contribution to the achievement 
of impact.

Principle 4
assess the expected impact of 
each investment, based on a 
systematic approach.

Principle 5
assess, address, monitor and 
manage potential negative 
impacts of each investment.

Principle 6
monitor the progress of each 
investment in achieving impact 
against expectations and respond 
appropriately.

Principle 7
conduct exits considering the 
effect on sustained impact.

Principle 8
review, document and improve 
decisions and processes based 
on the achievement of impact and 
lessons learned.

Principle 9
publicly disclose alignment with 
the principles and provide regular 
independent verification of the 
alignment.

Source: “operating principles for impact management”

136  schroders (2019): “schrod-
ers acquires majority stake 
in leading impact investor 
Blueorchard”; https://
www.schroders.com/en/
media-relations/news-
room/all_news_releases/
schroders-acquires-ma-
jority-stake-in-leading-im-
pact-investor-blueorchard/ 

137  goldman sachs (2015): 
“deepening a commitment 
to sustainability, gsam 
acquires a leading impact 
investing firm”; https://
www.goldmansachs.
com/our-firm/history/mo-
ments/2015-imprint-cap-
ital.html
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the trend towards managers that combine scale 
and credibility is crucial to the achievement of the 
sdgs. at the same time, it is imperative that the 
integrity of offerings is scrutinised on a consistent 
and transparent basis, as further outlined in the 
report of the impact taskforce’s Workstream a. 
combined, these trends will provide competitive 
clarity among managers and their offerings, while 
also expanding awareness as to whether and how 
progress towards the sdgs is being advanced by 
invested capital.

While the focus on scale is central to this report, 
the importance of fostering and investing in new 
generations of impact managers – that may scale 
in the future – cannot be overemphasised. many 
impact investors fund such emerging managers 
with a view to growing the universe, in particular 
with a view to the building of local manager 
ecosystems in emerging markets. 

Efforts being made to standardise  
ESG and impact management
extensive efforts to improve standardisation 
and the robustness of impact performance 
measurement and management are also under 
way. this is in response to growing investor, 
regulator and media concerns about the use of 
esg and impact marketing labels on investment 
products without proper accountability of 
the marketed claims, leading to claims of 
‘greenwashing’ and ‘impact washing’. 

key initiatives to strengthen the way in which 
investment products and those who manage 
them can be assessed on impact practice and 
performance include the impact management 
project (imp)138 and the international financial 
reporting standards foundation (ifrs)’s efforts 
on sustainability-linked reporting.139 the ifrs 
announced the formation of an international 
sustainability standards Board (issB) at cop26 
that will develop global baseline sustainability 
standards. the issB will integrate both the climate 

disclosures standards Board (cdsB), which aims 
to include climate-related matters into financial 
reporting, and the value reporting foundation 
(vrf – which houses the integrated reporting 
framework and the sasB standards).140 another 
climate-related initiative is the tcfd, which was 
formed by the financial stability Board (fsB) and 
provides recommendations on the disclosure of 
information on the financial implications of climate-
related risks and opportunities. increasingly, 
institutional investors and regulators are focusing 
on quality assurance of tcfd reporting. current 
reporting often separates climate and social 
indicators but outcomes need a joint approach 
in order for asset owners and managers in 
particular to understand, assess and monitor the 
interdependence between environmental and 
social objectives. 

Universe of supporting advisors/
intermediaries is increasing
a growing universe of intermediaries and advisers 
is providing critical support to asset owners and 
managers seeking to invest for impact. these 
range from mainstream placement agents and 
large investment banks with sustainability client 
groups to specialised firms with impact investment 
expertise. on the buy-side, some investment 
advisors and consultants (which count many large 
institutional investors as clients) have developed 
capabilities to source, underwrite and monitor 
impact products. for example, J.p. morgan has 
created a development finance institution-like 
offering to advance its development-oriented 
advisory services in private investment in emerging 
markets.141

Media and event focus on impact is 
increasing
press coverage of impact investing in mainstream 
publications, including by the financial times and 
Bloomberg (including Bloomberg new energy 
finance (Bnef) and green reporting channels), and 
the inclusion of impact topics at major conferences 
is growing rapidly. more and more institutional 
investors are participating in impact investing 
events. organisers of such events include the giin, 
the global private capital association (gpca, 
formerly empea), the global steering group (gsg) 
and the national advisory Boards (naBs), amongst 
many others. 

2.4.1.7 pArticipAtion by developed 
mArkets institutionAl investors 

most emerging markets are either absent from or 
make up only a miniscule portion of the portfolios 
of institutional investors based in developed 
markets. according to data collected from 

•  a growing focus on gender, building a gender lens into investment 
strategies and an extension to combine gender with other equity 
themes, such as racial justice, the lgBtQia+ community, and 
intersectional identities

•  a continued focus on the environment, moving from the impact 
investment niche into more mainstream investment models

•  a focus on technology for inclusion, whereby digital infrastructure is 
helping to leapfrog traditional distribution models

key thematic trends in impact investing SPOTLIGHT

Source: palladium (2021): “4 impact investing trends to Watch in 2021”

138  imp: “a forum for building 
global consensus on how 
to measure, assess and 
report impacts on people 
and the environment”; 
https://impactmanage-
mentproject.com/ 

139  ifrs: “sustainability-re-
lated reporting”; https://
www.ifrs.org/projects/
work-plan/sustainability-re-
porting/ 

140  ifrs: “an update on the 
issB at cop26”; https://
www.ifrs.org/news-and-
events/news/2021/11/
an-update-on-the-issB-at-
cop26/

141  J.p. morgan (2020): “J.p. 
morgan launches develop-
ment finance institution”; 
https://www.jpmorgan.
com/solutions/cib/invest-
ment-banking/2020-dfi-an-
nouncement
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morgan stanley, global investors have allocated 
between 6% and 8% of their portfolio to emerging 
markets.142 in 2019, the Blended finance taskforce 
estimated institutional investors’ asset allocation in 
private alternatives in emerging markets at just $2.1 
trillion.143 a survey by preqin shows that few private 
equity funds have a geographic focus outside of 
north america, europe or asia (see figure 2.6).

however, a survey of 300 institutional investors 
and wealth managers in 2020 by vontobel 
asset management found that more than half of 
respondents expect to increase their allocation 
in equities and bonds to emerging markets in the 
following five years in a search for new sources of 
return and alpha.144 there is also growing evidence 
of institutional investors making impact investments 
in emerging markets across all asset classes.145

the covid-19 pandemic has, however, frustrated this 
trend in the short term, with many investors keeping 
allocations steady or even reducing allocations as 
they seek more conservative positions. 

although there is positive traction, many 
institutional asset owners in developed markets 
continue to struggle to place emerging markets 
investments within their existing mandates and 
asset allocation strategies (see also below in the 
barriers discussion in section 2.4.2). 

Action is needed to create accessible 
allocations for emerging markets investments 
and appropriate incentives for asset 
managers and consultants to include relevant 
transactions in institutional investors’ 
portfolios. 

2.4.1.8 pArticipAtion oF emerging 
mArkets institutionAl investors 

encouraging and supporting international 
institutional investors to invest more into emerging 
market propositions that advance the sdgs and 
a Just transition does not provide the complete 
solution, however. to scale up private capital for 
positive impact and build sustainable financing 
routes and ecosystems within developing 
countries, it is also important to strengthen local 
institutional capital providers and local capital 
markets. 

such activity is still mostly at a very early stage in 
these markets. rising wealth levels and a growing 
institutionalisation of savings and capital markets 
are helping to grow the local institutional investor 
universe, contribute to the development of local 
securities markets and improve the stability of 
the financial systems. local institutional investors 
typically have a greater understanding and 
knowledge of their local investment landscape 
and associated risks. so they are well positioned 
to make investment decisions about local assets. 
many emerging markets’ institutional investors are 
looking for local investment opportunities and are 
an important source of funding for local currency 
denominated emerging markets assets.146

But it is still the case that underdeveloped capital 
markets (see also section 2.4.2), a general lack 
of investable pipeline, excessive regulation or the 
lack of investor sophistication often constrain the 
ability of institutional investors to pursue local 
investments. 

for example, in africa, a conservative investment 
outlook and regulatory constraints mean that many 
african institutional investors favour sovereign 
bonds over other (mostly scarce) listed assets, 
including equities and corporate bonds, and 
tend to invest in more mature exchanges such 
as morocco or south africa. although private 
equity, real estate and infrastructure are growing 
as asset classes in africa, they are often viewed 
as inadequate or too risky. Between 2011 and 
2017 african institutional investors accounted for 
a mere 1% of private placement in infrastructure. 
in 2018, the african investment forum called for 
more regional investments from african institutional 
investors, claiming they amounted to no more than 
10% of the total portfolios.147 increasingly, therefore, 
asset managers are looking to encourage 
sovereigns into the space.148 the africa finance 
corporation (afc), for example, has developed  
a partnership with the nigerian government for an 
infrastructure fund, seeded by the central Bank 
of nigeria (which is also an afc shareholder), 
the nigerian sovereign investment authority 
(nsia), and the afc, with initial funding of about 
$2.5 billion. this familiar pattern is found in other 
emerging market environments. 
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Source: preqin (2021): “2021 global private equity and venture capital report” 

142  morgan stanley (2021): 
“emerging market alloca-
tions: how much to own?”

143  Blended finance taskforce 
(2018): “Better finance, 
better world”; including in 
their analysis pension funds, 
insurance companies, 
sWfs, banks, private equity 
funds and asset/wealth 
managers

144  vontobel asset manage-
ment (2020): “vontobel 
study confirms investors 
want to increase their alloca-
tion to emerging markets”; 
https://am.vontobel.com/
en/news/vontobel-study-
confirms-investors-want-to-
increase-their-allocation-to-
emerging-markets 

145  impact investing institute 
(2021): “impact investing 
in emerging markets: 
opportunities for institutional 
investors”; https://www.im-
pactinvest.org.uk/our-case-
studies/emerging-markets/

146  oecd (2021): mobilising 
institutional investors for 
financing sustainable 
development in developing 
countries: emerging evi-
dence of opportunities and 
challenges.

147  société générale (2020): 
the rise of institutional in-
vestments in africa; https://
www.securities-services.
societegenerale.com/en/in-
sights/views/news/rise-insti-
tutional-investments-africa/ 

148  african Business (2021): 
afc can help transform 
infrastructure investment 
in africa
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mobilising local institutional investors with their 
deeper understanding of the local investment 
ecosystem provides a significant near-term 
opportunity. local capital investment could 
empower more domestic capital to contribute 
to achieving the sdgs at a local level and would 
instil confidence among international players. 
the multiplier effect on domestic savings and 
earnings could also offer further support to 
local governments as they seek to fulfil national 
development plans.

2.4.2 institutional investors’ 
key barriers to investing in 
emerging markets in private 
transactions
institutional investors (as asset owners) face real 
and perceived barriers to participating in emerging 
markets’ private transactions, which we explore 
below. such barriers can be classified as either 
external or internal. most apply across asset 
classes, but some are particularly relevant for 
certain asset classes, such as ratings for fixed 
income and private debt investment offerings. 
similarly, while most barriers detailed affect 
all institutional investors, some present more 
significant impediments to certain institutional 
investors because of their regulatory status. for 
capital to move at scale, these barriers need to 
be acknowledged and adequately addressed. 
throughout the following sections we showcase 
examples of how one or more of these barriers can 
be successfully navigated to unlock capital flows. 

2.4.2.1 externAl bArriers

institutional asset owners, even when willing 
and qualified to invest in pursuit of impact, often 
struggle to find investable assets in emerging 
markets for the following reasons:

•  Real or perceived investment risks 
although higher-income emerging markets are 
increasingly on the radar screen of investors 
seeking yield, many lower-income markets’ 
macro-economic and political risks are 
considered substantial and are often not well 
understood by institutional investors. 

   ~  Macro risks, including political and 
economic stability, are difficult to quantify 
and risk mitigation can be complex – or even 
impossible. legal risks include unenforceable 
or weak property rights, restrictions on 
repatriation of capital, weak bankruptcy and 
insolvency frameworks and limited minority 
shareholder rights. foreign exchange risks 

are also often substantial and impossible 
or expensive to hedge as many emerging 
economy currencies are volatile, thinly traded 
and at times subject to political interference

   ~  Lack of quality data exacerbates macro risks, 
preventing proper analysis of opportunities 
against relevant benchmarks and leading to 
increased risk perception

   ~  Expected returns in emerging markets are 
often not higher than in developed markets 
and hence fall short of what investors require in 
order to accept (real and perceived) risks. With 
respect to impact investments there continues 
to be a perceived trade-off between financial 
returns and impact, despite growing evidence 
challenging this assumption

•  Lack of size and pipeline 
apart from a few distinct sectors within higher-
income developing countries (such as finance, 
telecoms and mining), direct investment 
opportunities in emerging markets are mostly too 
small for institutional asset owners to consider. 
likewise, there are few local investment funds 
and other intermediated vehicles aggregating 
direct investments, and they are usually 
significantly smaller than their developed market 
counterparts. most investments by institutional 
investors are currently focused on the so-called 
Brics countries (Brazil, russia, india, china 
and south africa), where most of the sizable 
and mature deals occur. other markets are 
fragmented and mostly below the size thresholds 
of institutional investors. looking at opportunities 
that explicitly pursue positive local impact 
towards the sdgs, the challenge becomes even 
more pronounced as impact strategies are often 
smaller in size and include new business models 
that are often perceived as higher risk. 

•   Lack of reliable information 
private investments in emerging markets often 
provide non-standardised, limited and at times 
unreliable information. this presents challenges 
across the investment cycle, but particularly during 
the due diligence assessment of an investment 
opportunity. there is little pricing transparency on 
private investments. historical performance data 
and track record are often missing. emerging 
markets funds frequently target early-stage 
enterprises or enterprises that are pursuing less 
proven business models, making assessment 
and relative value decisions difficult. reporting 
is often weak and lacks the standardisation that 
institutional asset owners demand. 

•  Lack of liquidity 
liquidity is a major concern in the investment 
decision-making of institutional investors, even 
those whose balance sheets are structured with 
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long-term liabilities. Whereas traditional traded 
asset classes usually offer daily liquidity, this is 
not the case with private investments,149,150 and 
even less so in emerging markets. in private 
equity, the immaturity of investment markets in 
most emerging market jurisdictions (both with 
respect to capital markets, with a view to a future 
initial public offering (ipo), and with respect to 
mergers and acquisitions activity by financial 
and strategic investors) restricts visibility on exit 
opportunities. as a consequence, some investors 
automatically charge liquidity premiums to 
transactions without acknowledging the potential 
matching of their long-term liabilities with the 
long-term investment opportunities. 

•  Lack of ecosystem of suitable 
intermediaries 
historically, institutional investors have typically 
worked with asset managers and consultants 
with whom they have long-standing relationships. 
these managers and consultants are usually 
focused on liquid asset classes in developed 
markets whereas sdg-focused impact 
managers, while building track record and 
gaining market momentum, have historically been 
rejected by asset owners as lacking adequate 
size and track record. 

•  Statutory and general law duties and 
regulatory requirements 
institutional investors’ mandates are often directly 
or indirectly restricted by regulatory oversight and 
requirements. for example, pension fund trustees 
need to meet fiduciary responsibilities, which 
may be perceived as limiting focus to financial 
returns,151 and comply with statutes and law. 

insurance companies operate under the solvency 
ii framework, binding them to match assets and 
liabilities (meaning that they will largely need to 
invest in their liabilities’ countries and currencies) 
and providing stringent liquidity requirements 
and rules on capital adequacy. these latter rules 
effectively limit the investable universe to fixed 
income with investment-grade ratings as capital 
charges are significantly higher for non-investment 
grade transactions. financial institutions also 
need to adhere to capital adequacy rules under 
Basel iii. regulators themselves often lack 
awareness of, and familiarity with, emerging 
market loss rates and other market indicators, 
which further exacerbates the way in which 
existing regulation is applied to emerging market 
investment opportunities.

•  Credit ratings 
most emerging markets’ sovereign ratings 
are sub-investment grade, providing an extra 
challenge for many institutional investors, 
particularly those that incur high capital charges 
for sub-investment grade debt assets (see also 
the discussion of ratings in section 2.3.4.1). 

•  Costs 
emerging markets transactions are often 
expensive to execute, particularly when they 
are being undertaken as a new activity for 
an investor. While building the experience 
and knowledge base inside an investment 
organisation, underwriting emerging markets 
deals may require extensive support from 
external advisors. impact transaction 
management can further add to the overall 
costs of a vehicle. 

responsible, sustainable or impact investing approaches are 
often wrongly perceived to be incompatible with the fiduciary 
duty of pension fund trustees to act in the best interest of 
their scheme members. in the uk, since a landmark case 
in 1985, many have seen this duty as synonymous with 
maximising short-term financial return. this interpretation 
has been increasingly questioned, however, as it may leave 
pension funds exposed to risk over the long term and 
prevent them from capitalising on the opportunities offered 
by responsible, sustainable and impact investments. 

pension scheme trustees have an obligation to use their 
powers to achieve the pension scheme’s purpose – 
namely, to provide retirement benefits for its members. But 
investment professionals are becoming aware of risks to 
financial returns arising from weaknesses in companies’ 
environment, social and governance (esg) profile. those 
risks must be considered in relation to a pension scheme’s 
investment time horizon, which can usually be measured 

in decades. many companies now have significant risk 
exposure in the transition to a low-carbon global economy. 
social issues, including diversity and inclusion, workforce 
protections within companies and their supply chains, and 
health and wellbeing can also impact the long-term success 
of an investee company. 

an investment that enhances the risk/return profile of an 
investment portfolio, while also generating a positive social 
and/or environmental impact, will therefore generally be 
consistent with trustees’ fiduciary duty. 

reflecting this evolving understanding of fiduciary duty, 
there are now many instances of such investments across 
uk pension portfolios including investment in environmental 
infrastructure, waste management, sustainable forestry, social 
housing, private equity, private debt and venture capital.

the evolving understanding of fiduciary duty: example from the ukSPOTLIGHT

Source: impact investing institute (2020): “impact investing by pension funds: 
fiduciary duty – the legal context”

149  law commission (2017): 
“pension funds and social 
investment”

150  appg on alternative invest-
ment management (2019): 
“uk pension schemes and 
alternative investments”

151  see impact investing 
institute (2020). “impact 
investing by pension funds: 
fiduciary duty – the legal 
context”; https://www.im-
pactinvest.org.uk/wp-con-
tent/uploads/2020/11/
impact-investing-by-pen-
sion-funds-fiduciary-du-
ty-%e2%80%93-the-le-
gal-context.pdf; and pri 
(2020): “the modern inter-
pretation of fiduciary duty”; 
https://www.unpri.org/
fiduciary-duty/the-mod-
ern-interpretation-of-fiduci-
ary-duty/6538.article
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in considering the important role of credit ratings in 
moving institutional capital, questions within the industry 
have been raised regarding the criteria, benchmarks and 
processes used to generate ratings for emerging markets 
issuers. Without diluting the rigour of ratings analysis, it 
should be possible to update current approaches to ensure 
that relevant benchmarks are applied (e.g., collateralised loan 
obligations (clo) models of homogeneous assets do not 
offer a useful reference point for emerging markets multi-
sectoral assets), models are calibrated and current country 
level track record is used as input. if ratings processes are 
not thoughtfully examined and calibrated, e.g., with respect 
to portfolio correlation, they will continue to keep emerging 
markets issuers stubbornly below the investment-grade 
threshold required by most institutional investors.

there are further questions about the current market 
separation between credit and sustainability ratings. 
investors increasingly recognise that the performance of 
an investment should be assessed on both its financial 
and sustainability results, so is it not time that the ratings 
agencies take the same step? some commentators have 
also suggested exploring ways to use credit ratings so that 
issuers are incentivised to use proceeds of bond issues to 
deliver explicit environmental and social impact.

sharing relevant performance data with rating agencies and 
a joint engagement on the re-calibration of certain models to 
reflect emerging market realities may enhance the agencies’ 
ability to assess real risks and reduce penalties on emerging 
markets issuers for perceived uncertainties or diversification/ 
correlation mismatches.

credit ratingsSPOTLIGHT

2.4.2.2 internAl bArriers

Beyond external factors, institutional asset owners 
also face internal barriers that prevent them from 
engaging more meaningfully in private transactions 
in emerging markets:

•  Limited risk appetite 
institutional investors’ mandates usually default 
to restrict risk taking, often exacerbated by 
regulatory requirements as described above. this 
limits their ability to invest in illiquid investments 
that are perceived as risky, especially within 
emerging markets.

•  Rigid allocation policies, guidelines or 
frameworks and mandate restrictions 
allocation policies and frameworks often do not 
account for private ‘alternative’ assets and/or 
emerging markets. changing such frameworks 
often requires significant effort and time. 

•  Lack of awareness and access 
given their historic inexperience in emerging 
markets investments, and in impact investments, 
institutional asset owners often lack the required 
networks and market connectivity to source 
suitable pipeline. 

•  Staff capabilities, expertise and market 
familiarity 
institutional investors often lack in-house 
expertise to analyse private and emerging 
markets investments. When extending their 
investment focus to such markets, resources 
need to be assessed including to what extent 
they should look to specialist intermediaries 
for help, build in-house expertise, or adopt a 
combination of the two. the familiarity required 
with local market practices and cultural 
differences in order to provide for an effective 

investment process is not to be underestimated. 
the need to invest in building some baseline 
capability of expertise is a requirement for any 
asset owner serious about investing to advance 
the sdgs. 

•  Incremental effort 
on listed exchanges in developed countries, 
pricing is transparent and information is typically 
readily available and standardised, leading to an 
efficient sourcing, assessment and execution 
process. private transactions, and those in 
emerging markets especially, usually require 
more time, effort and specialist expertise to 
identify, perform due diligence on, execute and 
monitor deals, demanding more human capital 
investment. given the need to consider risks 
which may be less familiar to the asset owner, 
specialised external advisors are generally 
required, including local legal counsel and 
accounting and sector experts. consequently, 
many asset owners charge a ‘complexity 
premium’ or similar underwriting fees, adding to 
the overall costs of these deals.

2.4.2.3 overview oF potentiAl 
ApproAches to Address bArriers

to increase institutional investor allocations to 
advance the sdgs generally, and a Just transition 
specifically, particularly in emerging markets, 
investment vehicles need to be designed to 
overcome the external and internal barriers faced 
by asset owners. 

in the table on the next page, we assess the key 
barriers to institutional investment in emerging 
market impact and how they are being, and can be 
further, addressed. 
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speed platformSPOTLIGHT

the Special Situations Partnership to Expedite 
Energy Decarbonisation (SPEED) platform 
is a platform designed to identify, prioritise and 
invest into strategic energy system tipping points 
to accelerate near-term, net Zero-aligned energy 
transitions.

it aims to mobilise $10 billion by investing $1 billion 
into projects with significant systemic emissions 
reduction. the ambition is to avoid 10 giga tonnes 
co2e through catalysing systemic shifts in energy 
markets.

financial returns and measurable emissions 
reduction will be blended into a single decision 
metric – climate adjusted internal rate of 
return.

the vehicle provides a flexible capital structure, 
combining climate-first fiduciary capital with an 
explicitly catalytic pool. the fund aims to syndicate 
transactions to increase scale of impact and align 
partners.

the platform will also provide advisory services and 
community engagement.

Barrier 

Relevance across 
institutional 

investor types 
and asset classes 

Possible approaches to address the barrier
Actors to support  

the proposed approaches

External 

Real or 
perceived 
risks of 
investments 
and returns 

•  real and 
perceived 
macro risks 
relating to 
geography 
and market

•  insufficient 
track record 
and data 
points

•  uncertainty 
and/or level 
of expected 
returns

universal there are multiple structuring approaches (see also 
section 2.5 on blending) including various instru-
ments and tools that can help address the risk/ 
return challenge, bridging the information asymmetry 
(for perceived risks) and mitigating the real risk. such 
instruments can be concessional or at market rate.  
a few examples include:

•  subordinated capital, including first-loss equity, 
junior debt and other (for more, see section 2.6.1)

•  credit guarantees (for more, see section 2.6.2)

•  insurance, e.g., political risk (for more, see section 
2.6.3)

•  concessional returns or shared upside  
participation

•  grant funded technical assistance facilities, that 
provide direct capacity support to investees and 
selectively to managers for the establishment of 
new vehicles

•  hedging

an additional approach, in particular where the chal-
lenge is perceived risk, is the provision of relevant 
(e.g., performance) data and track record, to help 
investors in their risk assessment. more and contex-
tualised information across asset classes can spur 
institutional investor participation. 

related are partnership approaches; e.g., many 
mdBs and dfis offer syndication platforms, where 
institutional investors can participate pari passu in 
the originating mdB’s loan, benefiting from their 
superior market knowledge (and even preferred 
creditor status). 

impact investors (including mdBs, 
dfis and private impact investors) 
across risk mitigating instruments, 
performance data and partnerships

insurance companies (insurance 
products)

donors (for grants)

hedging providers

Source: speed information
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Barrier 

Relevance across 
institutional 

investor types 
and asset classes 

Possible approaches to address the barrier
Actors to support  

the proposed approaches

External 

Lack of size 
and available 
pipeline

universal syndication and co-investment opportunities are 
offered by many mdBs and select dfis (see also 
above). 

mdBs and dfis can be enabled by their 
shareholders to consider more proactive selling of 
some of their more mature assets, either directly or 
through securitisation structures, thereby allowing 
institutional investors to step into performing 
assets with relevant track record. such efforts 
require consideration of internal changes, including 
amendments to the internal incentivisation structures 
and, potentially, changes to team composition and 
capabilities. 

the increased use of fund of funds structures (or 
similar platforms), aggregating smaller vehicles into 
a combined portfolio is another route to sizable and 
diversified transactions.

dedicated managers, with growing track record, 
are ramping up pipeline; investors can engage with 
these managers both in order to stay abreast of 
trends and to inform investment strategies coming to 
market. 

national policy makers should ensure their country 
provides for an enabling regulatory environment 
that allows for viable investment propositions. for 
example, professionally managed infrastructure 
project tenders, in particular targeting net Zero and/
or decarbonisation commitments, with clear rules 
of engagement and tariff structures create investor 
comfort and enable such projects to become viable 
pipeline deals. the same applies for professionally 
managed public procurement tenders for social 
investments (e.g., affordable housing, healthcare 
facilities, education, etc.).

there are also initiatives specifically targeting project 
development with the goal of fuelling pipeline 
generation of deals that can ultimately attract 
institutional capital. to effectively galvanise capital 
flows at scale, the full investment lifecycle requires 
continued attention. 

mdBs/dfis (syndications) 

mdBs/dfis and larger funds  
(co-investments) 

 

asset managers 

asset managers and institutional 
investors 

 
 
national policy makers 

e.g., pidg’s infraco africa and 
infraco asia; ifc’s infraventures; 
global energy alliance for people 
and planet 
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in June 2021, the ikea foundation and 
the rockefeller foundation announced the 
establishment of a joint $1 billion global energy 
alliance platform to fight climate change and energy 
poverty by catalysing investments in distributed 
renewable energy with a focus on the availability of 
investable deals.

the platform aims to reduce 1 billion tonnes of 
greenhouse gas emissions and empower 1 billion 
people with distributed renewable energy, focusing 
on sources such as mini-grids, rather than central 
sources like power plants. 

“While funding to support energy transition 
has increased at a global level, many 
organisations struggle to identify viable, 
investment-ready projects. as a result, 
many emerging economies still depend on 
unreliable and polluting energy sources. 
By creating a platform to deploy catalytic 
capital more efficiently, and at scale 
that supports the expansion of local 
renewable energy projects, governments 
will be better able to achieve renewable 
electrification and development targets.”

Source: ikea foundation (2021): ikea foundation and rockefeller 
foundation join forces to set up a historic $1 billion initiative to cata-
lyse investments in distributed renewable energy

SPOTLIGHT
global energy Alliance for 
people and the planet

61

Barrier 

Relevance across 
institutional 

investor types 
and asset classes 

Possible approaches to address the barrier
Actors to support  

the proposed approaches

External 
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breakthrough energy venturesSPOTLIGHT

Breakthrough Energy was founded in 2015 by 
Bill gates and several organisations that seek to 
help lead the world to net Zero emissions by 2050 
by supporting research and development, investing 
in companies that turn green ideas into clean 
products and tools, and advocating for policies that 
speed innovation from lab to market. 

Breakthrough Energy Ventures, announced in 
2016 as an investor-led fund, to date has raised 
over $2 billion from a group of ultra high-net-worth 
individuals. the fund provides patient, flexible 
funding to technology companies across sectors, 
aiming to help building “the new, cutting-edge 
companies that will lead the world to net zero 
emissions” and ensuring affordable, reliable and 
clean energy for all. 

While the fund seeks to make money, it targets 
investments that can demonstrate that they can 
scale up to achieve a reduction of at least 500 
million metric tonnes in annual co2 emissions – 
about 1% of global emissions.

Source: Breakthrough energy

Barrier 

Relevance across 
institutional 

investor types 
and asset classes 

Possible approaches to address the barrier
Actors to support  

the proposed approaches

External 

Lack of 
reliable 
information

universal access to, and dissemination of, reliable, consistent 
data is slowly improving, with more and more impact 
follow-on funds coming to market that build on the 
successful implementation of the marketed strategy, 
data and performance of earlier funds.

dfis and mdBs can do more (and need to be 
enabled by their shareholders to do more) to provide 
transparent information and data to allow others, 
including private investors and rating agencies, to 
assess the risks of relevant investments in emerging 
markets.152 impact investors are well-positioned 
to continue to challenge the traditional perception 
that there is an inverse relationship between social 
or environmental impact and financial return. it 
is the actors with relevant, market-specific track 
record who are best placed to share such data and 
information, with appropriate analysis and context.

mdBs/dfis hold long term data; 
other impact investors have also 
accumulated valuable data over 
several years 

152  some dfis and mdBs have started this effort, 
see global emerging risk database consor-
tium (gems); https://www.gemsriskdatabase.
org/ 
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creating liquidity: schroder 
bsc social impact trust SPOTLIGHT

Big Society Capital (BSC) in partnership with 
schroders, designed the social impact trust, listed 
on the london stock exchange, creating liquid and 
freely tradable shares and providing retail investors 
with access to private market impact investment for 
the first time, hence bringing in additional capital to 
help social enterprises and charities.

Source: Big society capital (2021): “schroder Bsc social impact 
trust plc: investing to improve lives in the uk”

gems databaseSPOTLIGHT

The Global Emerging Markets (GEMs) Risk 
Database Consortium, established in 2009, is 
one of the world’s largest credit risk databases for 
emerging markets. it pools (anonymised) data on 
credit defaults, recovery rates and credit ratings on 
its members’ loans. its member institutions are 24 
mdBs and dfis.

Source: gems risk database consortium

Barrier 

Relevance across 
institutional 

investor types 
and asset classes 

Possible approaches to address the barrier
Actors to support  

the proposed approaches

External 

possible approaches that address information 
asymmetries include: 

•  partnership structures, including syndication 
platforms (see above)

•  sharing of performance data and information (see 
above)

•  use of local advisors

•  technology solutions that are showing promise

•  funding support to local managers to develop 
more efficient information systems to extrapolate 
data from operating businesses

Lack of 
liquidity

universal; a 
particular challenge 
for private equity 
is high uncertainty 
of exits; within 
asset classes, 
low liquidity may 
be a problem for 
securities and 
related vehicles 
listed on emerging 
markets exchanges 
that lack trading 
depth

many investors, such as life insurers or pension 
funds, have long-dated liabilities that have the 
ability to sustain longer investment horizons. such 
investors are able to get comfortable with private 
investments without asking for liquidity premia. 

for private equity, more sales of assets by impact 
investors, in particular mdBs and dfis, would create 
a deeper secondary market, increasing investor 
confidence of sufficient access and liquidity.

 
 
 
 

particularly mdBs and dfis, but also 
other impact investors; supported 
by advisors, such as investment 
banks
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Barrier 

Relevance across 
institutional 

investor types 
and asset classes 

Possible approaches to address the barrier
Actors to support  

the proposed approaches

External 

Lack of 
ecosystem of 
suitable inter-
mediaries

universal across 
asset classes and 
investor types

the universe of specialist intermediaries and 
advisors is growing. strengthening the capacity of 
these managers can be encouraged and supported 
by investors and development agencies by way of 
first-time manager allocations, development support 
for fund design, shortened capital raising cycles, as 
well as grant support for bolstering management 
teams. 

partnership models can also help overcome this 
barrier and there is increasing activity in bringing 
more examples to market for investor participation. 
see also section 2.6.7 for more information on 
partnerships. 

asset managers, investment 
consultants, investment banks and 
other advisors 

 
 
 

across financial market actor types

Statutory and 
general law 
duties and 
regulatory 
requirements

relevant across 
asset classes 
with different 
implications; 
different investors 
can face specific 
regulatory 
frameworks, also 
differentiated by 
jurisdiction

law and policy makers and regulators can work 
more effectively with the investor and asset manager 
community to overcome regulatory barriers.

efforts to increase awareness among regulators of 
emerging market data points and deal dynamics is 
a necessary first step. lack of awareness reinforces 
conservative assumptions and maintains high 
barriers to investment activity in emerging markets.

examples of ongoing discussions include the active 
debate of fiduciary duty and the relevance of esg 
considerations. the impact investing institute’s 
impact investing principles for pensions paper calls 
for pension funds to adopt a ‘transitional mindset’ 
and include in their considerations financial risk 
mitigation with respect to societal and environmental 
risks, and also the search for opportunities by 
identifying resilient and ‘future-fit’ companies.153 
the unep finance initiative and the un pri issued 
a report that states that fiduciary duties require 
investors to:154

•  “incorporate esg issues into investment analysis 
and decision-making processes, consistent with 
their investment time horizons

•  encourage high standards of esg performance in 
the companies or other entities in which they invest

•  understand and incorporate beneficiaries’ 
and savers’ sustainability-related preferences, 
regardless of whether these preferences are 
financially material

•  support the stability and resilience of the financial 
system

•  report on how they have implemented these 
commitments”

law and policy makers and 
regulators working with asset 
managers and engaged institutional 
investors

153  impact investing institute (2021): “impact 
investing – impact investing principles for 
pensions”

154  pri and unep finance initiative (2021): “fidu-
ciary duty in the 21st century”
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eiopA on climate adaptation 
insuranceSPOTLIGHT

the European Insurance and Occupational 
Pensions Authority (EIOPA) investigates the 
opportunity for (re)insurers to contribute to climate 
adaptation and mitigation and provide non-life 
insurance products based on risk-based pricing and 
contractual terms and with multi-year duration. 

eiopa explores whether such contracts deserve 
lower capital charges and if it should incorporate 
‘impact underwriting’ concepts in distribution and 
governance requirements. 

Source: Big society capital (2021): “schroder Bsc social impact 
trust plc: investing to improve lives in the uk” 

Barrier 

Relevance across 
institutional 

investor types 
and asset classes 

Possible approaches to address the barrier
Actors to support  

the proposed approaches

External 

another example is eiopa’s recent discussion 
around climate adaptation insurance products.

Credit ratings relevant for fixed 
income bond 
issuances or 
securitisations; 
across investor 
types; insurance 
companies are 
often the most 
restricted by 
regulators in holding 
sub-investment 
grade assets 

credit ratings are a crucial factor in assessing bonds 
and securitisations. as discussed in section 2.3.4.1, 
emerging markets’ issuers are challenged by country 
ceilings and at times rating models that may not fully 
reflect the realities of emerging markets portfolios

approaches that can be pursued to achieve 
investment-grade ratings include:

•  diversification across emerging markets but also 
across developed and emerging markets (e.g., 
Blueorchard’s schroder international selection 
fund Blueorchard emerging markets climate 
Bond fund) includes developed markets bonds to 
achieve an investment-grade average rating of its 
overall global bond portfolio (see section 3.4.6)

•  guarantees, in particular by highly rated mdBs and 
dfis, can provide substantial support to vehicle 
portfolios’ ratings

•  insurance, including non-payment insurance 
coverage or particular risk coverage, such as 
political insurance

•  subordinated capital

ratings agencies working with 
actors that have data and regional/ 
sector experience (asset managers, 
impact investors, etc.) 
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Barrier 

Relevance across 
institutional 

investor types 
and asset classes 

Possible approaches to address the barrier
Actors to support  

the proposed approaches

External 

Costs universal, across 
asset classes and 
investor types

costs of private transactions, particularly in 
emerging markets, are higher than institutional 
investors generally accept in listed markets. 

investors prepared to invest in emerging markets 
will need to make some investment to build a 
degree of internal capacity to make investment 
decisions, an investment that can be expected to 
be realised by greater volume of investment activity. 
fair assessment of the fees required by managers 
operating in emerging markets to execute on their 
investment strategy in the local context warrants 
consideration and flexibility. 

targeted and time-limited grant support to 
vehicles may at times help cover certain upfront 
or transaction costs where a vehicle pursues new 
and riskier avenues in private emerging markets 
transactions.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

donors or impact investors

Internal 

Limited risk 
appetite

in principle 
universal, across 
asset classes and 
investor types; 
however, risk 
appetite varies 
by investor type, 
e.g., life insurers, 
pension funds and 
also some sWfs 
typically can have 
more appetite for 
longer investment 
time horizons

although institutional investors need to satisfy their 
risk/return requirements in making investment 
decisions, it is important to disaggregate these 
requirements to identify the parts of portfolios 
where sdg emerging markets investments can 
fit. Quantifying long-term liability exposures 
with investment opportunities that match these 
exposures can open new investment activity. this 
analysis can support a specific allocation within 
the investor’s portfolio for emerging markets’ sdg 
investments. 

a specific allocation offers a starting point for an 
investor to operate within their existing tolerances 
while building experience in and performance data 
on emerging markets’ sdg investments.155

When allocating to these assets, investors can 
engage with market actors, including impact 
investors, mdB/dfis and leading managers, to 
ensure that deals and vehicles are structured to 
satisfy their requirements. early engagement and 
partnerships can ensure that concerns are being 
addressed, in particular, by using blended structures 
(including the use of risk mitigation and protection 
through insurance, guarantees, subordinated capital 
layers and others). 

in addition, investors can actively engage with mdBs 
and dfis to establish a better view on risks, based 
on real data and track record in relevant markets. 

approaches that can be pursued to address risk 
appetite include:

•  allocation commitment

•  diversification

•  guarantees and insurance

•  subordinated capital

institutional investor leadership; 
potentially specialised advisor 
support

 

all

155  impact investing institute (2021): “impact 
investing in emerging markets: the oppor-
tunities for institutional investors (webinar 
summary)”; https://www.impactinvest.org.uk/
events/impact-investing-in-emerging-mar-
kets-opportunities-for-institutional-investors/ 
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ilx FundSPOTLIGHT

the ILX Fund, managed by cardano development, 
is an sdg-focused emerging markets credit fund, 
investing in diversified portfolios of loans originated 
and structured by dfis through syndication 
structures, hence seeking to provide investors with 
a balanced risk and return proposition. 

Source: ilX fund

Barrier 

Relevance across 
institutional 

investor types 
and asset classes 

Possible approaches to address the barrier
Actors to support  

the proposed approaches

Internal 

Rigid 
allocation 
policies or 
frameworks 
and mandate 
restrictions 

universal, across 
asset classes and 
investor types; an 
important driver 
for change is 
the institution’s 
leadership and 
the voice of its 
members 

amendment of mandates, policies and allocation 
frameworks, allowing for more investment 
engagement in emerging markets and to support the 
sdgs, is an area for proactive internal engagement. 

Where the asset owner is a pension fund, the 
mandate may be published to scheme members/
pension holders to highlight the progress in reflecting 
a commitment to the sdgs in executing investment 
responsibilities.

incentives may also be set for asset managers and 
investment consultants to actively pursue relevant 
transactions. 

in addition, a growing group of asset owners led by 
the global investors for sustainable development 
(gisd) alliance is working to reframe mandates with 
at least a positive tilt towards investing in the sdgs 
through the lens of alignment, stewardship and 
accountability to address these barriers.

institutional investor leadership 
(trustees/boards) and shareholders 

Lack of 
awareness 
and access

universal, across 
asset classes and 
investor types

there are ways to access transactions that can help 
deliver the sdgs, particularly in emerging markets, 
such as partnerships and syndication platforms, in 
particular working with mdBs and dfis or sdg-
focused investment managers such as the ilX fund 
and others. 

engagement with more mature impact managers 
can also be established. many funds provide for 
co-investment, allowing investors to start direct 
engagement alongside a vehicle and its professional 
manager. 

there is also a growing universe of specialist 
advisors that can support in-house teams and 
provide access to relevant deals. 

With increased engagement, awareness and direct 
deal access should follow. 

all, including impact investors 
(mBds/dfis, private), asset 
managers, advisors, etc.

Staff 
capabilities, 
expertise 
and market 
familiarity

universal, across 
asset classes and 
investor types

same as above.

What are the units of action for moving markets towards the sdgs? 
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Barrier 

Relevance across 
institutional 

investor types 
and asset classes 

Possible approaches to address the barrier
Actors to support  

the proposed approaches

Internal

Incremental 
effort

universal, across 
asset classes and 
investor types

private transactions, in particularly in emerging 
markets are often more intensive to assess, at 
least initially if the asset owner does not yet have 
experience considering such deals. 

While appreciating the time and effort required in 
underwriting any new set of opportunities, asset 
owners can resist the common request to charge a 
‘complexity premium’ or similar underwriting fees. 
although there is a legitimate need for investors to 
get comfortable with the underlying risk/return of the 
proposition, it is not unreasonable to expect asset 
owners to develop the expertise and skills needed to 
consider emerging market investment opportunities 
in light of the scale of the opportunity, as set forth in 
section 1.4. 

there is a growing universe of specialist advisors 
that can support in-house teams in the review of 
investments. in addition, as asset owners become 
more familiar with such investments, more available 
quality data and information can be expected to 
reduce the required effort over time. 

all, including institutional investors 
but also asset managers, advisors, 
including investment consultants 
and investment banks, to invest time 
and resources to educate and learn

section 2.6 provides a more detailed discussion 
on some of the instruments and tools mentioned 
above and shows some of these instruments and 
tools ‘in action’, providing specific examples of 
institutional investor participation. 

given the diverse range of institutional investors, 
there will not be one solution that fits all. each 
may have their own specific set of challenges, 
depending on the regulatory framework and 
jurisdiction under which they operate, and their 
individual appetite for engagement, which may 
be determined by their leadership, including 
boards, management or trustees. consequently, 
early engagement with targeted investors and 
distinct partnerships and co-creation of vehicles 
are important to get significant money into Just 
transition solutions in emerging markets. 

In order to mobilise private capital at scale, 
it is necessary to address the barriers that 
institutional investors face and structure 
investable vehicles that respond to their 
needs. As pathways for action are created, 
institutional investors are encouraged 
to commit to proactively explore and 
take up these opportunities. This form of 
dynamic engagement is an example of the 
simultaneous action needed by various actors 
for progress to happen at scale. 

other actors in the financial universe, including 
asset managers, investment consultants, advisors, 
and rating agencies also need to step up, engage 
constructively and work together to accelerate 
capital flows into emerging markets towards the 
sdgs. Collaborative and coordinated action 
can ensure that such enhanced capital flows 
are not a one-off occurrence but are instead 
sustained efforts that will yield lasting and 
systemic change. 

The challenges to investment that exist  
today should not be an excuse for inaction.  
As shown in the sections that follow, 
intentional effort and well-structured 
partnerships between investment actors 
are overcoming current barriers to achieve 
meaningful capital allocations to address the 
SDGs. The tools and instruments needed to 
mobilise capital exist today; when used and 
combined at greater pace and volume they can 
mobilise private capital at scale. Institutional 
asset owners can take clear and bold steps 
to show that they are ready, willing and able 
to deploy capital to meet the challenges and 
opportunities confronting society today.
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2.5.1 overview of blended 
finance

2.5.1.1 bAckground 

Blended finance is a structuring approach enabling 
private commercial capital to invest in impactful 
opportunities. the approach has received 
increased attention particularly when applied to 
investing in emerging markets. Blended structures 
are often used to address one of the main barriers 
of private investors: risk (whether actual or 
perceived) and return. By combining private capital 
with other types of capital willing to accept different 
terms, blended finance can direct private sector 
capital into impact investment opportunities in 
developing countries that would otherwise remain 
on the sidelines. 

2.5.1.2 deFinition

the organisation for economic co-operation 
and development (oecd) defines blended 
finance as “the strategic use of development 
finance for the mobilisation of additional finance 
towards sustainable development in developing 
countries”.156 it is recognised that blended finance 
is, however, used not only in emerging markets but 
also developed markets. in practice, this approach 
to finance blends capital that has a developmental 
mandate with capital which does not, in order 
to attract more private capital into relevant 
investments by making them more investable. 
Blended capital can be provided either at market 
or concessional rates. in recent years, there has 
been significant movement in both commercial and 
concessional blending instruments and structures. 

the critical element of any blended investment 
transaction is to be clear why the blending is 
needed. successful blended finance deals 
demonstrate a clear rationale for the amount and 
use of capital with different expectations and 
terms, e.g., in the different capital layers in the 
blended structure. this clarity enables participating 
institutional investors to determine whether and 
how their risk issues are being resolved by the 
other capital in the deal.

platforms including the sustainable development 
investment partnership (sdip), climate policy 
initiative (cpi)’s climate finance lab and 
convergence, the global network for blended 
finance, are working to connect, educate and 
support investors to execute blended finance 
transactions more efficiently in order to increase 
private sector investment in emerging markets. 
convergence publishes case studies to inform the 
investment community and supports the incubation 

and launch of blended finance deals that have the 
potential to influence the market. 

in order to establish a common policy framework 
and understanding, oecd development 
assistance committee (dac) members adopted, 
in 2017, ‘Blended finance principles’, aiming to 
ensure that blended finance is deployed and used 
effectively (see panel above).

the ultimate objective of all these efforts is to 
increase development impact and crowd-in private 
investments with minimum concessionality and 
increased trust and transparency. 

2.5.2 overview of blending 
types 
according to the Blended finance taskforce, there 
are numerous tools available to address different 
investor risks, which are context-dependent and 
must be evaluated at the local level (see figure 
2.7). the primary blended finance instruments to 
address these risks include:157,158

•  Guarantee: a guarantee is a promise of 
performance to the beneficiary if a third party fails 
to perform. guarantees can cover different types 
of risk, such as credit, liquidity or currency risks 
(for more detail, see section 2.6.2)

 ~  example provider: guarantco, swedish 
international development cooperation agency 
(sida)

•  Insurance: an insurance provides protection 
by promising to compensate for a specified loss 
or damage in return for payment of a specified 
premium. insurance products in the blended 
finance context can cover different risks, such as 
political risks (for more detail, see section 2.6.3)

2.5 the role of blended finance in structuring 
solutions

156  oecd: “Blended finance”; 
https://www.oecd.org/dac/
financing-sustainable-de-
velopment/blended-fi-
nance-principles/ 

157  Blended finance taskforce 
(2018): “Better finance, 
better world”

158  What are considered 
blending tools and 
instruments depends 
across the literature; e.g., a 
securitisation is, by others, 
not considered a blending 
per se

1  anchor blended finance use to a 
development rationale 

2  design blended finance to increase 
mobilisation of commercial finance

3  tailor blended finance to local context

4  focus on effective partnering for blended 
finance

5  monitor blended finance for transparency 
and results.

the oecd dAc blended 
Finance principles

Source: OECD (2021): “The OECD DAC Blended  
Finance Guidance”

What are the units of action for moving markets towards the sdgs? 
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 ~  example provider: multilateral investment 
guarantee agency (miga)

•  Hedging: hedging reduces the risk of adverse 
price movements in a currency (can also apply to 
other assets and their associated earning stream)

 ~  example provider: the currency exchange 
fund (tcX)

•  Subordinated capital: subordinated or junior 
capital protects senior investors by taking a 
subordinated ranking and hence prior losses on 
the value of the security. subordinated capital 
can be in the form of equity or debt (for more 
detail, see section 2.6.1)

 ~  example provider: kreditanstalt für 
Wiederaufbau (kfW) and the german federal 
ministry for economic cooperation and 
development (BmZ)

•  Securitisation: securitisation refers to the 
process of transforming a pool of illiquid assets 
into tradable financial instruments (securities) (for 
more detail, see section 2.6.4)

 ~  example provider: european investment Bank 
(eiB), african development Bank (afdB) 

•  Contractual mechanisms: various contractual 
and project finance arrangements can support 
the development of companies, including 
bankable infrastructure projects with public 
and private offtake agreements159 or agricultural 
processing companies with offtake agreements 

 ~  example provider: ofgem

•  Results-based incentives: results-based 
instruments provide incentives and disincentives 

to achieve the desired outcomes or results, tying 
at least a portion of payments to achievement

 ~  example provider: Bill and melinda gates 
foundation 

•  Grants: grants are capital which is paid 
in without any expected repayment or 
compensation over a fixed period of time.  
in the blended finance context, it often relates  
to money used for technical assistance or project 
preparation to bring a project to bankability

 ~  example provider: the rockefeller foundation

these blending tools can be implemented at 
various levels, including project, fund, fund-of-
funds, institutional or market level. 

the use of blended finance has grown in recent 
years, particularly to advance an explicit impact 
objective or to expand the flow of capital to less 
familiar places. in addition to risk mitigation and 
resulting capital mobilisation, blending has also 
been a powerful tool to engage new investors in 
impact transactions, allowing them, with reduced 
risk, to familiarise themselves with new territories. 
transactions that incorporate blended finance into 
their structures have spanned all alternative sub-
asset classes, including private equity, and private 
debt/illiquid credit (including notes and bonds), 
and infrastructure. according to convergence, 
the asset classes relevant to blended finance 
are estimated to account for around $6 trillion 
of alternative investment portfolios globally.160 to 
date, most of these investments have been private 
investments, as opposed to publicly listed equities 
or bonds.161

FIGurE 2.7

blended finance de-risking methods

Source: Blended finance taskforce (2018): “Better finance, better world”
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159  an offtake agreement is 
an agreement pursuant to 
which the offtaker buys all 
or a substantial portion of 
the output from a facility or 
enterprise, hence providing 
a reliable revenue stream

160  convergence et al. (2018): 
“Who is the private sector? 
key considerations for mo-
bilizing institutional capital 
through Blended finance”

161  Blended finance taskforce 
(2018): “Better finance, 
better world”
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philanthropic funders are key providers of 
concessional blending capital across sectors 
and regions, offering different instruments, 
including subordinated capital, guarantees and 
grant funded technical assistance support. 

they are important actors in the mobilisation 
discussion, in particular in deeper impact 
vehicles, where they can play a catalysing role. 

according to the uBs global philanthropy 
report, there are more than 260,000 foundations 
across 39 countries, 60% of which are in 
europe and a further 35% in north america. 
these foundations are estimated to hold assets 

in excess of $1.5 trillion. a recent example of a 
philanthropic initiative launched at scale is the 
Bezos earth fund aiming to spend $10 billion 
on transformational solutions for environmental 
justice in one decade.

activating philanthropic players to participate 
in the higher risk capital layers of investment 
vehicles, rather than within individual 
transactions, is an opportunity for scale.

philanthropic capitalSPOTLIGHT

Source: harvard university kennedy school of government 
(2018): the global philanthropy report: perspectives on the 
global foundation sector; Bezos earth fund
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total dFi blended concessional finance project cost by region*

* note: the ‘other africa’ region represents volumes in africa that are not able to be separately broken out into ‘north africa’ and ‘sub-saharan africa’.

Source: edfi (2020): “dfi Working group on Blended concessional finance for private sector projects”

2.5.3 blending trends 
according to convergence’s ‘the state of Blended 
finance’ report, one significant downward trend 
is that blended finance flows have dropped 
substantially, by 50% year-on-year in 2020. as the 
report notes, this precipitous drop is likely due to 
donors and investors pivoting to protect existing 
portfolios and programmes during the covid-19 
pandemic.162 the sharp decline aside, funds 
continue to be the largest recipients of blended 
finance flows, particularly private equity funds. in 
terms of geography, sub-saharan africa continues 
to be the primary destination of flow. agriculture, 

specifically climate-smart agriculture, has seen 
increased interest in the last year, with health 
also having received further focus with the recent 
pandemic. With respect to blended finance within 
the dfi community, figure 2.8 gives an overview of 
the geographical breakdown of dfis’ concessional 
finance deployment in 2019 according to edfi.163

compared to 2018, committed dfi concessional 
funds increased by about 29% in 2019 with a 
growing focus on low-income and lower-middle 
income countries. there was a 70% increase in 
the total volume of projects financed, with 80% 
growth in private mobilisation and a doubling of 

162  convergence (2021): “the 
state of Blended finance 
2021”

163  edfi (2020): “dfi Working 
group on Blended con-
cessional finance private 
sector projects”, Joint 
report, december 2020 
update
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dfi contributions. sectors seeing the strongest 
growth included agribusiness, climate finance and 
small and medium sized enterprises (sme) finance. 
the percentage of senior loans in 2019 declined 
compared to 2018, with a consequential higher 
percent of subordinated debt and guarantees/
risk-sharing facilities. the trends referenced above 
highlight two challenges: 

•  the need to identify and expand sources of 
capital willing to accept higher risk in capital 
structures, particularly on a concessional basis

•  the need for mdBs/dfis to utilise blended capital 
in ways that expand private capital mobilisation

it is possible to consider blended finance on a 
market level. appendix 1 includes an analysis 
produced by systemiQ explaining how blended 
finance can play a vital role in supporting the 
energy transition in south africa.

Blending and the use of relevant instruments 
need to be expanded in order to mobilise 
more private capital. A targeted use of 
blended capital is to mobilise the large 
amounts of capital needed from institutional 
investors into SDG-relevant transactions.

however, blending capital is scarce and needs to 
be used conscientiously to optimise its potential. 
risk-tolerant capital is only provided by a few 
actors within the impact investor community, 
including select private impact investors, in 
particular foundations and family offices, and to 
some extent by dfis and mdBs. 

according to convergence, “the mobilisation mandate is still a tertiary business for development 
organisations (exemplified by an annual allocation of only around 2–3% of official development 
assistance (oda) to private sector mobilisation), and a secondary focus for mdBs and dfis. very 
few have meaningful mobilisation targets and activities (except for the multilateral investment 
guarantee agency (miga), which is expressly focused on mobilisation).” the mobilisation of mdBs, 
according to their 2016–19 results, depicts a direct mobilisation ratio of around $0.40 of private 
capital for every $1 of their own resources”.

convergence further states that “each dollar of concessional capital in a blended fund mobilises 
on average $4 in commercially-priced capital. the average private sector mobilisation ratio has 
been only 1.10, with $2.90 coming from non-private sector sources (i.e., mdBs and dfis)”. 

mobilisation using blended finance

Source: Convergence (2021): “The State of Blended Finance 2021”

the market needs to be disciplined in the use of 
this limited capital and (i) use it where it is truly 
needed to mobilise investors and (ii) maximise the 
mobilisation multiples in order for the capital to 
benefit as many transactions – and investors – as 
possible. all investors, in particular the receivers of 
risk mitigating capital instruments, need to engage 
to apply blending tools effectively and judiciously. 
scrutiny should be applied during structuring to 
ensure that the blended capital is really necessary 
and to outline tangible pathways for how blending 
capital will be reduced over time as data and 
track record are generated. in most transactions 
blending support should be a temporary measure, 
decreasing over time as at least perceived risk 
asymmetries are being addressed with increased 
performance data. 

Blended finance is a highly effective and 
widely used approach enabling private 
commercial capital to invest for social and/
or environmental impact. Blended structures 
can provide investors with the opportunity 
to increase portfolio exposure to an asset 
class such as emerging market private debt 
or infrastructure, which demonstrate strong 
fundamentals but are associated with high 
perceived risk. 

in the following section we profile in detail some 
of the tools and instruments that can be used to 
mobilise institutional capital at acceptable levels  
of risk, with and without blended finance.
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having explored the barriers to investment, this 
section provides a deeper dive into some of the 
instruments and tools that are helping to direct 
institutional capital to finance the sdgs, particularly 
in emerging markets. the potential of these 
instruments and tools to be expanded is evidenced 
by real examples that demonstrate how capital 
can be mobilised at scale. it is important that 
these instruments and tools are not considered in 
isolation. they can be effectively combined in order 
to direct significant amounts of institutional capital 
into relevant investments. it is also important to 
reiterate that there is no one solution that fits all. 
institutional investors have specific requirements, 
appetites and challenges, so solutions need to be 
designed with specific investors in mind. mdBs 
and dfis feature in nearly all of the instruments and 
tools highlighted, underscoring their vital role in 
mobilising institutional capital.

2.6.1 subordinated capital

background

subordinated or junior capital, be it in the form of 
equity or debt, protects senior investors by taking 
a subordinated capital tranche in a vehicle’s capital 
structure. 

subordinated capital tranches are often provided 
by impact investors, including public and private 
funders. for institutional investors they provide an 
important de-risking mechanism, as senior ranking 
tranches benefit from loss protection by their junior 
counterparts, and at times a boost to their financial 
returns if the junior tranche accepts lower returns 
in the transaction structure. such tranching may 
also be driven by regulatory requirements faced by 
certain institutional investors. 

the capital structure may also offer several risk 
layers to suit investors with different risk appetites. 
subordinated capital layers can be concessional, 
where the provider of the capital is willing to accept 
unremunerated risk, or at market rate, which 

allocates the risk/return differently between the 
investor participants. 

sometimes, junior tranche investors benefit 
from deeper market knowledge, information and 
data, allowing them to accept certain risks, that 
are perceived by institutional investors as an 
investment barrier, e.g., information asymmetry 
and risk perception. at times, they also have the 
appetite and flexibility to take on more risk in the 
pursuit of the investment strategy and intended 
impact outcomes of the vehicle. 

structure

the core feature of subordinated capital structures 
is that the junior tranche in principle absorbs losses 
first, so that the senior tranche is only affected by 
losses once the subordinated tranche is ‘wiped 
out’.

this basic concept can manifest itself in different 
ways (see figure 2.9). the capital tranches can 
be equity and/or debt; there can be one or more 
subordinated capital layers; and the relative size of 
the junior tranches versus the senior tranche may 
vary depending on the (perceived) risk profile of the 
vehicle. another differentiating factor may be that, 
as already noted, the junior tranche may or may not 
have a concessional return profile. 

mobilisation of capital

subordinated capital is probably the most widely 
used blended finance tool in vehicle structuring for 
impact investing where the perception of risk may 
deter participating investors. While syndication 
platforms, discussed later in this report, have 
demonstrated significant volumes of mobilised 
capital, the use of subordinated capital directly 
targets risk sharing among investors. 

convergence found in its 2018 report that blended 
finance funds with concessional first loss capital 
layers (including grants, debt and equity) showed 
an average leverage ratio of 3.3x. so, for every $1 
of first loss concessional capital deployed, $3.3 
of senior commercial capital has been mobilised. 
this ratio, however, includes significant amounts of 
mdB and dfi commercial capital. When excluding 
the mobilisation of mdBs and dfis, the ratio for the 
mobilisation of purely private commercial capital is 
only 1.4x.164

this differential supports the consistent narrative of 
this report that all actors, including mdBs and dfis, 
need to move beyond their current comfort zone; 
given their development mandates, it is reasonable 
to expect subordinated capital to go further in 
attracting more private capital than development 
institution capital over time. regarding geographic 
divergence, convergence observed that the 
average observed leverage ratio (including mdBs 

2.6 instruments and tools to accelerate and 
expand the flow and effectiveness of capital  
into investment

FIGurE 2.9

164  convergence (2018): 
“leverage of concessional 
capital”; https://www.
convergence.finance/
resource/35t8ivft5uymog-
oaQ42qgs/view 

subordinated capital – example structure

Institutional investors
Commercial debt/ 

equity

Subordinated debt/ 
equityImpact investors

VEHICLE
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and dfis) in latin america and the caribbeans at 
5.1x had been twice that of sub-saharan africa at 
2.4x. larger funds (>$250 million) also generally 
achieved higher leverage levels,165 which may be 
due to commercial investors investing more in 
larger funds due to their size requirements and 
focus on more mature investments.

Advantages and challenges

Advantages: in principle, subordinated capital 
is a straightforward tool that can be used across 
asset classes and there are no prerequisite 
requirements regarding, for example, credit ratings. 
consequently, it is the most widely used credit 
enhancement tool used by impact investors. 

Challenges: the power of subordinated capital 
to reallocate the perception of risk and mitigate 
real risk in a deal is limited by the scarcity of 
supply. there are simply too few investors willing 
and able to provide subordinated capital in 
emerging markets vehicles and too many investors 
demanding high levels of subordination. 

a further challenge regularly encountered in the 
structuring of layered capital vehicles is sizing. 
risk-taking capital is scarce and should be used 
consciously and responsibly. all actors, including 
senior investors, subordinated investors and 
managers, need to be disciplined in determining 
the size of a junior layer. first, the drivers of the 
required subordination (for example, actual risks 
that are backed up by data, perceived risks 
or regulatory requirements) should be clearly 
determined and articulated. second, available data, 
financial modelling and scenario analysis tools 
should be used to size the subordinated tranches, 
minimising them to what really is necessary, to 
allow senior investors to commit and address the 
impact goal agreed. 

relevance

subordinated capital is relevant and used across 
asset classes and fund types. it is also relevant as 
an effective credit enhancement across institutional 
investor types. it is most effectively used to 
address an investor’s risk appetite, particularly 
when an investor is entering a new market or 
strategy. the expectation is that the investor’s 
risk appetite will increase over time as they gain 
experience, resulting in less or no subordinated 
capital being required to participate in a similar 
opportunity in future.

providers

providers of subordinated capital are typically 
development agencies, foundations (including 
private foundations) and select family offices. dfis at 
times provide subordinated capital but are also often 
on the receiving end of risk mitigation layers. some 

dfis and mdBs are stepping up their deployment 
of subordinated capital to vehicles with the specific 
objective of mobilising the private sector funding – 
yet there is much more to be done. 

examples

examples of vehicles that use a layered capital 
structure are showcased later in this report and 
include allianzgi’s africagrow fund (see section 
3.4.2), Blueorchard’s insuresilience investment 
fund (see section 3.4.3), and ninety one’s 
emerging africa infrastructure fund (see section 
3.4.4). 

2.6.2 guarantees

background

the oecd defines guarantees as “a type of 
insurance policy protecting banks and investors 
from the risks of non-payment”,166 whereby certain 
risk is transferred to the guarantor.167 the guarantor, 
i.e., the provider of the guarantee, agrees to pay 
the investor or lender in the event that the investee 
or borrower is unable to do so, typically against the 
payment of a fee. 

guarantees have multiple uses in development 
finance. a typical example is guarantees issued 
to financial institutions in emerging markets. 
these can be structured in different ways to 
achieve various objectives: de-risk underlying 
portfolios and enable them to improve pricing to 
the underlying borrowers; increase loan volumes; 
or to lend to borrowers that are otherwise 
considered too risky and unbankable. By de-
risking a proposition they allow institutional 
investors to participate in investments they would 
not be able to do, based on their risk appetite 
or limited prior experience with the investment 
opportunity. 

guarantees can enable a proposition to achieve 
a certain (investment grade) rating that allows 
investors to come into the deal. guarantees are 
mainly issued on specific deals but can also be 
assigned at the portfolio or vehicle level. credit 
enhancement at an aggregated level can improve 
the scale and reach of investment vehicles willing 
to go into areas perceived as higher risk (be it in 
terms of market, sector, business model, etc.). 
in their pursuit of the sdgs, such vehicle or 
portfolio level guarantees have the potential to 
mobilise significant institutional investor support. 
a giin report on guarantees in the us found that 
the median guarantee amount was $2 million and 
a median fund or project size was $20 million, 
creating a 10x mobilisation ratio of guarantees 
in the us impact market.168 in emerging markets 

165  convergence (2018): 
“leverage of concessional 
capital”; https://www.
convergence.finance/
resource/35t8ivft5uymog-
oaQ42qgs/view 

166  oecd (2014): “external 
financing for development 
– guarantees for develop-
ment”; https://www.oecd.
org/dac/financing-sustain-
able-development/gu-
rantees%20report%20
four%20pager%20
final%2010%20mar%20
14.pdf

167  oecd (2021): “the role of 
guarantees in blended fi-
nance”; https://www.oecd.
org/dac/the-role-of-guar-
antees-in-blended-finance-
730e1498-en.htm

168  giin (2017): “scaling the 
use of guarantees in us 
community investing”; 
https://thegiin.org/re-
search/publication/guaran-
tees-issue-brief 
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investment vehicles guarantees are relatively 
nascent. there is, however, significant demand 
to grow this instrument as an alternative credit 
enhancement tool alongside cash funded 
subordinated capital. 

guarantees have an array of features and forms. 
they can:

•  cover different instruments – e.g., equity or debt

•  cover different types of risk – e.g., credit risks, 
construction risks, fX risks or liquidity risks

•  Be applied at different structural levels –  
e.g., a single loan or pooled portfolio/fund

•  provide full or partial coverage

•  differ on the exact payments they cover –  
e.g., principal and/or interest

•  sit subordinated to or pari passu with the 
investors they provide coverage to

•  Be unfunded or funded: in a funded guarantee, 
cash is set aside by a party for the benefit of 
the transaction; an unfunded guarantee is the 
contractual obligation by a party to pay and is 
typically relying on the rating of the guarantor 

structure 

guarantees can be applied differently in different 
structures. figure 2.10 shows an example of a 

partial guarantee that sits pari passu with part of 
the commercial funding, i.e., part of the commercial 
funding absorbs losses simultaneously with the 
guarantee. 

mobilisation of capital

a powerful use of guarantees is for the mobilisation 
of private capital. for example, the european fund 
for sustainable development (efsd) guarantee 
from the eu has stated a mobilisation target 
ratio of 10x.169 guarantco to date has achieved 
a mobilisation ratio of up to 3x.170 the multiplier 
potential of guarantees to address the risk (actual 
and perceived) barrier of institutional investors and 
mobilise capital at scale is significant.

Advantages and challenges

Advantages: guarantees have several advantages 
as a risk mitigation instrument. they typically 
do not require an immediate outflow of funds 
by the guarantors, enabling them to use their 
balance sheet more efficiently. this also invites 
creative design in considering the maximum size 
appropriate to a specific investment opportunity. 

Beyond directly helping to mobilise private capital, 
guarantees can also be a useful tool to free 
up capital on the balance sheets of institutions 
(particularly banks), allowing them to extend new 
loans, often directing such new loans to underserved 
borrower segments such as smes. for example, the 
swedish international development agency (sida) 
extended a $155 million sovereign loan guarantee 
to the asian development Bank (adB), which freed 
up three times the amount guaranteed on the adB’s 
balance sheet for new lending.

Challenges: although a tool with tremendous 
mobilisation power, guarantees need to be carefully 
structured. consideration needs to be given to the 
specific risks covered by the guarantee. But to avoid 
moral hazard behaviour by the beneficiary, alignment 
questions also need to be asked relating to the 
events that will trigger payment of the guarantee. 
alignment considerations become increasingly 
important depending on the level of cover provided. 

given their strengths, the question is why 
guarantees are not more widely used. one limiting 
factor for non-banks is that unfunded guarantees 
usually require high investment-grade rating. 
funded guarantees, on the other hand, require an 
organisation to put cash aside and are hence not 
very efficient. another challenge can be the need 
for an appropriate institutional set up, including in-
depth structuring knowledge for what can be quite 
a complex instrument. 

relevance

guarantees are generally relevant across sectors 
and asset classes – particularly infrastructure. 

169  european commission 
(2021): “the eu external 
investment plan – a range 
of financial guarantees”; 
https://ec.europa.eu/eu-ex-
ternal-investment-plan/
sites/default/files/doc-
uments/efsd_guaran-
tees-feb_2021-en.pdf

170  guarantco (2021): 
“enabling long-term 
infrastructure finance in 
local currency Quarter 3 
2021; https://guarantco.
com/wp-content/up-
loads/2021/11/guarant-
co-corporatepresenta-
tion-Q3-2021-v101121.pdf”

FIGurE 2.10

guarantees – example structure
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on the institutional investors side, guarantees are 
typically an effective tool across investor types to 
mobilise capital.

providers

the main providers of guarantees in transactions 
that further the sdgs are government agencies, 
dfis and mdBs that benefit from their 
governments’ sovereign credit ratings. some of 
these specialise in the provision of guarantees: 

•  sida, the swedish international development 
cooperation agency, provides flexible guarantees 
across many different sectors and investment 
levels

•  the united states agency for international 
development (usaid) provides partial guarantees 
mainly at the individual loan level through its 
development credit authority (dca)

•  guarantco, part of the private infrastructure 
development group (pidg) backed by a number 
of governments, provides guarantees for 
infrastructure projects across africa and asia

•  infracredit nigeria, established by guarantco 
and the nigerian sovereign investment authority, 
provides local currency guarantees to enhance 
the credit of debt instruments issued to finance 
infrastructure projects in nigeria171

•  infraZamin pakistan, an initiative by the pidg 
developed by guarantco, provides credit 
guarantees for infrastructure-related debt 
instruments in pakistan172

•  the european fund for sustainable development 
(efsd), a €5.1 billion guarantee vehicle, was 
launched by the eu in 2021

governments themselves can also be a provider 
of guarantees. notably, emerging market 
governments often leverage their ability to issue 
sovereign guarantees to guarantee development 
projects in their own countries. 

examples

•  in emerging markets guarantees are to date 
primarily used directly, in particular with 
commercial banks and infrastructure projects

•  there are few vehicle-level guarantees, and 
these are primarily used in impact investing. 
one example is sunfunder’s solar energy 
transformation (set) fund. the $70 million set 
fund, sunfunder’s third debt fund, is a nine-
year blended finance vehicle for distributed solar 
and storage investments in african and other 
emerging economies. the fund has a junior layer 
as well as a senior tranche. it also has risk tools 
from partners such as sida, the us international 
development finance corporation (dfc) and 
mfX solutions173

•  among alternative structures, a well-recognised 
example is the ifc’s mcpp infrastructure 
B-loan programme with allianz and axa. these 
are supported by an ifc investment in a 10% 
subordinated capital layer, which allows the 

respective facilities to achieve the investment-grade 
profile that the investors need for their own internal 
capital requirements. ifc’s investment in turn 
benefits from a partial credit guarantee from sida174

2.6.3 insurance

background

insurance provides protection against specific 
risks, whereby the risk of the insured loss is 
transferred to a risk pool administered by the 
insurer against payment of an insurance premium. 
in emerging markets among sdg-relevant 
insurance products, the most prevalent examples 
are political risk insurance, (short-term) trade credit 
insurance and (long-term) non-payment insurance.

there are two main ways in which insurance can 
mobilise private capital into emerging markets. 
first, it can cover specific risks so that institutional 
investors are able to participate in an investment 
vehicle. this can enable greater participation 
of institutional investors in emerging markets 
transactions focused on the sdgs. 

second, it can increase the current lending activity 
of an institution by expanding the balance sheet 
reach of commercial banks and mBds/dfis. for 
example, an insurance company can provide 
unfunded non-payment credit insurance (or a 
similar guarantee product) to share the risk of mdB 
or bank loans. this allows the mdB or commercial 
bank lender to provide larger loans or move risk 
capital to other opportunities, thereby increasing its 
lending capacity. unfunded insurance products are 
also an effective way to scale up the participation 
of insurance companies, allowing them to engage 
in sdg-relevant loans in emerging markets through 
the liability side of their business, allowing them 
to leverage their risk capital instead of using their 
often-restricted investment funds and using their 
insurance risk expertise. 

insurance companies have risk-bearing capacity 
and established businesses that specialise 
in assessing risk. they also have appetite for 
emerging markets financial risks, which are 
uncorrelated to other risks they typically cover 
(such as life, property or liability), providing 
important diversification for their portfolio.175,176 

there is a significant opportunity to unlock further 
participation of insurance companies by building 
out the use of unfunded insurance products, in 
particular strategies and vehicles that seek to 
efficiently pool insurances provided for single 
loans or the use of portfolio-level insurances. this 
could include a replication of models pioneered 
by the mdBs from emerging markets banks as 
well as from seasoned asset managers of large 
debt funds. one constraint to this expansion is the 
depth and history of performance data that mdBs 
have and that insurance companies often need for 
their underwriting. as this market expands beyond 
mdB players, supporting credit enhancement may 

171  guarantco (2020): “de-
veloping local currency 
guarantors to support 
the development of local 
capital markets: infracredit 
nigeria and beyond”; 
https://guarantco.com/
blended-knowledge/devel-
oping-local-currency-guar-
antors-to-support-the-de-
velopment-of-local-capi-
tal-markets-infracredit-ni-
geria-and-beyond-2/

172  infraco asia: https://infra-
coasia.com/our-portfolio/
infrazamin-pakistan/

173  sunfunder (2021): “sun-
funder completes set 
fund with new investors 
including oeeB and Bank 
of america”; https://www.
sunfunder.com/post/
sunfunder-completes-set-
fund-with-new-investors-
including-oeeb-and-bank-
of-america

174  ifc: “mcpp infrastruc-
ture”; https://www.ifc.
org/wps/wcm/con-
nect/4c9e0868-1232-
4212-b4f2-a5c39d177afa/
mcpp+infrastructure+-
flyer+2018.pdf?mod=a-
Jperes&cvid=mcoa4bt

175  adB and ifc (2019): “mdB 
Joint report – credit 
insurance extract”; https://
www.adb.org/sites/
default/files/institution-
al-document/672691/
mobilization-private-fi-
nance-mdbs-dfis-2019.pdf

176  ifc em compass (2018): 
“note 52”; https://www.
ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/
c3df56c2-0532-4d0f-
b79c-0696b0c8d326/
emcompass_
note_52-mcppcreditinsur-
ance_r3+-+april+12.pdf?-
mod=aJperes&cvid=mb-
stuit

177  adB and ifc (2019): “mdB 
Joint report – credit 
insurance extract”; https://
www.adb.org/sites/
default/files/institution-
al-document/672691/
mobilization-private-fi-
nance-mdbs-dfis-2019.pdf
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be required, at least initially. 

to date, insurers working with mdBs have mainly 
underwritten financial institutions and infrastructure 
debt; however, they have expressed a willingness 
to expand into new sectors, including agriculture 
and health care.177

another potential area of expansion for unfunded 
insurance products could be local currency 
lending (see also under section 2.6.3), which is 
a challenging area for many impact investors, 
including mdBs. unfunded insurance structures 
can allow more insurers to support local-currency 
lending, drawing on mdBs’ often privileged access 
to emerging-market currency pools and ability 
to raise capital in local markets. the adB has 
developed and used template insurance contract 
language for local currency transactions in multiple 
emerging markets.178

structure

as discussed, there are two insurance structures 
to consider: the first is a de-risking offering aiming 
to address a specific risk in an investment vehicle; 
the second is a balance sheet enhancement that 
allows the lending institution to materially expand 
its lending activity. in both cases, the purchased 
insurance operates in a manner similar to a 
guarantee, whereby certain losses are covered. 

mobilisation of capital

in structures where the specialised insurance 
provider covers distinct risks, such as political risk, 
the mobilisation result depends on the quantum of 
risk perceived and the corresponding amount of 
coverage. 

in structures where lenders are insured to expand 
lending activity, there is significant opportunity 
to test the boundaries of efficient balance sheet 
management. in 2019, the adB used $921 
million of credit insurance to bring insurance 
providers into loans or portfolio of loans, of which 
more than $500 million was in local currency, 
and the european Bank for reconstruction and 
development (eBrd) used $950 million. the ifc 
used close to $800 million in 2020 and expanded 
its relationships with insurance companies under 
its mcpp financial institutions group (fig) platform 
significantly in June 2020.179

Advantages and challenges

Advantages: insurance can be very effective in 
seeking to reduce the risks holding an institutional 
investor back from deploying capital. 

there is also a growing universe of insurance 
companies ready to offer insurance to enable 
lending institutions to free up their balance sheet 
capital for further lending. Both structures have 
demonstrated their ability to materially expand and 
accelerate the flow of private capital towards the 
sdgs in emerging markets. 

Challenges: as these transactions are replicated 

in the market, it is necessary to consider alignment 
between the insurer and the recipient of the 
insurance coverage (and avoidance of moral 
hazard). for example, market participants are 
testing the limits of maximum participation of 
insurers relative to the need for lending institutions 
to retain so-called skin in the game. 

relevance

the first structural modality, i.e., insurance provided 
by a specialist institution, is useful across asset 
classes and institutional investor types, enhancing 
the risk profile of the targeted deals and hence 
catalysing institutional investor participation. 

the second structural modality is most applicable 
when seeking avenues to expand the availability of 
debt to emerging market entities with products and 
services that advance the sdgs. this multiplier 
effect has significant potential for material growth. 

providers

•  miga is one of the most prominent providers 
of political risk insurance in emerging markets. 
given the size and growth of this market, miga 
is actively engaged in the reinsurance market, 
stimulating other insurers to participate

•  another provider is the african trade insurance 
agency (ati), which provides political risk 
insurance predominantly in nigeria (petroleum 
imports) and angola (oil industry)180

•  for non-payment credit insurance, the growing 
universe of experienced insurance providers 
include liberty specialty markets and munich re

examples

•  actis’ energy 4 fund uses political risk insurance 
in its investment projects, where possible

•  the ifc’s mcpp’s fig structure works with a 
number of international insurance providers 
who provide partial insurance cover to the ifc’s 
senior loans, selected in accordance with pre-
established criteria. By transferring the risk on 
part of the eligible loans, the insurance coverage 
allows the ifc to effectively take larger loans, 
increasing reach and impact. 

2.6.4 securitisation

background

traditional (true sale) securitisations are structures 
where a special purpose vehicle (spv) acts as 
an issuer and purchases loans or loan portfolios 
from one or more lenders (banks or other financial 
institutions), and then sells their cashflows as 
securities to investors, typically rated and tranched, 
backed by the loan portfolio. 

securitisations have historically been used 
predominantly in developed markets, but are 
starting to be considered for emerging markets, 
particularly with respect to mdBs’ and dfis’ loan 

178  adB and ifc (2019): “mdB 
Joint report – credit 
insurance extract”; https://
www.adb.org/sites/
default/files/institution-
al-document/672691/
mobilization-private-fi-
nance-mdbs-dfis-2019.pdf

179  adB and ifc (2019): “mdB 
Joint report – credit 
insurance extract”; https://
www.adb.org/sites/
default/files/institution-
al-document/672691/
mobilization-private-fi-
nance-mdbs-dfis-2019.pdf

180  ati (2012): “political risk 
insurance: a tool to unlock 
Business potential in 
africa”; http://fanaf.org/
article_ressources/file/
fanaf_presentation_by_ati_
feb2012_22.pdf
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portfolios. securitisation can allow these players 
to free up their balance sheets, while also allowing 
institutional investors to participate in loans across 
different risk tranches in accordance with their risk 
appetite. While the current securitisation focus is 
around mdBs and dfis, growing demand is likely 
to come from larger asset managers. 

structure

there are different securitisation structures, the 
main categories being fully funded (true sale) or 
synthetic. With the latter, risk is transferred via 
credit derivatives or guarantees, while the exposure 
remains on the originator’s balance sheet. 
synthetic securitisations are currently the main 
tool considered by mdBs, as only the credit risk is 
transferred to the counterparty while legal title to 
the assets remain with the mdB, reducing potential 
concerns regarding preferred creditor status and 
rating. 

mobilisation of capital

securitisation, whether true sale or synthetic, has 
the power to free up substantial amounts of funding 
on mdBs’ and dfis’ balance sheets, allowing 
them additional capital to reinvest. such structures 
may also allow private players to get access 
to mdBs’ and dfis’ portfolios by purchasing 
securities beyond individual syndication efforts. But 
securitisation is still very new in emerging markets. 
it is yet to be seen if these structures will be 
adopted on a larger scale, as mdBs are currently 
incentivised primarily to manage the deployment 
and retention of capital on their own balance sheet. 

expanding securitisation transactions by mdBs/
dfis will have implications for their business 
models. specifically, they will need to focus more 
on origination, including project and transaction 
preparation, which will have operational cost and 
human capital implications. But the mandate 
of mdBs and dfis to invest for development, 
combined with their demonstrated track record 
of building investment portfolios, means they 
are the most appropriate agent to stimulate the 
securitisation market. By accepting this role, they 
will provide a familiar pathway for institutional 
investors seeking to invest to achieve the sdgs in 
emerging markets. 

Advantages and challenges

Advantages: as a tool to attract more institutional 
capital to address the sdgs in emerging markets, 
securitisations can free up the balance sheets 
of investors (mdBs/dfis) with current emerging 
markets exposure, allowing the reallocation of that 
funding to new opportunities. By offering different 
tranches of risk, securitisations can address and 
satisfy some of the risk challenges that currently 
deter institutional investors from investing in 
emerging markets. 

Challenges: although familiar in developed 
markets, securitisations can be relatively complex 
and costly to establish, particularly at the outset. 
if mdBs and dfis are to be the (initial) focal point 

for securitisation efforts, it will be necessary to 
engage with the credit rating agencies to address 
the parameters for securitisations (and also the use 
of guarantees) so that mdBs can retain their aaa 
rating and preferred creditor status. 

relevance

as discussed, securitisation in emerging 
markets is still at an early stage and currently 
mainly discussed with respect to the private 
debt portfolios of mdBs and potentially dfis. 
if and when gaining traction, participation in 
securitisations could be interesting across 
institutional investor types. 

examples

•  room2run is the afdB’s synthetic structure, 
securitising a portfolio of afdB private sector 
loans. the securitisation was anchored by 
mariner investment group, a us asset manager, 
alongside the africa50 infrastructure fund.181 
room2run provides a risk protection agreement 
for a $1 billion pan-african loan portfolio. it is 
the first-ever synthetic portfolio securitisation 
between an mdB and private sector investors. 
the securitisation transfers the mezzanine 
credit risk on a diversified portfolio covering 
47 afdB non-sovereign loans across sectors 
including power, transportation, financial and 
manufacturing in africa182

•  in 2019, responsability securitised a $175 million 
portfolio of microfinance loans, offering three 
tranches of notes. While the dfc anchored the 
senior notes, pension funds such as alecta and 
calvert impact capital invested in the mezzanine 
and junior notes183

2.6.5 local currency financing

background

there is a lack of long-term local currency financing 
for impact projects in many developing countries 
due to underdeveloped and volatile local financial 
markets and the absence of appropriate local 
currency financing instruments. domestic funding 
markets tend to be constrained by poorly regulated 
local bond markets. hedging solutions, that might 
counter local currency funding gaps, are mostly 
underdeveloped, costly or unavailable, especially in 
frontier markets.

181  pri (2019): “pri awards 2019 case study: room2run”; https://
www.unpri.org/showcasing-leadership/pri-awards-2019-case-
study-room2run/4848.article

182  africa50: “room2run synthetic securitisation”; https://www.
structuredcreditinvestor.com/article.asp?article=sci%20
capital%20relief%20trades%20awards%202019&pu-
bid=250&iss=25035&sid=70757&sm=all&searchstr=afri-
ca50

183  responsability (2019): “responsability closes usd 175 million 
microfinance securitization”; https://www.responsability.com/en/
press-releases/responsability-closes-usd-175-million-microfi-
nance-securitization
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What local currency finance is available tends to 
be short-term. the consequences of currency 
mismatches can be particularly harmful when 
they are used for infrastructure projects, such as 
electric power or toll roads, or for financing local 
businesses. When funded with hard currency 
loans, especially smes are vulnerable to local 
currency depreciation, which can significantly 
increase costs to a young enterprise and ultimately 
a vulnerable consumer base that is least equipped 
to absorb additional costs. 

usd loans may offer lower interest rates and 
longer tenors than local currency loans. But 
these advantages can be more than offset if the 
funded projects or enterprises in a country have 
mostly local currency revenues and the exchange 
rate depreciates significantly. in order to align 
borrowers’ operations with their financing, and 
strengthen local capital markets, an increased 
focus on local currency funding is required. 

there are some approaches that seek to counter 
the prevalence of hard currency financing in 
developing markets, including: 

•  non-market solutions, such as the currency 
exchange fund (tcX), provide opportunities 
to hedge local currency loans. however, many 
currencies remain too costly to hedge, hedges 
are simply not available, or the amounts are often 
limited and not available for required tenors nor in 
a deliverable format

•  unfunded guarantee products (e.g., partial 
credit guarantees) can be used to mobilise local 
lending. however, the legal framework in many 
higher risk, less developed countries does not 
support their use. often there are no third parties 
willing to provide the funds to be guaranteed, 
particularly for long-term projects (see also 
section 2.6.3 above)

the limitations need to be addressed in individual 
countries by policy makers, regulators and market 
participants to develop local capital markets over 
the longer term. But the immediate need for critical 
development finance in local currency needs 
multilateral solutions that are also supported by 
developed countries. this would help to:

•  unlock domestic bank financing and hedging 
solutions, by covering credit risk

•  extend the flexibility and offering of available 
hedging solutions, in particular with respect to 
volumes, duration or the availability of swap types 
(e.g., fixed/floating rate)

•  enable local bond issuances by covering credit 
risk

•  provide local currency loans

mobilisation of capital

in general, local currency should first be sourced 
through market-based counterparts (international 
and/or domestic) and capital markets-based 
solutions wherever available. only then should 
non-market based solutions be pursued, such as 

hedging through tcX or multilateral local currency 
facilities. 

Advantages and challenges

the current lack of local currency solutions, 
including local currency facilities, guarantees or 
hedging solutions is a major challenge for the 
development of domestic markets in developing 
countries. more needs to be done and, in 
particular, mdBs and dfis must be called upon  
to increase their support. 

providers

•  many local currency funding solutions can 
only be achieved by mdBs and some bilateral 
agencies, as special approvals and privileges to 
access local currency in domestic markets are 
required (as opposed to specialised funds such 
as tcX). non-residents in a country may not be 
allowed to access local currency and special 
approvals are needed from the local ministry of 
finance, central Bank or securities regulator for 
such access

•  there are also a few impact-driven solutions that 
seek to provide local currency funding or increase 
the ability to hedge emerging markets facilities

examples

•  a local currency facility is deployed by the ifc 
within the international development association 
(ida) private sector Window (psW) of the World 
Bank group. the psW local currency facility 
(lcf) is designed to complement existing 
solutions and to fill existing hedging gaps with 
respect to high impact projects in relevant 
countries. the facility bears the credit risk of non-
traditional hedging counterparts and currency 
and interest rate risks of selected local currency 
investments originated by the ifc for projects in 
the relevant countries. the ifc itself bears the 
commercial credit risk of the projects. the lcf 
serves as an enabler of local currency solutions 
by de-risking some of the available instruments, 
helping create new instruments and fill gaps that 
existing commercial and non-commercial entities 
are not able to address, or address fully

•  the eu market creation facility has a multi-tool 
approach to enable tcX to take on more risk 
and grow its risk coverage even in challenging 
circumstances like the covid-19 pandemic, by 
adding a guarantee. the increased capacity of 
tcX allows its financial intermediary clients to 
provide more funding to financial institutions. 
these entities in turn are in a position to lend 
more to people and businesses in sub-saharan 
africa and the eu neighbourhood. the facility 
makes financial institutions more stable by 
shielding end-clients from foreign exchange 
risk184

•  the ifc’s masala bond programme is another 
example of an mdB-led structure seeking  
to unlock local currency funding and to  
deepen india’s capital markets (see  
also section 3.4.6 for more information)

184  european commission 
(2021): “the eu external 
investment plan – a range 
of financial guarantees”; 
https://ec.europa.eu/eu-ex-
ternal-investment-plan/
sites/default/files/doc-
uments/efsd_guaran-
tees-feb_2021-en.pdf
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•  see also infracredit nigeria above, which 
provides naira-denominated guarantees to 
enable infrastructure projects to raise debt 
finance in local currency from the domestic 
market

2.6.6 performance data and 
information

background

the lack of reliable market information is a major 
stumbling block to the mobilisation of private 
capital in emerging markets. in particular, lack of 
investment performance-related data is causing 
a major blockage, leading investors to demand 
substantial risk premiums or not invest at all. 

however, many institutions, especially mdBs and 
dfis that have been working in these markets for 
many years, hold a large quantity of relevant data, 
particularly crucial data on investment performance. 
the gems (global emerging markets) database 
was therefore established in 2009 as a joint initiative 
between the european investment Bank (eiB) and 
the ifc – see example below. there have been 
other efforts to collect data and publish limited  
data sets by, e.g., the global private capital 
association (gpca, formerly empea) or preqin. 

mobilisation of capital

the lack of data and information asymmetry 
present a major hurdle to capital mobilisation in 
emerging markets. sharing data has the power 
to make a fundamental change to the flow of 
capital to emerging markets – both with respect 
to actual amounts invested but also by reducing 
the risk premium demanded on emerging market 
securities, potentially providing vast actual savings. 

the mobilisation effect of data can also allow for 
the fair and realistic risk assessment and pricing of 
other instruments, such as subordinated capital, 
guarantees, insurance products or securitisations. 
data held by impact players should be perceived 
as a core tool to the furtherance of the sdgs and  
a global public good. 

Advantages and challenges

the advantages are clear, as described above. 
the challenges are around transparency and a 
universal effort to make data a public good. issues 
also need to be addressed around data protection, 
confidentiality, commercial sensitivity and liability 
when making data available to the wider public.

relevance

making data available is relevant across asset 
classes and for all types of institutional investors. 

providers

relevant providers include all holders of data active 
in emerging markets, including impact investors 

in general, but mdBs and dfis in particular as 
they own a large amount of relevant market and 
performance data, given that some of them have 
invested for decades in the target emerging markets. 

example

•  the gems database was established in 2009 as 
a joint initiative between the eiB and the ifc. it 
has grown to include 24 members across mdBs 
and dfis. members have access to aggregated 
gems statistics encompassing, e.g., observed 
default rates, rating migration matrices and 
recovery rates by geography, sector, time-
period and various other dimensions

•  While highly useful and relevant, gems data is 
currently only available to member institutions. 
in order to mobilise institutional investors at 
commensurate capital costs that reflect actual 
(rather than perceived) risks, it is crucial to 
make such data available to all. the ilX fund 
(see section 2.4.2.3), e.g., is an innovative 
fund seeking to use the gems data to provide 
investors with access to a diversified portfolio of 
loans originated by mdBs and dfis

2.6.7 partnerships 
in this section we highlight three important types of 
partnership that can move and mobilise institutional 
capital towards the sdgs. 

2.6.7.1 syndicAtion pArtnerships

overview

syndications are an important way to mobilise 
capital towards the sdgs and are used by many 
mdBs and some dfis. in a syndicated transaction 
the lead investor, such as an mdB, syndicates part 
of its loan to third-party investors through a so-
called ‘B-loan’. the B-loan holder sub-participates 
in the mdB loan, while the mdB typically remains 
the sole contractual counterparty of the borrower. 
the institutional investor benefits from the mdB’s 
sourcing capabilities, market network and 
expertise and from its express developmental 
focus. the participation structure also allows for 
clear alignment of interests and also for the B-loan 
holder to benefit from the mdB’s preferred creditor 
status. 

since the ifc’s first B-loan, mobilised about 60 
years ago, loan syndications have been mdBs’ 
primary tool to attract private capital into their 
target markets. 

in order to streamline the process and provide 
institutional investors with a diversified pool of 
loans, the ifc introduced its mcpp, providing for a 
structured way for institutional investors to partner 
with the ifc (see spotlight panel on the next page).

structure

depending on the partnership, syndications can 

mobilising institutional capital towards the sdgs and a Just transition
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have different structures – see figure 2.11 for the 
basic form. 

mobilisation of capital

the mobilisation rates for syndication platforms are 
typically around 1–2x. the ifc’s mobilisation rate 
on its loan, is around 1.5x. 

Advantages and challenges

Advantages: key advantages of the mcpp 
platform approach include the ability to provide 
investors with bespoke portfolios, based on pre-
agreed parameters, in a cost-efficient way as they 
participate in larger loans. Beyond the bespoke 
criteria, the platform can also be tailored to 
different investor needs and restrictions, as shown 
by the mcpp’s fig offering (see above) which 

explicitly targets insurance companies and their 
particular strengths. 

Challenges: the largest limiting factor is the 
mdB’s limitations in sourcing and executing 
transactions. this is exacerbated by the fact that in 
many cases the mdBs are not really incentivised to 
syndicate large parts of their balance sheets due to 
the need to generate internal profits. the ability to 
syndicate is also restricted by the need to maintain 
a portion of the balance sheet for alignment 
reasons. 

relevance 

these platforms are relevant for all institutional 
investors, as they can be tailored to the investor 
type’s specific needs and preferences. With many 
of these investors the value proposition is centred 
around diversification, cost effectiveness and 
scale. credit enhancement can be added where 
necessary. 

providers

many mdBs and dfis pursue syndication 
strategies. however, there are not yet many 
portfolio-based programmes. 

examples

•  the ifc’s mcpp is probably the largest 
syndication platform focused on the sdgs and 
emerging markets

•  the ilX fund, an sdg focused emerging markets 
credit fund (see also section 2.4.2.3 above), is 
another example whereby the ilX fund allows 
institutional investors to invest in a diversified 
portfolio of mdB and dfi loan participations

FIGurE 2.11

syndication partnership structure

MDB

Institutional investors
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for A- and B-loans

Participation agreement 
for B-loans

Borrowers

launched in 2013, the managed co-lending portfolio program 
(mcpp) is the international finance corporation (ifc)’s 
syndication platform to allow investors to increase 
or get first-time exposure to emerging market debt 
investments.

the mcpp provides investors with a platform for participation 
in a diversified portfolio of emerging market projects across 
multiple sectors, covering infrastructure, financial institutions and 
the real economy. the mcpp leverages the ifc’s track record 
and market knowledge to source opportunities that cater to 
individual investor needs. the platform provides an efficient way 
for investors to make one large allocation of capital, delegating 
authority to the ifc to create a diversified portfolio of loans 
on their behalf, effectively sub-participating in ifc loans that 
meet the mandate’s criteria. all investments are commercially 
structured and designed to address development needs. 

the platform includes three main strategies: (a) general sector 
agnostic loan participation (structured as trust funds or 
through B-loans); (b) infrastructure; and (c) financial institutions 
(fig) providing tailored credit insurance solutions, targeting 

insurance companies.

the programme currently has approximately $10 billion of total 
funds raised across eight mcpp facilities.

mcpp one planet was announced at cop26, seeking to scale 
up the ifc’s mcpp platform. one planet creates a new global 
platform for climate smart-investment providing emerging 
market loans in line with the paris agreement. the platform 
intends to provide loans of up to $3 billion to private enterprises 
in developing economies, combining institutional investors’ 
contributions with ifc’s own funds. the platform will leverage 
a range of partnership structures. in one, the development 
finance team of allianz global investors will manage a 
vehicle on behalf of investors, while the ifc will originate and 
administer the loans on behalf of the vehicle in addition to 
providing first loss protection.

international Finance corporation’s managed co-lending portfolio programSPOTLIGHT

Source: ifc: managed co-lending portfolio program (mcpp); allianz gi 
(2021): “ifc and allianz group enter partnership for 1.5°c-aligned investments 
in emerging markets”; https://www.allianz.com/en/press/news/commitment/
environment/211103_allianz-ifc-and-allianz-group-enter-partnership-for-1-5-
degrees-celcius-aligned-investments-in-emerging-markets.html

What are the units of action for moving markets towards the sdgs? 
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2.6.7.2 co-creAtion pArtnerships

overview

co-creation partnerships are alliances whereby 
institutional investors and impact players, including 
mdBs and dfis but also others such as foundations, 
jointly design and sponsor the establishment of an 
investment structure or vehicle with the objective of 
catalysing more capital towards the sdgs. 

structure

structures coming out of co-creation processes 
can take various and tailored forms, driven by the 
institutional investor’s requirements. they can 
include, among others, investment vehicles or 
managed accounts. 

mobilisation of capital

a growing number of co-creation efforts can be 
seen in the market, with players teaming up to 
establish tailored solutions. the mobilisation effect 
tends to be opportunity specific.

Advantages and challenges

Advantages: co-creation offers investors a tailor-
made investment proposition. 

Challenges: the key challenge is the willingness 
by the participating parties to put effort into an 
often time-consuming process. this requires clear 
intention and the readiness to embark on a joint 
journey that often requires compromise and a 
certain flexibility to achieve a meaningful result. 

relevance
co-creation is relevant across asset classes and 
institutional investor types. 

examples
•  While still too few in number, there are several co-

creation efforts entering the market. institutional 
investors that have been at the forefront of 
developing suitable products include aXa and 
allianz

•  distinct co-creation initiatives include the global 
investors for sustainable development (gisd) 
alliance, a group of financial institutions and 
corporations that is in the process of sponsoring 
the design of an infrastructure investment 
platform (see spotlight panel on the left), and the 
rockefeller foundation’s global energy alliance 
for people and planet

•  see also under management partnerships below, 
as such partnerships usually entail a collaborative 
co-creation process by the respective asset 
managers

2.6.7.3 co-mAnAgement pArtnerships

overview 

co-management partnerships are vehicles where 
different managers with complementary skill 
sets and expertise, in particular a mainstream 
asset manager and an impact manager or 
dfi, cooperate. this cooperation can be fund 

the global investors for sustainable development (gisd) alliance, 
convened by the un secretary general, seeks to deliver concrete 
solutions to scale-up long-term finance and investment in sustainable 
development. the alliance consists of 30 leaders of major financial 
institutions and corporations spanning all the regions of the world. 

SPOTLIGHT

Source: global investors for sustainable development 
(gisd) alliance; https://www.gisdalliance.org/

the Global Social Impact Fund (GSIF) is an 
open-ended private debt fund which invests in 
the growth of social business in sub-saharan 
africa which already have a proven business 
model, targeting the world’s poorest people. 

the gsif is a product of the co-creation and 
management partnership between global 
social impact investments (gsii), a madrid-
based investment manager, and mapfre am, 
the asset management arm of spain’s largest 
insurer and the country’s largest independent 
asset manager. gsif was developed from 

a shared commitment to generate positive 
impact. mapfre developed a strategy to 
carry out impact investing, expanding upon its 
responsible investing portfolio. gsii came in 
as a partner, supporting on design, monitoring 
and impact reporting. to date, mapfre am 
has committed €20 million to the gsif as seed 
capital whilst also acting as investor advisor to 
the fund.

global social impact Fund –  
gsii and mApFre co-management partnership

SPOTLIGHT

Source: information provided by manager

global investors for sustainable 
development Alliance
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specific or an actual acquisition. the aim is to 
leverage respective capabilities, with a view 
to a combined offering that is attractive to 
institutional investors allowing the funds to scale. 
the cooperation typically combines the deep 
market expertise and connections of the impact 
manager with the extensive management and 
back-office experience and capital raising and 
investor relations capabilities of the mainstream 
manager. 

structure

the form of cooperation can vary and is bespoke 
to each situation and the parties involved. this can 
be a partnership for a particular fund or take the 
form of an actual acquisition or formal long-term 
partnership. 

relevance

co-management is relevant across asset classes 
and for all institutional investor types. 

examples

•  nn investment partners and fmo investment 
management partner on the emerging markets 
loans fund, a $272 million private debt fund (see 
section 3.4.3 for more information)

•  gsii and mapfre’s, spain’s largest insurer, co-
creation and management partnership for gsif 
(see spotlight panel on the previous page)

•  the eiB and allianz global investors (allianzgi) 
announced the creation of the new co-managed 
emerging market climate action strategy fund at 
cop26 (see spotlight panel in section 3.4.2)

•  acquisition examples include schroders’ 
acquisition of Blueorchard in 2019185 (see 
spotlight panel in section 2.4.1.6) or goldman 
sachs’ 2015 acquisition of imprint capital186 

2.6.7.4 other innovAtive 
pArtnerships

overview 

there are other, innovative partnerships in the 
market used in impact investing, including public-
private partnerships, such as the dutch good 
growth fund (see spotlight panel below), or 
outcomes structures that link return payments to 
the achievement of targeted outcomes. 

such structures are currently used, in particular, 
in deeper impact investing transactions. these 
investments tend to attract limited institutional 
capital where the investor has made an allocation 
to impact and has an appetite to support 
innovation. With more and more proof points, the 
market is evolving and investors should keep an 
eye on the further development and use of such 
structures. 

The instruments and tools presented 
in this Section are familiar and tested. 
The immediate opportunity is for these 
instruments and tools to be activated 
more expansively and applied at scale for 
strategies that mobilise more capital to 
achieving the SDGs. 

Managers are encouraged to structure 
investment vehicles for strategies that 
advance the SDGs in emerging markets by 
using one or more of the instruments and 
tools that are gaining traction and familiarity. 
MDBs and DFIs are critical actors in financing 
transactions in emerging markets. They 
can expand the use of the tools available to 
them to accelerate effective and large-scale 
mobilisation of capital towards the SDGs. 
Institutional investors have an invitation 
to allocate time and effort to address their 

185  schroders (2019): “schrod-
ers acquires majority stake 
in leading impact investor 
in Blueorchard”; https://
www.schroders.com/en/
media-relations/news-
room/all_news_releases/
schroders-acquires-ma-
jority-stake-in-leading-im-
pact-investor-blueorchard/ 

186  goldman sachs (2015): 
“deepening a commitment 
to sustainability, gsam 
acquires a leading impact 
investing firm”; https://
www.goldmansachs.
com/our-firm/history/mo-
ments/2015-imprint-cap-
ital.html

launched in 2014, the dutch good growth fund 
(dggf) was established by the dutch ministry of 
foreign affairs and targets two main groups: 

1  Dutch entrepreneurs that want to do 
business in emerging markets, by providing 
loans, participations, guarantees, export 
credit insurance and export finance 
(administered by invest international, which 
until 1 october 2021 was the netherlands 
enterprise agency)

2  Local emerging markets SMEs, by 
investing in funds that target smes, acting 
as a €350 million fund of funds (managed by 
pwc and triple Jump)

the dggf aims to improve development 
results in terms of economic growth (through 
improvement of production capacity and 
technology transfer from dutch companies), job 
creation and social improvements (particularly 
since the fund targets female and young 
entrepreneurs in fragile countries and selects 
dutch smes that meet corporate social 
responsibility standards). 

dutch good growth FundSPOTLIGHT

Source: oecd (2016): “private sector peer learning: 
mechanism profiles: dutch good growth fund (dggf), 
netherlands enterprise agency”
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internal barriers, cooperate with others and, 
where necessary, co-create solutions that 
allow them to invest at scale. 

Intention and engagement are ingredients for 
success. In short, there are actions everyone 

can take in the near term that will increase 
capital flows for the benefit of people and the 
planet. The rewards of coordinated efforts 
made now, will be enormous. 

social outcomes contracts are a relatively new 
way to design and deliver public services in a 
way that can be transformative. 

a common structure in outcomes contracts 
relates to financing public bodies (e.g., 
municipalities, local commissions, etc.). the 
commissioner commits to paying for the 
achievement of agreed delivery milestones linked 
to measurable improvements in people’s lives. 
payment is based on outcomes, not on a fee-
for-service basis – the traditional procurement 
payment structure.

examples of outcomes contracts include those 
launched by Bridges fund management, which 

to date has supported 52 outcomes contracts 
with £68 million in outcomes payments 
achieved. the education outcomes fund, 
which is supported by ukaid, ford foundation, 
uBs optimus foundation and a number of other 
partners, is a fund aiming to improve learning 
and employment outcomes of 10 million children 
and youth.

outcomes contractsSPOTLIGHT

Source: Bridges fund management: social outcomes 
contracts; education outcomes fund; https://www.
bridgesfundmanagement.com/outcomes-contracts/

https://www.educationoutcomesfund.org/
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3.1 section summary and key takeaways

3 how do we mobilise CApitAl At 
sCAle towArds the sdgs now? 
asset class guidance for  
Just transition financing vehicles  
for institutional investors

A Just transition vehicle is not 
established in isolation but 
embraces multiple actors

a successful Just transition vehicle, typically 
designed by the prospective asset manager, 
will reflect all relevant stakeholders’ (including 
investors', investees', communities' and public 
actors') considerations, such that the vehicle is 
both investable and compatible with the three 
Just transition elements. also, all actors need 
to move with intent and purpose and cooperate 
to achieve a meaningful Just transition vehicle. 

introducing a Just transition 
blueprint and underlying principles 

the Just transition 'Blueprint' and 
accompanying guiding principles proposed in 
this section provide a tangible starting point for 
developing investment vehicles that integrate 
the three Just transition elements: climate 
and environmental action; socio-economic 
distribution and equity; and community voice. 
the Blueprint and principles are designed, 
in particular, for vehicles that seek to achieve 
scale, mobilising meaningful – and ultimately 
transformative – funding from institutional 
investors into Just transition strategies. 

Application of the Just transition 
blueprint and underlying principles 

as well as providing a robust and 
comprehensive framework with which to 
shape a vehicle’s ambition, investment 
strategy, outcomes framework, structure, 
governance and operations, these tools also 
offer clear, consistent and accessible means to 
demonstrate and monitor, throughout a vehicle’s 

lifecycle, whether and how it is helping to deliver 
a Just transition. the additional asset class 
specificity provided in the principles highlights 
the importance of a nuanced approach based 
on asset class particularities and features. 

integration of the Just transition 
elements into existing and new 
vehicles 

By providing actionable pathways, the hope 
is to encourage the use of the Just transition 
elements by, and the resulting adaptation of, 
existing vehicles and to stimulate the design of 
new vehicles that reflect each of the three Just 
transition elements. 

Just transition investment 
opportunities exist 

across the asset classes that this report has 
prioritised for delivering a Just transition and 
its elements, a range of investment vehicles 
already exist that – while not labelled explicitly 
as Just transition vehicles – successfully 
demonstrate adherence to some, or even most, 
of the principles of the Just transition Blueprint 
as introduced in this section. 

case studies and examples 
showcase existing and relevant 
(almost) Just transition investment 
opportunities 

the featured case studies and examples 
demonstrate how vehicles can pursue bold 
environmental and social impact and be 
attractive to institutional investors – at times 
with the need of blending or concessional 
capital support. 

F
ocusing on the opportunity of financing a Just transition, this section outlines 
how we activate the units of action in a systematic manner that takes into 
consideration the needs of institutional investors and the integrated application 
of the Just transition elements. this section of the report provides clarity for 

investable vehicles across asset classes.
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When setting up Just transition vehicles, the 
proposed Just transition elements (see section 
1.3.4) provide a tangible starting point for 
developing a vehicle’s design, from ambition to 

strategy to operations, and across the vehicle’s 
investment lifecycle, from screening to execution to 
monitoring. ambition, planning and delivery of  
Just transition parameters should be intentional.  

3.2 using familiar vehicles for more effective 
alignment with the sdgs and to deliver  
a Just transition

FIGurE 3.1
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case studies and examples 
showcase the breadth of Just 
transition investment opportunities 

the featured case studies and examples 
demonstrate the variety of possible Just 
transition-relevant investment strategies, 
which can be led by climate or socio-economic 
motivations.

the development pathway from 
a sustainable development goal 
(sdg) vehicle to a Just transition 
vehicle that follows the principles  
is possible 

many of the showcased case studies and 
examples are close to meeting the Just 
transition principles. By suggesting areas of 
potential Just transition enhancement for each 
case study and example provided, we point 
out how an existing vehicle can undertake 
modest adjustments to be aligned with the Just 

transition elements, Blueprint and underlying 
principles. We aim to inspire asset managers 
and owners alike to develop and participate in 
new vehicles in the future.

overcoming barriers for scaling 
capital 

the Just transition Blueprint and the 
showcased case studies and examples also 
help to demonstrate how to navigate the 
barriers described in section 2.4.2 in order to 
mobilise capital at scale. 

A Just transition lens can be added 
to existing outcomes frameworks 

the introduced threshold questions and 
guidance provide direction for the addition of a 
Just transition lens to existing environmental, 
social, and governance (esg) and impact 
frameworks without the need to develop an 
entirely new framework.
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at the same time, for such vehicles to be attractive 
to institutional investors, they need to be structured 
and executed with target investor parameters, 
interests and constraints in mind. for existing 
vehicles, the Just transition elements – climate and 
environmental action; socio-economic distribution 
and equity; and community voice – can serve as  
a reference point to assess the degree of alignment 
with Just transition objectives. they can also be 
used to consider ways in which the vehicle could  
be enhanced to strengthen its integration  
of environmental, social and community 
engagement objectives. 

figure 3.1 shows a summary of key actors in, 
and core dimensions of, a generic investment 
vehicle. the following sections will consider how 
a generic investment vehicle can be designed (or 
amended) to be a Just transition vehicle at scale. 
While the specific guidance provided is applied in 
the context of a Just transition, the guidance has 
application relevance across the united nations 
(un)'s sustainable development goals (sdgs). the 
guidance can be applied across a wide range of 
investment strategies as highlighted in section 1.4.2.

3.2.1 the key actors in Just 
transition financing vehicles: 
roles and value propositions
a successful Just transition vehicle, typically 
designed by the prospective asset manager, will 
reflect all stakeholder considerations such that 
the vehicle is both investable and compatible with 
the Just transition elements. proactive outreach, 
and engagement and cooperation across 
actors, from asset managers and investors to 
investee enterprises, affected communities and 
workers, as well as public actors, are needed. 
the perspective of consumers, enterprises within 
relevant supply chains and other stakeholders 
that are affected, marginalised or underserved, 
should be considered and included in the 
design and implementation of a vehicle and its 
strategy to bolster a Just transition. Best-in-
class managers are already familiar with this 
multi-stakeholder approach to investment vehicle 
design, proving the approach is doable and 
setting the bar for investment propositions. 

A  Asset mAnAgers

engagement on demand and  
supply side 

the asset manager is usually the driver of a new 
vehicle from idea to execution. to effectively deliver 
a Just transition vehicle, the starting point should 
be the capital demand side of the investment 
proposition to ensure that the vehicle’s strategy is 
relevant. relevance is considered based on how 
the vehicle addresses both the environmental and 
social needs of local communities. 

engagement on the capital supply side should 
start early in the fund set-up process to ensure that 
institutional investor barriers are considered and 
addressed in the design and structure of the vehicle. 
a tailored co-creation process with an anchor 
investor or early engagement with a core group of 
target initial investors are often the best paths to 
ensure buy-in, viability, relevance and ultimately  
the scale of a vehicle. 

mainstream credibility and local 
expertise

historically, there has been a clear divide between 
commercially focused mainstream asset managers 
managing large vehicles for institutional investors 
and niche impact-focused managers managing 
small vehicles for impact investors. that divide 
is narrowing at a reasonable pace, a trend that 
should be encouraged. as shown in section 
1.4.1.2, mainstream managers are moving into 
responsible, sustainable and impact investing, 
and niche impact managers are setting up larger 
funds, gaining track record and achieving scale. 
as critical actors in the investment value chain, 
more managers are needed, including local 
emerging market managers, to achieve the sdgs 
in general and a Just transition in particular. as 
the community of managers grows, institutional 
investors should be willing to establish new 
relationships beyond the limited universe of 
mainstream managers with whom they have been 
investing in the past. given the growing recognition 
of the need to integrate environmental and 
social considerations (as outlined in section 1.3), 
selection criteria for new managers should explicitly 
include environmental, social and governance 
(esg) and impact parameters, including climate 
and social investing expertise. 

for a vehicle to be attractive to institutional 
investors, the credibility of the manager is 
paramount, including reputation and relevant 
investment track record. at the same time, for 
the vehicle to deliver a Just transition strategy, 
local expertise combined with local presence 
or networks is crucial, particularly for vehicles 
investing in emerging markets. 

value proposition of a Just transition 
vehicle for managers

•  Attention and differentiation: as notions 
of fairness associated with financing climate 
solutions continue to gain traction, a Just 
transition allows managers to market their 
vehicles to a recognised theme. integrating 
climate parameters with a social and community 
narrative allows managers to delineate their  
funds from others. in addition, robust and 
credible measurement and reporting systems  
will allow the vehicle to deflect charges of  
‘green washing’ or ‘impact washing’ 

•  Reputation: a Just transition approach may 
improve a manager’s reputation in the market, 
including with investors, but also with public 

how do we mobilise capital at scale towards the sdgs now? 
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institutions and the general public. in addition, 
it may have a beneficial effect on staff attraction 
and retention

b  locAl stAkeholders 

place-based needs driven strategy 

a Just transition strategy needs to be oriented to 
reflect the local context of the places in which it is 
investing and aiming to deliver impact, including 
its Just transition starting points and transition 
trajectories (as discussed in section 1.3.1.3).  
a strategy’s envisaged climate and socio-economic 
Just transition pathways should always be 
expressed taking into account local needs and 
opportunities.

as a result, engagement with local stakeholders 
needs to include two main groups:

•  Investees: the investment strategy needs to 
be grounded in the financing requirements and 
funding gaps of target investee companies (or 
projects). it should ensure that the vehicle provides 
responsive and affordable support to help the 
company or project achieve long-term sustainable 
growth. Workers in the targeted companies 
or projects should be a key part of strategy 
considerations as they are critical to delivering 
long-term growth 

•  Communities: a Just transition vehicle needs 
to consider the potential effects of its investment 
objectives and strategy on local communities and 
explore ways to mitigate any negative impacts 
through close dialogue with these communities. 
Without necessarily having all answers upfront, the 
strategy should be framed to ensure that relevant 
questions are asked along the way

inclusion, voice and participation 

participation should be as inclusive as possible. 
considerations may include: 

•  Integration of an equity lens: a Just transition 
strategy, beyond the integration of general green-
social outcomes, may expressly consider equity 
parameters with a view to increasing diversity and 
social justice, including around gender and race

•  Integration of supply chain considerations: 
a Just transition strategy may go beyond a focus 
on the direct investee companies and consider 
effects on supply chains with specific consideration 
of small and medium enterprises (smes) in the 
chain

a needs and opportunity assessment is 
required, based on active engagement with local 
stakeholders, to ensure relevance of the investment 
proposition (i.e., what is the capital solving for?). 
this is important not only with a view to the socio-
economic imperative of a Just transition, but also 

in order to help de-risk an investment strategy by 
ensuring local buy-in and community support. 
When engaging local stakeholders, particular 
attention should be given to population segments 
that have been traditionally excluded, marginalised 
or underserved, for example, women or specific 
racial groups. 

value proposition of a Just transition vehicle for 
local stakeholders:

•  Local investments: a Just transition vehicle 
brings accessible and affordable funding into 
local communities 

•  Visibility: With a Just transition underlying goal 
of leaving no one behind, disadvantaged and 
marginalised communities are considered as 
material participants informing investment activity 
and not as passive beneficiaries

•  Integrated change: a balanced and inclusive 
Just transition vehicle will provide communities 
with funding and integrated solutions that benefit 
from a holistic lens integrating the environmental 
and social impacts of investments and granting  
a participatory voice 

•  Voice: universally adopted Just transition 
elements will provide communities with a 
louder voice and inclusion in decision-making 
processes. this will help to incorporate relevant 
local context into vehicles and lead to tailored, 
place-based interventions 

C  institutionAl investors

Addressing institutional investors’ 
barriers
When designing a Just transition vehicle with the 
objective of attracting institutional investor capital, 
recognised investment barriers for institutional 
actors, as discussed in section 2.4.2, need to 
be addressed to facilitate and scale institutional 
investor participation. Barriers differ by investor 
type, geography and individual institutional investor. 
therefore, early in the process, the vehicle’s 
manager should consider the target investor 
type and, ideally, engage with one or several key 
potential investors. this enables a process where 
each party is able to push its boundaries in order  
to make meaningful movements towards meeting 
the envisaged outcomes. 

to gain traction with institutional investors,  
the framing of a concise story is important.  
an evidence-based approach supported by data 
combined with a place-based story expressing 
the investment opportunity is most compelling. 
together, these components can provide clarity 
around an investment vehicle’s Just transition 
ambition and its targeted outcomes across sectors 
and themes, reflecting all three Just transition 
elements. 
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Alternative Just transition investment pathways  
for institutional investors beyond investment vehicles

value proposition of a Just transition 
vehicle for institutional investors

•  Investment risk mitigation: Just transition 
broadens the understanding of systemic risks 
from climate change by also factoring in risks 
stemming from social exclusion and increasing 
inequality. examples of relevant environmental 
risks include the physical impact of global 
warming and risks associated with transition to 
a low-carbon economy, such as global policy 
change, technological advancements and 
market sentiment; and social risks, including 

changes to labour regulations, impacts on health 
and effects of inequality. not paying attention 
to risks, regulatory changes and the shifting 
market sentiment can lead to devalued or even 
unsellable ‘stranded assets’ in an investor’s 
portfolio187,188  

•  Investment opportunities: increasingly it is 
acknowledged that factoring climate change 
into investment decisions is not only beneficial 
from a risk perspective but also uncovers new 
opportunities – see panel below. the same risk-
plus-opportunity consideration applies to the 

While this report focuses on investment 
vehicles that aggregate capital investments, 
there are alternative solutions that can be 
used by institutional investors to invest in Just 
transition relevant transactions in emerging 
markets. 

•  Managed accounts: a managed account 
can be set up with an asset manager who will 
invest on the institutional investor’s behalf.  
a managed account can be highly tailored to 
the investor’s needs, in terms of investment 
strategy, targeted objectives, risk-return 
targets, and the amount of control needed by 
the investor. an example is obviam, a swiss 
impact manager that manages accounts 
for clients including the swiss government, 
financial institutions, foundations and 
individual investors

•  B-loans/ co-financing: a number of 
multilateral development banks (mdBs), 
including the international finance 

corporation (ifc) and the european Bank for 
reconstruction and development (eBrd), 
offer so-called ‘B-loans’ to institutional 
investors. this involves effectively syndicating 
their loan portfolio, with the mdB retaining 
a portion of the loan (the ‘a-loan’) and 
remaining the sole lender of record. a/B-
loan structures allow institutional investors 
to benefit from the mdB's preferred creditor 
status, as well as its market access and 
expertise, structuring skills and its leadership 
in esg and impactful investing practices and 
reporting (see also section 2.6.7.1) 

•  Co-creation or partnerships: other 
tailored partnerships can be sought 
between institutional investors and 
managers, including for the creation of 
investment vehicles. the partnership 
approach is increasingly pursued, building 
relationships of trust and cooperation  
(see also section 2.6.7)

the un special envoy on climate action and finance, mark carney, has stated:

“The dialogue has shifted from viewing climate change as a risk, 
to seeing the opportunity, and really translating that into a 
single objective, which is to move our economies to Net Zero as 
quickly as possible. That’s a tremendously exciting development 
because what we have now in private finance is a focus on a clear 
goal – Net Zero – and finding the opportunities to advance that 
and to be rewarded by it. […] And what we are seeing increasingly 
[…] is societies putting tremendous value on achieving Net Zero. 
Companies, and those who invest in them and lend to them, and 
who are part of the solution, will be rewarded. Those who are 
lagging behind and are still part of the problem will be punished.”

recognising the rewards of moving to net Zero

Source: uN (2021): “Mark Carney: Investing in net-zero climate solutions creates value and rewards”

187  e&y (2016): "climate 
change – the investment 
perspective"; cfa institute 
(2020): "climate change 
analysis in the investment 
process"; or robeco: 
"stranded asset"; https://
www.robeco.com/en/
key-strengths/sustaina-
ble-investing/glossary/
stranded-assets.html 

188  sharesight (2021): "spot-
light on the ‘s’ of esg: 
the rise of social factors"; 
https://www.sharesight.
com/blog/spotlight-on-the-
s-of-esg-the-rise-of-social-
factors
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social dimension. for example, a consideration of 
corporate practices, respect for human rights and 
labour standards should lead to improved staff 
satisfaction and retention, and result in revenue, 
productivity and efficiency gains.189 interrelated 
aspects of climate and social dimensions can be 
material long-term value drivers of economic and 
business performance, drive innovation, improve 
resale opportunities and, at times, provide 
efficiency gains, ultimately generating better 
financial returns190

•  Consistency with fiduciary duty: 
an investment approach that considers 
environmental and social factors as proposed in 
our Just transition elements is consistent with 
pension funds’ fiduciary duty and commitment 
to responsible investment and the integration 
of esg factors.191 across the world, policy and 
regulatory frameworks are changing to explicitly 
require esg integration as long-term value 
drivers. in its 2020 report on fiduciary duty in 
the 21st century, the un-supported principles 
for responsible investment (pri) counts over 
730 hard- and soft-law policy revisions globally, 
“that support, encourage or require investors 
to consider long-term value drivers, including 
esg issues”.192 a holistic application of the Just 
transition elements offers a tangible and relevant 
application of esg factors

•  Alignment with objectives: for investors who 
have committed to esg, the sdgs, net Zero or 
a Just transition, such as the 587 signatories to 
the global investor statement to governments 
on the climate crisis193 or the 450 financial firms 
that form part of the glasgow financial alliance 
for net Zero (gfanZ), that announced their intent 
to align their own businesses and their lending 
and investing activities with net Zero goals at 
cop26,194 a Just transition vehicle aligns with 
their stated objectives 

•  Alignment with financial beneficiaries’ 
preferences (e.g., pension scheme 
members): Just transition responds to 
growing beneficiary preferences for sustainable 
investments.195 the increase in interest in 
and engagement with sustainability among 
beneficiaries in recent years has been substantial, 
and is expected to increase with generational 
shifts 

•  Reputation: investors’ reputation will benefit from 
contributing to societal goals and achievement 
of the sdgs, as many cite an investor’s licence 
to operate as linked to its demonstration of 
responsiveness to both social and environmental 
issues; Just transition investments allow 
investors to demonstrate an integrated approach 
to addressing both environmental and socio-
economic reputational exposure

d  other investors

alongside institutional investors, vehicles also 
often include other investor types. important to 
point out here are those investors that provide the 
tools and instruments, including blending support, 
outlined in section 2.6. as discussed, these are, 
in particular, impact investors, including public 
players such as development finance institutions 
(dfis) and multilateral development banks (mdBs) 
and private players such as foundations and 
family offices. When designing and structuring a 
vehicle, depending on the investment strategy, the 
asset manager may need to consider the use of 
risk mitigation instruments such as subordinated 
capital, guarantees or insurance, that are needed, 
at times, in order to structure a risk proposition that 
is accessible for institutional investors. 

value proposition of a Just transition 
vehicle for other investors,  
in particular impact investors

Achievement of integrated impact objectives: 
impact investors intentionally pursue measurable 
impact objectives alongside financial objectives.  
a Just transition vehicle allows them to pursue and 
achieve integrated climate and social objectives. 

Mobilisation: a number of impact investors 
prioritise capital mobilisation targets, seeking 
to catalyse institutional investors into impactful 

189  Qtrade: "the s in esg: Why investors should care about a 
company’s social impact"; https://www.qtrade.ca/en/investor/
education/investing-articles/new-to-investing/esg-portfolios-2.
html; or s&p global: "What is the “s” in esg?"; https://www.
spglobal.com/en/research-insights/articles/what-is-the-s-in-esg; 
or russell investments (2021): "spotlight on the ‘s’ of esg"; 
https://russellinvestments.com/us/blog/esg-spotlight-on-s

190  e&y (2016): "climate change  – the investment perspective"; or 
"cfa institute (2020): climate change analysis in the investment 
process"

191  impact investing institute (2020): "impact investing by pension 
funds: fiduciary duty – the legal context"; https://www.
impactinvest.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/impact-in-
vesting-by-pension-funds-fiduciary-duty-%e2%80%93-the-le-
gal-context.pdf

192  pri and unep finance initiative (2020): "fiduciary duty in the 
21st century"

193  unep finance initiative (2021): "global investor statement: inves-
tors urge governments to undertake five priority actions before 
cop26"; https://www.unepfi.org/news/industries/investment/
nearly-600-investors-urge-govts-to-undertake-five-priority-ac-
tions-before-cop26

194  gfanZ (2021): "the glasgow financial alliance for net Zero – 
our progress and plan towards a net-zero global economy"

195  pri (2021): "understanding and aligning with Beneficiaries’ sus-
tainability preferences"; see also make my money matter: https://
makemymoneymatter.co.uk. a dfid survey of uk pension 
fund members also found that 25% of savers – rising to 44% 
of wealthier savers and 35% of millennials – were supportive of 
some of their assets being invested in africa. see dfid (2019): 
"investing in a Better World"; https://assets.publishing.service.
gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/
file/834207/investing-in-a-better-wold-full-report.pdf
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investments. their participation and catalytic 
role in certain vehicles may allow these vehicles 
to mobilise institutional investor capital. such a 
catalytic role can be achieved through the provision 
of risk mitigating instruments or risk-tolerant capital 
(at market rate or concessional) or also by playing 
a leading, anchoring role in the capital raising 
process. 

e  public Actors

national and local governments and related 
institutions can support Just transition vehicles 
directly and indirectly: 

national governments 

•  ROLE: Allocation of public funding 
nationally and internationally

a core role of governments in the context of a 
Just transition is to allocate funding to projects 
and constituents, often through their ministries of 
finance. an important planning tool for allocations 
is a country’s national development plan (ndp), 
where it exists, which sets out the country’s 
climate pathway. the ndp typically establishes the 
country’s main priorities and areas of government 
support and resources. the local ndp may be 
relevant for financing vehicles that are seeking 
public monies to support their structure in a 
blended transaction. it may also guide a vehicle’s 
investment strategy in a certain jurisdiction, based 
on needs and public focus.196

•  ROLE: Shareholder of public and 
development institutions

governments are often the sole shareholders of 

the 2X Challenge: Financing for Women is an ambitious 
target that calls on dfis to mobilise their own funds, as well 
as private capital, to unlock resources that will help advance 
women as entrepreneurs, as business leaders, as employees 
and as consumers of products and services that enhance 
their economic participation.

in 2018, the dfis from g7 countries – canada (findev), the 
united kingdom (cdc), the united states (dfc), italy (cassa 
depositi e presiti – cdp), france (proparco) and Japan (JBic 
and Jica), with support from germany (deg) – committed to 
use innovative ways, including blended finance, to support 
investments and initiatives that provide women in emerging 
markets with access to leadership opportunities, quality 
employment, finance and enterprise support.

in order to create a shared understanding of what investing 
in women looks like, dfis defined the 2X criteria. today, 
the 2X criteria is a key framework enabling dfis and other 
investors to carry out gender-smart investments.

While the 2X challenge was initially a dfi-oriented initiative, 
its scope broadened with the 2X Collaborative which 
seeks to build on the momentum to involve a larger spectrum 
of investors in gender-lens investing. founding members 
of the 2X collaborative include the european Bank for 
reconstruction and development (eBrd), the united nations 
capital development fund (uncdf) and citigroup. 

the 2X collaborative’s objective is to serve investors making 
their first gender-focused investment as well as investors at 
the frontier of the field. it is a member-driven initiative and 
includes peer groups made up of dfis, mdBs, pension 
funds, asset and fund managers, financial institutions 
and corporates. the collaborative provides a platform for 
training, co-investment, investment tools and peer learning to 
its members. it also hosts member-driven initiatives, such as 
the 2X gender and climate finance taskforce.

2x challenge SPOTLIGHT

Sources: 2X challenge; 2X collaborative; cdc

their sovereign wealth funds (sWfs) and dfis  
as well as joint shareholders of mdBs and other 
quasi-government institutions. as such, they 
decide on the amount of their contributions, the 
resulting investable capital of such institutions 
and set their investment mandate. the investment 
mandate expresses the parameters of the risk, 
return and impact appetite of an institution. these 
institutions have the potential to play a critical 
role in catalysing Just transition investments 
in emerging markets (as they have done with 
gender-lens investment through the 2X challenge, 
see spotlight panel below). as a consequence, 
shareholders of these institutions can provide 
strategic direction to the sWfs, dfis, mdBs 
and others, mandating greater ambition around 
and commitment to deliver sdg outcomes with 
a specific near-term opportunity to deliver Just 
transition outcomes. 

in their ownership role, governments can 
also consider the inclusion of targeted capital 
mobilisation mandates and/or the strengthening 
of existing mobilisation mandates with clear 
incentive structures. although mobilisation is often 
already included in many institutions’ strategy, 
incentivisation of investment teams is often still 
geared towards deployment of the institution’s own 
balance sheet. development institutions such as 
dfis and mdBs can also be incentivised further 
to seek aggregating opportunities to package 
and move well-performing assets off their balance 
sheets, including through portfolio syndication 
or securitisation structures (see section 2.6.4). 
using the investment track records of these assets 
to attract private capital into emerging markets 

196  governments also play 
an important role in the 
decommissioning of legacy 
fossil fuel plants, making 
their early retirement 
feasible.
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could stimulate deeper and functioning secondary 
markets in targeted jurisdictions. the enhanced 
use of risk-mitigating capital and guarantee 
structures to mobilise commercial institutional 
capital also has the potential to move more 
institutional investors into sdg and Just transition 
relevant vehicles in emerging markets.

•  ROLE: Legal and regulatory framework
national governments set the legal and regulatory 
frameworks of their countries. these frameworks 
include the laws and regulations covering the 
environment for doing business and around 
national and international investments. relevant 
laws and regulations also cover social priorities, 
such as the Broad Based Black economic 
empowerment legislation in south africa. in 
emerging markets, however, the local legal and 
regulatory environment is often not well aligned 
with institutional investor requirements, as 
discussed in the earlier section 2.4.2 on barriers 
to investment in these markets. continued effort 
is needed to develop and strengthen emerging 
markets’ legal and regulatory systems so they 
can be regarded as reliable and accessible for 
institutional investment capital. 

•  ROLE: Convener
governments are also a crucial convener, 
bringing an important voice to the Just transition 
discussion. at the national level, they may push 
for transparent and standardised reporting on 
environmental and/or social outcomes. examples 
include the uk government’s proposed green 
taxonomy. as outlined in section 1 and analysed in 
more detail in the report of the impact taskforce’s 
Workstream a, several governments are supporting 
the development of international impact reporting 
standards that harmonise metrics across themes 
and jurisdictions, helping activity and progress to 
be more easily compared by country, sector or 
company.

regional and local governments

regional and local governments can have 
significant power to act and achieve the sdgs and 
a Just transition within their respective regions of 
influence, depending on their specific powers and 
mandates. an example is the ruhr area in north 
rhine-Westphalia, germany, where state-level and 
local-level debate on coal mines, the last of which 
was closed in 2018, started in the 1990s and where 
policy actors across levels worked together and 
with an array of local constituents.197

value proposition of a Just transition 
vehicle for public actors

•  Planning: a good understanding of how 
investment activity is – or is not – advancing the 
development agendas of countries and regions 
is important for public sector stakeholders and 

their planning. alignment to ndps enables 
further capital flows to essential parts of the 
economy while also supporting the growth of 
a green economy, with better outcomes for all 
stakeholders through, for example, decreased 
levels of pollution or climate-aligned job growth. 
clarity around who is being served and who 
is being left out of a particular investment 
opportunity set allows public decision makers 
to understand and spotlight which needs and 
opportunities remain to be addressed. it can 
also help them to further enable the market by 
understanding the funding gaps and building 
additional opportunities and redistributing gains/
expenses to other worthy projects. 

•  Capital mobilisation: engagement around 
Just transition vehicles offers opportunities 
for additional capital mobilisation by unlocking 
the growing pools of capital seeking to achieve 
both environmental and social impact. this may 
be of particular interest to donor countries, as 
leveraging these pools of capital provides further 
opportunities for the achievement of global 
developmental and climate finance commitments, 
in the context of pressure on public finances and 
overseas aid budgets.

3.2.2 vehicle dimensions 
this report identifies six key investment vehicle 
dimensions that follow the familiar arc of a generic 
investment vehicle: 

1  AMBITION

2  INVESTMENT STRATEGY

3  OUTCOMES FRAMEWORK

4  STRUCTURE

5  GOVERNANCE 

6  OPERATIONS

the six dimensions form the backbone of the Just 
transition ‘Blueprint’ developed in the following 
section. this Blueprint is intended to provide 
guiding principles (‘principles’), as set out below, 
for each of the dimensions for an institutional grade 
Just transition vehicle. the principles convey core 
ideas on which each dimension can be developed 
and invite a range of possible actions. they are 
expressed as principles to provide consistency and 
clarity for progressive efforts by asset owners and 
managers. although also applicable to other sdg 
strategies, the principles offer specific guidance 
for any investment vehicle that has the intention of 
contributing to a Just transition. 

197  WWf germany (2019): 
"Just transition for regions 
and generations – expe-
riences from structural 
change in the ruhr area" 
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T
he Just transition 'Blueprint' sets out  
a set of principles together with guiding 
questions that can inform the design of any 
investment vehicle across asset classes, 

including those not prioritised in this report.  
the Just transition Blueprint offers clear, 
consistent and accessible pathways to ascertain 
whether and how an investment meets the Just 
transition elements as presented in section 1.3:

•  Advance Climate and Environmental Action

•  Improve Socio-economic Distribution  
and Equity

•  Increase Community Voice 

the set of principles is as follows:

1   Ambition

  principle 1.1 

The ambition is grounded explicitly in the 
integrated Just Transition Elements: Climate 
and Environmental Action; Socio-economic 
Distribution and Equity; and Community Voice

  principle 1.2 

The ambition is grounded in local context and 
needs

2   investment strAtegy

  principle 2.1

The investment strategy is Just Transition 
relevant

  principle 2.2

The investment strategy is investable by 
institutional investors

3   outcomes FrAmework

  principle 3.1 

The outcomes framework has an integrated 
focus on each of the three Just Transition 
Elements: Climate and Environmental Action; 
Socio-economic Distribution and Equity; and 
Community Voice

  principle 3.2 

The outcomes framework fosters 
transparency and accountability 

4   structure

  principle 4.1 

The structure and terms enable the capital 
invested to advance a Just Transition 

  principle 4.2 

The structure and terms allow for institutional 
investor participation 

5   governAnce 

  principle 5.1 

The governance structure holds the vehicle 
accountable to its Just Transition ambition 
and the Just Transition Elements 

  principle 5.2 

The governance structure enables broad 
stakeholder voice 

6   operAtions

  principle 6.1 

The vehicle or manager staff are capable and 
incentivised to implement and execute the 
Just Transition ambition

  principle 6.2 

The Just Transition strategy is 
operationalised during the investment 
horizon and beyond

  principle 6.3 

Just Transition considerations are integrated 
across policies and procedures

providing principles and a set of key questions 
and guidance notes allows for consistent take-up 
of the proposed Just transition elements across 
investment vehicles, while also ensuring relevance 
to local context and different investment strategies. 
the questions are intended to be straightforward. 
this approach acknowledges that managers need 
flexibility to determine precisely how their vehicle 
reflects the principles and how they respond to 
the questions; the intention is to provide guidance 
without requiring a single approach or structure 
across investment opportunities. at the same 
time, the principles and questions establish a 
common basis on which all stakeholders may 
consider investment vehicles and their alignment 
to the integrated Just transition elements in the 
marketplace. By providing actionable pathways, the 
hope is to encourage the use of the Just transition 
elements by, and the resulting adaptation of, 
existing vehicles and to stimulate the design of new 
vehicles coming to market that reflect each of the 
three Just transition elements. 

the principles, universal questions and guidance 
notes set forth in the blueprint below are 
complemented with asset class specificity for 

3.3 Just transition Blueprint for investment vehicles
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Asset class vehicles Specific considerations

Private equity universal; no additional specificity

Private debt universal; no additional specificity

Infrastructure •  it is particularly important to include a clear articulation on the inclusion of 
local community aspects into targeted infrastructure projects and, ideally, 
inclusion of the local supply chain 

Real estate •  in the case of real estate projects, it is particularly important to include a 
clear articulation on the inclusion of local community and neighbourhood 
aspects and, ideally, the local supply chain

•  it is particularly important to provide clarity on the targeted socio-
economic population segment, depending on the real estate type, 
including, for example, workers, consumers or tenants 

Fixed income universal; no additional specificity

the priority asset classes identified in section 2, 
reflecting the asset class’s particular features, 
where relevant. they may be applied both to 
existing investment vehicles as well as to those still 
to be designed in the market. The bottom line is 
that every investment vehicle which seeks to 
be a Just Transition vehicle should be able 
to answer the key questions in a manner 
that demonstrates alignment with the three 
integrated Just Transition Elements. 

1  Ambition

  principle 1.1 

The ambition is grounded explicitly in the 
integrated Just Transition Elements: Climate 
and Environmental Action; Socio-economic 
Distribution and Equity; and Community Voice

Key question: Is the vehicle sufficiently clear 
on its ambition across each of the three Just 
Transition Elements to be considered a Just 
Transition finance vehicle?

the ambition statement clearly articulates the 
three elements of a Just transition that are 

being addressed, based on clear and concise 
parameters, defining what the vehicle sets out 
to achieve and who will be affected, including 
the geographic scope, environmental scope 
and socio-economic scope. it is important to 
state what the vehicle will contribute to, while 
understanding that each vehicle will focus on 
distinct opportunities and challenges and be part 
of the solution set. the ‘magnitude’ of the ambition 
will depend on the vehicle’s size and depth of 
impact sought.

not every vehicle, and within a vehicle not every 
investment, can achieve all climate or social 
objectives at once. each vehicle needs to express 
its transition and development ambition and 
contribution clearly, formulating who is being 
reached, served and affected by an investment – 
and who is not. 

the ambition expresses quantifiable outcome 
targets. these targets are realised within the life of 
the vehicle.

a clear ambition or purpose will allow the setting of 
Just transition targets ex ante and the measurement 
of Just transition achievements post investment for 
each investment and on a portfolio level.

the responsability Access to Clean Power Fund (acpf) states the following ambition:

The fund targets companies providing solutions to households without access to 
electricity and businesses looking for cleaner, cheaper and more reliable energy. 
Beyond financing the off-grid sector, it actively addresses the solar potential for the 
commercial and industrial (C&I) sector. 

fund ambitions include:

•  Climate and Environmental Action: reduce co2 emissions by 6m tonnes,   
2,800 gWh of clean energy generated, 2,000 mW renewable energy capacity by end of fund life

•  Socio-economic Distribution and Equity: access to energy for 170 million people,  
5,200 smes with improved access to electricity, 5,750 new full-time jobs, 37 million products 
sold by portfolio companies, all by the end of fund life

•  Community Voice: ongoing feedback data sought from initiatives such as gogla

example of an ambition statement: responsAbility 

Additional asset class specific considerations
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  principle 1.2 

The ambition is grounded in the local context 
and needs

Key question: How does the vehicle ground 
its ambition in the local context of the specified 
geographies, including environmental and socio-
economic needs? 

the ambition needs to express the local context 
and relevance within the context for each of the 
three elements. When setting an ambition, local 
context is important. 

in emerging markets, accessibility and affordability 
of solutions are threshold considerations. the 
countries themselves, in addition to their internal 
regions, communities and individuals, are 
underserved and marginalised relative to developed 
countries. inclusion of cross-cutting themes 
such as gender, race or other disadvantaged 
communities can be valuable components for 
framing an ambition, in particular to ensure that 
marginalised, underserved and affected segments 
of societies are expressly included and their 
interests are addressed.

Asset class vehicles Specific considerations

Private equity universal; no additional specificity

Private debt universal; no additional specificity

Infrastructure •  infrastructure vehicles ensure that a local needs assessment is integrated 
into each project design, that procurement processes include local 
community considerations and that operationalisation aspects are 
informed by community interests

Real estate •  real estate vehicles ensure that a local needs assessment is integrated 
into each project design, that procurement processes include local 
community considerations and that operationalisation aspects are 
informed by community interests

Fixed income universal; no additional specificity

Additional asset class specific considerations

2  investment strAtegy

  principle 2.1 

The investment strategy is Just Transition 
relevant

Key question: How is the vehicle’s investment 
strategy explicitly aligned with the three Just 
Transition Elements?

the investment strategy sets out how the Just 
transition ambition will be met. starting with 
the market opportunity, grounded in market 
needs and including both environmental and 
socio-economic factors, the investment strategy 
of a Just transition vehicle expresses a clear 
and concise Just transition intention and 
progression. 

Just transition fund investment strategies span an extensive range of climate-first and social-first 
initiatives. a few are highlighted below but see also figure 1.11 in section 1.

•  Renewable energy private equity fund, providing decent jobs for workers and including 
community support and participation 

 ~  clean energy, decent jobs and community support, community engagement

 ~  example: actis’ energy fund 4 (see section 3.4.4)

•  Access to renewable and affordable energy debt fund, including community engagement 

 ~  clean energy, access to affordable energy of underserved communities, gender impact, 
community engagement

 ~  example: responsability’s access to clean power fund (see section 3.4.3)

•  Forestry private equity fund, including local community engagement 

 ~  emissions sequestration and biodiversity, health/clean air, community engagement 

 ~  example: new forests’ tropical asia forest fund (see section 3.4.2)

•  Affordable green housing private equity real estate fund, including neighbourhood support 

 ~  emissions mitigation, affordable housing, community engagement 

 ~  example: ihs’ ihs fund ii (see section 3.4.5)

examples of possible Just transition fund investment strategies
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the strategy provides more specific detail to the 
meaning of the ambition statement: ‘what’ is being 
addressed and ‘who’ is being reached and served. 
that specificity can be expressed in terms of 
target investee or investee client segment, income 
parameters, demographic data or other descriptive 
data points. the strategy also acknowledges ‘what’ 
and ‘who’ are not included, to satisfy transparency 
expectations.

a distinct understanding of how the Just transition 
strategy targets selected regions, sectors, 
environmental challenges and demographic 
groups, and what financial products and additional 
support are satisfying market need, is paramount. 

•  community engagement with local community bodies or stakeholders

•  community or relevant ngo representative on an advisory committee or 
panel or the board

•  survey instruments, such as 60 decibels pulse surveys (see section 
3.5) or focus group surveys to gather end customer/ client/ beneficiary 
feedback 

•  renewals data, for example, for insurance contracts 

•  leadership with ‘lived experience’ 

•  employee engagement, for example, worker satisfaction  
surveys/grievance policies

•  community liaison officer or representative,  
particularly for infrastructure and real estate

examples of community voice in action 

for more resources on integrating community voice, see appendix 4

therefore, demand-side considerations will:

•  Be grounded in place-based demands and needs 
– and resulting opportunities. the investment 
strategy will reflect market opportunity and 
address specific and tangible environmental 
and social needs, based on local context and 
priorities and include each of the three Just 
transition elements

•  include measures for negatively affected 
stakeholders; considered stakeholder groups 
will include workers and communities, and 
specifically underserved and marginalised 
segments of communities, including gender 
and racial aspects. implications for local supply 
chains are also considered

•  consider the inclusion of social activities in the 
strategy and related costs. for example, training 
or re-skilling of workers or community support 

While all three elements must be present in a Just 
transition vehicle, the investment strategy can be 
expected to be anchored and led by the climate 
or social element (see also section 1.4.2 for an 
illustrative list of the breadth of strategies to which 
the Just transition can apply).

one key indicator of the robustness of the strategy 
is the clear and transparent inclusion of Just 
transition considerations across the investment 
process, from investment screening to due 
diligence, investment decision, portfolio monitoring 
and potentially divestment decisions (see also 
principle 6.2).

Asset class vehicles Specific considerations

Private equity •  a Just transition vehicle strategy at design stage confirms how equity is 
the appropriate instrument to address its Just transition objectives 

•  the strategy ensures accessibility and affordability of equity terms, 
including fair investment valuations

•  the vehicle considers, in its investment selection, the opportunity to build 
in continuity of the Just transition elements post investment exit

Private debt •  the investment strategy at design stage confirms how debt is the 
appropriate instrument to address its Just transition objectives 

•  the strategy ensures that debt service, including interest rate and 
repayment structure (e.g., bullet, amortising, flexible, seasonal) including 
maturity, is fair and not overly burdensome, leading to availability, access 
and affordability of credit

•  the vehicle looks to ensure that the debt terms offered are appropriate 
with a view to local market building, aiming to attract other investors, in 
particular local ones

Infrastructure •  the investment strategy is clear on who will be affected by the targeted 
infrastructure projects, both in the short term (in particular the construction 
phase) but also in the long term (operational phase); those who benefit 
from infrastructure can change over the long-time horizons of infrastructure 
projects 

•  the strategy and project prioritisation consider positive and negative 
externalities of each investment project across different stakeholders 
and affected communities and population segments. Both positive and 
negative externalities are considered and addressed from the outset and 
tracked over time

Additional asset class specific considerations

continued on next page
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Asset class vehicles Specific considerations

Infrastructure •  the strategy includes a clear positioning on the inclusion of local 
community aspects, including (short- and long-term) local quality 
employment opportunities and health and safety aspects

•  the inclusion of green aspects is specific, including, for example, materials 
used, water usage, or energy efficiency, including also the supply chain, 
where possible 

•  the strategy also extends social considerations to the respective supply 
chains

•  the strategy ensures that debt service terms, including interest rate, 
amortisation and maturity, or return expectations, as applicable, are fair 
and not overly burdensome, leading to availability, access and affordability 
of funding

•  the vehicle seeks to ensure, in its investment selection, the opportunity to 
build in continuity of the Just transition elements post investment exit

Real estate •  the investment strategy is clear on the local market gaps and needs (for 
example, housing) and how the targeted real estate investments support 
the closing of a gap 

•  the investment strategy is particularly clear on who will be affected by 
the targeted real estate projects, both in the short term (in particular the 
construction phase) but also in the long term (operational phase). the 
targeted clientele is specified based on, amongst other considerations, 
price and affordability, location/catchment area, size and finish

•  the strategy and project prioritisation considers positive and negative 
externalities of each investment project across different stakeholders, 
affected communities and population segments. Both positive and 
negative externalities are considered and addressed from the outset and 
tracked over time

•  the strategy includes a clear positioning on the inclusion of local 
community aspects, including (short- and long-term) local quality 
employment opportunities and health and safety aspects

•  the inclusion of green aspects is specific, including, for example, materials 
used, water usage or energy efficiency, including also the supply chain, 
where possible 

•  the strategy extends social considerations to the respective supply chains

•  the strategy ensures that debt service terms at the investee level, 
including interest rates, amortisation and maturity, or return expectations, 
as applicable, are fair and not overly burdensome, leading to availability, 
access and affordability of funding

•  the vehicle seeks to ensure in its investment selection the opportunity to 
build in continuity of the Just transition elements post investment exit

Fixed income •  the investment strategy is clear in its green and social objectives, providing 
allocation expectations for both, where possible 

•  prioritisation is given to those bonds that align to all three Just transition 
elements

•  the execution of the strategy includes not only a project review but also a 
social and environmental assessment of the issuer, including the issuer’s 
engagement with local communities, where possible 

institutional investors can include (but are not 
limited to):

•  satisfactory risk/return profile of underlying 
investments for targeted institutional investors, 
acknowledging that institutional investors’ 
primary focus is usually on financial performance. 
specifically:

 ~  the proposition allows for satisfactory returns, 
complemented by other financial rationales 
for an investment, such as a contribution to 
portfolio diversification. the risk proposition  

how do we mobilise capital at scale towards the sdgs now? 

  principle 2.2 

The investment strategy is investable by 
institutional investors

Key question: How does the vehicle’s investment 
strategy enable institutional investor participation 
in the vehicle?

in order to attract significant amounts of 
institutional investor capital, the vehicle’s 
investment strategy must be investable by 
institutional investors, addressing investor appetite 
and constraints. supply-side considerations of 
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is data-based, where possible, and addresses 
key emerging markets’ risks 

 ~  if necessary and depending on the strategy, 
a vehicle may need to include structural 
enhancements that satisfy institutional 
investors’ risk/return requirements. often 
this will be in partnership with mdBs or 
dfis or other impact-focused and flexible 
investors and may employ blended finance 
structures (including, for example, layered 
capital structures, guarantees or grant-funded 
capacity support – see section 2.6 for more 
detail on subordinated capital and guarantees). 
Where enhancements are necessary, the 
vehicle is clear about the amount and use of 
blended features to deliver the strategy 

 ~  sizable vehicle, enabling institutional investors 
to deploy large capital amounts (considering 
minimum vehicle size threshold levels; the 
vehicle can be smaller in some cases, with a 
demonstrable pathway to replicability and scale) 

 ~  sizable and viable pipeline, backing up the 
targeted vehicle size, demonstrating the viability 
of the vehicle size while meeting the investment 
level criteria of a Just transition vehicle 

•  geographic target markets, including an analysis 
of respective macro and market risks 

•  market opportunity and viable pipeline, 
demonstrating depth of opportunity for a vehicle 
to operate at scale

•  diversification and target portfolio composition, 
showcasing the risk and performance 
contributions of diversification within the strategy

•  clear and concise story ensuring that the vehicle 
effectively communicates the Just transition 
angle of the investment, its opportunity and/
or risk considerations in terms that institutional 
investors can understand, and that is backed up 
with data

applying this principle to vehicle design requires 
iterative engagement and movement by both 
managers and investors. While the investment 
vehicle must seek to satisfy the needs of 
institutional investors, investors must also challenge 
themselves to move outside well-trodden pathways 
and current comfort zones as they assess new 
opportunities that integrate environmental and 
social considerations.

Asset class vehicles Specific considerations

Private equity particular private equity vehicle investor considerations when determining 
investment strategy include:

•  type of equity (growth equity or vc)

•  profile and type of target investees (including growth/maturity profile)

•  sector considerations (sector maturity, risk profile, etc.)

•  exit strategy

Private debt particular private debt vehicle investor considerations when determining 
investment strategy include:

•  type of debt (senior, subordinated, mezzanine, etc.)

•  amount, predictability and stability of current income

•  security provided

•  profile and type of target investees (including cashflow profile)

•  sector considerations (sector maturity, risk profile, etc.)

Infrastructure particular infrastructure vehicle investor considerations when determining 
investment strategy include:

•  type of instrument (equity, debt, mezzanine, etc.) 

•  type of strategy (based on the risk profile, such as core, core+, etc.)

•  profile and type of target projects, including contractor and other 
counterparties (such as offtakers)

•  sub-sector considerations (sector maturity, risk profile, etc.)

•  exit strategy in case of equity investment

Additional asset class specific considerations

continued on next page
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Asset class vehicles Specific considerations

Real estate particular real estate vehicle investor considerations when determining 
investment strategy include: 

•  type of instrument (equity, debt, mezzanine, etc.) and opportunity for 
predictable and stable income

•  profile and type of target projects (risk implications)

•  sub-sector considerations (sector maturity, risk profile, tenants and leases, 
etc.)

•  inflation protection

•  exit strategy in the case of equity investment

Fixed income particular fixed income vehicle investor considerations when determining 
investment strategy include:  

•  mix of developed and emerging markets bonds, with a view to average 
portfolio rating

•  targeted issuers, with a view to average portfolio rating and reputation

•  types of use of proceeds/issuer types; international capital market 
association (icma) inclusion 

•  sector considerations (issuer, use of proceeds)

3  outcomes FrAmework

  principle 3.1 

The outcomes framework has an integrated 
focus on each of the three Just Transition 
Elements: Climate and Environmental Action; 
Socio-economic Distribution and Equity; and 
Community Voice

Key question: What are the targeted outcomes 
the vehicle intends to deliver linked to the three 
Just Transition Elements?

a Just transition outcomes framework will be 
aligned with the Just transition ambition and will 
flow from the vehicle’s strategy. the outcomes 
framework provides clear targets and outcomes 
metrics across all three Just transition elements.

a vehicle’s inclusion of the Just transition elements 
in the outcomes management may build upon the 
outcomes framework and reporting methodologies 

already utilised by the vehicle manager, particularly 
where those are based on existing recognised 
standards such as the international finance 
corporation (ifc) operating principles, the impact 
management project (imp), iris+ or the sdg 
impact standards (see section 3.5).

the outcomes framework can be as ‘light touch’ 
as needed or more ambitious, depending on the 
vehicle’s envisaged impact and the starting point of 
the vehicle manager. it includes, in all cases, clear 
and tangible metrics showing the adherence to and 
delivery of Just transition elements. 

the vehicle’s outcomes framework and metrics 
are applied both at the portfolio level and at the 
individual investment level, where more detailed 
strategy or sector-specific metrics may apply.

Asset class vehicles Specific considerations

Private equity universal; no additional specificity

Private debt universal; no additional specificity

Infrastructure •  as infrastructure projects are typically grounded in local communities, 
infrastructure outcomes include an explicit assessment of community 
engagement with respect to needs assessment, procurement and other 
important aspects

•  for infrastructure, a Just transition aligned outcomes framework extends 
to include supply-chain considerations

Real estate •  in the case of a real estate vehicle, the outcomes include a specific focus 
on the targeted demographic group (as tenants, workers or consumers), 
including, where relevant, underserved or marginalised clients or 
consumers

Additional asset class specific considerations

continued on next page
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  principle 3.2 

The outcomes framework fosters 
transparency and accountability 

Key question: How do the vehicle’s reporting 
requirements ensure transparency of Just 
Transition targets and achievements and result  
in accountability of outcomes?

the vehicle includes transparent reporting and 
communication of targets and actual achievements. 

external third-party verification is considered 
to ensure accountability, strengthen the Just 
transition proposition and to avoid green or  
impact washing.

Additional asset class specific  
considerations 
universal; no additional specificity.  

4  structure

  principle 4.1 

The structure and terms enable the capital 
invested to advance a Just Transition 

Key question: How do the vehicle’s structure and 
terms enable the capital invested to advance a Just 
Transition? 

When structuring a Just transition investment vehicle,  
it is important to ensure that the structure, the choice of 
asset class and the vehicle’s terms enable the delivery 
of a Just transition strategy and outcomes targets. 

examples of possible demand-side considerations 
include: 

•  vehicle life and whether it is adequate to achieve the 
targeted Just transition outcomes 

•  distribution of risk and returns between investees and 
investors 

•  need for technical assistance support providing 
capacity building to investees and local communities 

Asset class vehicles Specific considerations

Real estate •  as real estate projects are typically grounded in local communities, 
real estate outcomes include an explicit assessment of community 
engagement with respect to needs assessment, procurement and other 
important aspects

•  for real estate, a Just transition aligned outcomes framework extends to 
include supply chain considerations

Fixed income •  a Just transition bond vehicle’s outcomes framework includes an 
assessment of not just the relevant bonds’ uses of proceeds but also an 
assessment of the underlying issuers

Asset class vehicles Specific considerations

Private equity private equity vehicle Just transition considerations on structure and terms 
include: 

•  vehicle life, capping equity investment hold periods 

•  management fees appropriate for the delivery of the strategy

•  target vehicle internal rates of return (irrs), driving underlying terms to 
investees, including fair valuation considerations

Private debt private debt vehicle Just transition considerations on structure and terms 
include: 

•  vehicle life, capping underlying loan maturities

•  vehicle-level investor yields, driving accessible and affordable terms to 
investees

•  interest rates linked to outcomes delivery (e.g., possible rate reduction to 
the underlying investees based on environmental and social outcomes)

•  local currency loans, de-risking loans for investees

Additional asset class specific considerations

continued on next page
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  principle 4.2 

The structure and terms allow for institutional 
investor participation 

Key question: How do the vehicle’s structural 
components and terms enable institutional 
investor participation? 

vehicle structure and terms address target 
investors’ specific investment appetite and 
investment barriers to allow for their participation. 

example considerations include: 

•  choice of asset class (for example, private debt  
versus equity)

 ~  considering target investors’ allocation 
‘buckets’ and related targets, mandates and 
restrictions

 ~  considering related features such as ratings 
(for fixed income offerings) or liquidity 
considerations

•  choice of proven and familiar vehicle 
structure; adjustments may be appropriate/
needed depending on strategy; simplicity is 
sought, where possible

•  choice of proven and familiar vehicle 
jurisdiction and legal form 

•  Target size, providing the scale necessary to 
meet institutional investor minimum investment 
requirements 

•  Target returns/yields to be satisfactory  
to investors

•  choice of other key terms, including  
for example: 

 ~  vehicle life/ tenor

 ~  vehicle currency (including hedging,  
as relevant)

 ~  management fees

•  Risk mitigation through diversification  
targets/ investment restrictions 

•  Structural risk mitigation or return 
enhancement (through blended structure, 
concessional or non-concessional), where 
necessary. (see section 2.6 for a more detailed 
discussion of structural tools.) examples include: 

 ~  layered capital structure and subordinated 
capital

 ~  credit guarantees

 ~  political insurance

 ~  if blending is used, the role of blending in 
the capital structure is specified, including 
the contributions expected as a result of the 
amount, type and terms of blending 

early engagement with targeted institutional 
investors in the design process, including, at times, 
co-creation partnerships, may be advisable in 
order to ensure investor appetite for the vehicle. 

Asset class vehicles Specific considerations

Infrastructure infrastructure vehicle Just transition considerations on structure and terms 
include: 

•  vehicle-level return expectations, driving underlying terms and access and 
affordability of the project

•  vehicle life and related timeframe considerations are particularly important 
given the long-time horizon (development and operational periods) for most 
infrastructure investments

•  the structure considers the inclusion of community support and 
engagement given the essential services nature of many infrastructure 
projects and direct impact on local communities

Real estate real estate vehicle Just transition considerations on structure and terms 
include: 

•  vehicle-level return expectations, driving underlying terms and access and 
affordability of the project

•  vehicle life and related timeframe considerations are particularly important 
given the long-time horizon (development and operational periods) for most 
infrastructure investments

Fixed income fixed income vehicle Just transition considerations on structure and terms 
include: 

•  vehicle duration, depending on the targeted underlying bond maturities

•  pricing linked to delivery of environmental and social outcomes

how do we mobilise capital at scale towards the sdgs now? 
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Asset class vehicles Specific considerations

Private equity private equity vehicle Just transition considerations on structure and  
terms include: 
• appropriateness of typical pe vehicle tenor of 10 years

• appropriateness of typical 2/20 management fee or incentive structure

Private debt private debt vehicle Just transition considerations on structure and  
terms include: 
•  structural considerations to include investor regulatory requirements,  

such as solvency ii regulation on capital allocation requirement,  
and the benefit of ratings

•  target cashflow profile

Infrastructure infrastructure vehicle investor considerations on structure and terms include: 
•  extended tenor, depending on the phase of the project (development, 

construction, operation)

Real estate real estate vehicle investor considerations on structure and terms include: 
•  extended tenor, depending on the phase of the project (development, 

construction, operation)

•  consider open-end and listed structures for operating assets 

Fixed income Bond vehicle investor considerations on structure and terms include: 
•  structure and legal form that allows for daily liquidity

•  target average rating

5  governAnce 

  principle 5.1 

The governance structure holds the vehicle 
accountable to its Just Transition ambition 
and the Just Transition Elements

Key question: How do relevant governance 
bodies of the vehicle’s structure adhere to Just 
Transition Elements with transparency and 
accountability? 

the governance structure of the vehicle enables 
the vehicle to adhere to the Just transition 
elements. considerations of the Just transition 

elements are reflected across the relevant vehicle 
bodies (the board, investment committee, advisory 
committee or other applicable formalised bodies 
of the vehicle), grounded in the policies that govern 
each body. 

the vehicle’s governance strives to be transparent 
across all levels, holding all bodies accountable 
for adherence to and application of all three Just 
transition elements across investments and 
actions. transparency and accountability are 
sought internally and also with respect to the wider 
public. information about the composition of a 
vehicle’s governance bodies is publicly available.

Asset class vehicles Specific considerations

Private equity •  often in private equity vehicles, control and decision making are 
centralised with the manager. in a Just transition vehicle, the manager is 
not the single deciding voice in the governance bodies

Private debt universal; no additional specificity

Infrastructure •  effective governance structures and policies are particularly important as 
infrastructure projects are often linked to local government entities

•  the vehicle ensures that the governance set-up includes active community 
and stakeholder engagement (which, traditionally, is built into the planning 
process for infrastructure investments), ensuring community relevance and 
support as well as feedback and local recommendations

Real estate •  the vehicle ensures that the governance set-up includes active community 
and stakeholder engagement (which, traditionally, is built into the planning 
process for real estate investments), ensuring community relevance and 
support as well as feedback and local recommendations

Fixed income universal; no additional specificity

Additional asset class specific considerations

Additional asset class specific considerations

mobilising institutional capital towards the sdgs and a Just transition
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  principle 5.2 

The governance structure enables broad 
stakeholder voice 

Key question: How does the governance set-
up enable broad participation and inclusion of 
relevant voices? 

the vehicle's governance structure demonstrates 
how different voices, and particularly the voices of 
communities, are represented and incorporated 
throughout the vehicle's life. 

across the governance bodies (board, investment 
committee, advisory committee or others) 
representation of at least one community member 
from among the communities the fund is targeting 
or a person representing such communities is 

incorporated. for global or multi-regional vehicles, 
such representation may mean participation 
of a relevant ngo, or community expert, able 
to contribute credible community voice and 
perspective to the governance table, without 
expecting such representation to speak for every 
community the vehicle’s capital may reach. in such 
a case, the selection of a representative voice will 
contribute a relevant perspective but cannot be 
expected to represent all relevant communities 
targeted by the vehicle.

the governance structure invites intentional 
dialogue across stakeholders, including investors 
as well as local stakeholders and communities; this 
interaction sparks informed feedback and dialogue 
throughout the life of the vehicle. 

Asset class vehicles Specific considerations

Private equity universal; no additional specificity

Private debt universal; no additional specificity

Infrastructure •  infrastructure projects are typically grounded in local communities. 
vehicles therefore put particular emphasis on community engagement and 
the representation of a community voice within the vehicle’s governance 
bodies

Real estate •  real estate projects, in particular residential housing, are typically 
grounded in local communities. vehicles therefore put particular emphasis 
on community engagement and the representation of a community and 
neighbourhood voice within the vehicle’s governance bodies

Fixed income •  Bond vehicles are mostly global or regional in nature. therefore, the 
selection of a representative voice will contribute a relevant perspective but 
cannot be expected to represent all relevant communities targeted by the 
vehicle

Additional asset class specific considerations

6  operAtions

  principle 6.1 

The vehicle or manager staff are capable and 
incentivised to implement and execute the 
Just Transition ambition

Key question: How do the vehicle’s investment 
professionals and back-office professionals 
demonstrate the necessary training and expertise 
to incorporate a Just Transition into their 
respective work? How does the vehicle’s staff 
performance review and incentivisation scheme 
account for Just Transition targets as well as 
financial targets?

a vehicle ensures that it provides training 
for relevant staff. this includes investment 
professionals but also others, including 
Just transition outcomes specialists or risk 
management specialists, so that, together, they 
have the necessary training to ensure the delivery 
of a Just transition strategy, from pipeline building 
to due diligence and monitoring. this may mean 
greater diversity of management teams, reflecting 
not only investment expertise but also local market 

knowledge as well as socio-economic analysis and 
expertise.

staff performance reviews and bonus or incentive 
schemes include not only financial performance 
metrics but also performance metrics tied to the 
delivery of Just transition targets. application of 
such schemes can apply in vehicles across all 
asset classes. 

Additional asset class specific considerations
universal; no additional specificity.

  principle 6.2 

The Just Transition strategy is 
operationalised during the investment 
horizon and beyond

Key question: How does the vehicle integrate a 
Just Transition across its investment horizon and 
beyond?

an investment vehicle includes Just transition 
considerations across its whole investment 
lifecycle, from sourcing to investment to monitoring, 
seeking to take a long-term view that extends even 
beyond the vehicle’s actual investment life. 

how do we mobilise capital at scale towards the sdgs now? 
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•  investments and portfolio construction: Just 
transition considerations form an integral part 
of strategic portfolio construction parameters, 
investment assessment, decision parameters, 
expressed clearly and consistently

•  monitoring: Just transition considerations and 
targets inform investee-level engagement for 
improvement and potentially trigger divestment 
decisions

Asset class vehicles Specific considerations

Private equity •  the vehicle pursues active Just transition investee engagement in its role 
as shareholder, including the use of shareholder vote, particularly in the 
case of significant minority or majority holdings

•  the vehicle considers successive ownership and continuity of Just 
transition objectives in the event of its exit

Private debt •  the vehicle considers active Just transition investee engagement, such 
as through relevant and specific borrower undertakings (e.g., to increase 
services to underserved communities or decrease emissions footprint) 

Infrastructure •  the vehicle pursues active Just transition investee engagement 
(depending on investment instrument via shareholder vote or undertakings)

•  in the case of equity investments, the vehicle considers successive 
ownership and continuity of Just transition objectives in the event of its exit 
and/or as a project moves into the next phase 

Real estate •  the vehicle pursues active Just transition investee engagement 
(depending on investment instrument via shareholder vote or undertakings)

•  in the case of equity investments, the vehicle considers successive 
ownership and continuity of Just transition objectives in the event of its exit 
and/or as a development moves into operations 

Fixed income •  the vehicle scrutinises use of proceeds in terms of Just transition 
objectives not only at the time of disbursement but over the life of the 
vehicle with a particular focus on the end of the vehicle’s life

Additional asset class specific considerations

  principle 6.3 

Just Transition considerations are integrated 
across policies and procedures

Key question: How are the vehicle’s Just 
Transition ambitions and targets reflected across 
relevant policies and procedures?

to ensure a successful execution of the Just 
transition strategy, Just transition considerations 
not only feature in a vehicle’s ambition and strategy, 
but are also integrated across relevant policies and 

procedures. these could include:

•  investment policy

•  risk management policy

•  esg policy

•  investment committee and board policies

•  conflict of interest policy

Additional asset class specific considerations

universal; no additional specificity.

3.4.1 overview
as discussed under section 2.3.4 above, certain 
prioritised asset classes are considered to be key 
funding routes for accelerating and expanding 
institutional investor participation in Just transition 
investments in emerging markets. to show how 
solutions might be delivered, this section profiles 
a number of investment vehicles by asset class 
which, while not labelled explicitly as Just transition 

vehicles, demonstrate adherence with several or, in 
some cases, most of the underlying principles of the 
proposed integrated Just transition elements. the 
referenced vehicles span strategies from climate-first 
to social-first, demonstrating the wide application and 
relevance of the Just transition elements.

a summary of these case studies and further 
relevant examples are given in the table below.

3.4 Just transition investment vehicles  
by asset class

mobilising institutional capital towards the sdgs and a Just transition
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Summary overview of case studies and examples per asset class

Reasons for case study selection: alongside their 
close alignment with the Just transition elements 
and principles, all case studies are notable for their 
ability to combine compelling environmental or social 
outcomes with strong institutional investor interest. 
they demonstrate how a vehicle can undertake 
modest adjustments in order to be fully aligned with 
the Just transition elements and principles and also 
offer inspiration for the development of new vehicles. 
to aid further development and improvement of 
investment vehicles, this report includes a few 
questions for each case study, suggesting select 
areas of potential vehicle enhancements that could 
lead to further traction and more explicit Just 
transition alignment. to be clear, these questions do 
not strive to be exhaustive; rather they are offered as 
food for thought and encouragement with a view to 
seeding future Just transition vehicles. 

Further examples: in addition to the detailed 
case studies, we have highlighted other examples 
across the priority asset classes to: 

•  show the variety, breadth and depth of the 
market opportunity of investment vehicles for 
institutional investors 

•  highlight a range of managers, from traditional 
managers to impact managers, and partnerships 
between them which are bringing more 
investment propositions to market; and/or

•  present several Just transition relevant investment 
strategies in the market across a variety of climate 

and social objectives, some of which sit at the 
core of what the Just transition approach is trying 
to achieve (for example the insuresilience fund’s 
climate adaptation and community strategy)

•  present further examples that have historically 
focused singularly on environment or social aspects 
but where the strategy could be expanded in a 
future fund to bridge the divide and achieve Just 
transition relevance

•  these latter examples are cited to provide a tangible 
starting point for how asset managers and asset 
owners can expand their current efforts in response 
to the Just transition imperative. an example for 
a possible expansion is the area of microfinance 
funds, where a distinct integration of climate relevant 
investment parameters could make many of the 
microfinance vehicles Just transition relevant 

similar to the treatment of the case studies, this 
report sets out questions suggesting areas of 
potential strengthening of the respective vehicle 
towards a more robust Just transition alignment. 

All case studies and examples are provided 
for information and illustrative purposes only 
and should not be interpreted or construed 
as solicitation, endorsement or investment 
recommendation. Further, this report takes 
no responsibility for the accuracy of any 
information and figures presented.

it is important to keep an open and creative mind on 
the application of the Just transition elements to a 

Asset class hierarchy Vehicle Case study Examples 
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Private equity 
(note: forestry 
included herein, 
however, often 
included in real 
assets depending 
on investor 
allocation buckets)

Private equity 
fund (direct)

LeapFrog: emerging 
consumer fund iii

•  DPI: african development partners iii 

•  New Forests: tropical asia forest 
fund 

•  TPG: rise fund ii

Fund of funds n/a •  AllianzGI: africagrow fund 

•  Credit Suisse: climate innovation 
fund

P
ri

va
te

 d
e

b
t Private debt Private debt 

fund
Ninety One: africa 
credit opportunities 
fund 2 

responsAbility: 
access to clean power 
fund 

•  FMO/NNIP: emerging markets 
loans fund

•  BlueOrchard: insuresilience 
investment fund 

•  Triodos IM: triodos microfinance 
fund

R
e

a
l a

ss
e

ts

Infrastructure Infrastructure 
fund

Actis: energy fund 4 •  Ninety One: emerging africa 
infrastructure fund 

•  Africa Finance Corporation: 
infrastructure climate resilient fund 

Real estate Real estate 
fund

IHS: ihs fund ii sa •  Divercity: urban property fund

•  Schroders: schroder capital uk 
real estate impact fund 

F
ix

e
d

 in
c

o
m

e Bonds Bond fund BlueOrchard: 
schroder international 
selection fund 
Blueorchard emerging 
markets climate Bond 
fund (cBf)

•  Amundi/IFC: amundi planet 
emerging green one 

•  IFC: masala bond programme  
(note: alternative structure)
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broad and expansive range of investment strategies. 
this expansive approach is needed to scale a Just 
transition across geographies and ensure that 
investment opportunities meet local needs. an 
understanding of the sectoral impact of climate 
change and social action, and of their place-based 
relevance, is important. as discussed in section 
1.4.2, there are different ways to achieve climate-
relevant investment vehicles, spanning climate 
mitigation investments, climate sequestration 
investments and also climate adaptation 
investments. similarly, socio-economic impact 
can be achieved in different ways, for example, by 
targeting decent jobs or access to and affordability 
of products and services for underserved population 
segments or community development, to name just 
a few. new technologies for climate solutions as well 
as digitisation to enhance delivery of basic goods 
and services are also critically important trends to 
which Just transition can add meaningful results. 

3.4.2 private equity vehicles
3.4.2.1 privAte equity vehicle: 
ApplicAtion oF the blueprint to 
A cAse study And supporting 
exAmples

there are many private equity funds targeting 
emerging markets with integrated esg 
considerations or impact targets. While there 
are no private equity funds in emerging markets 
labelled ‘Just transition’ yet, there are many funds 
whose strategy is grounded in achieving climate 
and/or social change, and even some that look 
to incorporate community engagement into their 

investment strategy and processes. shown below 
are selected funds that are relevant to many aspects 
of Just transition and which, with some targeted 
changes, could meet each of the integrated Just 
transition elements. 

a noteworthy example of an institutional-grade impact 
private equity fund that covers some of the Just 
transition elements across its fund dimensions is 
LeapFrog’s Emerging Consumer Fund III. the fund 
shows how significant social impact, targeting those 
living on less than $10 a day with affordable and quality 
products, can effectively be scaled and combined 
with substantial institutional investor participation. the 
$743-million fund is leapfrog’s third fund and includes 
over 50 limited partners across institutional investor 
types, dfis and mdBs and foundations. leapfrog 
has managed to scale from an originally niche impact 
manager with a 2009 first fund at $135 million into an 
institutional-grade manager, setting up a diversified 
emerging markets fund, delivering strong social impact 
without the need for blending support. leapfrog 
further managed to secure a large commitment from 
singapore-based investment company temasek (see 
section 2.4.1.6 for more details), for ongoing support 
for the manager and future funds. 

the fund is evolving an approach that ensures 
improved financial inclusion facilitates a transition 
to clean technologies likes electric vehicles, smart 
homes, and improved business processes. this 
includes enhancing existing esg reporting with 
climate and environmental action targets, a significant 
step as many developing countries fall into the higher 
climate change risk categories when looking at the 
vulnerability index (see section 1.3.1.3),198 while the 
least developed countries of the world account for 
less than 1% of worldwide ghg emissions.199

198  nd-gain matrix country 
index: https://gain.nd.edu/
our-work/country-index/ 

199  unctad (2017): "ldc - 
the least developed coun-
tries report 2017: facts and 
figures" 

according to deloitte, global private equity assets under 
management (aum) have grown by around 3x since 2009, from 
under $1.5 trillion to $4.5 trillion in 2019, driven by increasing 
demand from institutional investors due to the expectation 
of high returns and low correlation, leading to better overall 
portfolio diversification. While fundraising declined in 2020, 
driven by the covid-19 pandemic and a certain ‘lumpiness’ 
in fundraising due to the closing of large mega-funds, as 
highlighted by mckinsey, market experts expect private equity to 
continue to grow strongly: deloitte expects global aum to reach 
$5.8 trillion by 2025 and preqin predicts an even steeper boom 
in the coming years leading to aum of $9 trillion by 2025. 

funds of funds (fofs) are a small sub-segment of the overall 
private equity market, amounting to just $80 billion in 2016. they 
have fallen out of favour given, amongst other reasons, investor 
concerns about the double fee layers and increased institutional 
investor sophistication. fof managers have responded to the 
challenges by an increase in consolidation activity, a general 
decrease of fees, or the use of alternative structures (e.g., 
separate accounts, co-investments or secondaries vehicles) and 
the exploration of market niches, as noted by preqin. 

private equity: market and trends

Emerging markets private equity aum were estimated to 
account for about one-fifth of the global private equity market 
in 2016, according to financier Worldwide. asia has controlled 
the vast majority of private equity fundraising for emerging 
markets in the last 10 years. africa only plays a small role, with 
the total value of private equity deals in africa totalling $3.8 billion 
in 2019, as per the african private equity and venture capital 
association's (avca) data tracker. 

in Africa, dfis and mdBs are the largest private equity investor 
group, playing an important role as they provide funding, mobilise 
private capital, provide capacity support and advocate for 
regulatory changes. many international institutional investors have 
been wary of the continent in recent years. While the continent 
has not yet recovered from the economic decline beginning in 
2015 with the commodity cycle downturn (gpca), a change in 
investor sentiment seems to be emerging. a 2020 private equity 
survey conducted by avca found that a broad cross-section 
of investors across type, size and location are positive on the 
continent and have shown a growing appetite for private equity in 
africa, with 86% of surveyed investors planning to increase their 
private equity allocation in africa over the next three years.

Source: deloitte (2020): “the growing private equity market”; mckinsey (2021):  
“a year of disruption in the private markets”; preqin (2021): “future of alternatives 
2025: private equity aum Will top $9tn in 2025”; preqin (2017): “preqin special report: 
private equity funds of funds”; financier Worldwide (2017): “emerging market private 
equity assets surpass $500bn”; https://www.financierworldwide.com/emerging-mar-

ket-private-equity-assets-surpass-500bn#.yrulhygzZpy; avca (2021): “annual afri-
can private equity data tracker”; gpca (2020): “africa data insight (year-end 2019)”; 
https://www.globalprivatecapital.org/research/africa-data-insight-year-end-2019/; 
avca (2021): “african private equity industry survey”; https://www.avca-africa.org/
research-publications/data-reports/african-private-equity-industry-survey-2021/
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overview

key terms

Ambition  
(including linkage to Just Transition)

Statement: leapfrog aims to achieve ‘profit with 
purpose’, combining outstanding financial returns 
and outsized impact
•  Climate and Environmental Action: drive adoption 

of clean technologies through financial inclusion with 
enhanced esg reporting

•  Socio-economic Distribution and Equity: leapfrog 
helps deliver underserved consumers with access to the 
springboards and safety nets that provide the opportunity 
and pathway out of poverty, focusing on essential 
products and services in financial services and healthcare 

•  Community Voice: leapfrog supports customer-centric 
businesses that design products/services around the 
essential needs of emerging consumers 

description oF Fund

the leapfrog emerging consumer fund iii, lp (2017) is a 
$743 million fund offering exposure to high quality financial 
services and healthcare businesses across asia and africa.

the fund aims to invest in businesses that provide quality, 
relevant and affordable products to the two billion (and 
rising) underserved emerging consumers, living on less than 
$10 a day.

By June 2021, the fund had reached 93 million people after 
four years, surpassing the 70 million target for the full life of  
the fund.

mAnAger

leapfrog investments was founded in 2007 and has raised 
$2 billion across its funds. 

the manager operates from 8 offices with 70+ professionals.

leapfrog’s investee companies now reach 227 million people 
across 35 countries with healthcare or financial services.  
they have also grown at 25% annually, on average, from the 
time of investment. 

investors

Investors  
the fund is backed by 50 limited partners (lps) including 
insurers (including prudential financial and aig), other 
institutional investors (including morgan stanley and 
nuveen), dfi/mdBs (including cdc, ifc and eiB) and many 
foundations/endowments (including ford foundation and 
rockefeller foundation).

Key attraction points for institutional investors 

•  market rate returns and track record; combined with

•  strong social impact

Fund level

•  Vehicle / fund type: close-end private equity fund

•  Fund size: $743 million (original target of $600 million)

•  Blending and/or TA: no blending, some initiatives with 
portfolio companies are funded by technical assistance 
grants

•  Sponsor/anchor: none

•  Term/investment period: 10 years / 5 years

•  Target return: confidential, hurdle rate 8% 

•  Management fee/incentive fee: 2%

•  Vintage (first close): 2017

•  Co-investment rights: yes

investee level (investment strategy)

•  Instrument(s): equity

•  Target investee type(s): growth stage companies in 
emerging markets

•  Target sector(s): financial services and healthcare

•  Target geographies: africa and emerging asia

•  Investment tenor: 3-7 years

•  Average ticket size: $20-75 million 

•  Investment currency: local currency or usd

continued on next page

leapFrog investments: leApFrog emerging consumer Fund iii, lpCASE  
STUDY
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Jurisdiction: mauritius
 Legal form: limited partnership
Capital structure: partnership interests

legAl structure key risks

pipeline and portfolio

structure and risks

mArket opportunity

The Problem 
By 2030, there will be 4 billion emerging consumers with 
small and irregular income flows, making it difficult to save 
to withstand adverse events. even families with savings 
may fall back into poverty after an income-earner dies 
or a productive asset is lost. at the same time, these 
consumers are seeking springboards out of poverty 
through access to financial services like business loans 
and housing finance. 

AllocAtion

The Opportunity 
leapfrog invests in innovative companies that seek to break 
this cycle by offering affordable, relevant and high-quality 
products, often through new technology distribution channels. 
When these purpose-driven businesses are able to attract 
high quality staff, are customer-centred and have better 
relationships with key stakeholder networks, they exhibit 
lower levels of risk and greater growth potential creating both 
outsized impact and returns. this is the essence of the ‘profit 
with purpose’ strategy. 

•  leapfrog operates solely in emerging markets and only 
sources investment opportunities that clearly support 
low-incomes consumers, resilient communities and strong 
esg principles

Just trAnsition in the investment process

•  esg and impact due diligence are conducted prior to 
investment, and are critical to investment committee 
approval. this includes esg scoring, analysis of emerging 
consumer reach, articulation of clear theory of change and 
support for sdg goals

Allocation - sectorAllocation - geography

Africa

Asia
21%

79%

Healthcare

Financial Services

Digital Financial 
Services

38%

36%

26%

Investors

LeapFrog Emerging 
Consumer Fund III

LeapFrog 
Investments

Businesses

Management

LPs

Key Risks Mitigant(s)

Geographic
Strong technical depth in healthcare 
and financial services drives focus on 
resilient, high-growth businesses

Currency
Portfolio diversified across Africa and 
emerging Asia

Political
Investments supported by multiple 
regional offices and in-country experts

leapFrog investments: leApFrog emerging consumer Fund iii, lpCASE  
STUDY

continued on next page
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investing in cArdekho 

background
for many millions of emerging consumers, mobility is the 
key that unlocks opportunity – it dramatically increases 
school enrolments, improves access to healthcare, broadens 
employment opportunities, and is a major source of direct 
employment for many emerging consumers. in a recent study, 
50% of women in chennai, india, reported being sexually 
harassed whilst travelling on public transport.in Bangladesh 
the number is as high as 84%.

cardekho is a leading auto-tech and mobility financing 
company in india, operating auto sales, classifieds, finance, and 
insurance businesses. it serves 3.6 million emerging consumers, 
and ~86% of indian purchasers will visit the platform before 
buying a vehicle. these low-income consumers are dramatically 
underserved. for instance, used car loan penetration is ~17% 
in india, compared to developed markets where penetration 
is ~75%. cardekho not only improves access to vehicle 
insurance and finance, but also has made a concerted effort to 
improve the quality of vehicles sold on its platform. it provides 
documentation on each vehicle that validates ownership and 
accident history, as well as promotes new and affordable electric 
vehicles (evs), like those produced by mumbai-based startup 
strom motors and existing manufacturers like tata, some of 
which retail for as little as $6,000. cardekho will be an important 
platform in enabling india’s transition to evs. in Q1 fy22, there 
were more than 3m searches for evs on cardekho’s sites.

investment 
leapfrog led a $250 million capital raising round in  
october 2021.*

•  Is there an opportunity to further the current climate 
and environmental linkage of the fund, from both within 
the energy investments and across sectors, and build 
other climate and environmental action aspects into the 

Select areas of Just Transition enhancement

investee in the spotlight

fund strategy that could be included in the metrics?

•  Could the fund expand its ambition statement to include 
targets for all three Elements of the Just Transition? 

impact 
leapfrog believes that balancing access to mobility with 
improvements in transport safety and environmental impact 
is key to delivering an overall improved quality of life to 
emerging consumers. 

Climate and Environmental Action: leapfrog will work 
with cardekho on environmental programmes across its 
platform, and to track and target key impact data, as well as 
help catalyse an upgrade of existing vehicle fleets to evs.

Socio-economic Distribution and Equity: leapfrog’s 
customer experience (cX) experts plan to support cardekho 
to grow across low-income consumers seeking access to 
their first vehicle or to upgrade their existing vehicle. for 
instance, cardekho has the opportunity to expand used 
vehicle finance products, which offer low-income consumers 
access to more affordable vehicles, but which banks 
typically eschew. leapfrog will support efforts by cardekho 
to enhance diversity and inclusion.

Community Voice: customer experience and satisfaction 
using renewal ratios, repeat clients and direct customer 
interviews.

climAte And sociAl metrics

examples include:

•  Climate and Environmental Action: exclusion list applies

•  Socio-economic Distribution and Equity: people 
reached (including low-income populations), quality of 
products, affordability for low-income consumers and 
relevance to meeting the customer need, job creation and 
gender equality metrics. in addition, sector-specific metrics 
(financial services and healthcare)

•  Community Voice: customer experience and satisfaction 
using renewal ratios, repeat clients and direct customer 
interviews, adapted for each sector

outcomes framework
FrAmework And reporting

leapfrog has a proprietary impact measurement framework: 
financial performance, impact, innovation, risk management 
(fiirm).

•  Reporting standard: informed by the imp; aligned to the 
operating principles for impact management 

•  Transparency: details about the fiirm and impact results 
are available on the leapfrog website

•  Third-party verification: yes; audit of the impact against 
the operating principles for impact management

Sources: thynell, marie (2017): "roads to equal access: the role of 
transport in transforming mobility." Transport and Communications 
Bulletin for Asia and the Pacific no 87; dipu, tahmina akter and nasratul 
ferdous (2019): "a study of Women harassment in public transports in 
Bangladesh." International Journal of Science and Business vol 3(6).

*this deal is subject to closing in accordance with the transaction terms.
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in addition, to leapfrog’s fund, there are other 
private equity funds attracting institutional investor 
interest and meeting at least some of the Just 
transition elements. 

one example is the African Development 
Partners III Fund (ADP III), managed by 
Development Partners International (DPI), a 
commercial manager with deep african roots. dpi 
is a commercially-driven manager targeting market 
returns, while applying a strong esg lens to its 
investments at the same time. 

the $900-million diversified pan-african fund, 
structured as a typical private equity fund, 
managed to reach scale and attract significant dfi 
but also institutional investor participation, including 
from a wide range of investors including leading 
pension and sovereign funds, endowments and 
foundations, insurance providers, asset managers, 
impact investors and family offices. adp iii was 
the first african fund signatory to the operating 
principles for impact management, an international 
market standard for impact investing and the first 
to be granted 2x flagship fund status, as part of 
the 2x challenge, a gender-lens initiative.

adp iii targets equity investments in growing 
mid-sized companies that are led by women, 
have significant female staff or target them as 
consumers, across a range of high-growth sectors 
serving the continent’s burgeoning middle class. 
Beyond its gender focus, the fund expects to 
contribute to the development of the region through 
job creation and the broad fostering of regional 
economic integration.  

another example of a relevant private equity fund 
is New Forests’ Tropical Asia Forest Fund 
(TAFF), managed by new forests, a sustainable 
real assets investment manager offering interesting 
strategies in forestry, land management and 
conservation. 

new forests has historically focused on developed 
markets, targeting the us, australia and new 
Zealand in particular, with significant institutional 
investor interest. taff was their first venture into 
emerging markets, building on their experience 
and expertise built in prior funds. taff pursues 
deeply relevant climate and environmental action 
objectives investing in forests and advancing 
climate sequestration in asia. at the same time, 

Source: dpi website; manager information

Fund overview

the African Development Partners III Fund (ADP III), 
advised by DPI, is a $900-million african private equity fund 
which recently announced its close in october 2021. adp 
iii will invest in africa’s medium- to large-cap, established, 
profitable and growth-oriented businesses, operating in 
industries benefitting from the continent’s fast-growing 
middle class and the increasing digital transformation of the 
continent. adp iii was the first african fund to be granted 2x 
flagship fund status, as part of the 2X challenge, a gender-
lens initiative.

structure

closed-end private equity fund.

manager

development partners international (dpi) is an african 
investment firm, headquartered in london, and has over  
40 members of staff. dpi has over $2.8 billion of aum 
including co-investment. they have invested in 23 portfolio 
companies operating across 29 countries.

investors

adp iii has secured commitments from a wide range of 
investors including leading pension and sovereign funds, 
endowment and foundations, insurance, asset managers, 
impact investors, family offices and development institutions.

outcomes

dpi pursues three main sdgs: gender (sdg 5), Job Quality 
(sdg 8) and climate change (sdg 13). they leverage their 
dedicated in-house esg and impact team to implement 

their impact framework, which was informed by the ifc 
operating principles for impact management, the un 
guiding principles on Business and human rights, the ifc 
performance standards, the 2X challenge, the task force 
on climate-related disclosures (tfcd), the smart principles 
for customer protection and the un-supported pri.

from a climate perspective, dpi aims to move towards clean 
and affordable energy and improve energy, water, waste and 
wastewater efficiency. from a socio-economic perspective, 
dpi focuses on improved job quality, including living wages, 
benefits, wealth building opportunities, and feedback  
forums for employees to provide input to management.  
a further focus is gender, aiming to restructure and prioritise 
female ownership, founders, board members, women in the 
workforce and products that meet women’s needs.

the results gathered through the measurement process 
are verified and disclosed to key stakeholders, including 
investors. and, along with the esg performance, impact  
is reported annually to investors.

Just transition enhancement opportunities

•  is there an opportunity to add a clear climate and socio-
economic ambition including targets and allocation 
expectations?

•  could the fund include in their assessment and potentially 
prioritise investees based on their demonstrated 
community engagement?

development partners international: AFricAn development pArtners iii Fund

EXAMPLE
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it aims to deliver on socio-economic distribution 
and equity and community voice by creating value 
for stakeholders, including communities following 
its "sustainable landscape investment framework". 
this provides a mechanism for navigating climate 
change, diversity loss and resource scarcity while 
promoting social inclusion, equality and sustainable 
development. 

the fund managed to raise $170 million in 
commitments from dfis, pension funds and other 
private investors. for its follow-on fund, taff 2, new 
forests is considering the introduction of blending 
elements into the structure to deepen its impact 
delivery across environmental and social objectives 
and to mobilise additional institutional capital. 

TPG’s Rise Fund II is another interesting 
example, given its scale and institutional investor 
participation. at time of closing, it was the largest 
impact private equity fund in the market, driven 
by a mainstream manager who had first entered 
the space with its first rise fund. tgp rise ii 
shows how a structurally straightforward impact 
fund can attract substantial institutional money 
if managed by a tenured manager with strong 
ties to institutional investors. While tpg’s team 
marketed their first rise fund with a combination 
of tpg’s track record and the individual team 
members’ experience in impact investing,  
rise ii was able to rely on the success of the  
first rise fund.

Source: new forests website; new forests (2013): new forests announces 
final close of the tropical asia forest fund with $170 million of capital com-
mitments and completes fund’s first transaction; manager information

Fund overview

New Forests’ Tropical Asia Forest Fund (TAFF) raised 
$170 million of capital commitments for investment into 
sustainable forestry in southeast asia in 2013. taff’s 
investment thesis was to invest in certified, sustainable 
plantation forestry in southeast asia, integrating investment 
in forestry, timber processing and environmental assets. new 
forests has also added value to assets through improved 
forestry management, enhanced systems and processes 
including governance and risk management, accessing 
new timber markets, achieving forest certification, and 
community engagement. the taff portfolio includes three 
investment companies: mekong timber plantations (mtp) 
in laos, acacia forest industries (afi) in malaysia and 
hutan ketapang industri (hki) in indonesia. mtp and afi 
are eucalyptus plantations supporting a variety of timber 
products and hki is a rubberwood plantation producing 
latex. 

to build off taff’s track record, further scale positive 
environmental and social outcomes, and meet investor 
demands, new forests is launching taff 2 in the near term. 
the company’s second southeast asian fund will have a 
blended finance structure to attract a range of investors and 
create a financial structure that will enhance the capacity 
of the fund to invest in impact activities related to climate 
change mitigation and biodiversity enhancement, and to 
support communities and livelihoods. through responsible 
active management and innovative investment products, 
new forests aims to support the growth of southeast asia’s 
sustainable forest sector.

structure

standard closed-end 10-year private equity fund with one 
class of shares.

manager

new forests is a global investment manager in sustainable 
forestry and related sectors, with $5.7 billion in assets under 
management across over one million hectares (2.6 million 
acres) of investments. new forests is a certified B corp and 
operates in australia, new Zealand, southeast asia and the 
united states.

investors

taff has a diverse mix of investors including dfis, pension 
funds and other private investors. new forests seeks to 
engage a range of investor types in emerging markets' 
sustainable forestry investment to scale the asset class and 
deliver positive esg outcomes.

outcomes

taff reports its impacts via new forests’ sustainable 
landscape investment (sli) framework, which includes 
approximately 80 metrics across six material esg themes. 
the core sdgs pursued are 8 (decent Work and economic 
growth), 12 (responsible consumption and production),  
13 (climate action) and 15 (life on land). 

key performance indicators (kpis) measured include:

•  sdg 8: net hires, female employees (%); lowest wage paid 
to a direct employee; the number of smallholders as the 
company works to develop sustainable programmes 

•  sdg 12: certifications acquired by the investee companies 
to encourage responsible business practices; certified 
timber harvest volume (or in the case of hki, rubber 
volume) to support a circular bioeconomy 

•  sdg 13: forest carbon – productive area carbon storage 
(co2 equivalent); annual change in forest carbon 

•  sdg 15: conservation and protected area; rare, threatened 
and endangered species; restoration area 

select areas of potential Just transition 
enhancement 

•  could the fund’s ambition set clear targets for all three Just 
transition elements?

•  could the fund be clearer on the involvement of 
communities in the execution of the strategy and report 
on community engagement as part of its overall outcomes 
reporting?

new Forests: tropicAl AsiA Forest Fund 

EXAMPLE
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Source: the rise fund website; manager information 

Fund overview

TPG’s The Rise Fund II is a global $2.2-billion private 
equity fund offering exposure to high potential, mission 
driven companies across sectors, including education, 
financial inclusion, food and agriculture, healthcare, impact 
services, and climate and conservation. the fund invests in 
growth-stage companies with strong financial return potential 
while also driving measurable social and environmental 
impact. as of 30 september 2021, the fund had made 16 
investments. 

structure

standard closed-end gp/lp structure, 10+2-year private 
equity fund. 

manager

headquartered in san francisco and leveraging a global 
team, the first rise fund was launched in 2016 by tpg in 
partnership with Bono and Jeff skoll to invest in businesses 
whose products and services help achieve the sdgs.  
as part of tpg, the rise funds benefit from investment 
resources, business-building capabilities and a global 
network to help their portfolio companies accelerate growth 
and impact. since inception, the rise funds have funded 
over 50 companies with a footprint of over 45 countries, and 
increased aum to $12 billion across tpg’s impact investing 
platform, which also includes evercare and tpg rise climate 
(as of september 2021). there are 500+ investment and 
business building professionals across tpg, and tpg’s rise 
platform has a dedicated team of over 35 individuals. 

investors

the fund is backed by multiple investors, 70% of which are 
institutional in nature, with the other 30% being high-net-
worth individuals (hnWis). 

outcomes

the rise funds assess impact in partnership with y 
analytics, using independent research and evidence to 
quantify the social and environmental value of business 
output. in partnership with y analytics and Bridgespan 
social impact, the rise funds created a methodology and 
resulting metric to assess potential impact before money is 
committed: the impact multiple of money (imm). calculating 
the imm allows direct comparisons between investment 
opportunities to evaluate their potential impact.

on metrics, as a diversified fund, the rise fund ii measures 
many sector-based metrics. for example, for climate the 
core metric is estimated tonnes of co2 emissions averted. 
social metrics include, depending on the sector, students 
educated, life-saving healthcare supplies delivered, 
smallholder farms served or low-income individuals with 
access to financial services. 

select areas of potential Just transition 
enhancement  

•  is there an opportunity for the fund to include clear climate 
and social targets, including prioritisation of deals that 
integrate both environmental and social objectives?

•  could the fund introduce community voice as part of its 
impact framework? 

tpg rise: the rise Fund ii

3.4.2.2 Fund oF Funds

funds of funds (fof), where an investment vehicle 
is created to invest in multiple other vehicles, have 
fallen out of favour with many investors in recent 
years primarily due to investor concerns about 
double layers of fees. it is time for fof approaches 
to be revisited for several reasons:

•  Fees resolution: an increasing number of fof 
managers are seeking to address the double fee 
issue by minimising their fees, aiming to reduce 
the fee differential with direct private equity funds 

•  Fragmentation solution: as most emerging 
markets are highly fragmented and direct funds 
are predominantly of limited size, an efficient 
aggregation structure provides institutional 
investors with size and scale of investment 
opportunity

•  Diversification benefit: an fof structure 
provides broad diversification. depending on 
the strategy, diversification can be delivered 
across regions or jurisdictions, sectors and/or 
the number of underlying investee companies 
and company types, thereby addressing 
some institutional investor risk concerns about 
investments in developing countries and 
smaller scale businesses. de-risking through 
diversification, an fof can provide investors 
with an entry point that builds on the track 
record and capabilities of a range of managers, 
allowing the investor to gain exposure and build 
expertise. this is particularly relevant for wealth 
management clients, including hnWis and single 
and multi-family offices, which may not have 
the institutional scale to develop capabilities 
in-house

EXAMPLE
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•  Manager access: an fof approach allows 
institutional investors access to more specialised 
managers and/or local managers and their 
expertise and networks, which might be out 
of reach if they were to try to invest in such 
managers directly. from a local market building 
perspective, fofs may, at times, allow earlier-
stage local fund managers to access institutional 
capital. there are some aggregation platforms 
that have the ability to deploy institutional 
money into the building of local manager 
infrastructure, responding to the recognised need 
to build a healthy and sustainable local market 
infrastructure across emerging markets 

•  Market influence: a Just transition-focused fof 
approach may significantly influence managers 
around the world, fostering the implementation of 

Just transition strategies, providing a cascading 
effect to the overall intermediary market and 
stimulating greater choice of opportunity for 
investors 

one example of a notable fof with an african 
focus is Allianz Global Investors’ AfricaGrow 
Fund. the fund has strong social relevance as it 
intends to invest in diversified funds with the aim of 
developing the local financial ecosystem, financing 
smes and furthering job creation. 

the fund benefits from a 50% subordinated 
first-loss equity tranche provided by the german 
federal ministry of economic cooperation and 
development (BmZ), enabling the fund to invest 
in local emerging fund managers, driving the 
important domestic finance ecosystem. 

Source: africagrow website; manager information

Fund overview

AllianzGI’s AfricaGrow Fund is a €200-million 
fund offering exposure to venture capital and 
growth equity funds that are domiciled and active 
in africa and have a strong track record. the 
fund is sector-diversified, including education, 
healthcare, mobility, e-commerce, finance, clean 
energy, and technology funds across africa.  

structure

closed-end 15-year private equity fund of funds. 
the fund has a blended structure, offering two 
classes of securities, including a €100-million 
junior tranche and a €100-million senior tranche. 
the subordinated capital layer enables the fund 
to mobilise institutional investors. it also has a 
technical assistance facility in place.

manager

allianz global investors (allianzgi) has over 
€630 billion in aum across asset classes, 
investor types and markets. it has nearly 3,000 
employees, including about 700 investment 
professionals across 24 offices worldwide.

investors

the fund is a partnership between public and 
private entities, with €100 million invested by 
the german federal ministry of economic 
cooperation and development (BmZ), €30 million 
by kfW, the german state-owned development 
bank, and €70 million by allianz insurance 
companies. 

outcomes

the fund is designed to generate measurable 
positive impact on the environmental and social 
conditions required to increase investment flows 
to africa. aiming to finance up to 200 innovative 
smes and start-ups through its investments in 

relevant local funds by 2030, the fund promotes 
sustainable economic and social development 
across the continent. the fund is aiming to create 
25,000 jobs by 2030. 

the fund uses a proprietary development 
assessment tool which rates the contribution 
of africagrow’s portfolio to development 
along five dimensions: 1. decent jobs; 2. local 
income; 3. market and sector development; 4. 
environmental stewardship; and 5. community 
benefits, producing a cumulative score. this tool 
is based on a theory of change methodology 
mapping causal linkages from initial activities 
of africagrow’s clients through their outputs 
towards one or multiple targeted outcomes  
and finally impacts.

select areas of potential Just 
transition enhancement 

•  is there an opportunity to add a clear climate-
relevant ambition, targets and strategy to the 
fund, including measurement of related kpis?

•  could the fund include, beyond its general 
job focus, a prioritisation of funds that have 
distinct targets for underserved or marginalised 
communities? 

•  could the fund include community engagement 
as an origination criterium, prioritising local 
funds that can demonstrate how they engage 
with their target communities, by including 
community voice, for example, into the fund’s 
design, governance or operations? 

Allianz global investors: AFricAgrow Fund

200  agri investor (2021): 
"credit suisse climate fund 
surpasses $250m target to 
close on $318m"; https://
www.agriinvestor.com/
credit-suisse-climate-fund-
surpasses-250m-target-to-
close-on-318m

EXAMPLE
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Credit Suisse’s Climate Innovation Fund 
is a further example of an fof, this time with a 
clear climate strategy across north america, 
europe and asia. the fund invests in climate 
technology through venture capital funds, 
driving innovative climate mitigation strategies 
across its target regions. 

the fund structure is straightforward and 
was designed to cater to credit suisse 
wealth management clients that specifically 
want to use their capital to address climate 
change. launched in mid-2021, the fund 
was significantly oversubscribed, raising 
$318 million versus an original target of $215 
million,200 revealing strong investor demand 
for climate-relevant products and an fof 
approach.

 

emerging market climate Action strategy (emcA)SPOTLIGHT

Source: allianz gi (2021): "eiB and allianzgi support climate action projects in emerging 
and developing countries"

Source: credit suisse (2021): "credit suisse climate innovation fund closes at 
usd 318m"; manager information

*please note that this is not an offer to sell the product, the fund is closed for sub-
scription, and that the fund cannot be (and was never) offered to investors in the us.

Fund overview*

Credit Suisse raised $318 million for their Climate 
Innovation Fund – a fund of funds (fof) seeking to invest 
at the intersection of venture capital and technology with the 
key objective of enabling positive climate impact.

the fund targets three sectors within its overarching climate 
theme: sustainable food and agriculture, sustainable 
production and consumption, plus sustainable mobility and 
urbanisation. these sectors align closely with the majority 
of the sdgs. further, the fund can invest in smaller and 
emerging managers, recognising the importance of growing 
the market of investable fund managers in a nascent sector.

structure

closed-end 10-year private equity fof: the fund is structured 
for simplicity, a fund term close to standard private equity 
funds and limited fund costs on fof level, while providing 
diversification across regions, sectors, fund sizes and 
manager track records.

manager

credit suisse is a leading global wealth manager with 
strong investment banking capabilities. founded in 1856, 
credit suisse has chf1.5 trillion of aum and almost 50,000 
employees globally. 

investors

the fund raised capital exclusively from credit suisse’s 
wealth management clients, including eligible individual 
investors and institutional family offices. the fund was 
oversubscribed and completed fundraising in four months. 
credit suisse funded the first few deals using its balance 
sheet capital to prove the concept before beginning the 
fundraising process.

outcomes

the fund offers participants an opportunity to invest in a 
diversified portfolio of mission-driven seed, early-stage and 

growth-stage funds (primaries, secondaries) and follow-on 
co-investments that are leading and enabling climate change 
mitigation.

in support of its climate-centric mission, the fund’s 
investment process aims to address ‘double delta’, reporting 
both on the positive impact/change a company generates 
through its products and services and on the positive 
impact/change an investor generates through financing or 
active ownership to enhance the quality or quantity of the 
impact a company is generating. in addition, the fund will 
report the degree of alignment with the sdgs, providing a 
strong reference point for its reporting framework. climate is 
the key element of the fund and as such co2 emissions are 
the core metric. 

on the social side, the climate innovation fund is planning 
to report on select metrics in alignment with the sdgs, 
including, for example, gender aspects. the metrics are 
still under consideration based on implementability and 
coverage. to be clear, however, social impact is not driving 
investment decisions. 

select areas of potential Just transition 
enhancement

•  could the fund expressly include a Just transition 
assessment of its investee funds, going beyond climate 
and including a socio-economic impact review (in addition 
to the planned inclusion of social metrics)?

•  could the fund include community engagement as an 
origination criterion, prioritising funds that can demonstrate 
how they engage with their target communities, by 
including community voice, for example, into the fund’s 
design, governance or operations?

credit suisse: climAte innovAtion Fund

EXAMPLE

the european investment Bank (eiB) and allianz global investors (allianzgi) 
launched the Emerging Market Climate Action strategy (EMCA) at 
cop26. ecma is a public-private partnership, with the governments of 
germany and luxembourg, the nordic development fund (ndf), allianzgi, 
folksam and eiB being anchor investors. emca will invest in climate-focused 
investment funds and projects active in emerging markets. its focus will be on 
climate mitigation, climate adaptation and access to electricity. the fund has a 
target size of €500 million and is designed with a layered capital structure. 

allianzgi will act as alternative investment fund manager (aifm) of the fund, 
while eiB will be the investment advisor, responsible for market analysis and 
the identification and appraisal of investments. emca complies with the eu 
taxonomy.
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3.4.3 private debt vehicles

3.4.3.1 privAte debt vehicle: 
ApplicAtion oF the blueprint to 
A cAse study And supporting 
exAmples

private debt is a growing allocation category for 
institutional investors, as described below. there 
are numerous noteworthy and sizable private debt 
funds targeting emerging markets that integrate 
esg and/or impact targets. as with private equity 
vehicles, there are currently no emerging markets 
private debt funds positioned as Just transition 
vehicles although there are several examples of 
funds satisfying one or more of the Just transition 
elements. 

one relevant fund that focuses on africa and is 
led by a manager with a proven track record and 
esg credentials is Ninety One’s African Credit 
Opportunities Fund 2. a noteworthy aspect 

the global private debt market has grown substantially 
in the last 20 years, from aum of $42 billion in 2000 to 
$883 billion in 2020, according to mckinsey. private debt 
strategies have found their way into most major institutional 
investors’ asset allocations due to the low-yield environment 
in public markets, low default rates and the increasing 
disintermediation of banking as the financial crisis provided 
an opening for private debt strategies by asset managers 
with the introduction of stricter regulatory obligations for 
financial institutions. as a consequence, asset managers 
increased their volume of private debt assets under 
management by about 2.5x between 2008 and 2017, as per 
ifc. preqin predicts private debt will continue to rise and 
expects the market to grow to close to $1.5 trillion of aum 
by 2025. 

Emerging market private debt also grew strongly, with 
fundraising growing by a factor of 6.5x between 2008 and 
2018. But it still only accounts for a fraction of the global 
market, with emerging markets private credit funds raising 
$9.4 billion in 2018, according to the emerging markets 
private equity association (empea). however, it is receiving 
increasing attention from global capital allocators. the share 
of global institutional investors surveyed by the empea 
that plan to begin investing, or expand their investments, 
in private credit in emerging markets increased from 
24% in 2014 to 47% in 2018. Within emerging markets, 
the predominant growth region is asia, which is seeing 
increased demand from investors as banks in its largest 
economies, china and india, are constrained in meeting 
additional credit growth, spurred by the covid-19 pandemic. 

the African private debt market is still nascent, 
especially in comparison to private equity. private debt 
accounts for only 7% of the private funds raised for 
africa in the last 10 years. 

FIGurE 3.2

private debt: market and trends

Source: mckinsey (2021): “mckinsey global private markets review 
2021”; ifc (2021): “em compass – private credit in emerging markets”; 
preqin (2020): “future of alternatives: private debt’s spectacular rise Will 
continue”; https://www.preqin.com/insights/research/blogs/future-of-al-
ternatives-2025-private-debts-spectacular-rise-will-continue; empea 
(2019): “private credit report 2019”

Figure source: empea (2019): private credit report 2019
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of this fund is its fundraising trajectory: the fund 
started as a dfi-seeded fund and managed, over 
time, to attract institutional investors alongside, 
showing how fundraising can develop and gain 
traction by tapping different investor types at 
different times. the earlier dfi-led investor group 
allowed the fund to build track record and scale, 
developing an investment proposition that was then 
accessible to global institutional investors. 

ninety one has a strong esg focus. the african 
credit opportunities fund 2 focuses on the social 
impact of market development, particularly around 
strengthening african capital markets, specifically 
the african bond market, with the aim to increase 
access, inclusion and affordability over time. 
the fund also has a focus on funding essential 
infrastructure, which further supports its social 
impact focus. 

how do we mobilise capital at scale towards the sdgs now? 
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ninety one: AFricA credit opportunities Fund 2CASE  
STUDY

overview

key terms

Ambition  
(including linkage to Just Transition)

Statement: “seeks to generate real usd returns 
with low volatility; develop african debt capital 
markets; invest in sustainable businesses with 
strong esg focus; create an alternative asset class 
for african and international pension funds; support 
african infrastructure development; support 
financial inclusion and deepening of the financial 
markets”
•  Climate and Environmental Action: not core focus 

area of the fund; coal on exclusion list, removing upstream 
oil from the investment universe

•  Socio-economic Distribution and Equity: focus on 
social impact via financial inclusion, infrastructure and 
telecoms

•  Community Voice: n/a

description oF Fund

ninety one africa credit opportunities fund 2 (aco 2) is 
a senior private credit fund investing in market dominant 
companies in african financial inclusion, infrastructure and 
telecoms sectors.

targeting development of the african debt capital markets 
(dcm) by creating an alternative asset class, crowding in 
african pension funds. 

sound esg management system, supporting companies 
contributing to the sdgs.

mAnAger

 founded in 1991 as investec am, ninety one is based in 
london and cape town and dual-listed on the london stock 
exchange and the Johannesburg stock exchange, with 
$180.6 billion global aum.

 ninety one is a leading investor in african private credit since 
2008, with 18 previous african private credit funds.

21 offices across 14 countries (including emerging markets), 
with over 1,150 employees.

investors

Investors  
allianz, south african pension funds, us endowment.

Key attraction points for institutional investors 

•  scale 

•  low correlation strategy (against us/europe) and attractive 
returns versus other credit strategies

•  experienced team with deep track record

•  sound esg management system 

Key challenges for institutional investors  
african focused strategy; return expectations for africa;  
capacity to do due diligence in covid-19 period.

Fund level

•  Vehicle/fund type: closed-end debt fund

•  Fund size: actual $165 million, target $300 million.  
final close december 2021

•  Blending and/or TA: no

•  Sponsor/anchor: allianz, towers Watson sa, riscura 

•  Term/investment period: 6.5 years / 4.5 years 

•  Target return: target gross returns at 3 month usd  
libor + 6%

•  Management fee: 1.35% (discounts for size of ticket) 

•  Vintage (first close): 2019

•  Co-investment rights: case-by-case basis

investee level (investment strategy)

•  Instrument(s): private credit and public credit, including 
loans, bonds, convertibles and asset finance 

•  Target investee type(s) and client segment: market 
dominant african companies and other well-structured 
transactions  

•  Target sector(s): consumer, financials, industrials, 
infrastructure, real estate, services, telecoms

•  Target geography(ies): africa with 15 core geographies 

•  Investment tenor: 3-6 years

•  Average ticket size: $10-25 million 

•  Investment currency: usd
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climAte And sociAl metrics
•  Climate and Environmental Action: co2 emissions for 

certain investee companies

•  Socio-economic Distribution and Equity: total 
employment, female employees, taxes paid

•  Community Voice: n/a

FrAmework And reporting
•  Underlying reporting standards: esg per ifc 

performance standards; un sdgs for investee companies 
and imp classifications of investee companies and portfolio 

Jurisdiction: luxembourg
 Legal form: special limited partnership (scsp)
Capital structure: all lp commitment with limited  
working capital facility 

legAl structure key risks

Allocation - sector

29%

20%
14%

12%

8%

8%

4%

2%
3%

Investors

ACO 2 Ninety One

Companies

Management

LPs

Key Risks Mitigant(s)

Geographic 20% country limit

Currency Currency and duration hedged

Execution
Established process using internal 
and external legal counsel – over 200 
investee companies over last 12 years 

Concentration
Diversification requirements:  
Sector limit 20%, counterparty limit 5%, 
country limit 20%

Allocation - geography

22%

15%

14%9%

8%

6%

5%

4%

18%

pipeline and portfolio

structure and risks

outcomes framework

mArket opportunity

The Problem: african private credit is still nascent; demand 
for africa private credit exceeds supply.

The Opportunity: private credit as an asset class has 
grown materially since 2003 with a compound annual 
growth rate (cagr) of 15%, approaching $1 trillion, yet 

africa has not attracted major capital flows, leading to 
favourable supply/demand fundamentals; opportunity to 
develop african debt capital markets.

 Pipeline: the african credit markets have grown and 
diversified; $650–$750 million credit investments per annum 
made across the various strategies.

•  the fund proactively sources with an esg lens as well as 
the traditional investment sourcing and vetting/strategy 
using their large credit team

Just trAnsition in the investment process

•  strong partnership and relationship model: minimum size, 
rating, sector/geographic priority, market dominance and 
track record

24%
industry, innovation and 
infrastructure 

24% 
decent Work and 
economic growth 

11%
no poverty 

14% 
sustainable cities  
and communities 

Four main focus areas covering 75% of the portfolio: 

level 

•  Transparency: Quarterly investor reporting and annual  
esg report 

•  Third-party verification: n/a

continued on next page
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investing in ghAnA cocoA boArd  
term loAn 

background
ghana cocoa Board (gcB) is the government owned entity 
responsible for marketing and export of cocoa beans from 
ghana. the crop generates about $2 billion in foreign 
exchange annually and employs circa 800,000 farming 
families. the underlying trade facility has an excellent 23-
year track record.

ghana is the second largest producer of cocoa in the world 
with 22% market share.

investment 
african development Bank (afdB) african development 
Bank (afdB) is acting for an up to $600 million  
multi-tranche term loan facility to gcB, which aco2 
invested into. the facility is a self-liquidating 3 year tenor 
structure, secured by proceeds from oecd countries’ 
cocoa sales contract receivables. 

investing in globeleq  
energy proJect FinAnce

background
globeleq is powering africa’s growth through the 
development and operation of utility scale power plants 
across the continent. 

founded in 2002, globeleq has become a power industry 
leader by operating or acquiring interest in multiple power 
facilities across the world with its focus on the african 
continent. in 2014 and 2015, globeleq started changing 
strategy to focus more on africa and formed globeleq 
africa.

under the ownership of shareholders cdc (70%) and 
norfund (30%), the cornerstone of their strategy is to be the 
trusted, reliable and committed partner of choice within the 
african ipp industry.

With a portfolio of 13 power plants located in tanzania, 
south africa, côte d’ivoire, cameroon and kenya, globeleq 
currently generates more than 1,400 mW, with another 
2,000 mW in development.

•  Is there an opportunity to further the current climate 
and environmental linkage of the fund, from both within 
the energy investments and across sectors, and build 
other climate and environmental action aspects into the 
fund strategy that could be included in the metrics?

•  Is there an opportunity to enhance the socio-
economic measurement to include quality jobs (e.g., 

investee in the spotlight

benefits, health and safety) as well as delineating 
who is covered by these products, beyond gender 
(underserved, rural, etc.) and could this lead to a 
future target?

•  Could the fund enhance its Community Voice 
commitment, including engagement into its selection 
process?

impact 
the investment covers various climate and socio-economic 
aspects. the use of proceeds helps improve the lives 
of the 800,000 farming families. the aim is to build 
efficiency, sustainability and improve yield, leading to higher 
subsequent income levels and thus resilience, alongside job 
creation. proceeds are used as follows:

•  $40m – farm irrigation (improving yield, resource efficiency 
and reliance leading to furthering the sustainable farming)

•  $68m – hand pollination (creating employment 
opportunities and increasing farmer yields)

•  $200m – environmental rehabilitation (leading to better 
resilience and sustainability of the land)

•  $50m – Warehouse capacity (agri infrastructure)

•  $10m – farmer database (for building efficiency and 
management for micro farmers)

•  $200m – promotion of domestic processing (for greater 
value chain integration)

investment 
to increase the scale in africa, aco 1 provided project 
finance for their expansion into cameroon by purchasing  
two grid stability plants. 

impact
globeleq is a leading green african infrastructure sponsor, 
aiming to build a Just transition in the african power sector. 

By providing clean power, globeleq helps facilitate the growth 
and social development of african countries in a climate-
aligned way. 

globeleq’s power capacity: 

•  866mW gas

•  219mW solar

•  165mW wind

•  88mW heavy fuel oil 

ninety one: AFricA credit opportunities Fund 2CASE  
STUDY

Select areas of Just Transition enhancement
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another significant example that is well aligned 
with the Just transition elements and underlying 
principles is responsAbility's Access to Clean 
Power Fund (ACPF). this fund pursues an off-grid 
clean energy strategy, providing debt financing 
to enterprises that give access to renewable 
energy, in particular in rural areas that are currently 
underserved across emerging markets. the 
strategy is highly aligned with the proposed Just 
transition elements, combining a strong climate 
and environmental action and socio-economic 
distribution and equity lens. community voice is 
considered indirectly through interaction with market 
intermediaries, in particular the global association of 
the off-grid solar energy industry (gogla). 

as the fund’s strategy is investing in challenging 
jurisdictions and into smes, which are often still 
relatively earlier stage, the fund benefits from 
a blended structure including four layers of 
capital – a senior tranche and three subordinated 
capital tranches. the fund is further supported 

by a technical assistance facility, allowing for 
the provision of capacity support to investee 
smes. the layered capital structure has enabled 
responsability to attract an array of investor types, 
catering for different risk appetites. investors 
include public investors and mdBs/dfis, such 
as the european investment Bank (eiB); the 
dutch development bank, fmo; the government 
of luxembourg; the World Bank group’s ifc; 
the norwegian investment fund, norfund; the 
development bank of austria, oeeB; seco in 
switzerland, and the uk government’s foreign, 
commonwealth and development office (fcdo). 
investors also include foundations, including the 
shell foundation, good energies foundation, 
and institutional investors such as ahl venture 
partners, ashden trust, Bank of america, 
calvert impact capital, clean technology fund, 
facebook and snowball. the most junior tranche 
was subscribed by the eiB on behalf of the 
luxembourg government, shell foundation, edfi, 
responsability and the ashden trust. 

responsAbility: Access to cleAn power FundCASE  
STUDY

overview

Ambition  
(including linkage to Just Transition)

Statement: the fund targets companies providing 
solutions to households without access to electricity 
and businesses looking for cleaner, cheaper and 
more reliable energy. Beyond financing the off-grid 
sector, it actively addresses the solar potential for the 
commercial and industrial (c&i) sector. 

•  Climate and Environmental Action: reduce co2 
emissions by 6m tonnes, 2,800 gWh of clean energy 
generated, 2,000 mW renewable energy capacity*

•  Socio-economic Distribution and Equity: access to 
energy for 170 million people, 5,200 smes with improved 
access to electricity, 5,750 new full-time jobs, 37 million 
products sold by portfolio companies, all by the end of  
fund life 

•  Community Voice: data from initiatives such as gogla, 
of which responsability is an active member, contributes to 
understanding and monitoring the impact of the fund in the 
local communities across the full range of positive social 
benefits of improved energy access and reliable electricity 
supply

description oF Fund

responsability’s access to clean power fund provides senior 
and mezzanine debt to companies that provide access to 
energy solutions to households and smes, including c&i.

strong focus on sub-saharan africa and south and 
southeast asia. 

mAnAger

founded in 2003, responsability has $3.5 billion in aum 
across 90 emerging economies, with over $11 billion 
invested since inception; 85% of aum in debt financing.

headquartered in Zurich, the manager has seven further 
offices and 148 investment professionals.

dedicated impact manager, investing for a sustainable 
world, with a focus on climate finance, financial inclusion 
and sustainable food.

investors

Investors  
dfis: eiB, fmo, the government of luxembourg, ifc, 
norfund, oeeB, seco, usaid.  
foundations: shell foundation, swift foundation,  
lundin foundation.  
institutionals: ahl venture partners, ashden trust,  
Bank of america, calvert impact capital, clean  
technology fund, snowball.

Key attraction points for institutional investors 

attractive investment topic with large unmet demand and 
continuous high growth; de-risking mechanism through 
blended structure.  

Key challenges for institutional investors  
long-term closed-ended fund (10 years). 

* By end of fund life. continued on next page
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pipeline and portfolio

mArket opportunity

The Problem: access to energy is a key driver of economic 
growth, yet many emerging market countries still face 
significant challenges in power generation and distribution, 
resulting in over one billion people without access to electricity. 
sub-saharan africa lags the most, accounting for three-
quarters (570 million) of people globally without electricity 
access. although access in urban areas of sub-saharan africa 
reached 78% by 2019, access in rural areas was only 25%. 

The Opportunity: according to the international energy 
agency (iea), providing electricity for all by 2030 would 

require an annual investment of $52 billion per year, more 
than double the current level being mobilised. the fund 
leverages on responsability’s capabilities and track record 
in energy debt where it has a portfolio of over $800 million 
since 2014. specifically, aiming to focus on the energy 
access and distributed generation space, where it has 
disbursed over $150 million in the past five years with more 
than 10 investees in africa and asia.

Pipeline: c&i in nigeria, maldives, india, south africa  
and vietnam; energy access in kenya, rwanda, drc  
and togo.

•  due to local market presence, the fund has an up-to-
date view on needs and opportunities, using on-site due 
diligence visits and interviews, engaging internal and 
external experts thus allowing the team to identify needs

Just trAnsition in the investment process

•  the fund screens for a commitment to environmentally and 
socially sound business practices; owner and management 
integrity; contribution to the sdgs; fair client treatment and 
expected climate outcomes

Allocation - sectorAllocation - geography

SSA

Asia Pacific

Other

65%

34%

1%

38%

61%

Energy Access

C&I

key terms

Fund level

•  Vehicle/fund type: closed-end private debt fund

•  Fund size: actual $158 million (final closing december 
2020)

•  Blending and/or TA: yes; four layers of capital plus ta 
facility

•  Sponsor/anchor: ifc, fmo, lundin foundation, shell 
foundation, responsability 

•  Term/investment period: 10 years / 3 years 

•  Target return: confidential

•  Management fee/incentive fee: confidential

•  Vintage (first close): 2019

•  Co-investment rights: yes

investee level (investment strategy)

•  Instrument(s): senior and mezzanine debt 

•  Target investee type(s): growth/mature off-grid 
enterprises (shs, c&i)

•  Target sector(s): energy access companies (shs), c&i, 
and opportunistically energy value chain enterprises

•  Target geography(ies): focus on ssa, sa and sea 

•  Investment tenor: 2-3 years for inventory/receivables 
backed loans, 5-10 years for independent power 
producers (ipps), maximum 10 years 

•  Average ticket size: $3-10 million

•  Investment currency: primarily usd; local currencies 
selectively

AllocAtion

responsAbility: Access to cleAn power FundCASE  
STUDY
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Jurisdiction: luxembourg
 Legal form: sicav-sif
Capital structure: four layers 

legAl structure key risks

Public and 
Private 
sector

Public and 
Private 
sector

Public and 
Private 
sector

Public  
sector

ACPF responsAbility

Businesses IPPs

Portfolio 
Management

Sub-Senior JuniorMezzanineSenior

Key Risks Mitigant(s)

Geographic

Highly diversified portfolio; 
geographical allocation limits: Africa: <70%, 
Asia: <70%, Latin America: <20%; single 
country: <20% (<30% for India and Kenya)

Currency
100% of principal of loans is hedged; 
current allocation: 68% uSD, 31% INr 
hedged, 1% Eur hedged

Concentration

Sectors limits (direct): Energy access: 
<60%, C&I: <70%, value chain players: 
<25%, financial intermediaries: 0% 
(excluding existing EAF investments)

Product limits: Senior secured debt: >70%, 
senior unsecured debt: <30%, mezzanine 
debt: <20%, equity: 0% (excluding 
investments into hedging counterparties)

climAte And sociAl metrics

examples:
•  Climate and Environmental Action: co2 lifetime savings, 

capacity of renewable energy installed, black carbon avoided
•  Socio-economic Distribution and Equity: number of 

people with access to clean energy, number of products 
sold, number of jobs created by gender, number of 
management jobs and board seats by gender, increased 

outcomes framework
economic activity, cost reduction for small businesses, 
increased opportunities for women

•  Community Voice: gogla feedback reports

FrAmework And reporting
•  Underlying reporting standards: iris+, gogla, 2X
•  Transparency: annual e&s and impact report for 

investors, quarterly report for investors
•  Third-party verification: no

Select areas of Just Transition enhancement
•  Could investees be vetted on their community engagement, and 

could investments that show strong engagement be prioritised? 
•  Could the fund encourage investees to integrate customer 

feedback loops to ensure a community-centric approach? 

investing in d.light

background
established in 2007, d.light is a global leader and pioneer in 
delivering affordable solar-powered solutions designed for 
the two billion people in the developing world without access 
to reliable energy. d.light provides distributed solar energy 
solutions for households and small businesses that are 
transforming the way people live all over the world. it sells  
its products on credit using a pay as you go (paygo) business 
model.

through four hubs in africa, china, south asia and the united 
states, the company has sold over 20 million solar light and 
power products in 70 countries, improving the lives of over  
100 million people. d.light is dedicated to providing the most 
reliable, affordable and accessible solar lighting and power 
systems for the developing world.

investee in the spotlight
geographical area: With a focus on east africa  
and india, d.light covers kenya, uganda, tanzania,  
nigeria, Zambia, drc and india.

investment 
$8.5 million senior secured loan.

impact 
Climate and Environmental Action: 2.2t co2 lifetime savings.*

Socio-economic Distribution and Equity: 23 million 
additional people with access to clean power, 850 quality jobs 
created in 2019, 30% of which are held by women.

Community Voice: d.light uses sales data, customer 
feedback and ongoing product evaluation in the field. this 
provides a comprehensive picture of how access to energy 
transforms customers' lives.**

*excluding black carbon emissions.
**d.light website: "our impact"; https://www.dlight.com/social-impact

structure and risks

how do we mobilise capital at scale towards the sdgs now? 
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in addition, there are other interesting examples 
of private debt funds that pursue relevant credit 
strategies in emerging markets. some further 
examples are showcased below, each selected for 
a particular reason. 

FMO and FMO Investment Management (FMO 
IM) and NN Investment Partners (NNIP)'s 
Emerging Markets Loan Fund (EMLF) is 
noteworthy for many reasons. foremost is its 
management partnership between fmo investment 
management and nn ip, leveraging a dfi’s 
investment sourcing and market network and an 
institutional fund manager’s distribution capabilities 
and professional fund management skills. 

the $750-million fund, structured as a 15-year 

closed-end vehicle with one class of notes, is also 
interesting as it effectively manages a syndication 
strategy whereby the fund sub-participates in a 
diversified portfolio of fmo-sourced and -managed 
loans that meet the fund’s pre-agreed investment 
criteria and restrictions. 

on the outcomes side, the fund benefits from 
fmo’s stringent impact credentials and impact 
management framework, building climate and social 
targets into its investment process and reporting. 
the fund focuses on job creation as well as climate 
mitigation through its renewable energy investments. 
a further noteworthy aspect of the fund is the 
agreement announced in august 2021 by goldman 
sachs with nn group to acquire nn ip. 

Source: nn ip (2021): "nn fmo emerging markets loans strategy Brief  
Quarter ending 30 June 2021"; manager information

Fund overview

FMO IM and NN IP’s Emerging Markets Loan Fund 
(EMLF) combines fmo’s in-depth emerging markets 
investment and deal sourcing experience, local networks 
and impact expertise with nn ip’s institutional knowledge 
and fund management capabilities. launched in 2017, emlf 
is an emerging markets private debt fund targeting $750 
million. the fund seeks to address the shortage of emerging 
markets-focused patient debt funding for renewable energy, 
financial institutions and agriculture businesses (including 
food and water) to support the sdgs. 

emlf deploys senior hard currency loans across emerging 
markets, effectively taking pari passu sub-participations 
in loans sourced by fmo, benefitting from fmo’s asset 
selection and risk management capabilities, from historically 
stable returns with lower volatility than bonds, from 
diversification and from the ‘de facto preferred creditor 
status’ of fmo. at the same time, the pari passu co-
participation creates alignment between the fund and fmo. 

structure

closed-end 15-year private fund with one class of notes. 

manager

the fund is managed as a partnership with fmo investment 
management (fmo im) leading on investment sourcing and 
portfolio management, and nn investment partners (nn 
ip) leading on distribution, risk and liquidity management, 
reporting and administration. fmo im is a 100% subsidiary of 
fmo, the dutch development Bank, which has aum of €12 
billion. nn ip is a dutch asset manager with approximately 
$355 billion of assets under supervision and an additional 
$70 billion of assets under advice, with about 75% of assets 
being esg integrated. 

investors

the fund has $550 million in investor commitments, 
anchored by alecta and nn life and, additionally, an array of 
family offices, pension funds and sovereign wealth funds.

outcomes

fmo has a strong esg and impact record, integrated into 
the institution’s credit underwriting. their framework is built 
to align to the un sdgs and the partnership for carbon 
accounting financials (pcaf). 

the fund aims to make socially and environmentally 
responsible investments in emerging markets. importantly it 
invests not only in more advanced developing countries but 
also more difficult frontier markets. climate mitigation is one 
of the two main impact goals and renewable energy is one 
of the target sectors of emlf (as of end of 2018, 38% of the 
portfolio had a climate link). With respect to socio-economic 
distribution and equity, job creation is the other main impact 
goal. the fund further seeks to support smes, generating 
growth in the investment countries by investments in local 
financial institutions. 

in terms of key performance indicators, the fund tracks a 
number of impact metrics, including co2 emissions avoided 
and number of jobs supported (both full-time equivalent and 
indirect jobs). impact performance is measured and audited 
and regular detailed public reporting offers transparency.

select areas of potential Just transition 
enhancement 

•  is there an opportunity to strengthen the current climate 
linkage, from both within the energy investments and 
across further sectors, and build other climate action 
aspects within the fund strategy that could be included in 
the metrics?

•  could the fund enhance the socio-economic measurement 
to include quality jobs (e.g., benefits, health and safety) 
as well as delineating who is covered by these products 
(underserved, gender, rural, etc.), including relevant targets?

•  could the fund deepen its community voice commitment, 
including engagement criteria in its selection process?

Fmo im/nn ip: emerging mArkets loAn Fund

EXAMPLE

mobilising institutional capital towards the sdgs and a Just transition
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an interesting and relevant Just transition 
strategy has been adopted by BlueOrchard’s 
InsuResilience Fund, which pursues a unique 
climate strategy, investing in financial institutions to 
further climate adaptation insurance products. this 
climate focus is combined with important social 
objectives through its focus on micro, small and 

medium enterprises (msmes), ultimately targeting 
low-income households in emerging markets. 

the fund is managed by an experienced impact 
manager and the debt sub-fund has successfully 
attracted institutional investors through the use of a 
blended structure, with a 23% first loss capital layer 
providing important risk mitigation to senior investors.

Source: insuresilience website; manager information 

Fund overview

BlueOrchard’s InsuResilience Investment Fund’s 
private debt sub-fund (IIF Debt), the debt sub-fund of its 
insuresilience umbrella vehicle, is a blended fund focused 
on climate adaptation through loans to financial institutions 
that provide or intend to provide climate adaptation relevant 
insurance products, targeting msmes and the lowest-
earning households. the fund seeks to extend its reach to 
rural communities by working with microfinance institutions 
and cooperatives.  

structure

the iif debt sub-fund is a closed-end 12-year fund with $150 
million of total commitments, of which $32 million is from 
public funds, and provides 23% first-loss protection to senior 
ranking noteholders. 

manager

Blueorchard was founded in 2001, and to date has invested 
over $8 billion across over 90 countries. headquartered in 
Zurich with six further offices, Blueorchard has more than 
120 staff members. Blueorchard is a dedicated impact 
investment manager with the largest microfinance fund 
worldwide. the manager was acquired by schroders in 2019.

investors

the fund benefits from a first-loss investment from the 
german federal ministry of economic cooperation and 
development (BmZ) via kfW, the german state-owned 
development bank. noteholders include two dfis plus an 
array of institutional investor types, including an insurance 
company, three pension funds, a bank and a family office.

outcomes

the fund pursues a unique climate adaptation strategy 
targeting the poor and vulnerable in emerging markets, 
thereby pursuing strong combined climate and social 
outcomes. the objective of the fund is to reduce the 
vulnerability of msmes and low-income households to 
extreme weather events by providing affordable products. 
Where needed, products are structured with a ‘premium 
support facility’, which provides temporary subsidies to 
reduce insurance premiums. 

the fund also has a technical assistance facility and 
a premium support facility, both funded by BmZ. 
respectively, these provide, when needed: capacity building 
to investees to support them in creating or improving the 
insurance offering linked to their debt products, and support 
to lower the premium price of insurances in certain markets.

the iif seeks to amplify its impact by working with a range 
of partners. for example, the fund has an educational 
partnership with the international labour organisation (ilo), 
whose impact insurance academy offers insurance best 
practice workshops to the iif debt investees. it has business 
partnerships with reinsurers (swiss re, munich re, hannover 
re) to help to increase investee’s reinsurance underwriting 
capacity, improve its technical assistance to scale up 
insurance products, and to increase the network of industry 
contacts, thus further building the local insurance markets. 

through its activities, iif expects to reach between 67 and 
145 million beneficiaries by 2025 (at the umbrella fund level), 
and to contribute to eight sdgs (1,13,17 being core and 
2,5,8,10,11 indirectly). the fund outcomes measures include 
the number of beneficiaries by geographic breakdown (rural 
versus urban), by gender, and by group versus individual 
lending. the fund also measures the types of loans provided 
and loan volume to intermediaries. 

in 2020, the fund produced an interim "outreach" impact 
report available on its website. 

select areas of potential Just transition 
enhancement 

•  could the inclusion of access and affordability of the 
insurance products be expressly added to the fund’s 
investee assessment and reporting, potentially leading to 
pipeline prioritisation?

•  could the fund include in their assessment and potentially 
prioritise investees based on their community engagement, 
for example, the verification of the relevance of products 
based on community need and feedback mechanisms?

blueorchard: insuresilience investment Fund 

EXAMPLE
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a further example from the important microfinance 
market201 is Triodos Investment Management’s 
Microfinance Fund. the fund’s aim is to enhance 
financial inclusion across emerging markets, 
allocating more than 10% to africa. 

While not pursuing explicit climate targets, the 
fund is showcased because microfinance is a key 
component of the impact investment ecosystem, 
given its history and scale, and one that is familiar 
to many institutional investors. With the inclusion 
of specific climate targets, for example, supporting 
climate relevant products and services, such 
as water, sanitation and hygiene (Wash) loan 
products, agricultural loans with climate resilience 

elements, products financing off-grid energy 
solutions or products targeting climate-positive 
housing solutions, a microfinance fund can readily 
align with the Just transition elements and deliver 
integrated social and climate solutions to local 
communities in emerging markets. 

201  there are a number of other microfinance managers in the 
market that operate at scale. related case studies, including 
by actiam, developing World markets and trilinc, can be 
found in impact investing institute (2021): "impact investing in 
emerging markets: opportunities for institutional investors"; 
https://www.impactinvest.org.uk/our-case-studies/emerg-
ing-markets

Source: triodos microfinance fund website; manager information

Fund overview

Triodos IM’s Microfinance Fund, which currently has a 
net asset value of over €440 million, provides finance to over 
90 finance institutions in 42 developing countries in asia, 
africa, eastern europe and latin america. the fund provides 
predominantly debt (53% senior and 11% subordinated debt) 
but also equity (28%) to financial institutions that demonstrate 
a sustainable approach towards the provision of financial 
services to the unbanked, including smes, supporting local 
economies by stimulating entrepreneurship and job creation. 
almost 60% of the total portfolio comprises local currency 
loans. the fund currently reaches 18.2 million underlying 
borrowers, of whom 77% are women. the investee finance 
institutions have also provided 243 thousand students with 
student loans.  

structure

semi open-end sub-fund of triodos’ triodos sicav ii 
umbrella fund, offering one class of equity participation.  

manager

triodos investment management (triodos im) was founded 
over 25 years ago and has aum of over $6.1 billion, all 
invested in impact strategies. it has made over 750 direct 
investments across the world. the fund benefits from a 
team of over 40 dedicated emerging markets investment 
professionals across 17 different nationalities. 

investors

the fund’s investors include a dutch fund of funds, 
luxemburg private bank, a danish and a dutch retail bank 

as well as a swiss bank/insurance company as its largest 
investors.

outcomes

the fund pursues a financial inclusion mandate to deliver 
strong social outcomes. through the provision of funding 
to financial institutions, the fund aims to promote access to 
basic needs, such as affordable housing, quality education 
and clean energy. the coverage of rural and gender aspects 
further aligns with the social aspects of a Just transition. 

the fund also considers certain environmental aspects within 
the provision of green loans, which have been provided to 
847 thousand people. 

select areas of potential Just transition 
enhancement  

•  is there an opportunity to add a clear climate ambition 
and related targets and kpis, including an allocation 
expectation to institutions that offer climate-relevant 
products? 

•  could investees be vetted and investments prioritised  
on the strength of their community engagement?

triodos investment management: microFinAnce Fund

EXAMPLE
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infrastructure is often a key asset class for 
institutional investors, usually sitting within real 
assets. 

infrastructure investments can differ significantly 
depending on the stage of the project. Within 
infrastructure financing, distinctions are made 
between (i). the financing of greenfield projects, 

3.4.4 infrastructure vehicles

3.4.4.1 inFrAstructure vehicle: ApplicAtion oF the blueprint to  
A cAse study And supporting exAmple

infrastructure: market and trends

the global infrastructure market currently 
has a $3.6 trillion annual funding need, 
according to forbes. the private infrastructure 
market is significantly smaller. But capital raising 
is estimated to have exceeded $100 billion in 
2020, marking a record year – the majority 
earmarked for north america and europe. 

kpmg expects the core trends in infrastructure in 
the coming decade to be “growth, sustainability 
and resilience”. Within that, the consultancy sees 
10 specific trends, some particularly relevant for a 
Just transition. one is the sector’s move towards 
“a greener, fairer rebuild”, as the covid-19 
pandemic has made existing inequalities more 
obvious and brought the importance of cleaner 
air and less congestion to people’s attention. 
net Zero has also dominated infrastructure 
discussions in the last year and investors are 
looking for sustainable assets. on the social side, 
an increasing number of businesses are focusing 
on employment conditions, including along the 
supply chain. another relevant trend anticipated 
by kpmg is the increase of new financing in 
infrastructure, partly driven by the rise of green 
financing. 

in emerging markets, mckinsey estimates the 
total annual infrastructure investment needed 
over the next 15 years just to keep up with gdp 
growth to amount to more than $2 trillion. 

kpmg expects the trend for increased funding 
flows towards infrastructure to include not 
just developed but also emerging markets. 
kpmg also highlights the role of mdBs in 
emerging markets as a driver for change and 
transformation of the sector. 

a un pri article stresses the importance of 
esg considerations in infrastructure investments 

in developing countries in order to ensure the 
resilience of projects and community buy-in. 

Africa’s infrastructure investment needs 
have increased over time. in 2018 the afdB 
estimated the funding needs to amount to 
$130–$170 billion annually, with a financing 
gap of $68–$108 billion. chinese enterprises 
have historically dominated the financing and 
development of infrastructure projects on 
the continent. for example, in 2018, china 
funded around 25% of all capital commitments. 
a mckinsey report discusses the african 
“infrastructure paradox”: while infrastructure 
funding has been increasing and international 
investors are willing to fund projects, projects 
struggle to move to financial closing. according 
to the report 80% of infrastructure projects 
on the continent fail at feasibility and planning 
stages, an additional 10% prior to financial close. 
mckinsey does, however, believe that the region 
has momentum, based on the increase in value 
and number of deals. the consultancy’s analysis 
indicates that the continent’s pipeline includes 
$2.5 trillion worth of projects estimated to be 
completed by 2025. however, they also point out 
that there is a lack of clarity on how much of this 
pipeline will eventually succeed, with more than 
half the projects included still at a feasibility stage. 

which represent new projects and, as such, 
carry development risk; (ii). the financing of 
brownfield projects, which are already built and 
operating, generating revenues and requiring 
further development or expansion; and (iii). 
secondary financing, where existing financing is 
refinanced.202202  preqin: "preqin academy – 

infrastructure" 

Source: forbes (2020): “the mighty effort to save the $3.6 
trillion global infrastructure market”; mckinsey (2019): “unlocking 
private-sector financing in emerging-markets infrastructure”; 
kpmg (2021): “emerging trends in infrastructure”; un pri 
(2020): “driving emerging markets growth through infrastructure 
investment”; afdB (2018): “africa’s infrastructure great potential 
but little impact on economic growth”; mckinsey (2020): “solving 
africa’s infrastructure paradox”; https://www.mckinsey.com/
business-functions/operations/our-insights/solving-africas-infra-
structure-paradox

how do we mobilise capital at scale towards the sdgs now? 
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there is a growing number of infrastructure funds 
in the market targeting emerging markets with esg 
and/or impact targets attached. 

a Just transition aligned example that integrates 
many of the Just transition principles across the 
fund’s dimensions is Actis’ Energy Fund 4. 
this fund offers a robust climate focus, targeting 
renewable energy electricity generation, electricity 
distribution and gas power generation businesses. 
While the investment strategy is focused on 

Source: rmi (2021): "financing the coal transition: pragmatic solutions to accelerate an equitable, clean energy future"; https://rmi.org

climate-relevant businesses, the fund also 
intentionally targets social outcomes, including the 
support of smes, job creation, training and health 
and safety, and further includes local communities 
within its investment process. 

actis has a proven track record, enabling it to 
attract a broad institutional investor base into its 
$2.75 billion fund. the fund is structured as a 
mainstream closed-end 10-year limited  
partnership. 

Ratepayer-backed bond securitization

using bonds backed by surcharges on ratepayers’ 
energy bills.
Location: U.S.

Carbon Finance
The concessionary loan package conditioned on 
the closure of coal power assets to support the 
investment in clean technologies that factors 
pricing of carbon emissions reduction to support 
the investment in clean technologies.
Location: Chile

Reverse Auction
Multiple rounds of public -dollar funded reverse 
auctions with a price ceiling and an overall budget 
allocation to take advantage of the country’s 
competitive hard coal energy market to facilitate 
energy transition.
Location: Germany

Private Finance Buy and 
Close
Institutional investor-backed 
equity fund to acquire coal mines 
and retire them by 2040, with a 
portion of resources left in the 
ground, and some returns 
earmarked to support the just 
transition of workers.
Location: TBD, likely Australia, 
U.S. and Indonesia

Blended Finance Buy and Close
Seeking to leverage a blended fund facility 
purchase and operate coal assets until an 
accelerated decommission date while also funding 
investment in renewable technologies.
Location: Southeast Asia

Climate-Linked Loans or Bonds
Pooling concessionary and private capital from 

with a just transition package. There are a couple 
of proposals, one of which would allow 
disbursements of funds at the entity-level while 
the other would grant milestone-linked debt forgiveness 
on the country-level.
Location: Undisclosed

Public Capital Driven Private Capital Driven

Blended Finance Spectrum
Coal power asset 
closure and 
repurposing

Support of 
communities

Renewable energy 
replacement

Coal mine closure 
and repurposing

Activities included (directly supported by the package)

FIGurE 3.3

pathways to accelerate coal transition transactions

using well-designed mechanisms, such as the one 
discussed above in section 1.3.1.4 and below, can ensure 
that decommissioning is achieved in an affordable way, 
balancing the interests of all core constituents. that said, 
every phasing out is complex and for a decommissioning 

plan to be successful, local context, realities and 
disparities need to be carefully considered and all relevant 
stakeholders need to be engaged and included in the 
solution.
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Actis: energy 4CASE  
STUDY

overview

key terms

Ambition  
(including linkage to Just Transition)

Statement: the fund aims to increase access to 
energy through investments in electricity generation 
in emerging markets
•  Climate and Environmental Action: climate mitigation 

is one of the main impact goals; renewable energy is the 
primary target sector

•  Socio-economic Distribution and Equity: access 
to energy and job creation are some other main impact 
goals; further, the fund seeks to support the growth of 
smes and tracks further impact kpis

•  Community Voice: community liaison officers are 
appointed at every project; they play a key role in ensuring 
a regular two-way exchange of information between the 
local community and the project 

description oF Fund

energy 4 is actis’ fourth energy-focused private equity 
fund investing in electricity generation (buy and build) and 
distribution businesses (buy and improve) in select countries 
across latin america, africa and asia.

the fund invests across renewables (wind, solar and hydro) 
and gas technologies.

mAnAger

actis was founded in 2004 (spun-out of cdc) and  
has $10 billion aum.

the manager has raised $19 billion since inception, executing 
over 200 transaction across over 40 countries, including 
transactions worth $2 billion in the energy sector through four 
energy-focused funds. 

actis has 90 investment professionals across 12 offices.

investors

Investors  
leading us state and local pension funds, sovereign wealth 
funds, insurance companies and endowments.

Key attraction points for institutional investors 

•  proven strategy with attractive returns, backed by a large 
market opportunity

•  actis’ investment track record and local offices and 
network

•  strong on esg, providing measurable and reportable 
impact 

 ~  sizeable re-ups from previous investors into energy 4

Fund level

•  Vehicle/fund type: closed-end private equity fund

•  Fund size: actual $2.75 billion (versus initial target of $2 
billion)

•  Blending and/or TA: n/a 

•  Sponsor/anchor: actis gp llp

•  Term/investment period: 10 years / 5 years

•  Target return: confidential

•  Management fee: confidential

•  Vintage (first close): 2016

•  Co-investment rights: yes

•  Other: n/a

investee level (investment strategy)

•  Instrument(s): equity

•  Target investee type(s): private infrastructure 
development projects

•  Target sector(s): renewable electricity generation 
businesses (wind, solar, hydro); electricity distribution 
businesses; gas power generation

•  Target geography(ies): latin america, africa and asia

•  Investment tenor: 5-year holding

•  Investment currency: hard currency (usd)

continued on next page
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pipeline and portfolio

structure and risks

outcomes framework

mArket opportunity

The Problem: 1.3 billion people in emerging countries lack 
access to electricity.

The Opportunity: demand for electricity and quality 
infrastructure is high and rising with energy being crucial to 
a country’s development. at time of launch, actis estimated 

the investment opportunity in non-oecd markets to amount 
to $10 trillion up to 2035 with electricity demand to grow 3x 
faster than in oecd countries. 

 Pipeline: energy 4’s capital has been deployed and the focus 
is now on value creation and exits.

•  due diligence includes assessment of esg information, 
examination of impact of esg issues on business and how 
esg risks will be addressed or how opportunities for value 
creation will be seized 

Just trAnsition in the investment process

•  community development plans developed and implemented 
at every project in order to maximise local benefits and 
employment opportunities. 

Jurisdiction: uk

 Legal form: limited partnership

Capital structure: limited partnership interests

legAl structure key risks

Investors

Energy 4 Actis

Businesses

Management

LPs

Key Risks Mitigant(s)

Geographic
Political risk insurance where possible; 
local presence

Currency
uSD denominated contracts, where 
possible; focus on capital gains 

Execution
On-the-ground research and local 
presence; local networks

climAte And sociAl metrics

examples include:

•  Climate and Environmental Action: including co2 
emissions avoided (tco2e), water usage (l) (environment); 
clean electricity generation (gW – infrastructure)

•  Socio-economic Distribution and Equity: examples 
of indicators include employment (jobs created), training, 
health and safety (people reached), taxes ($ – finance), 
access to energy (people connected – infrastructure)

•  Community Voice: csr with local communities ($ spent 
and people reached – social and community)

FrAmework And reporting

actis has developed a proprietary impact measurement 
framework: actis impact score (ais). the ais, launched  
in 2019, allows for impact target setting and measurement 
across all investments. 

•  Reporting standard: ais is based on the imp's five 
dimensions of impact

•  Transparency: details about the ais are available via the 
actis website

•  Third-party verification: yes. actis is a signatory to the 
ifc’s operating principles for impact management and actis’ 
disclosure statement was independently verified by pwc 

Actis: energy 4CASE  
STUDY
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background

parc eolien taiba n'diaye (petn) is the first utility scale wind 
power project in senegal. at 159 mW installed capacity, it is 
the largest wind farm in the West africa region. the project 
has been developed since 2016 by actis’ majority-owned 
renewable power platform, lekela power. 

at the commencement of the project, only 65% of the 
population of senegal had access to electricity, 88% of the 
country’s generation capacity was provided by burning oil 
and diesel, and senegal had one of the highest generation 
costs in the world due to its reliance on imported fuel. 

once fully constructed, the project will provide clean, reliable 
power to senegal’s electricity grid, increasing the electricity 
generation capacity for the country by 15%. 

actis has won the climate change impact project/investment 
of the year at the inaugural 2020 environmental finance 
impact awards.

investment 

petn required a total investment of approximately 
$330 million, which was achieved through equity investment 
by lekela power – a joint venture between actis (60%) and 
mainstream renewable power (40%) – and debt.

impact 

Climate and Environmental Action: the aim is to offset 
~6 million tonnes of carbon emissions over the project life.  
in 2020, the level stood at 1,511,619 tonnes of co2 avoided.

investee in the spotlight

•  Could the fund expand its ambition statement to 
include targets for all three Elements of the Just 
Transition? 

•  Could the climate and environmental strategy include  

Select areas of Just Transition enhancement
a clear assessment of the sustainability of projects  
(such as climate smart approaches like efficient building 
materials, waste and water efficiency), including also an 
assessment of the supply chain? 

investing in tAibA proJect, pArt oF lekelA – wind FArm in senegAl  
(Fund: Actis energy 3)

how do we mobilise capital at scale towards the sdgs now? 

Socio-economic Distribution and Equity: the investment 
aims to provide clean power for over two million people for  
at least 20 years and create 830 employment opportunities  
for local people during the peak of its construction phase.  
the 2020 performance stood at over 1,067 workers employed 
at the peak of construction, of which over 95% workers 
were project country nationals and over 33% from local 
communities. 

the project aims to reduce (by ~65%) the cost of electricity 
in a country that experiences some of the world’s highest 
prices. the project has also funded technical traineeships 
for 12 young engineers. as part of the objective to generate 
significant positive shared benefits for the local communities, 
a programme of socio-economic investments was also 
started, this includes investing in education, enterprise and the 
environment. By 2020, 127 community investment initiatives 
across six communities had occurred. this will continue 
throughout the lifetime of the wind farm and up to $20 million 
will be invested by lekela in the taiba n’diaye region. the 
project opened a new marketplace in taiba n’diaye with over 
60 covered stalls that allowed women to relocate from the 
makeshift roadside shelters to sell their agricultural products. 

Community Voice: lekela’s engagement with stakeholders 
extends beyond validating the esg issues that matter 
to them. they recognise the operations impact local 
communities and that local active stakeholder engagement, 
in a participatory manner, is necessary. they have strong 
community engagement and consultation, community 
investment to support jobs and develop skills and ensure 
responsible land use and development.
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another example of a relevant private infrastructure 
fund is Ninety One’s Emerging Africa 
Infrastructure Fund (EAIF), a $1-billion fund 
investing across infrastructure sub-sectors. 

the fund structure is blended, benefiting from close 
to $400 million of first-loss capital provided by dfis 
and governments. this allowed the fund to attract 

an additional $500 million of institutional money 
into the fund to be deployed across the african 
continent. the fund’s core focus is on essential 
infrastructure necessary for regional development, 
including renewable energy as a core sub-sector. 
With respect to social outcomes, the fund targets 
job creation.

another example is AFC’s Infrastructure 
Climate Resilient Fund (ICRF), launched in 2021. 
the fund seeks to invest in infrastructure projects 
in africa that support climate adaptation or reduce 
ghg emissions, aiming to "build the continent 

Source: eaif website; manager information

Fund overview

the Emerging Africa Infrastructure Fund (EAIF), 
managed by Ninety One, was established in 2002 
and provides a variety of commercial debt products to 
infrastructure projects promoted mainly by private sector 
businesses in africa and parts of the levant in the eastern 
mediterranean region of western asia. the fund helps create 
the infrastructure framework that is essential to sustained 
economic stability, business confidence, job creation and 
poverty reduction. eaif is part of the private infrastructure 
development group (pidg). 

currently, eaif has an active loan portfolio of $1.1 billion, 
which is invested in private companies and public-private 
partnerships, setting up infrastructure projects across 
africa. By strengthening the foundation of local economies, 
eaif seeks to contribute to the conditions enabling more 
sustainable economic development. 

eaif provides debt for infrastructure development across 
power/energy production and transportation; infrastructure 
in agribusiness and mining; digital communications 
infrastructure; water, sanitation and hygiene; gas 
storage, transportation and distribution; manufacturing 
of infrastructure components and equipment; affordable 
housing; and bulk storage and logistics facilities. the fund 
has, to date, supported over 80 completed infrastructure 
projects across nine sectors in over 20 african countries and 
has committed loans to projects representing over 850mW of 
renewable energy power generation capacity. it is committed 
to displacing carbon intensive power generation methods 
and stimulating the roll-out of renewable energy technologies. 
currently 63% of its power generation loan portfolio is in 
renewables such as solar pv, hydro power, and biomass. 

structure

open-end blended vehicle, including a single tranche of 
equity provided by dfis and governments, and a single 
tranche of senior notes.  

manager

ninety one was founded in 1991 and has total aum of £130 
billion. ninety one has a 15-year track record financing 
over 70 african infrastructure projects and is recognised as 

a specialist in emerging markets. the company currently 
manages nine emerging markets debt funds and four 
emerging markets equity funds. 

investors

eaif was established by the governments of the united 
kingdom, the netherlands, switzerland and sweden, 
providing anchor capital of $394 million. in addition, the fund 
raised debt capital from dfis and commercial financiers, 
including allianz, standard chartered Bank, the african 
development Bank, the german development finance 
institution kfW, and the dutch development bank fmo.

outcomes

the overall objective of the fund is to extend/upgrade 
essential infrastructure supporting economic growth 
and reducing poverty. the fund aims to create jobs 
in infrastructure construction and permanent jobs in 
infrastructure operations. the fund seeks to ensure high 
standards of corporate governance, financial management, 
employment and equality practices, health and safety 
policies and environmental management in all investees.  
a climate focus is also a core aspect of the fund’s mandate, 
especially evident in its renewable energy investments. 

the fund tracks metrics such as private sector mobilisation, 
carbon emissions, gender aspects, job creation numbers, 
fiscal benefits for the host country and number of people 
with new or improved infrastructure access. 

select areas of potential Just transition 
enhancement  

•  is there an opportunity to include a clear climate target 
to the fund, including the addition of a clear assessment 
of the sustainability of projects (such as climate smart 
approaches, including efficient building materials and 
waste and water efficiency)?

•  is there an opportunity to include an express socio-
economic ambition statement and related targets, such as 
quality job creation (at construction and long-term)?

ninety one: emerging AFricA inFrAstructure Fund (eAiF)

EXAMPLE

back better" in a post-covid 19 environment and 
enhance the continent’s infrastructure resilience.

the fund targeted a capital raise of $500 million 
using a blended structure to ensure institutional 
investor participation in a high-impact strategy.  

mobilising institutional capital towards the sdgs and a Just transition
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Source: afc website; manager information; https://www.africafc.org

Fund overview

the Infrastructure Climate Resilient Fund (ICRF) 
managed by afc capital partners is an african infrastructure 
fund launched in 2021, targeting a $500 million capital raise. 
icrf looks to support climate adaptation as well as projects 
that reduce carbon emissions and enable the continent to 
build back better with more climate-resilient and sustainable 
infrastructure. the fund focuses on afc’s traditional 
infrastructure core sectors, making investments that enhance 
the quality and longevity of infrastructure across sub-sectors, 
including roads, ports, bridges, rail, telecommunications, 
clean energy and logistics projects in africa. the fund’s 
proposition integrates climate change as its core investment 
thesis, seeking to ensure the resilience of infrastructure in 
africa.   

structure

Blended closed-end private equity fund, providing 
subordination to mobilise senior equity.  

manager

afc capital partners is a fully owned subsidiary of africa 
finance corporation (afc), a multilateral financial institution 
focusing on african infrastructure and headquartered in 
lagos, nigeria. afc has a balance sheet size of $7.4 billion 
as of december 2020, having invested $9.5 billion across 
35 african countries as of september 2021. the corporation 
was responsible for the creation of 10 thousand direct and 
241 thousand indirect jobs across africa in 2019.

investors

the fund is currently raising capital from multiple investor 
types for their targeted blended structure, including quasi-
government entities such as dfis and mdBs, as well as 
institutional investors. 

outcomes

the fund seeks to contribute to climate adaptation by 
increasing the resilience of infrastructure assets, in 
particular for the most vulnerable people and communities. 
the key sdg targeted is sdg 9 (industry, innovation and 
infrastructure). 

the centrality of investing in resilient infrastructure and 
innovation as crucial drivers for economic growth and 
development means that implementation of this fund 
should have extensive economic, social and environmental 
benefits. icrf seeks to play a key role in strengthening social 
sustainability by helping to generate jobs and contributing to 
the development of local economies, while aiming to avoid 
negative impacts around health, safety or the livelihoods 
of workers. icrf further intends to protect the interests of 
displaced individuals and communities as well as vulnerable 
and underprivileged groups and seeks to be inclusive and 
accessible to women and children, the elderly, people with 
disabilities and indigenous peoples. metrics are currently 
under consideration.

select areas of potential Just transition 
enhancement 

•  could the fund set clear socio-economic targets with 
respect to its social inclusion and equity ambition?

•  is there an opportunity for the fund to explicitly include 
community voice in its ambition and targets, and 
potentially prioritise projects that demonstrate community 
engagement?

AFc capital partners: inFrAstructure climAte resilient Fund

EXAMPLE

coming out of cop26, infraco africa, a part of the private 
infrastructure development group (pidg), and helios 
investment partners announced they would establish a new 
pan-african investment vehicle: Climate, Energy Access 
and Resilience (CLEAR). clear will fund climate-
aligned infrastructure and growth businesses as well as the 
achievement of the sdgs.

the fund aims to meet the growing demand from domestic 
and international investors for sustainable investment 
opportunities that can help to close the infrastructure and 
productivity gap in africa, which would support communities 
that are susceptible to the impacts of climate change. it aims 
to leverage both parties’ pipelines across three main themes: 
1. clean energy and energy transition; 2. green transportation 
and mobility; and 3. sustainable growth and consumption. 
clear further aims to provide project developers with an 
exit opportunity. 

the fund aims to raise $350 million and make investments 
that will provide at least 100 thousand new jobs, connect 
more than one million people to power for the first time and 
avoid 100 million tonnes of carbon emissions. 

the fund intends to be initially established as a private 
vehicle but designed and capitalised to be listed within three 
years of final closing. clear has been selected as one of 
five finalists by the UK’s Mobilising Institutional Capital 
Through Listed Product Structures (MOBILIST),  
a competition designed to mobilise large-scale investment 
flows through listed markets.

climate, energy Access and resilience (cleAr)SPOTLIGHT

Source: private equity Wire (2021): "infraco africa and helios establish new 
climate-focused investment vehicle for africa" 

how do we mobilise capital at scale towards the sdgs now? 
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3.4.5 real estate vehicles

3.4.5.1 reAl estAte vehicle: 
ApplicAtion oF the blueprint to 
A cAse study And supporting 
exAmples

real estate is one of the largest contributors to 
ghg emissions (see section 1.3.1.4) and, at least 

in developed markets, it plays a significant role 
in institutional investors’ allocations. therefore, 
combining these two aspects makes real estate a 
critical asset class for delivering a Just transition. 
the Just transition elements can be applied 
across a broad range of investment strategies, 
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the professionally managed global real estate investment 
market amounted to $9.6 trillion in 2019, according to msci. 
the us was the largest market, followed by Japan and the 
uk. private real estate sectors' aum have grown from $64 
billion to over $1 trillion in the last 20 years, as per preqin.

capital consolidation is increasing within the private real 
estate investment market. according to preqin, 44% of the 
total capital raised in 2019 was raised by the 10 largest 
funds, and two funds raised over $35 billion. preqin also 
reported that there were increasing concerns around high 
valuations in the market, pushing fund managers to adopt 
higher-risk strategies and to identify new niches. fundraising 
also suffered during the covid-19 pandemic, with a market 
correction widely predicted. however, ESG is a growing 
trend in real estate, becoming a key consideration in 
investment decisions, given the role of real estate in global 
carbon emissions and the opportunities to generate greater 
returns through better operational efficiency in areas like 
energy, waste and water.

Emerging markets account for only a small portion of the 
global real estate market, except for asia and particularly 
china. in the residential sector, the emergence and growth of 
a middle class in emerging markets creates an urgent need 
for more urban real estate, as highlighted by pwc.

Africa has only a nascent real estate market. south africa 
was the only market on the continent that was included in 
the top 30 countries of the msci index of the professionally 
managed global real estate investment market. african real 

estate investments are considered risky due to, among 
other reasons, often limited enforceable property rights, 
lack of professional service providers and relatively low 
returns. despite these challenges, there is some activity, with 
investment opportunities coming to market and attracting 
institutional capital. for instance, real estate investment 
trusts (reits) in south africa are gaining traction, with a 
market value of $16 billion, prompting other countries across 
the continent, including kenya, morocco and rwanda, to 
introduce reit legislation also, as noted by ipe.

FIGurE 3.4 

real estate: market and trends

FIGurE 3.5

Source: msci (2020): “real 
estate market size report 
2019/20”; preqin: “preqin acad-
emy: real estate”; https://www.
preqin.com/academy/lesson-
4-asset-class-101s/real-estate; 
preqin (2020): “2020 preqin glob-
al real estate report”; preqin 
(2021): “preqin Quarterly update: 
real estate, Q1 2021 tearsheet”

pwc (2020): “real estate 2020 – 
Building the future”; msci (2021): 
“real estate market size report 
2020/21”; ipe (2018): “african 
real estate funds: an overlooked 
sector”

mobilising institutional capital towards the sdgs and a Just transition
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including commercial and residential real estate. 
an obvious segment is green affordable housing, 
but alignment is not limited to that subset of 
real estate investments. real estate has Just 
transition potential especially when considering 
the location (catchment area), the direct 
participants (particularly in residential real estate), 
the participants in the economic contributions 
(jobs directly and in the value chain) and, finally, 
the materials used and resource efficiency. When 
incorporating the Just transition elements, it is 
necessary to ensure that social outcomes are 
positive and benefit local community, addressing 
their needs.

Within real estate, International Housing 
Solutions’ IHS Fund II SA pursues a relevant Just 
transition strategy: the fund invests in affordable 
housing in south africa, and includes green building 
technologies across the majority of its developments. 
the fund uses ifc’s ‘edge’ tool to certify buildings 
to be green and achieved certification for around 
60% of residential units built. the fund targets 
peri-urban communities and seeks to support local 
neighbourhoods and hire locally for its projects, 
creating jobs in the communities it targets. 

the $177 million fund combines equity and debt 
layers to attract public investors and also pension 
funds and other institutional investors. 

international housing solutions: ihs Fund ii south AFricACASE  
STUDY

overview

key terms

Ambition  
(including linkage to Just Transition)

Statement: invest in the acquisition and delivery of 
affordable and green affordable housing in south 
africa for rental and sale.
•  Climate and Environmental Action: deliver a minimum 

of 5,760 green units

•  Socio-economic Distribution and Equity: through 
delivery of the housing, create employment opportunities 
as well as deliver housing to the affordable market where 
there is a significant under-supply 

•  Community Voice: as part of the delivery of social 
housing units (where the government provides a subsidy), 
develop social integration platforms for the lower end of 
the housing market 

description oF Fund

ihs fund ii sa (fii) invests in the acquisition and development 
of affordable residential real estate in south africa targeted 
primarily at lower- and middle-income households with an 
average market value per unit of less than Zar650,000 
(adjusted by consumer price index from January 15)

over 5,700 units are ifc edge certified, ensuring green  
housing.

mAnAger

founded in 2005, based in Johannesburg, south africa,  
the manager has over 40 employees.

total capital raised is currently at $665 million, across six 
funds.

investors

Investors 

combination of 10 lps including dfis, development banks, 
impact investors, pension funds and other institutional 
investors – both local and international.

Key attraction points for institutional investors 

• combined social and environmental impact investment

• affordable housing investment in an under-supplied market

Key challenges for institutional investors 

•  introduction to african market and associated risks

•  forex implications for foreign investors since fund is local 
currency denominated.

Fund level
•  Vehicle/fund type: closed-end private real estate fund

•  Fund size: actual $176.5 million

•  Blending and/or TA: n/a 

•  Sponsor/anchor: n/a

•  Term/investment period: 10 years / 4 years

•  Target return: target 20-22% gross irr

•  Management fee/incentive fee: 2% / carried interest

•  Vintage (first close): 2014

•  Co-investment rights: not applicable

investee level (investment strategy)

•  Instrument(s): debt (max 75%) and equity

•  Target investee type(s): real estate development held in 
special purpose vehicles (spvs)

•  Target sector(s): affordable housing real estate

•  Target geography(ies): south africa

•  Investment tenor: exit all investments before mid-2024

•  Average ticket size: Zar60 million

•  Investment currency: Zar
continued on next page
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Jurisdiction: south africa

 Legal form: en commandite limited partnership

Capital structure: single capital layer (equity) and debt 

legAl structure key risks

pipeline and portfolio

structure and risks

mArket opportunity

The Problem: shortage of housing affordable to the lower- 
and middle-income households in south africa (“missing 
middle”); approximately 2.1 million houses needed to be 
built to clear the backlog exacerbated by rapid urbanisation 
according to statistics reported by the government in 2016. 

The Opportunity: supply of affordable housing.

Pipeline: not applicable, as the fund is fully committed,  
31 investments.

•  sourcing affordable housing opportunity located in infill 
sites close to amenities, transport and job opportunities 
where there is a shortage of housing

Just trAnsition in the investment process

•  Quarterly reporting of employment figures at investee and 
manager level as well as monitoring performance of green 
units in terms of water and electricity consumption 

Allocation - sectorAllocation - geography

South Africa

100%

Affordable Housing

100%

Equity Investors Debt Investors

IHS Fund II SA
International 

Housing 
Solutions

SPVs for projects

Management

DebtEquity

Key Risks Mitigant(s)

Geographic All South Africa

Currency Denominated and operated in ZAr

Counterparty

Strong in-house legal team overseeing 
the rollout of legal agreements and 
contracts. Deep experience, average of 
over 25 years of experience within the 
team

Concentration

While all in Sout Africa, investments are 
spread throughout the country with a 
focus in primary nodes with employment 
opportunities. Market studies form part 
of deal approval process

Credit
Max LTV of 75% at investee-level and 
70% at fund-level

AllocAtion

international housing solutions: ihs Fund ii south AFricACASE  
STUDY
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investing in tirong development

background
ihs identified an affordable housing gap within the node in 
which tirong is being developed. While there was existing 
housing supply in the node, there was a shortage of 
affordable housing which prompted ihs fund ii sa to invest 
in the delivery of units that were between 3% to 9% cheaper 
than the closest comparable housing.

the project is located in tirong (formerly known as 
houtkoppen), located within close proximity to the northgate 
dome and cosmo city, which was one of the largest 
government housing projects in Johannesburg.

the deal was closed into the fund in october 2016 and is 
structured as a ‘for sale’ development deal where 638 units 
will be sold to the open bonded market and delivered over  
six phases.

•  Could the fund expand its ambition statement to include 
targets for all three Just Transition Elements? 

•  Could the fund include explicit prioritisation 
and reporting on community engagement and 
neighbourhood voice to ensure units are built and  

Select areas of Just Transition enhancement

investee in the spotlight

run to the satisfaction of the targeted population and 
build learnings (potentially from renewals data as well 
as through formalised mechanisms for consultation 
and feedback)? 

investment 
investment of Zar33.8 million in equity into the  
development of 638 green affordable housing units  
(free-standing homes).

impact 
Climate and Environmental Action: green edge 
certified units verified by gBcsa using the ifc tool.

Socio-economic Distribution and Equity: provided 638 
families with affordable housing while creating employment 
for over 220 people in construction over the development life. 

Community Voice: not applicable, only market research  
to meet the statutory requirements.

climAte And sociAl metrics

examples:

•  Climate and Environmental Action: portfolio: green 
units delivered. investee/asset: performance of green units 
savings in terms of water and electricity consumption

•  Socio-economic Distribution and Equity: employment 
figures at both portfolio and investee level, including 
within ihs, the developer for the construction period and 
throughout operations for property management

•  Community Voice: in certain housing investments, 
community meetings for social integration. however, not 
reported nor required to be reported on as a metric

outcomes framework

FrAmework And reporting

•  Underlying reporting standards: ifc edge certification 
tool for greening of units at the investee (project) level

•  Reporting: in line with requirements of both the ifc annual 
data collection for development outcomes and eiB annual 
kpi data collection

•  Transparency: annual and quarterly investors reporting 
including questionnaires and surveys

•  Third-party verification: green Building council of sa for 
verification of edge certified units

how do we mobilise capital at scale towards the sdgs now? 
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another example of a real estate fund is 
Divercity’s Urban Property Fund. similar to 
the ihs fund, this fund also provides green and 
affordable housing in south africa. however, it 
focuses on the country’s inner cities, aiming to 
improve housing for lower-income population 

segments in urban communities. like the ihs 
fund, the urban property fund integrates a strong 
social mandate with sustainability and green 
building practices. divercity is also interesting 
for its structure as an evergreen investment 
company. 

Source: divercity website: https://www.divercity.co.za/

Fund overview

Divercity’s Urban Property Fund is an 
affordable housing platform focused on the 
regeneration of south african cities. divercity 
expects to fund the development of about 2,500 
new residential units over its investment period. 
the fund intends to provide quality, affordable 
and environmentally sustainable housing for low- 
and middle-income households in central, yet 
underinvested areas in major south african cities 
with a focus on Johannesburg. 

the fund invests in high density urban precincts, 
selected to be well located, rich in amenities, 
and weighted towards affordable rental housing. 
the fund aims to offer low- and middle-income 
households the opportunity to live in sustainable 
urban environments, close to where they work 
and with access to the essential amenities 
required to get ahead in life.  

structure

open-end investment company.  

manager

divercity is a fully integrated property fund 
manager, including fund management, asset 
management and development management 
under one roof. its existing portfolio of Zar3 
billion comprises 6,500 residential units and 
90,000 m2 commercial and retail gross leasable 
area. in 2021 divercity acquired residential 
property and asset manager ithemba property, 
which has a 20-year track record in managing 
affordable rental housing.

investors

investors in the urban property fund include 
cdc group ($36 million), south african impact 
investor futuregrowth, and existing divercity 
shareholders, including atterbury, ithemba 
property, nedbank properties and rmh group.

outcomes

the fund focuses on environmentally sustainable 
affordable housing, effectively combining the 
socio-economic and environmental targets. 
it further integrates the community voice 
element through its neighbourhood focus, 
seeking to create liveable urban environments in 
cooperation with local communities.

on the social side, the fund aims to address 
the growing housing shortage in south african 
cities, which particularly affects low-income 
populations. as a majority of low-cost housing 
is on the outskirts of major cities, most of the 
lower-income population resides in informal, 
congested and poor-quality housing. 

on the climate side, the fund targets 
environmentally sustainable housing. 

select areas of potential Just 
transition enhancement 

•  is there an opportunity to include a clear 
climate target to the fund, including the 
addition of a clear assessment of the 
sustainability of projects (such as climate 
smart approaches, including efficient building 
materials and waste and water efficiency)?

•  could the fund explicitly include prioritisation 
and reporting on community engagement and 
neighbourhood voice to ensure units are built 
and managed to the satisfaction of the targeted 
population and to build learnings (potentially 
from renewals data as well as through 
formalised mechanisms for consultation and 
feedback)?

divercity: urbAn property Fund

EXAMPLE
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Source: Manager information, provided for information purposes only. The 
material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of 
any financial instrument or security or to adopt any investment strategy. The 
information provided is not intended to constitute investment advice, an invest-
ment recommendation or investment research and does not take into account 
specific circumstances of any recipient. The material is not intended to provide 
and should not be relied on for accountant, legal or tax advice. Information 
herein is believed to be reliable but Schroders does not represent or warrant 
its completeness or accuracy. This relates to a potential investment fund which 
has not yet been launched. Aspects may be subject to alteration and change.

Fund overview

The Schroder Capital Real Estate Impact Fund 
(SCREIF) aims to tackle social inequality and climate change 
through place-based impact investing. Real estate offers a 
tangible route to participate in solutions and SCREIF seeks 
to provide positive social and environmental outcomes 
alongside a long-term 7-8% net return per annum through 
investment in areas of the UK defined as ‘deprived’ by the 
UK government’s Index of Multiple Deprivation. Through 
a scalable, diversified approach, the fund will focus on 
regeneration of town centres where mixed-use schemes 
combine retail, housing, social infrastructure and improved 
public spaces; affordable office space for SMEs and 
entrepreneurs; and affordable and social housing. 

The Impact Scorecard is a proprietary geospatial and impact 
screening tool, built in collaboration with BlueOrchard, 
based on five dimensions: People, Planet, Prosperity, Risk 
and Additionality, and aligns with the IMP framework. For 
each investment, the Impact Scorecard evaluates the impact 
intention, the beneficiaries of the asset’s impact, potential 
impact risks and the deliverable additionality in the asset’s 
location. Critically, the outcomes of the Impact Scorecard 
ascertain whether, through asset management initiatives, 
sufficient positive impact will be generated by each asset. 
The Impact Committee, an independent group of impact 
specialists including Schroders Group’s sustainability team, 
Schroders Capital and BlueOrchard, provides an additional 
layer of governance to assess each asset’s impact intent to 
ensure alignment with the fund’s impact objectives.

Structure

SCREIF is an open-end real estate vehicle domiciled in the 
UK with a Luxembourg feeder and a target AUM of £750 
million.  

Manager

Schroders has 50 years’ experience of investing in real 
estate. As of June 2021, Schroders Capital Real Estate 
managed £16.5 billion on behalf of a range of UK and 
international institutions. Sustainability and impact are 
integrated into all of their strategies to deliver sustainable 

long-term financial outcomes. Schroders is a founding 
signatory of several industry programmes including the Net 
Zero Asset Managers’ Initiative.  

Investors

The fund is suitable for institutional investors.

Outcomes

SCREIF’s strategic outcome objectives are the 
improvement and revitalisation of town centres and 
communities; supporting regional economic development 
through provision of affordable workspaces and training 
opportunities; and addressing the UK’s housing crisis 
through high-quality yet affordable housing for a range 
of demographics and needs. Through investment in 
non-traditional locations, SCREIF will support the UK 
government’s levelling up agenda. Stakeholder engagement 
is central to successful positive outcomes. Therefore SCREIF 
teams collaborate closely with all parties throughout the 
investment lifecycle.

Each asset has defined impact and sustainability targets 
and progress is measured and published annually by an 
external impact consultant using metrics such as affordability 
benchmarking, annual social return on investment and 
embodied carbon assessments.  

Select areas of potential Just Transition 
enhancement  

•  Is there an opportunity to have a clear ambition statement 
across Climate and Environmental Action; Socio-Economic 
Distribution and Equity; and Community Voice?

Schroders: SchrOder capITal UK real eSTaTe IMpacT FUnd 

EXAMPLE

Another example of a real estate fund is 
Schroders’ Schroder Capital UK Real Estate 
Impact Fund (SCREIF). This UK fund is broader 
in its investment strategy than the prior two 
funds, covering not only residential housing but 

also commercial real estate focused on SMEs. 
SCREIF integrates a strong social mandate with 
sustainability and green building practices. It is 
also interesting for its structure as an open-end 
fund.

How do we mobilise capital at scale towards the SDGs now? 
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3.4.6 bond vehicles

3.4.6.1 bond vehicle: ApplicAtion oF 
the blueprint to A cAse study And 
supporting exAmples

as discussed in section 1.4.1, esg thematic bonds 
are booming, in particular green bonds, providing 
significant potential for Just transition financing. 

the green bond market momentum has also 
spawned innovation in social bonds, with gender 
themes, in particular, gaining traction. such bonds, 
and vehicles which pool them, are part of the 
significant fixed income asset class. 

from autumn 2021, the uk government has 
committed to reporting on social co-benefits 
generated from the use of proceeds from its new 
green sovereign bond (gilt) issuance (see also 
section 2.3.4.4).203 there is a significant near-
term opportunity to steer the size, standards and 
momentum of the green bond market towards a 
Just transition. 

as they are listed and issued by corporate or 
sovereign issuers, bonds’ specific requirements 
are quite different from private instruments, 

the bond market is, by far, the largest securities market in the 
world, having evolved into a $128 trillion global marketplace 
as per icma estimates. it comprises $88 trillion sovereign 
bonds (including issuers such as governments, quasi-
governments or municipals) and $41 trillion corporate bonds. 
the market is dominated by the us with $22 trillion and 
china with $20 trillion, followed by Japan with $12 trillion. the 
corporate bond market is also dominated by the us with $11 
trillion and china with $7 trillion. from a sector perspective, 
53% (or $22 trillion) of outstanding corporate bonds are issued 
by financial institutions. 

global esg thematic bond issuance has risen sharply in 
the last eight years, reaching close to $450 million in 2020, 
according to amundi and ifc. in particular, green bonds 
have boomed, with total global issuance amounting to over 
$280 billion in 2020. the uk government recently issued four 
green gilts (including social co-benefits reporting) that were 

significantly oversubscribed (see section 2.3.4.4). 

looking at emerging markets, the market is dominated by 
chinese green bonds, accounting for over $115 billion of the 
close to $200 billion market. 

emerging markets green bonds outperformed their 
conventional counterparts in 2020 and demonstrated lower 
volatility. amundi and the ifc expect emerging markets green 
bonds to exceed $100 billion in annual issuance by 2023. 

in Africa, only south africa (issue volume of $200 million by 
standard Bank) and egypt ($750 million) saw any green bond 
issuances in 2020; in sub-saharan africa, cumulatively over 
time, financial institutions account for 60% of issuances.

FIGurE 3.6

bonds: market and esg trends
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including the need to satisfy listing obligations. 
managers and investors of listed funds 
typically have limited ability to influence vehicle 
dimensions, although they could assess and 
prioritise them in accordance with the proposed 
integrated Just transition elements and 
underlying principles. for example, an investor 
could prioritise bonds where the issuer is 
performing surveys on the effectiveness of use of 
proceeds throughout the life of the bond, not just 
at issuance. 

203  impact investing institute 
(2020): “the green+ gilt: 
how the uk could issue 
sovereign bonds that 
deliver climate action and 
social renewal”; https://
www.impactinvest.
org.uk/publications/
the-green-gilt-how-the-
uk-could-issue-sovereign-
bonds-that-deliver-climate-
action-and-social-renewal
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esg thematic bond labels

•  Green bonds: earmarked to finance new or 
existing projects with environmental benefits 

•  Social bonds: finance projects that achieve 
positive social outcomes, especially for a 
target population

•  Sustainability bonds: finance both green 
and social projects 

•  Sustainability-linked bonds: performance-
based non-earmarked bonds whose financial 
or structural characteristics are adjusted 
depending on the achievement of predefined 
sustainability objectives. consequently, the 
investor typically assesses the issuer, not 
specific projects 

•  Climate transition bonds: finance the 
transition to a low-carbon economy 

the social impact of bonds remains crucial to  
a sustainable post-covid 19 transformation and 
recovery, even though social bonds have often 
been seen as differentiated and siloed offerings. 
some innovative bond developments include:

•  Local currency bond issuances are still 
at an early stage but are slowly coming to 
market

•  the gender bond market is also still very 
young, but provides an opportunity to further 
gender equality 

•  Transition bonds have the potential to 
become their own asset class, incorporating 
further esg implications, and could align very 
closely to Just transition principles 

Source: amundi and ifc (2021): "emerging market green Bonds report 2020; 
environmental finance (2021); https://www.environmental-finance.com/content/
the-green-bond-hub/the-sustainable-bond-market-beyond-2020-green-bonds-
strike-back.html

it is also important to understand the other 
stakeholders in listed vehicles and the roles 
they perform, as these are often different from 
those in the private market. for instance, on the 
outcomes side, sustainability rating agencies 
(e.g., sustainalytics and msci) cover metrics 
for sustainability performance and reporting. 
to date, sustainability outcomes have lacked 
standardisation in the market, leading to highly 
bespoke transactions that make them more time- 
and cost-intensive. 

BlueOrchard’s Schroder International 
Selection Fund BlueOrchard Emerging 

Markets Climate Bond Fund (CBF) is a 
noteworthy example of a Just transition aligned 
bond vehicle, focusing predominantly on green 
and sustainability bonds while also assessing and 
tracking social outcomes, both at issuer and target 
investee levels. 

as noted earlier, Blueorchard is an experienced 
impact investment manager and was acquired in 
2019 by schroders – an example of the increasing 
integration of mainstream and impact managers. 
the fund attracted over $100 million of institutional 
capital using an open-end fund structure, offering 
investors daily liquidity. 

since 2017, enel has issued three green bonds 
for a total amount of €3.5 billion. the green 
bonds target institutional investors and were 
guaranteed by enel spa. the net issuance 
proceeds were used to finance eligible projects 
according to the “green Bond principles” 
categories, published by the international 
capital market association (icma). in particular, 
the proceeds were used to finance:

•  new projects for the development, 
construction and repowering of generation 
plants from renewable sources

•  new projects for the development, 
construction, repowering and refinancing of 
generation plants from renewable sources as 
well as projects for transmission, distribution 
and smart grids 

enel spA green bondsSPOTLIGHT

Source: enel (2019): "green Bond report 2019"
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blueorchard: schroder internAtionAl selection Fund 
blueorchArd emerging mArkets climAte bond Fund 

CASE  
STUDY

overview

key terms

Ambition  
(including linkage to Just Transition)

Statement: "invest for a sustainable, low carbon 
future in a growing, primarily emerging markets 
issued climate bond universe”
•  Climate and Environmental Action: focus on green 

bonds, but also includes sustainability-linked bonds 
with climate objectives and general bonds of climate 
action issuers with a targeted business model tackling 
environmental change; stringent impact scoring 

•  Socio-economic Distribution and Equity: inclusion  
of sustainability bonds and sustainability-linked bonds with 
social angle next to environment; all issuers are assessed 
on social characteristics and each issuance is linked to the 
sdgs; focus on emerging markets (target 67%)

•  Community Voice: issuer might be challenged on their 
esg and impact characteristics or transparency; esg 
assessment includes responsible treatment of clients 
as well as analysis on esg issues related to community 
relations

description oF Fund

Blueorchard’s schroder international selection fund 
emerging markets climate Bond fund (cBf) launched in  
Q2 2021 with seed capital of $75 million.

the ucits fund purchases mainly green bonds, as well as 
sustainability bonds, sustainability-linked bonds and general 
bonds aligned to climate action.

the investment process includes a stringent and 
independent esg and further impact analysis; positions  
are only included in the portfolio upon passing both these  
as well as the financial assessments. 

mAnAger

founded in 2001, Blueorchard has $4 billion of aum and has 
invested over $8 billion over 20 years across  over 90 countries.

headquartered in Zurich with six further offices and over  
120 staff globally.

dedicated impact investment manager with largest microfinance 
fund worldwide and an over $550 million impact bond portfolio.

investors

Investors 

private and institutional investors.

Key attraction points for institutional investors 

•  climate bond strategy based on actively managed investment 
process and including a stringent proprietary impact 
framework

•  scalable, undertakings for collective investment in transferable 
securities (ucits) compliant structure offering daily liquidity 

•  proprietary impact framework applied throughout 

Fund level

•  Vehicle/fund type: open-end bond fund

•  Fund size: actual size over $100 million

•  Target return: target of ice Bofa 3 month us treasury 
Bill index + 2.5% gross of fees over a 3- to 5-year period 

•  Management fee: 0.6% (class c) / 1.45% (class a+B)

investee level (investment strategy)

•  Instrument(s): Bonds

•  Target investee type(s): green, sustainability and 
sustainability-linked listed bonds and selectively general 
bonds of issuers with a business model and/or product or 

service offering aligned to environmental change; majority 
em but also including dm; have to pass stringent internal 
esg and impact selection process; current weighted  
BBB rating

•  Target sector(s): fis, sovereigns, utilities, real estate, 
materials, renewable energy, mass transit

•  Target geography(ies): initially at least 50% emerging 
markets; exposure to increase to at least 67% after three 
years of fund launch

•  Duration: 2-7 years, average 5.4 years

•  Investment currency: any currency, yet needs to be 
hedged back to usd
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pipeline and portfolio

structure and risks

mArket opportunity

The Problem: climate change is one of the key global 
threats; $16.8 trillion estimated investments are required for 
global climate finance until 2030, both in climate adaptation 
and climate change mitigation.

The Opportunity: $1 trillion cumulative green bond issuance 
since 2010 (57% cagr); expected to increase to $2 trillion in 
2023.

•  due diligence includes a three-step approach which 
includes an esg scoring, an impact scoring and an 
sdg mapping (active mapping based on identified kpis, 
beyond issuer claims). prior to investment, each position 
requires approval from both the portfolio management and 
the impact management teams (independent from  
the portfolio management team)

Just trAnsition in the investment process

•  monitoring includes regular review of esg and impact 
assessment (at the latest within 18 months) of each position 
in the portfolio; ongoing monitoring on exposure to esg 
issues through a respective reprisk alert and internal 
analysis of cases

Allocation - sectorAllocation - geography

Emerging markets

Developed markets

Cash

6%

65%

30%
34%

15%
13%

7%

7%

3%

3%

12%
Financials

Sovereigns

Materials

Energy

Utilities

Govt Dev Banks

Supranationals

Other

Jurisdiction: luxembourg

 Legal form: ucits fund with daily liquidity

Capital structure: open-end mutual fund,  
all share classes rank pari-passu

legAl structure key risks

Investors

CBF

Bonds

Shares

Bond 
purchase

BlueOrchard

Schroders (SDR)Distributor / 
AIFM

Portfolio 
management

Key Risks Mitigant(s)

Geographic Diversified: target at least 67% EM

Currency Hedged

Interest rate Duration management

Credit
Issuer ratings, current weighted rating 
BBB

continued on next page

AllocAtion
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investing in greenko group plc

background
greenko is a leading renewable energy company in india.  
the company develops, owns and operates energy projects 
with a focus on solar, wind and hydro. net installed renewable 
energy capacity as of end of 2020 reached 6.2 gW across 15 
states in india. 

the company’s business model is focused on decarbon-
isation of the indian energy sector through digitalisation 
and decentralisation. as shown by the international energy 
agency, in 2020 nearly 70% of the energy demand in india 
still related to coal (44%) and oil (25%). overall, the country is 
the third-largest global emitter of co2 – with the power sector 
showing a carbon-intensity well above the global average. 
given the growing energy use in the country, companies 
like greenko play an important role in improving india’s 
environmental footprint. 

investment 
the fund invested in a march 2021 primary issuance of a 
green Bond of greenko. use of proceeds will be allocated to 
expenditures related to the development and acquisition of 
wind and solar projects. 

impact 
Based on the proprietary impact assessment process, 
Blueorchard will track specific metrics for their impact 
reporting (expected after one year of issuance). kpis related 
to renewable energy capacity installed as well as co2 
emissions reduced. following the categories of the imp, 
Blueorchard sees this investment as a contribution to finance 
(climate) solutions and to support a company whose activity 

investee in the spotlight

is performed in a way that contributes substantially and 
directly to an environmental objective. 

Climate and Environmental Action: the proceeds of 
the green Bond are targeted at wind and solar projects, 
therefore supporting building-up of such capacities in the 
indian energy sector. 

Socio-economic Distribution and Equity: assessing 
greenko from an esg perspective shows high awareness of 
the company for social topics, and high disclosure on several 
aspects. for instance, they pay attention to train employees 
on a regular basis, not only on health and safety but also 
on social performance topics. or, they maintain a customer 
satisfaction index for their utility customers (2019–2020 
result: 100%) and report on how many contractors/suppliers 
have been retained beyond three years (2019–2020: 80%) as 
well as how many are local (2019–2020: 45.1%). 

Community Voice: greenko is setting itself concrete 
community development targets and goals in the area 
of education (interventions in government-run schools, 
among children and community around its operational 
presence), healthcare (provide quality healthcare to people 
living in communities around operational presence), rural 
development (improve living standard of people, mainly 
by improving basic amenities and rural infrastructure), 
livelihoods (providing skill training), environment (plant 
trees in and around group’s operational presence), impact 
assessment (third-party assessment of csr interventions). 
for the reporting cycle 2019–2020, the company had 486 
ongoing community development programmes. 

climAte And sociAl metrics

examples:  
(note: exact metrics are currently under discussion due  
to rather low data availability in emerging markets.)

•  Overall: average esg and impact scores of portfolio

•  Climate and Environmental Action: number of green/
sustainability-linked bonds in portfolio

•  Socio-economic Distribution and Equity: percentage 
of investments in em

•  Community Voice: n/a

•  Portfolio example: detailed insights into one position in 
the portfolio from an esg and impact perspective; kpis 
depending on investment intent

outcomes framework

Select areas of Just Transition enhancement
•  Could the fund expand its ambition statement to include 

targets for all three Elements of the Just Transition? 
•  Could the fund include in its assessment and potentially 

prioritise bonds based on the issuer’s community engage-
ment (e.g., the verification of the relevance of products 
based on community need and feedback mechanisms)? 

FrAmework And reporting
•  Underlying reporting standards: Blueorchard has its 

proprietary B.impact framework which consists of an esg 
assessment at issuer level as well as an impact assessment 
on issuance level. the framework is aligned with the operating 
principles of impact management and the imp and classifies  
as an article 9 fund according to the sustainable finance  
disclosure regulation (sfdr)

•  Transparency: the fund reports, on a quarterly basis, its  
average esg and impact scores, alignment to the sdgs as  
well as a concrete portfolio position; in addition, a yearly impact  
report will be produced (still under development) 

•  Third-party verification: Blueorchard is currently in the process 
of getting the whole investment process externally verified as 
aligned with the operating principles for impact management

blueorchard: schroder internAtionAl selection Fund 
blueorchArd emerging mArkets climAte bond Fund 

CASE  
STUDY
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Amundi and the IFC’s Amundi Planet 
Emerging Green One (EGO) Fund is another 
example of a bond fund providing capital for green 
bond purchases to further environmental projects 
and actions in emerging markets. it was named 
both initiative of the year and green Bond fund 
of the year by environmental finance in 2019.204 
the fund aims to buy green bonds issued by 
emerging market banks to increase the banks' 
capacity to provide loans locally, funding climate-

friendly investments. launched by amundi and 
the ifc in 2018, the fund has raised $1.4 billion 
using a blended structure, where public investors 
provide subordinated capital, allowing a number of 
institutional investors to participate. 

the fund provides another example of the 
collaboration of a public mdB with a private sector 
manager, seeking to use the best capabilities of 
both worlds.

204  environmental finance 
(2019): "Winners of envi-
ronmental finance Bond 
awards 2019 honoured by 
market"; https://www.en-
vironmental-finance.com/
content/analysis/winners-
of-environmental-finance-
bond-awards-2019-hon-
oured-by-market.html

Sources: amundi (2021): "amundi planet emerging green one"; environmen-
tal finance (2020): "green bond fund of the year – amundi"; amundi (2021): 
"amundi planet emerging green one factsheet" 

Fund overview

Amundi and the IFC’s Amundi Planet Emerging Green 
One (EGO) Fund, launched in 2018, is the world’s largest 
targeted green bond fund focused on emerging markets. the 
fund combines amundi’s asset management experience with 
the ifc’s expertise in private sector development in emerging 
markets. the fund, which closed at $1.42 billion, is expected 
to deploy $2 billion into emerging markets green bonds over 
its lifetime, as proceeds are reinvested during the fund’s 
seven-year term. the fund aims to increase the capacity of 
emerging market banks to fund climate-smart investments. it 
is expected to increase the scale and pace of climate finance 
in emerging markets by attracting large-scale capital from 
investors and creating new markets. 

structure

the fund structure includes a junior tranche, mezzanine and 
senior tranches.  

manager

the ego fund is managed by amundi with ifc seeding the 
fund and providing technical assistance on key aspects such 
as esg and impact reporting. the ifc is the private-sector 
arm of the World Bank group, working to advance economic 
development through for-profit and commercial projects. 
as of december 2020, ifc had issued 178 green bonds for 
over $10.6 billion. amundi is europe's largest asset manager 
with €1.43 trillion in aum. amundi also has other green bond 
funds under management, such as the amundi impact green 
Bond fund and the amundi responsible investing – impact 
green Bonds. 

investors

ifc was the cornerstone investor providing $256 million, 
and also provided technical assistance grant funding for the 
underlying issuers. the ifc and other development banks, 
including proparco, the eiB and the eBrd, invested in 
mezzanine and junior tranches of the fund. more than 60% 
of the final $1.4-billion capital raise came from institutional 
investors. these included several european pension funds 
and insurance companies, such as the swedish pension 
funds alecta, ap3 and ap4, the french public additional 
pension scheme erafp, and crédit agricole assurances.

outcomes

using amundi’s own unique esg framework (which is 
aligned with ifc’s), emerging green one aims to invest 
into green bonds where measurable green impacts can be 
reported. the fund has a blended structure, including a junior 
and a mezzanine tranche. this aims to offset some of the 
perceived risk inherent to investing in emerging markets debt 
and thereby attract more private investment. 

the fund invests in green bonds, yet applies an integrated 
esg lens to investments. the underlying green bond use of 
proceeds cover renewable energy, green transport, energy 
efficiency, green building, water management and waste 
management. the fund’s core metric is tonnes of ghg 
emissions avoided.

the fund has a technical assistance programme, which 
provides training to emerging market banks in green, 
sustainability and social bond issuance, including improving 
quality of reporting and knowledge sharing. 

select areas of potential Just transition 
enhancement  

•  is there an opportunity for the fund to include express 
climate targets?

•  could there be socio-economic parameters beyond 
climate that lead to prioritisation of certain bonds based 
on their planned and stated use of proceeds, and could 
sustainability bonds and sustainability-linked bonds be 
included in the focus?

•  could the fund include a more stringent issuer assessment 
(beyond project) with respect to climate and social 
aspects? and prioritise bonds where the issuers conduct 
community surveys on the effectiveness of the use of 
proceeds?

Amundi/iFc: emerging green one Fund

EXAMPLE

how do we mobilise capital at scale towards the sdgs now? 
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While not an investment vehicle, IFC’s Masala 
bond programme205 is interesting given its unique 
and effective structure, where the ifc issues aaa-
rated local currency bonds. the programme has 
effectively tackled an important market challenge, 
namely, local currency financing, allowing 
institutional investors to invest in indian rupee-
denominated bonds, creating an efficient market 
that provides investors with the necessary credit 

ratings and liquidity. an additional consideration 
for potential replication, the ifc issued the first 
green masala bond under its programme on the 
london stock exchange in 2015, backing a green 
bond issuance by yes Bank. the ifc masala bond 
programme demonstrates the power of using asset 
class instruments to catalyse a domestic market, 
thereby creating significant opportunity for more 
capital to flow.

Source: ifc (2016): "ifc issues historic 15-year masala Bond in london"; 
manager information

Fund overview

IFC’s Masala bond programme is a $3 billion programme, 
where the ifc issues rupee-denominated bonds on 
international stock exchanges, benefiting from the ifc’s 
aaa issuer rating. the proceeds are invested in local bond 
issuances by select issuers to advance private sector 
development in india and provide issuers with local currency 
access. 

Within its programme, the ifc issued its first green masala 
bond in 2015, using proceeds to finance yes Bank’s local 
green bond, proceeds of which, in turn, were earmarked for 
renewable energy projects in india. 

over the past few years, ifc’s masala bond programme 
has played an important role in deepening india’s capital 
markets, prompting the reserve Bank of india to authorise 
indian companies and banks to issue similar bonds in 
offshore markets, demonstrating the catalytic effect of the 
programme on broadening local currency issuance. the 
programme is also supporting indian companies seeking 
to issue masala bonds by providing advice and sharing 
experience as a pioneer issuer in this market. over the years 
many indian issuers, public and private sector, corporates 
and financial institutions as well as a state government 
(i.e., sub-national) have issued masala bonds for their own 
financing needs. 

With the latest masala bond issuance, ifc has created an 
offshore rupee-market yield curve that stretches from three 
to 15 years, deepening the market and making it more 
resilient. this sends a clear signal that investor demand for 
high-quality assets in india remains strong, despite global 
financial uncertainties.  

structure

ifc issues rupee-denominated bonds on international stock 
exchanges and invests the proceeds in local bond issuances 
by select issuers. 

issuer

the ifc is the private-sector arm of the World Bank group, 
working to advance economic development through for-
profit and commercial projects. the masala Bond market, 
catalysed by ifc’s pioneering issuances, is now cumulatively 
estimated to have been tapped by over 15 issuers across 
50 or more issuances, raising close to $10 billion (rupee-
equivalent) of financing from a wide range of international 
investors.

investors

a wide range of international institutional investors. 

outcomes

the programme targets an important market gap in terms 
of broadening access to local currency financing. the green 
bonds issuances under the programme align well with the 
Just transition elements, combining a climate focus for use 
of proceeds with the furtherance of local capital markets and 
the tackling of local currency funding gaps.  

select areas of potential Just transition 
enhancement 

•  could the programme include an explicit ambition 
statement addressing its relevance to each of the three 
Just transition elements, including related targets?

•  could the programme track and report outcomes on 
climate and environmental action; socio-economic 
distribution and equity; and community voice as a way to 
further inform and shape the market?

iFc: mAsAlA bond progrAmme

EXAMPLE

the opportunity set for esg thematic bonds is 
deep and wide for institutional investors – and 
may provide an on-ramp for those who do not yet 
have the mandate to invest in emerging markets. 
for example, there are developed markets 
issuers who use the proceeds of their issuances 
to advance their emerging markets activities. 
many of these activities are aligned with the Just 

transition elements. for example, Enel’s recent 
issuance is a good example of achieving a lower 
interest rate through explicit climate objectives 
(see spotlight panel above). Schneider Electric 
has also issued an array of sustainability bonds, 
some for specific uses (such as r&d) and others 
for more general purposes (see spotlight panel 
below).

205  masala bonds are bonds 
issued outside india but 
denominated in indian 
rupees.

mobilising institutional capital towards the sdgs and a Just transition
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the purpose of this section is not to introduce 
a new outcomes framework206 nor to provide an 
overview of outcomes approaches, methodologies 
and trends. rather, the aim is to provide a Just 
transition lens on how the three integrated Just 
transition elements can be applied to existing esg 
and impact frameworks. 

the credibility of sdg investing generally and Just 
transition investing specifically derives in large part 
from the demonstration of results. these results 
must take the shape of outcomes delivered, not 
marketing campaigns announced. as a result, an 
investment vehicle’s ability to demonstrate results 
is a high-priority undertaking. 

the starting assumption is that investors have an 
existing esg and/or impact outcomes framework 
in place, in line with the recommendations of the 

Source: schneider electric: "schneider electric launches its first sustainability-linked bonds convertible into new shares and/
or exchangeable for existing shares (oceanes) due 2026 for a nominal amount of €650 million"; https://www.se.com/ww/en/
assets/564/document/174193/release-sustainability-linked-bonds.pdf

in november 2020, schneider electric announced its 
first sustainability-linked bond for a nominal amount of 
approximately €650 million. the bond was a sustainability-
linked senior unsecured bond, convertible into new shares 
and/or exchangeable for existing shares of the company.  
at launch, the bonds were expected to be rated a-  

by standard and poor’s. the net proceeds of the offering  

will be used by the company for general corporate purposes.

schneider electric selected three indicators, shown below, 

and committed to achieve a minimum average score of 9/10 

on its three kpis by 31 december 2025.

schneider electricSPOTLIGHT

Schneider Electric's Strategic Pillars # Schneider Electric's 2025 objectives for each KPI (corresponding to a score of 10/10)

CLIMATE 1 Deliver 800 megatons of saved and avoided CO2 emissions to our customers

EQUAL 2 Increase gender diversity, from hiring to front-line managers and leadership teams (50/40/30)

GENERATIONS 3 Train one million underprivileged people in energy management

3.5 Just transition outcomes 
impact taskforce’s Workstream a report. if no such 
framework is in place, the presented approach can 
be used as a starting point. 

the Just transition approach covers:

•  threshold questions that should be answered 
when applying a Just transition lens to the design 
and implementation of an investment vehicle

•  guidance on what should be considered and 
addressed when applying a Just transition lens 
to an investment vehicle's design and operations

3.5.1 Just transition 
outcomes: threshold 
questions 
the following are the key threshold questions a 
Just transition vehicle design should answer in 
terms of outcomes:

1  whAt

What does the vehicle set out to achieve based on, 
and including, each of the three elements: 

•  define a clear ambition statement

•  define objectives and the targeted outcomes

•  define clear and measurable targets across key 
indicators

2  who

Who is benefiting from the vehicle, directly and 
indirectly; ensuring that the vehicle includes a 
place-based lens:

206  an example for a frame-
work template often used 
is the impact management 
project (imp) 

proof of impact is a data intelligence platform that transforms data 
into impact and financial outcomes. powered by the proprietary 
impact catalyst, proof of impact takes a bottom-up, data-driven 
approach to extract raw data from their clients and the world, and 
translates it into meaningful impact, esg and financial insights. 

By focusing on data about what outcomes are being achieved in 
the real world, its digital esg and digital impact platforms aim to 
accelerate the transition for investments and capital markets to help 
organisations minimise risk, maximise returns and maximise impact.

outcomes-focused technology –  
proof of impactSPOTLIGHT

Source: proof of impact website

how do we mobilise capital at scale towards the sdgs now? 
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shown below are afdB’s high-level targets that underpin their ambition across the bank’s bond portfolios.

the bank’s targets are presented for illustrative purposes and not meant to cover the Just transition 
elements comprehensively. they are also specific to the objectives and sector strategy of the bank.

Afdb ambition – bond portfolios (Sustainability and Green)SPOTLIGHT

43 MtCO2e
GHG emissions 

reduced or avoided 
annually

462 MW 
Renewable energy 

capacity constructed  
or rehabilitated

1,394,682 MWh 
Energy produced 

annually

795,182 MWh 
Energy savings 

annually

70,621 hectares 
Irrigated land

90 million m3

Wastewater treated, 
reused or avoided 

annually

106 million m3 
Water savings annually

515 million m3 
Water saved/treated

46,662 hectares 
Degraded forest 

rehabilitated

12,972 
Trees planted

11.5 million 2.6 million
Jobs created

69.1 million

290,100 
People trained 

17% Decrease 
 in waterborne diseases

2.1 million tons
Increase in annual crop 

production

26,300 MSMEs 
supported with access 

9% 
Decrease in poverty 

3.7 million 
People with better 

access to water and 
sanitation

16/1,000 
Decrease in infant 

mortality rate

$3.2 billion
Increase in agricultural 

and/or commodity 
exports

$1,400 Increase in 
annual income per 

578,100
Jobs created

18% Increase in 
access to water supply

17/1,000 
Decrease in maternal 

mortality rate

1.1 million People 
with better access to 

electricity

6.1%
Increase in food 

security

5% Decrease in 
unemployment rate

25% Increase in 
access to sanitation 

services

32,600 hectares 
Arable land irrigated or 
developed for farming

7%
Increase in access to 

electricity

16% Increase in 
internet service 

penetration
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Green Bonds

Sustainability Bonds

* Based on the un statistics division and the afdB statistics department,  
the average african household size was 4.69 in 2019. 

** only in specific social projects that have income generation as an impact metric.

Source: afdB (2021): "green and social Bond newsletter september 
2021"; https://www.afdb.org/en/documents/green-and-social-bond-
newsletter-issue-ndeg7-september-2021
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•  define the geographic scope (regional, country, 
local), including, if relevant, target segments (such 
as urban, peri-urban, rural)

•  define the environmental scope, including climate 
as well as other environmental benefits, where 
applicable

•  define the scope of targeted socio-economic 
demographic groups, such as targeted 
population segments or specific focus on 
disadvantaged and/or excluded communities

•  define analysis of positive and negative 
externalities of the strategy and targeted 
investees in the respective regions of investment 
and operation

3  how

how does the vehicle ensure the delivery of its 
ambition and outcomes; describing pathways 
that are embedded in the investment strategy and 
throughout the investment lifecycle:

•  define a clear investment strategy, articulating 
hoW the What and Who are being addressed 

3.5.2 Just transition 
outcomes: guidance
the following guidance is for market participants 
when utilising a Just transition approach: 

1  Environmental and socio-economic target 
outcomes are defined from the outset: 

•  the vehicle needs to expressly set its ambition 
and targets across all three Just transition 
elements at the outset

•  the vehicle can have different priorities, i.e., climate 
or social, while ensuring that all three Just transition 
elements meet the minimum threshold at least:

 ~  Climate and Environmental Action 
threshold: every Just transition investment 
transaction will, as a minimum, include at 
least one clear component of Climate and 
Environmental Action and there must be  
a net positive contribution to climate and 
the environment.

 ~  Socio-economic Distribution and Equity 
threshold: every Just transition investment 
transaction will, as a minimum, make a net 

Source: imp website

the impact management project (imp) was a 
forum for building global consensus on how 
to measure, assess and report impacts on 
people and the environment. the imp reached 
consensus that impact can be measured across 
five dimensions (see below) and has developed 
15 categories that provide information on the 
dimensions. 

in addition, the imp facilitated standard-setting 
organisations that are coordinating efforts to 
provide comprehensive standards and guidance 

related to impact measurement, assessment 
and reporting. the launch of the international 
sustainability standards Board (issB) represents 
the next step in standard setting efforts. the impact 
management platform represents the next stage of 
the imp evolution, aiming to provide the clarity that 
practitioners have been calling for. the platform has 
created a regularly updated web tool that explains 
the core actions of impact management and links 
to the resources that support organisations and 
investors to implement them.

impact management project (imp)SPOTLIGHT

Impact dimension Impact questions each dimension seeks to answer

       What
• What outcome is occuring in the period?
• Is the outcome positive or negative?
• How important is the outcome to the people (or planet) experiencing them?

       Who
• Who experiences the outcome?
• How underserved are the affected stakeholders in relation to the outcome?

       How much • How much of the outcome is occurring – across scale, depth and duration?

       Contribution • Would this change likely have happened anyway?

       Risk • What is the risk to people and planet that impact does not occur as 
expected?

The IMP reached global consensus that impact can be measured across 
five dimensions: What, Who, How Much, Contribution and Risk

how do we mobilise capital at scale towards the sdgs now? 
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positive contribution to Socio-economic 
Distribution and Equity 

 ~  Community Voice threshold: every Just 
transition investment transaction will, as a 
minimum, include meaningful engagement 
with local stakeholders to and demonstrate how 
Community Voice is reflected

2  The application of the Just Transition 
Elements spans the entire vehicle lifecycle 
and is delivered throughout the entire 
lifecycle of each underlying investment 

3  Ambition and targets may vary depending 
on the vehicle; as with the investments, 
they are able to be contextual to both the 
vehicle, its size and aims but also to where 
these investments are being made: 

60 Decibels provides mobile, voice-based 
customer data collection to understand social 
impact from the ground up. over 960 researchers 
conduct local-language voice surveys in across 
74 countries. tested social impact survey tools, 
aligned to industry standards, are provided 
through an integrated technology platform linked 
to its impact database. 

60 decibels services can be used to help 
tweak or build an impact framework, using the 
most relevant metrics, build the capabilities 
within an organisation and build and provide 
initial and continual data collection methods.

outcomes-focused technology – 60 decibelsSPOTLIGHT

Source: 60 decibels website; https://60decibels.com/

   •  they are commensurate with the vehicle’s size 
and the depth of impact sought

   •  they are grounded in the local context and 
based on needs identified through community 
engagement 

4  Selection of clear, objective metrics: 

   •  the vehicle selects measurable and clear 
metrics for each of the three elements

   •  portfolio-level metrics may be supplemented 
with additional and sector- or strategy-specific 
indicators at asset level

   •  the selection of indicators may depend 
on where the vehicle is positioned on the 
spectrum between esg and impact investing.

Source: manager information 

the global energy alliance for people and planet (geapp) 
intends to track the metrics shown below. these metrics 
are shown for illustrative purposes and are not necessarily 

comprehensively covering the Just transition elements.  
What metrics are relevant to an investment vehicle will 
depend on the vehicle’s objectives and strategy. 

rockefeller Foundation’s global energy Alliance  
for people and planet metrics – renewable energySPOTLIGHT

Goal Metric

PEOPLE ACCESS • # people reached with new electricity connections
• # with increased reliability of energy supply (households and businesses)
• Increases in clean energy consumption per capita (kwh)

       JOBS AND 
LIVELIHOODS

• # green jobs created/enabled
• % change in real household incomes in supported areas
• Changes in multi-dimensional poverty in supported areas 

HEALTH 
AND HuMAN 
DEVELOPMENT

• # reduced deaths and illnesses due to air pollution related respiratory ailments
• # coal pollution-related premature deaths avoided
• % women productive use customers
• % women owners, leaders and employees in companies
• Impacts of increased energy access on education outcomes (metric TBD)

PLANET • Millions of tons of CO2e reduced or abated from energy projects
• MW of decommissioned fossil-fuel generation
• MW of avoided coal capacity
• MW of new renewable energy generation installed

mobilising institutional capital towards the sdgs and a Just transition
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reCommendAtions4

the priority objectives guiding the 
recommendations below are to:

1  Mobilise institutional capital from the full 
range of private and quasi-public institutional 
actors, in pursuit of positive impact and 
advancing the sustainable development 
goals (sdgs) by increasing the use of proven 
instruments and tools that can address 
real barriers for private capital participation 
significantly, and encouraging more private 
sector capital to flow to emerging markets 

2  Break down silos between climate-
first and social-first strategies and 
transactions and strengthen the 
participation of local Community Voice  
to advance a Just transition 

these objectives provide the basis for our 

recommendations, which are formulated as 
concrete steps for specific audiences. 

these steps are instrumental to moving capital 
at scale in support of achieving the sdgs 
generally, and to advancing a Just transition in 
emerging markets specifically. 

these steps can and should be taken by all 
actors in parallel. 

the audiences called upon to take up these 
recommendations are g7 policy makers, national 
policy makers and regulators, institutional asset 
owners, multilateral development banks (mdBs) 
and bilateral development institutions (dfis), 
asset managers, impact investors, advisors and 
ecosystem builders.

We call on all parties to seek ways of working 
together to meet the urgent needs of people 
and the planet and maximise positive impact. 

Recommendations
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Urgent and 
Coordinated 
Movement

Move together at once

Build momentum

Environmental and 
Social Integration for 
a Just Transition 

Recognise the imperative 
of a Just Transition, 
integrating environmental 
and social objectives 

Engage with and apply the 
Just Transition Elements 

Mobilisation

Accelerate private capital 
mobilisation towards the 
SDGs

Demonstrate commitment 
to the SDGs

Strengthen the enabling 
environment for SDG 
investments

Transparency
Demonstrate best-in-
class Just Transition 
investments 
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AUDIENCE ACTION
RECOMMENDATION 
REFERENCE

ALL •  move together and at once

•  recognise the imperative of a Just transition, integrating 
environmental and social objectives

•  engage with and apply the Just transition elements

•  demonstrate best in class Just transition investments

•  1a

•  2a

•  2b

•  4a

G7 PoLICY MAKErS •  Build momentum

•  accelerate private capital mobilisation towards the sdgs 

   ~  By making mobilisation a key objective of development institutions

   ~  By significantly expanding the use of guarantees particularly for 
investments in emerging markets 

•  1b

•  3a

   ~  3a.i

   ~  3a.iii

nATIonAL PoLICY 
MAKErS & 
rEGULATorS

•  accelerate private capital mobilisation towards the sdgs 

   ~  By making mobilisation a key objective of development institutions 

•  strengthen the enabling environment for sdg investments

   ~  By ensuring that fiduciary duty considerations are not a barrier to 
Just transition considerations

   ~  By unlocking domestic capital

   ~  By improving local regulatory environments for environmental and 
social priorities

•  3a

   ~  3a.ii

•  3c

   ~  3c.i

   ~  3c.ii

   ~  3c.iii

MDB/DFIs •  accelerate private capital mobilisation towards the sdgs 

   ~  By providing more investment risk support in their target emerging 
markets

•  demonstrate commitment to the sdgs

   ~  By sharing and engaging around performance data across sdg 
themes, asset classes and markets

   ~  By building a strong manager ecosystem

•  3a

   ~  3a.ii

•  3b

   ~  3b.iii

   ~  3b.iv

InSTITUTIonAL  
ASSET oWnErS

•  accelerate private capital mobilisation towards the sdgs 

   ~  By committing to invest in the sdgs and a Just transition and to 
increase emerging markets exposure

•  demonstrate commitment to the sdgs

   ~  By adjusting mandates

   ~  By building capabilities

•  3a

   ~  3a.vii

•  3b

   ~  3b.i

   ~  3b.ii

ASSET MAnAGErS •  accelerate private capital mobilisation towards the sdgs 

   ~  By expanding the flow of new investments towards sdg solutions  
in emerging markets

•  3a

   ~  3a.v

IMPACT InvESTorS •  accelerate private capital mobilisation towards the sdgs 

   ~  By continuing to play a pioneering role

•  3a

   ~  3a.iv

InvESTMEnT BAnKS •  accelerate private capital mobilisation towards the sdgs 

   ~  By structuring vehicles that encourage institutional investor 
participation in emerging markets

•  3a

   ~  3a.vi

CrEdIT rATInG 
AGEnCIES

•  strengthen the enabling environment for sdg investments

   ~  By considering specific parameters of emerging markets in ratings 
and driving sdg recognition in credit ratings

•  3c

   ~  3c.iv

recommendations per audience
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recommendAtion 1

urgent and coordinated movement

call to action
the only chance of achieving the sdgs, confronting the climate crisis and meeting the needs of 
people is for each and every party to take demonstrable action now. the risks to our future are 
too great for delay or hesitation. no matter one’s starting position, each actor can and should do 
more to participate in the solutions that will build a more sustainable and inclusive world for all. 
commitments and pledges need to be translated into concrete actions. the momentum that can 
be generated by decisive actions from each audience, when taken together, can transform the 
future for people and the planet.

recommendations

1a FOr ALL AuDIENCES:  
move together And At once 

acknowledge that simultaneous and coordinated 
change needs to replace old patterns of sequential 
change, waiting for others, and commit to take 
specific action now.  
(see section 1.2.2)

1b FOr G7 POLICy MAKErS:  
build momentum

mark progress against the recommendations in this 
report and hold all actors of the global system to 
account. 

•  continue momentum, collaborating with the global 
community of national advisory Boards for impact 
investment, at successive g7 meetings for the 
next five years

•  Build evidence demonstrating the effectiveness of 
financing an inclusive and sustainable society for all

recommendAtion 2

environmental and social integration  
for a Just transition

recommendations

2a FOr ALL AuDIENCES:  
recognise the imperAtive oF  
A Just trAnsition, integrAting 
environmentAl And sociAl 
obJectives  

for all, recognise the Just transition elements – 
climate and environmental action; socio-economic 

distribution and equity; and community voice –  
as the standard for ‘what good looks like’ in building 
a more inclusive and sustainable society for all  
(see section 1.3.4)

call to action
Within the overarching ambition to encourage capital at scale to achieve the sdgs, recognise and 
embrace the imperative of integrating environmental and social objectives across policies and 
investments as a matter of urgency, particularly given current market momentum around climate 
solutions. recognise that the planet and people are inextricably linked. reducing carbon without an 
intentional focus on improving lives and livelihoods in local communities will not build a world that 
is sustainable and just for all. proactively and progressively seek ways to advance a Just transition. 
utilise the Just transition elements within climate and social policies and investments. strive to 
include community voice in policies and investments. (see sections 1.3.1)

nEAr-TErM

6–12 months

nEAr-TErM MEdIUM-TErM LonG-TErM

6–12 months 1-2 years 3-5 years

nEAr-TErM MEdIUM-TErM

6–12 months 1-2 years

recommendations
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nEAr-TErM MEdIUM-TErM

6–12 months 1-2 years

2b FOr ALL AuDIENCES:  
engAge with And Apply the Just 
trAnsition elements

for all, as part of an integrated approach to 
consider environmental and social objectives, 
proactively identify opportunities to apply and 
integrate the Just transition elements in specific 
policies and investments. (see section 1.3.4)

•  for asset managers and ecosystem players that 
structure investments, collaborating with mdBs, 
dfis and impact investors where relevant,  
to advance the design of replicable Just 
transition financing vehicle blueprints  
(see section 3.4)

•  for asset managers, to expand ways in which 
community voice can be incorporated into Just 
transition vehicles

•  for conveners, such as the global steering 
group for impact investment and the growing 
community of national advisory Boards, 
to engage with the investment community, 
nongovernmental organisations, local 
government and civil society around a Just 
transition to build momentum around joint Just 
transition approaches and investment activity 
across sectors and geographies

recommendAtion 3

mobilisation

recommendations

3a AccelerAte privAte cApitAl 
mobilisAtion towArds the sdgs

3a.i for g7 and other policy makers:  
By making mobilisation a key objective of 
development institutions

for g7 and other government shareholders of 
mdBs and dfis, amend the mandates of these 
institutions to make mobilisation of private capital 
an objective of equal weight with balance sheet 
investment. (see section 3.2.1)

•  set targets and structure incentive mechanisms 
that promote every mobilised dollar as receiving 
at least the same recognition as every dollar 
invested on its own account

•  strengthen, with funding support, the important 
role mdBs and dfis play in developing local 
market infrastructure and in assisting market 
actors to establish new investment vehicles

•  provide additional funding to strengthen 
pipeline development and generation of primary 
investable opportunities in emerging markets

•  expand the investment tools within these 
institutions, including capital to be used by mdBs 
and dfis for risk mitigation tools and instruments 
that address the risk (perceived and real) of 
institutional investors

•  expand the ability of these institutions to provide, 
at times, concessionary capital within their risk 

mitigation tools and instruments

•  encourage these institutions to package and sell 
to institutional investors parts of their portfolio 
of assets directly or through securitisations and 
related instruments to stimulate participation from 
institutional investors and to catalyse secondary 
market activity

•  support these institutions to adapt their business 
models to achieve the dual mandate and 
implement other specified changes

nEAr-TErM MEdIUM-TErM LonG-TErM

6–12 months 1-2 years 3-5 years

3a.ii for mdBs and dfis: By providing 
more investment risk support in their target 
emerging markets

for mdBs and dfis, materially increase 
commitment of risk-tolerant capital to accelerate 
the mobilisation of private institutional investors 
into emerging markets and towards the sdgs, 
in particular to more challenging investment 
propositions and to those that advance a Just 
transition. specifically, increase each of the 
following – recognising the exponential power of 
combination. (see section 2.5, 2.6)

•  increase investment of subordinated capital 
(including mezzanine capital) in blended finance 
transactions

call to action
unlocking private institutional capital depends on concerted action across several key parties: 
government shareholders of mdBs and dfis and the development institutions themselves, asset 
owners, asset managers and advisors as well as regulators and rating agencies. a step taken by 
each party has the power to exponentially increase the flow of capital in pursuit of positive impact. 
accelerating the pace and volume of capital, and directing it to solutions that meet the needs of 
people and places, is both a need and an opportunity. 

mobilising institutional capital towards the sdgs and a Just transition
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•  increase provision (directly and in partnership 
with others) of guarantees and insurance 
coverage in blended finance transactions

•  increase provision of concessional capital 
(directly and in partnership with others), where 
needed

•  launch a call for proposals in 2022 for asset 
managers in which the selected vehicles meeting 
the Just transition elements receive mdB/dfi 
anchor capital with the intention of mobilising 
meaningful amounts of institutional capital

nEAr-TErM MEdIUM-TErM LonG-TErM

6–12 months 1-2 years 3-5 years

3a.iii for g7 policy makers: By significantly 
expanding the use of guarantees, particularly 
for investments in emerging markets

for g7 policy makers, build on the track record 
and operational infrastructure of the private 
infrastructure development group (pidg) and 
invest further in existing and new entities that can 
provide guarantees. (see sections 2.6.2)

•  invest to strengthen the balance sheets of 
existing providers of guarantees over the next 
one or two years

•  fund the replication of existing guarantee entities 
at scale (using the models of guarantco and 
infracredit), to be domiciled in emerging markets 
where risk mitigation remains a material barrier 
to institutional capital, with a target of two such 
entities per year

•  increase guarantee usage on portfolio level and 
for investment vehicles

•  Bolster the balance sheets of existing and new 
entities to have minimum guarantee capacity of 
$1 billion and a target guarantee ratio of five to  
10 times that capacity

nEAr-TErM MEdIUM-TErM LonG-TErM

6–12 months 1-2 years 3-5 years

3a.iv for impact investors: By continuing  
to play a pioneering role

for impact investors, expand the pioneering role 
played in advancing the environmental and social 
objectives across sectors and geographies.

•  further deploy blended capital to mobilise 
institutional investors (see sections 1.2.2, 
2.4 and 2.5)

•  lead the way in Just transition financing vehicles 
by providing first commitments to launch new 
vehicles

•  increase use of guarantees in vehicles designed 
to attract institutional private capital

nEAr-TErM MEdIUM-TErM

6–12 months 1-2 years

3a.v for asset managers: By expanding the 
flow of new investments towards sdg solutions 
in emerging markets

for asset managers, bring more sdg and Just 
transition products to market with the objective 
to attract more private institutional capital. (see 
sections 2.6 and 3.3)

•  as a companion to stated ambitions to reduce 
portfolio carbon footprints by 2030, commit to 
materially increasing the amount of capital flowing 
to investments that seek solutions aligned with the 
sdgs:

 ~  doubling capital flows from 2021 baseline by 
2025

 ~  doubling capital flows from 2025 baseline by 
2030

•  proactively explore how current commitments 
to design, implement and manage climate 
investments can progressively include social and 
community elements, both as new vehicles and 
by adapting existing vehicles to integrate all three 
Just transition elements; and vice versa, how 
current commitments to design, implement and 
manage social investments can progressively 
include climate and community elements, both as 
new vehicles and by adapting existing vehicles to 
integrate all three Just transition elements

•  proactively pursue partnerships with parties 
that can provide the structuring tools needed to 
encourage private capital participation in products

nEAr-TErM MEdIUM-TErM

6–12 months 1-2 years

3a.vi for investment banks: By structuring 
vehicles that encourage institutional investor 
participation in emerging markets 

for investment banks and other transaction 
intermediaries, structure for institutional investor 
participation in emerging markets vehicles. (see 
sections 2.6 and 3.3)

•  incorporate one or more of the instruments 
referenced in this report that can mobilise capital 
at scale (i.e., guarantees, insurance, subordinated 
capital, syndicated loan portfolios)

nEAr-TErM MEdIUM-TErM

6–12 months 1-2 years

recommendations



3a.vii For investors: By committing to invest 
in the SDGs and a Just Transition and to 
increase emerging markets exposure

For investors of all types, commit to intentionally 
consider and proactively pursue investments in 
vehicles that demonstrably integrate environmental 
and social objectives, including those that integrate 
the Just Transition Elements. (See Section 1.3.4)

•  As a companion to stated ambitions to reduce 
portfolio carbon footprints by 2030, commit to 
materially increase the amount of capital flowing 
to investments that seek solutions aligned with 
the SDGs:

 ~  Doubling capital flows from 2021 baseline  
by 2025

 ~  Doubling capital flows from 2025 baseline  
by 2030

•  Materially increase exposure to emerging markets 
across asset classes

NEAR-TERM MEdiuM-TERM

6–12 months 1-2 years

3b Demonstrate commitment to 
the sDGs

3b.i For institutional investors as asset 
owners: By adjusting mandates

For those institutional asset owners expressing 
general alignment with the SDGs, demonstrate 
commitment by amending and aligning mandates, 
allocation strategies, policies and protocols to 
allow for investments that integrate social and 
environmental considerations and pursue the SDGs 
in general, and a Just Transition in particular, with 
emphasis on emerging markets. (See Section 2.4)

•  Incentivise asset managers and investment 
consultants, as applicable, to pursue SDG 
transactions, ensuring that incentives are clear 
and aligned to fulfil this commitment

•  Share commitments publicly

3b.ii For institutional investors as asset 
owners: By building capabilities

For those asset owners seeking to align their 
investment activities with the SDGs, demonstrate 
commitment by strengthening internal capabilities 
or building relevant partnerships. With respect to 
emerging markets, look to obtain support from 
others with relevant market experience. (See 
Sections 2.4.2 and 3.2.1)

•  Encourage dealflow by eliminating or reducing 
the charges typically applied to emerging market 
investments with the justification of complexity 
or level of effort required to consider such 
investments

NEAR-TERM MEdiuM-TERM

6–12 months 1-2 years

3b.iii For MDBs, DFIs and private impact 
investors and asset managers: By sharing and 
engaging around performance data across 
SDG themes, asset classes and markets

For MDBs, DFIs and private impact investors 
and asset managers, share historical investment 
performance data with the institutional investor 
community and rating agencies. (See Sections 
2.4.2 and 2.6.6)

•  Structure data in a commercially sensitive manner

•  Indicate market and asset class context to 
enhance utilisation of data

NEAR-TERM MEdiuM-TERM LONG-TERM

6–12 months 1-2 years 3-5 years

3b.iv For MDBs, DFIs and private impact 
investors: By building a strong manager 
ecosystem

For MDBs, DFIs and private impact investors, 
build capacity of asset managers pursuing Just 
Transition strategies.

•  Provide specific support to local, emerging and 
first-time fund managers that adopt the Just 
Transition Elements

•  Incrementally increase annual allocations to such 
managers and showcase these managers to 
other investors

3c strenGthen the enablinG 
environment for sDG investments

3c.i For regulators: By ensuring that fiduciary 
duty considerations are not a barrier to Just 
Transition considerations

Where relevant, national regulators to ensure that 
national definitions of fiduciary duty encourage 
investors to consider the impact of investments on 
society and the environment. (See Section 2.4.2)

3c.ii For regulators: By unlocking  
domestic capital

National regulators to examine current barriers 
restricting participation of domestic institutional 
investors, with a particular focus on pension funds 
and insurance companies, in investment vehicles that 
advance the SDGs in general and a Just Transition 
specifically. Be willing to take steps to reduce the 
most significant barriers, progressively, to stimulate 
domestic capital participation. (See Section 2.4.1.8)

NEAR-TERM MEdiuM-TERM LONG-TERM

6–12 months 1-2 years 3-5 years
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3c.iii for regulators: By improving local 
regulatory environments for environmental and 
social priorities

•  national regulators of businesses and financial 
institutions to require inclusion of Just transition 
elements in transition plans submitted to regulators. 
apply the Just transition elements to all transition 
plans, whether submitted under voluntary or 
mandatory country regimes. (see section 2.4.1.8)

•  national regulatory bodies to improve 
professional tenders of projects intended to 
meet national net Zero and/or decarbonisation 
commitments. these would include energy and 
infrastructure projects, and public procurement 
tenders for social investments (e.g., affordable 
housing, healthcare facilities, education, etc.) with 
clear rules of engagement and tariff structures 
(see sections 1.3.4 and 2.4.2.3) 

MEdIUM-TErM LonG-TErM

1-2 years 3-5 years

3c.iv for credit rating agencies: By 
considering specific parameters of emerging 
markets in ratings and driving sdg 
recognition in credit ratings

•  ensure credit ratings’ processes and models 
benefit from relevant emerging markets 
performance and correlation data (see 
spotlight box in section 2.4.2.1) 

•  stimulate, through credit ratings, positive 
incentives for issuers that demonstrate use of 
proceeds that deliver explicit environmental and 
social objectives (see spotlight box in section 
2.4.2.1)

nEAr-TErM MEdIUM-TErM LonG-TErM

6–12 months 1-2 years 3-5 years

recommendAtion 4

transparency

recommendations

4 FOr ALL AuDIENCES:  
demonstrAte best-in-clAss Just 
trAnsition investments

showcase investments that incorporate all three 
Just transition elements (see sections 1.3.4 and 
3.3)

•  highlight application of Just transition strategies 
across sectors and themes

• demonstrate, in particular, how community voice 
is included in the design and governance of any 
Just transition vehicle

•  publish and provide the market with examples of 
what ‘best-in-class’ Just transition looks like in 
practice

•  for asset managers, publish results as a source  
of market differentiation

•  for investors, publish results for credibility against 
commitments

•  for ecosystem builders, publish results for greater 
awareness among investors and policy makers

nEAr-TErM MEdIUM-TErM LonG-TErM

6–12 months 1-2 years 3-5 years

note on recommendations

these recommendations draw on the analysis 
presented in this report, extensive engagement 
with the target audiences as well as the 
momentum built by several initiatives under 
way. We are grateful for the many high-quality 
inputs that the work group has received from 
more than 170 expert practitioners across  
the globe. 

given the short time available to conclude 
our work, we have had to focus on core 
areas, leaving others for further exploration. 
it is our hope that this future investigation 
will be catalysed by the growing community 
of committed practitioners as well as by the 
continued interest and commitment of g7 
policy makers.

call to action
expanding the volume and pace of capital towards the sdgs generally, and a Just transition 
specifically, means we must know where the money is flowing and what is happening as a result of 
the capital being invested. each of us needs to ask questions to determine where and to whom the 
capital has flowed. anything labelled as contributing to the sdgs generally, and a Just transition 
specifically, should be able to provide clear answers. only through collective and consistent 
transparency can we assess progress against commitments.

recommendations
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2X challenge: https://www.2xchallenge.org

2X collaborative: https://www.2xcollaborative.org

60 decibels: https://60decibels.com

aBsa Bank (2021): “the road to cop26: 
opportunities, challenges and the african 
transition to net-Zero”; https://www.absa.africa/
absaafrica/our-stories/our-voices/2021/the-road-
to-cop-26

adB and ifc (2019): “mdB Joint report – 
credit insurance extract”; https://www.eib.org/
attachments/press/1257-joint-report-on-mdbs-
climate-finance-2019.pdf 

afc capital partners: https://www.africafc.org

afd: “six things to know about public development 
banks”; https://www.afd.fr/en/actualites/six-things-
know-about-public-development-banks

afdB (2021): “green and social Bond newsletter 
september 2021”.

— (2017): “unleashing the potential of institutional 
investors in africa”; https://www.afdb.org/sites/
default/files/documents/publications/wps_
no_325_unleashing_the_potential_of_institutional_
investors_in_africa_c_rv1.pdf

africa50: “room2run synthetic securitisation”.

africagrow: https://africagrow.allianzgi.com

african Business (2021): “afc can help transform 
infrastructure investment in africa”.

agri investor (2021): “credit suisse climate fund 
surpasses $250m target to close on $318m”; 
https://www.agriinvestor.com/credit-suisse-climate-
fund-surpasses-250m-target-to-close-on-318m

allianz gi (2021): “eiB and allianzgi support 
climate action projects in emerging and developing 
countries”; https://www.eib.org/en/press/all/2021-
378-eib-and-allianzgi-support-climate-action-
projects-in-emerging-and-developing-countries

— (2021): “ifc and allianz group enter partnership 
for 1.5°c-aligned investments in emerging markets”; 
https://www.allianz.com/en/press/news/commitment/
environment/211103_allianz-ifc-and-allianz-group-
enter-partnership-for-1-5-degrees-celcius-aligned-
investments-in-emerging-markets.html

amundi (2021): “amundi planet emerging green 
one factsheet”.

— (2021): “amundi planet emerging green one”; 
https://www.amundi.lu/professional/product/view/
lu1688574620

mAin reFerenCes

amundi and ifc (2021): “emerging market green 
Bonds report 2020”; https://www.ifc.org/wps/
wcm/connect/publications_ext_content/ifc_
external_publication_site/publications_listing_page/
emerging-market-green-bonds-report-2020

appg on alternative investment management 
(2019): “uk pension schemes and alternative 
investments”.

ati (2012): “political risk insurance: a tool to 
unlock Business potential in africa”; http://fanaf.
org/article_ressources/file/fanaf_presentation_by_
ati_feb2012_22.pdf

autonomy capital: “seeking to uncover uncommon 
opportunity in developed and emerging markets”; 
https://autonomycapital.com/strategies

aviva (2021): “aviva investors expands climate 
transition range with launch of climate transition 
global credit fund”; https://www.avivainvestors.
com/en-gb/about/company-news/2021/05/aviva-
investors-expands-climate-transition-range-with-
launch-of-climate-transition-global-credit-fund

Bain & company (2021): “global energy and 
natural resources report 2021 – navigating the 
energy transition”.

BBc news (2021): “cop26: Boris Johnson 
cautiously optimistic on climate progress”;  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-59139765

Bezos earth fund: https://www.bezosearthfund.org

Big society capital (2021): “schroder Bsc social 
impact trust plc: investing to improve lives in 
the uk”; https://bigsocietycapital.com/portfolio/
schroder-bsc-social-impact-trust-plc

Bis (2020): “Quarterly review – green bonds and 
carbon emissions: exploring the case for a rating 
system at the firm level”; https://www.bis.org/publ/
qtrpdf/r_qt2009c.htm

Blackrock (2014): “Who owns the assets?”

Blackstone (2020): “our next step in esg: a new 
emissions reduction program”; https://www.
blackstone.com/insights/article/our-next-step-in-
esg-a-new-emissions-reduction-program

Blended finance taskforce (2018): “Better finance, 
better world”; https://www.systemiq.earth/wp-
content/uploads/2019/07/Bft_Betterfinance_
execsummary_final_18012018.pdf
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Bloomberg (2021): “esg assets may hit $53 trillion 
by 2025, a third of global aum”; https://www.
bloomberg.com/professional/blog/esg-assets-may-
hit-53-trillion-by-2025-a-third-of-global-aum

— (2021): “private equity follows the money—
and the money is ditching fossil fuels”; https://
www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-07-06/
private-equity-is-ditching-fossil-fuels-over-climate-
change-concerns?mc_cid=9e2e07a1f9&mc_
eid=977e424e83

Bluemark (2021): “making the mark – Benchmark 
for impact investing practice”; https://www.
impactprinciples.org/sites/default/files/2021-05/
Bluemark_making_the_mark_2021.pdf

Blueorchard (2018): “Blended finance 2.0 – 
giving voice to the private sector”; https://www.
blueorchard.com/wp-content/uploads/181016_
Blueorchard_Blended_finance-2.0.pdf

Breakthrough energy: https://www.
breakthroughenergy.org

Bridges fund management: “social outcomes 
contracts”; https://www.bridgesfundmanagement.
com/outcomes-contracts

carbon tracker initiative (2021): “reach for the sun 
– the emerging market electricity leapfrog”; https://
carbontracker.org/reports/reach-for-the-sun 

carbon trust (2021): “pre-issuance impact 
report on the uk government green financing 
programme”; https://www.carbontrust.com/
resources/pre-issuance-impact-uk-government-
green-financing-programme

ccc (2020): “6th carbon Budget analysis”; https://
www.theccc.org.uk/publication/sixth-carbon-budget 

cdc group (2021): “towards a Just transition 
finance roadmap for india 2021”; https://www.
cdcgroup.com/en/news-insight/insight/articles/
towards-a-just-transition-finance-roadmap-for-india

— (2020): “climate change strategy”; 
https://assets.cdcgroup.com/wp-content/
uploads/2020/07/01181554/cdc-climate-change-
strategy_final-for-puBlication-1.pdf

— (2020): “investing for clean and inclusive 
growth – climate change strategy”; 
https://assets.cdcgroup.com/wp-content/
uploads/2020/07/01181554/cdc-climate-change-
strategy_final-for-puBlication-1.pdf

cfa institute (2020): “climate change analysis in 
the investment process”.

— “esg investing and analysis”; https://www.
cfainstitute.org/en/research/esg-investing

climate action 100+: https://www.climateaction100.
org 

climate action tracker: “india”: https://
climateactiontracker.org/countries/india 

— “south africa”: https://climateactiontracker.org/
countries/south-africa 

climate Bonds initiative (2021): “record $269.5bn 
green issuance for 2020: late surge sees 
pandemic year pip 2019 total by $3bn”; https://
www.climatebonds.net/2021/01/record-2695bn-
green-issuance-2020-late-surge-sees-pandemic-
year-pip-2019-total-3bn

— (2020): “$1trillion mark reached in global 
cumulative green issuance: climate Bonds data 
intelligence reports: latest figures”.

climate change news (2021): “south africa sets 
out to tighten 2030 emissions target”; https://www.
climatechangenews.com/2021/04/06/south-africa-
sets-tighten-2030-emissions-target

climate investment funds (2021): “supporting 
Just transitions in india”; https://www.
climateinvestmentfunds.org/sites/cif_enc/
files/knowledge-documents/supporting_just_
transitions_india_summary.pdf

— (2020): “supporting Just transitions in south 
africa”; https://www.climateinvestmentfunds.
org/sites/cif_enc/files/knowledge-documents/
supporting_just_transitions_in_south_africa.pdf

climate policy initiative (2020): “south african 
climate finance landscape 2020”; https://
www.climatepolicyinitiative.org/wp-content/
uploads/2021/01/south-african-climate-finance-
landscape-January-2021.pdf

— (2019): “understanding the impact of a low 
carbon transition on south africa”; https://
www.climatepolicyinitiative.org/publication/
understanding-the-impact-of-a-low-carbon-
transition-on-south-africa

cnBc (2019): “climate disasters cost the world 
$650 billion over 3 years — americans are 
bearing the brunt: morgan stanley”; https://
www.cnbc.com/2019/02/14/climate-disasters-
cost-650-billion-over-3-years-morgan-stanley.
html?linkid=63598601

colorado department of labour and employment 
(2020): “colorado Just transition action plan”; 
https://cdle.colorado.gov/sites/cdle/files/
documents/colorado%20Just%20transition%20
action%20plan.pdf

commission on growth, structural change and 
employment (2019): “final report”; https://www.
bmwi.de/redaktion/en/publikationen/commission-
on-growth-structural-change-and-employment.
pdf?__blob=publicationfile&v=3

convergence (2021): “the state of Blended 
finance 2021”.

— (2018): “leverage of concessional 
capital”; https://www.convergence.finance/
resource/35t8ivft5uymogoaQ42qgs/view 

main references
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— (2018): “Who is the private sector? key 
considerations for mobilizing institutional 
capital through Blended finance”; 
https://www.convergence.finance/
resource/1hybzlsubayms4syyWuqm6/view

credit suisse (2021): “credit suisse climate 
innovation fund closes at usd 318m”.

dfid (2019): “investing in a Better World”; https://
assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/
uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/
file/834207/investing-in-a-better-wold-full-report.
pdf

divercity: https://www.divercity.co.za

dpi: https://www.dpi-llp.com

e&y (2016): “climate change – the investment 
perspective”.

edfi (2020): “dfi Working group on Blended 
concessional finance private sector projects, 
Joint report, december 2020 update”.

education outcomes fund: https://www.
educationoutcomesfund.org

eiopa (2021): “report on non-life underwriting and 
pricing in light of climate change”.

emerging africa infrastructure fund (eaif): https://
www.eaif.com

empea (2019): “private credit solutions: a closer 
look at the opportunity in emerging markets”.

enel (2020): “a Just transition, so that nobody is 
left behind”; https://www.enelgreenpower.com/
stories/articles/2020/09/just-transition

— (2019): “green Bond report 2019”.

— (2015): “seeding energies sustainability 
report”; https://www.enel.com/content/dam/
enel-com/documenti/investitori/sostenibilita/2015/
sustainability-report_2015.pdf

energy transitions commission (2020): “making 
mission possible – delivering a net-Zero economy”; 
https://www.energy-transitions.org/publications/
making-mission-possible/

eni (2019): “for a Just transition”; https://www.eni.
com/assets/documents/eng/just-transition/2019/
eni-for-2019-eng.pdf

environment Journal (2021): Brookfield’s new 
$7.5 billion climate-focused fund; https://
environmentjournal.ca/brookfields-new-7-5-billion-
climate-focused-fund

environmental finance (2021): “the sustainable 
bond market beyond 2020 – green bonds strike 
back”.

— (2020): “green bond fund of the year – amundi”; 
https://www.environmental-finance.com/content/
awards/green-social-and-sustainability-bond-
awards-2020/winners/green-bond-fund-of-the-
year-amundi.html

— (2020): “green bond of the year, corporate – 
Ørsted”; https://www.environmental-finance.com/
content/awards/green-social-and-sustainability-
bond-awards-2020/winners/green-bond-of-the-
year-corporate-orsted.html

— (2020): “social bond of the year – bank 
– caixaBank”; https://www.environmental-
finance.com/content/awards/green-social-and-
sustainability-bond-awards-2020/winners/social-
bond-of-the-year-bank-caixabank.html

— (2020): “social bond of the year, sovereign, and 
award for innovation – bond structure (social): 
republic of ecuador”; https://www.environmental-
finance.com/content/awards/green-social-
and-sustainability-bond-awards-2020/winners/
social-bond-of-the-year-sovereign-and-award-
for-innovation-bond-structure-(social)-republic-of-
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winners-of-environmental-finance-bond-awards-
2019-honoured-by-market.html 

esg investor (2020): “major european asset 
owners intensify net Zero support”; https://www.
esginvestor.net/major-european-asset-owners-
intensify-net-zero-support

environment global alliance for Banking on values: 
https://www.gabv.org/

euractiv (2021): “eu lawmakers give final approval 
to bloc’s green transition fund”; https://www.
euractiv.com/section/energy-environment/news/
eu-lawmakers-give-final-approval-to-blocs-green-
transition-fund

european commission (2021): “france, germany, 
uk, us and eu launch ground-breaking 
international Just energy transition partnership 
with south africa”; https://ec.europa.eu/
commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_5768
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a range of financial guarantees”; https://ec.europa.
eu/eu-external-investment-plan/sites/default/files/
documents/efsd_guarantees-feb_2021-en.pdf

— (2020): “communication from the commission 
to the european parliament, the european council, 
the council, the european central Bank and the 
eurogroup”; https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/
files/2020-european_semester_country-report-
germany_en.pdf

— (2020): “the european green deal investment 
plan and Just transition mechanism explained”; 
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/
detail/en/qanda_20_24

— “eu taxonomy for sustainable activities”; https://
ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/
banking-and-finance/sustainable-finance/eu-
taxonomy-sustainable-activities_en
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6.1.1 starting point and 
transition trajectories
as outlined in section 1.3.1.3, starting points and 
trajectories for Just transition differ widely across 
countries. in addition, countries have different 
priorities, reflecting their specific circumstances. 
to satisfy the three Just transition elements – 
climate and environmental action; socio-economic 
distribution and equity; and community voice – the 
underlying country context needs to be analysed. 
examples of summary analyses of the contexts of 
south africa and india are provided for illustrative 
purposes.

AppendiCes

6.1.2 country-specific energy 
transition frameworks
the fostering effective energy transition initiative, 
facilitated by the World economic forum, 
introduced a country-specific framework on energy 
transition. the initiative’s energy transition index 
(eti) provides a snapshot of the current energy 
situation of a country. Based on a composite 
score of over forty indicators, the fact-based 
framework quantifies countries’ 1. energy system 
performance (capturing the current state of the 
energy system relating to the ability to support 
economic development and growth, universal 
access to a secure and reliable energy supply, 
and environmental sustainability across the energy 
value chain); and 2. transition readiness (capturing 

6.1 Appendix 1 
geographic considerations for emerging  
markets investment approaches –  
the examples of south africa and india 

System performance imperatives Transition readinaess enabling dimensions

Energy access and 
security

Environmental 
sustainability

Economic development and growth

Energy
triangle

Energy system 
structure

Capital and 
investment

Regulations and 
political commitment

Human capital and 
consumer 

participation

Infrastructure and 
innovation business 

environment

Institutions and 
governance

Enabling 
dimensions

energy transition index

Source: World economic forum (2020): “fostering effective energy transition – 2020 edition”
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the local enabling environment that will lead to the 
speed at which it moves; including factors such as 
strong political commitment, a flexible regulatory 
structure, a stable business environment, 
incentives for investments and innovation, 
consumer awareness and the adoption of new 
technologies).207 

another framing of the national starting points and 
trajectories has been developed by the carbon 
tracker initiative with their use of the ‘rogers’ 

framing of the diffusion of innovations into the 
categories of innovators (such as chile), early 
adopters (such as india), early majority (such as 
china), late majority (fossil fuel importers, such 
as vietnam and morocco, and oil exporters with 
visible movement in the energy system, such as 
saudi arabia) and laggards (coal and gas exporters 
resistant to change and fragile states without 
international support, such as nigeria).208

6.1.3 country-specific social 
transition
to satisfy the three Just transition elements, the 
underlying country context should also include 
social aspects when seeking to apprehend 
the starting point and trajectory of a particular 
country. social indicators are also important when 
understanding national development priorities and 
focus areas. a country’s progress on the various 
sdgs can be considered. further, there are many 
social indicators that may be relevant, including 
among others, gross national income (gni) per 
capita, the gini coefficient, the percentage of 
people living below the international poverty line of 
$1.90 per day as measured by the World Bank,209 
unemployment or the countries’ scores per the 
human development index (hdi) developed by the 
undp, which integrates indicators across three 
dimensions: health, education and standard of 
living.210

energy transition index

“Given the systemic and interdisciplinary nature of 
the energy transition challenge, country scores on 
different ETI indicators depend on factors such as 
natural resource endowments, geography and climate, 
population, the level of socio economic development and 
path dependencies of legacy energy systems. Moreover, 
country scores on some ETI indicators are determined 
by factors beyond the scope of national decision 
making, such as energy market volatilities, the emerging 
regulatory landscape in trading partners, global financial 
market sentiments and international climate change 
frameworks.”

Source: World economic forum (2020): “fostering effective energy transition – 2020 edition”

207  Wef (2020): “fostering 
effective energy transition 
2020 edition”; http://www3.
weforum.org/docs/Wef_
fostering_effective_ener-
gy_transition_2020_edi-
tion.pdf

208  carbon tracker initiative 
(2021): “reach for the sun 
– the emerging market 
electricity leapfrog”; https://
carbontracker.org/reports/
reach-for-the-sun

209  as per World Bank  
indicators

210  undp: “human devel-
opment index”; http://
hdr.undp.org/en/content/
human-development-in-
dex-hdi
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6.1.3.1 summAry exAmple:  
south AFricA

starting point

the need for a Just transition is especially relevant 
to south africa, the second largest economy on the 
african continent and one of the highest emitters 
of co2 with a significant reliance on coal. it is also 
the country with the highest gini coefficient in the 
world, signalling a pronounced inequality of income.

coal accounts for approximately 90% of south 
africa’s electricity generation and 74% of its total 
primary energy supply. moreover, south africa 
provides around 40% of the electricity for the entire 
continent through its coal-based generation.211 

coal has been a critical driver of the local economy 
for many years, and an exit from coal is complex 
given the country’s economic reliance on the 
industry. it is one of the country’s largest exports 
by value, with approximately 30% of its output 
being exported. also, coal is a major job provider, 
including through its value and supply chains. With 
the current unemployment rate at 32.6%,212 any 
further shocks to the employment situation could 
cause widespread responses and protests. 

Beyond high unemployment, south africa faces 
wider socio-economic challenges. south africa’s 
gni per capita in 2020 amounted to $5,410.213 in 
2014 (the latest year for which data is available), 
55.5% of the population was defined as poor.214 
using the international poverty line as defined by 
the World Bank, an estimated 19% of the population 
was considered poor as of 2014–2015.215 in the 
undp’s hdi, south africa ranks 114th in the world 
with a score of 0.71.216

south africa has a history of racial exclusion and 
is one of the most unequal countries in the world 
by both income and wealth. south africa suffers 
from the highest persistent income inequality rates 
in the world, with a gini coefficient of 0.63 in 2015 
(compared to a global average of 0.38 and the 
uk at 0.35).217 high income inequality has been 
perpetuated in the past by a legacy of exclusion 
and the nature of the country’s economic growth, 
benefiting only a few and not generating sufficient 
jobs. inequality in wealth is similarly pronounced 
in the country, whereby intergenerational mobility 
is low, meaning that inequalities are passed down 
from generation to generation with little change over 
time. 

covid-19 has had a significant impact on south 
africa’s economy. the World Bank estimates that 
the economy contracted by 7% in 2020, as the 
pandemic weighed heavily on both external demand 
and domestic activity. this severe contraction is 
estimated to have increased poverty (measured 
on the international poverty line for upper-middle-
income countries) by two million people.218

transition trajectory 

south africa faces the dual challenge of strong 
reliance on coal as an important source of energy, 

jobs and income on the one hand, and high 
unemployment and inequality on the other. 
transition pathways in south africa must 
acknowledge and address not only a transition 
out of the dominant coal sector, but importantly 
the employment situation and the marginalisation 
of the black population – or they will further 
aggravate inequality and vulnerability and lead to 
more internal resistance. 

south africa has shown active engagement with 
respect to climate action and Just transition. it is 
considered an early Just transition adopter with 
the development of relevant labour policies by 
the labour movement in 2011 and the prominent 
inclusion of Just transition aspects in the national 
development plan (ndp) in 2012, which was 
revised in 2019. nearly a decade ago, in 2013, 
the national Business initiative (nBi), a voluntary 
coalition of south african and multinational 
companies that is “working towards sustainable 
growth and development in south africa”,219 
published a report identifying the key barriers 
to climate finance in the country. they identified 
four categories of barriers that business and 
government should jointly address: 1. policy-
related barriers; 2. structural barriers; 3. skills and 
capacity barriers; and 4. fund design barriers.

more recently, in 2019, the department of mineral 
resources and energy issued an integrated 
resource plan (irp) that supports a diverse 
energy mix and sets out key policy interventions 
to ensure the security of south africa’s electricity 
supply, taking into account security of supply 
and the environment through the minimisation of 
negative emissions and water usage.220 further, 
in 2020, the country’s presidency formed a 
‘presidential climate change coordination 
commission’. and finally, in may 2021, the 
government launched the country’s new draft 
nationally determined contribution (ndc) for 
public consultation, emphasising the commitment 
to addressing climate challenges and setting 
targets for greenhouse gas (ghg) reduction. 

according to the climate investment funds, 
several studies even suggest that the country’s 
energy transition will occur more rapidly than 
the government’s 2019 irp suggests, due to a 
number of factors, including, amongst others:221

•  increased cost of coal, as well as declines in 
access to capital

•  availability of cheap alternatives

•  supply challenges of coal stations

•  environmental concerns around air quality and 
clean water

one prominent and recent example of transition 
acceleration in the country was the July 2021 
announcement by eskom, the state utility, that 
it was putting forward a $10-billion plan to 
multilateral development banks (mdBs) and global 
lenders that would enable it to close most of its 
coal-fired power plants by 2050 and transition 
towards renewable energy generation.222

211  climate investment funds 
(2020): “supporting 
just transitions in south 
africa”; https://www.
climateinvestmentfunds.
org/sites/cif_enc/files/
knowledge-documents/
supporting_just_transi-
tions_in_south_africa.pdf

212  stats sa (2021): “unem-
ployment rate”

213  Based on the World 
Bank atlas method of fX 
conversion, smoothing 
fluctuations in prices and 
exchange rates. 

214  percentage of people living 
below the national poverty 
line.

215  World Bank: “south africa 
overview”; https://www.
worldbank.org/en/country/
southafrica/overview

216  undp: “human devel-
opment reports – south 
africa”; http://hdr.undp.org/
en/countries/profiles/Zaf 

217  World population review 
(2021): “gini coefficient 
by country 2021”; https://
worldpopulationreview.
com/country-rankings/
gini-coefficient-by-country 

218  World Bank: “south africa 
overview”; https://www.
worldbank.org/en/country/
southafrica/overview; 
measuring people living 
below the poverty line 
for upper-middle-income 
countries of $5.5 per day 
in 2011 purchasing power 
parity (ppp) exchange rates

219  national Business institute: 
“about us”; https://www.
nbi.org.za/about-us

220  mining review africa 
(2019): “What you need 
to know: south africa’s 
integrated resource 
plan 2019”; https://www.
miningreview.com/energy/
what-you-need-to-know-
south-africas-integrated-
resource-plan-2019

221  climate investment funds 
(2020): “supporting Just 
transitions in south 
africa”; https://www.
climateinvestmentfunds.
org/sites/cif_enc/files/
knowledge-documents/
supporting_just_transi-
tions_in_south_africa.pdf

222  reuters (2021): “africa’s 
top emitter seeks $10 bln 
for shift from coal”; https://
www.reuters.com/busi-
ness/environment/africas-
top-emitter-seeks-10-bln-
shift-coal-2021-06-30/
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climate investment Funds:  
key areas of country support in south Africa 

•  National planning: socio-economic and climate modelling, 
together with transition planning, can inform and support long-term, 
organised Just transitions 

•  Social inclusion: initial social dialogues on Just transitions, 
convened by the national planning commission (npc), need to be 
taken forward and supported

•  Financing: concessional finance is critical for de-risking innovative 
investments and accelerating a just energy transition

•  Recovery programmes: ensuring that post covid-19 recovery 
programmes and stimulus packages are sustainable and inclusive 
can be supported by incorporating emerging Just transition 
frameworks and tools 

•  Skills development: re-skilling existing workers and proactively 
developing new skills required to implement new technologies/
processes are both necessary to facilitate Just transitions

•  Geographical focus: research and planning that better articulate 
and distribute developmental benefits and losses across local, 
national and international geographic scales need to be supported 

Source: climate investment funds (2020): “supporting Just transitions in south africa”

systemiq: using blended finance to accelerate south Africa’s energy transition

south africa is a coal-dependent middle-income country, yet 
it is working to take its first steps on the transition to a new 
economy. it is estimated to cost upwards of Zar300 billion in 
public, private and concessional finance to fully decarbonise 
south africa’s energy system while ensuring social justice for 
workers and communities whose livelihoods and quality of life 
are impacted in the process.

the majority of the cost of approximately Zar200 billion 
will be for renewables and new economy industry build-out, 
expected to come from private capital sources through direct 
project financing or investments into independent power 
producers.

the remaining approximately Zar100 billion are expected 
to come from concessional and grant funding sources to 
help accelerate the decommissioning of existing coal power 
stations, to invest into low carbon infrastructure (transmission 
lines and storage) and to address further Just transition 
aspects, including worker retraining, compensation for social 
losses, community support and rehabilitation, and policy 
support. crucially, it will also be needed to help address the 
state-owned energy utility’s debt burden.

concessional capital has the ability to unlock the key shifts 
required to strengthen the investor environment. With a 
sizeable upfront concessional deal, the right kinds of policy 
shifts can occur (often a condition of donor money), enabling 
a stronger investment environment for the private sector and 
further donor finance. in June 2021, the cap on embedded 
generation was lifted from 1mW to 100mW, sending a strong 
signal to the market that the renewables sector is ready for 
scale. since then, various commitments have been made 
from public and private financiers to kick-start the renewables 
build-out. this could lead to a major opportunity for economic 
recovery, job creation and avoiding stranded assets. 

But concessional capital alone won’t deliver all of south africa’s 
financing requirements; blending with other forms of capital 
is required to mobilise additional finance for a system-level 
transition. there is a growing pool of climate finance from g7 
countries and climate-aligned corporates that south africa 
could leverage. concessional capital can mobilise this finance 
by blending with private and philanthropic wealth to play a more 
catalytic role, de-risking investments and crowding in additional 
finance for more impactful outcomes.

philanthropies are key to accelerating the transition in south 
africa and other coal-dependent middle-income countries. 
supporting the social components of south african transition is 
where philanthropic capital can have a huge effect. philanthropies 
with climate allocations have the ability to make high-impact, 
low-cost transactions in areas that private or donor capital might 
otherwise not go. 

major sources of private capital can be unlocked to finance the 
scale of renewables roll out to meet energy demands. a stronger 
investor environment, enabled by concessional and philanthropic 
money, gives private sector more certainty that crowding into the 
south african energy sector is not only profitable, but is secure.

to fully harness the opportunity, blended finance instruments 
from public and private sources are needed both at the south 
african utility and sovereign level. there are several creative, 
blended financial mechanisms that can achieve this, such 
as carbon bonds or coal retirement mechanisms. the key 
is to secure sufficient scale of finance needed to accelerate 
decommissioning, increasing the range of finance actors willing 
to participate, and ensure the sovereign anchors the transaction – 
sending the right signal to international stakeholders and ensuring 
that the burden of the transition is not borne at the utility level.

Source: systemiQ

however, the climate action tracker (cat) rates 
south africa’s ndc towards the paris agreement 
as “highly insufficient”. While the cat observed a 
decline in emissions in 2020 due to the covid-19 
pandemic, it is concerned about a draft mining and 
energy recovery plan, which centres around direct 
investments in high-carbon sectors. such high-
carbon recovery measures are considered in stark 
contrast to the irp that marked a shift in energy 
policy towards renewables.223

transition opportunity

given south africa’s reliance on coal and its 
continent-spanning electricity generation role, 
there is increased scrutiny by, but also opportunity 
for, investors. climate change news estimates 
that south africa needs $8 billion per year from 
the international community by 2030 to finance its 
decarbonisation and adaptation efforts to meet 

223  climate action tracker: “south africa”; https://climateaction-
tracker.org/countries/south-africa

224  climate change news (2021): “south africa sets out to tighten 
2030 emissions target”; https://www.climatechangenews.
com/2021/04/06/south-africa-sets-tighten-2030-emissions-
target
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its new targets, more than three times what it 
received in recent years.224 absa Bank identified, 
in particular, green investments around renewable 
energy, sustainable transport solutions and nature-
based rehabilitation as value drivers and estimated 
that they could deliver 250% more jobs and 420% 
more value added in the economy compared to 
traditional fossil fuel investments.225

the climate policy initiative, greencape and the 
Bertha institute published a landscape study that 
showed that only around 10% of the required 
climate finance flows necessary to meet the 
country’s ndc are being currently invested, 
suggesting that both quantity and quality of 
investment need to change.226

the recent cop26 announcement by france, 
germany, the uk, the us and the eu to provide 
$8.5 billion to south africa to support the coal 
transition raised the prospects of demonstrating a 
successful transition in practice.227 south africa’s 
transition has global significance. the pace and 
success of south africa’s transition will inform 
efforts and commitments focused on other 
emerging markets, particularly those with heavy 
coal dependence. 

6.1.3.2 summAry exAmple: indiA

starting point

india accounts for about 18% of the world’s 
population and is the third-largest energy-
consuming country in the world. energy use has 
doubled since 2000, with 80% of demand still 
being met by coal, oil and solid biomass,228 despite 
efforts to increase renewable energy production in 
recent years. 

india is the third-largest emitter of co2 globally. 
coal is currently responsible for about 45% of 

india’s total primary energy demand, although 
india’s per capita co2 emissions are well below 
global averages. india is also the world’s third-
largest consumer and fourth-largest refiner of oil, 
and a net exporter of oil products.229

india has made impressive headway in the last 
decade with respect to electrification. according 
to the World Bank, almost 98% of india was 
estimated to be electrified by 2019.230 however, in 
reality, in many rural villages electricity is supplied 
at the village level, not to individual households. 
the World Bank estimates that 250 million indians 
still have no direct access to electricity and many 
more face only unreliable access.231

india is one of the fastest-growing economies in 
the world, with an average gdp growth rate of 
around 6% since 1990.232 however, there is still 
widespread poverty. the World Bank estimated 
that more than 100 million indians lived below the 
international poverty line in 2017.233 the country’s 
gni per capita in 2020 amounted to only $1,900 
(compared to $42,130 in the uk).234 While india has 
seen some remarkable progress in recent years 
(between 2011 and 2015, more than 90 million 
people were lifted out of extreme poverty), the 
covid-19 crisis has led to economic slowdown 
and has reversed such trends for now. real gdp 
is estimated to contract by 8.5% in 2021.235 With 
respect to its hdi, india ranks 131st in the world 
with a score of 0.65.236 indian unemployment rate 
has been around 5–6% for a long time but rose to 
7% in 2020,237 with a pronounced spike during the 
covid-19 lockdown in the first half of 2020. also, 
youth unemployment has increased to over 15% 
in the last decade, making it a major issue in the 
country.238

further, india is a highly unequal country with 
a gini coefficient of 0.49 in 2016, which has 
risen sharply over the last three decades. the 

225  aBsa Bank (2021): “the road to cop26: opportunities, 
challenges and the african transition to net-Zero”; https://
www.absa.africa/absaafrica/our-stories/our-voices/2021/the-
road-to-cop-26

226  climate policy initiatives (2020): “south african climate finance 
landscape 2020”; https://www.climatepolicyinitiative.org/
wp-content/uploads/2021/01/south-african-climate-fi-
nance-landscape-January-2021.pdf 

227  european commission (2021): “france, germany, uk, us and 
eu launch ground-breaking international Just energy transition 
partnership with south africa”; https://ec.europa.eu/commis-
sion/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_5768

228  iea (2021): “india energy outlook 2021”

229  iea (2021): “india 2020 energy policy review”; https://www.iea.
org/reports/india-2020 

230  World Bank: “access to electricity (% of population) – india”; 
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/eg.elc.accs.Zs?loca-
tions=in 

231  rockefeller foundation (2018): “24×7 power is about ‘access’, 
not ‘electrification’”; https://www.rockefellerfoundation.
org/blog/24x7-power-access-not-electrification/; World 
Bank (2021): “india’s solar learning curve inspires action 

across the World”; https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/fea-
ture/2021/07/09/india-s-solar-learning-curve-inspires-action-
across-the-world 

232  climate investment funds (2021): “supporting Just transi-
tions in india”; https://www.climateinvestmentfunds.org/sites/
cif_enc/files/knowledge-documents/supporting_just_transi-
tions_india_summary.pdf

233  World Bank (2021): “poverty and equity Brief south asia – 
india” 

234  World Bank: “gni per capita, atlas method (current us$) – 
south africa, india”; https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/
ny.gnp.pcap.cd?locations=Za-in&view=chart 

235  ibid.

236  undp: “human development reports – india”; http://hdr.undp.
org/en/countries/profiles/ind 

237  World Bank: “unemployment, total (% of total labor force) 
(modelled by ilo estimate) – india”; https://data.worldbank.org/
indicator/sl.uem.totl.Zs?locations=in 

238  World Bank: “unemployment, youth total (% of total labor force 
ages 15–24) (modeled ilo estimate)”; https://data.worldbank.
org/indicator/sl.uem.1524.Zs 
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richest segment of the population accounts for 
a significant part of the wealth created, with the 
richest tenth of the indian population holding 77% 
of total national wealth.239

local context is particularly important given the 
country’s size and the diversity of its regions. 
this diversity applies to regional differences with 
respect to energy generation and reliance, and 
also with respect to the particular vulnerability of 
certain regions vis-à-vis climate change. the indian 
states with high solar power generation capacity 
are generally in the west of the country, while the 
coal-rich states are predominantly in the centre 
and east, where social risks from transition activity 
are most pronounced. also, a large proportion of 
the indian population resides in states with low per 
capita incomes, where particular focus is needed 
on training and re-skilling of workers.240

at the same time, a sizable segment of the 
population is highly vulnerable to climate change 
and changing weather patterns, as seen with 
the pronounced rise in extreme weather events 
in recent years, such as floods, cyclones and 
heatwaves,241 having particularly harsh implications 
for rural areas and the agricultural sector, which 
supports 42.6% of the indian workforce.242 there is 
a need to invest in climate adaptation and resilience 
to counter surges in displacement of populations 
and related increased poverty.243

the country’s regional divides lead to resistance 
to energy transition, emphasising the critical 
importance of a Just transition process, carefully 
managed across local, state and national 
levels. When considering transition action, local 
employment and related household incomes and 
security need to be carefully considered to avoid 
increasing poverty and inequality. specific barriers 

constraining the country’s transition include, 
amongst others:

•  limitation of india’s grid infrastructure which 
constrains the penetration and distribution of 
renewable energy 

•  the young age of india’s coal power 
infrastructure with only a few power plants 
approaching ‘retirement’ 

•  the threat of job losses in the coal sector, 
including the value chain, both in formal and 
informal sectors 

•  india’s railway’s dependence on high coal 
transport payments to cross-subsidise passenger 
fares 

trajectory 

india has led a massive expansion of renewable 
energy, in particular of solar power, in the last 
decade and continues to pursue an ambitious solar 
expansion plan.244

While net Zero targets have not been legislated yet, 
the indian government has developed an ‘intended’ 
nationally determined contribution (ndc) plan. 
the country’s plan is currently under discussion 
by policy makers, experts and the international 
community. given that india is among the ten 
largest economies in the world, the country’s 
contribution to net Zero by 2050 is essential to 
meet the global ambition.245 india created an apex 
committee for implementation of paris agreement 
(aipa), aiming to increase coordination between 
key ministries and to engage business and the 
united nations on the country’s delivery on the 
paris agreement.246

india faces a number of significant challenges on 
its road to a Just transition, including rising energy 

239  oxfam: “india: extreme 
inequality in numbers”; 
https://www.oxfam.org/
en/india-extreme-inequali-
ty-numbers

240  cdc group (2021): 
“towards a Just transition 
finance roadmap for india: 
laying the foundations for 
practical action”

241  hindustan times (2020): 
“extreme weather events in 
india on the rise” 

242  World Bank: “employment 
in agriculture (% of total 
employment) (modelled ilo 
estimate) – india (2021)” 

243  climate investment 
funds (2021): “sup-
porting Just transitions 
in india”; https://www.
climateinvestmentfunds.
org/sites/cif_enc/files/
knowledge-documents/
supporting_just_transi-
tions_india_summary.pdf

244  World Bank (2021): “india’s 
solar learning curve 
inspires action across 
the World”; https://www.
worldbank.org/en/news/
feature/2021/07/09/india-
s-solar-learning-curve-
inspires-action-across-
the-world 

245  cdc group (2021): 
“towards a Just transition 
finance roadmap for india: 
laying the foundations for 
practical action”

246  nrdc (2020) “climate 
action: all eyes on india”; 
https://www.nrdc.org/ex-
perts/anjali-jaiswal/climate-
action-all-eyes-india 

•  Modelling: support complex system 
modelling on the barriers and drivers to the 
energy transition to better understand and 
predict distributional impacts

•  Social inclusion: recognise and empower 
marginalised stakeholders by establishing 
local-level platforms that formally engage 
and build their capacity to influence transition 
outcomes

•  Partnerships: establish working relations and 
capacity-building processes within and across 
national and state government departments 
for Just transitions

•  Regional planning: priority geographical 
areas need to be identified and plans 
developed based on the relative impact of 
barriers and drivers related to coal transitions

•  Economic diversification: develop detailed 
economic transition plans, including priority 

activities, timelines and budgets, through 
collaborative, informed and empowered 
stakeholder engagement

•  Finance: develop budgets for the transition 
including funding requirements 

•  Safeguards: establish the institutional 
frameworks, along with the environmental and 
social safeguards, required to support the 
implementation, monitoring and learning related 
to Just transitions

•  Scale: identify and mobilise state, national and 
international institutions to support and scale 
Just transitions and broader transformational 
change

Source: climate investment funds (2021): “supporting Just 
transitions in india”

climate investment Funds:  
key areas of country support in india 
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demand, deep regional divides and a high reliance 
on coal and oil. a transition will impact workers 
due to changing employment profiles and skills 
requirements, with significant job losses expected 
within the coal and thermal power sectors. having 
said that, the international energy agency (iea) 
estimates that jobs will increase rapidly with a shift 
to clean energy, particularly in sectors like electric 
mobility and energy efficiency, as well as power 
generation.247

the cat rates india’s intended ndc targets as 
“2˚c compatible”. While the cat observed a sharp 
decline in emissions in 2020 due to the covid-19 
pandemic, it worries that the government is 
encouraging more coal mining and increased coal 
production, inconsistent with a green recovery post 
covid-19.248

transition opportunity

given india’s size, the investment opportunity 
to support the country on its road to reaching a 
Just transition to net Zero is immense. the iea 
estimates the annual requirement to amount to 
around $200 billion across sectors for climate 

action alone. similarly, the climate investment 
funds estimates the total cost of enabling india 
to meet the paris agreement targets of 2030 to 
amount to $2.5 trillion.249

there has been substantial investor interest 
in india’s energy transition. however, ensuring 
that these large amounts are actually mobilised 
will require coordination between stakeholders, 
including policy makers, regulators, companies, 
the financial sector, communities and end users. 
in doing so, it is critical that investments are just, 
achieving a fair distribution of costs, benefits and 
equality across the country. 

mdBs and development finance institutions 
(dfis) are playing an important role in overcoming 
shortcomings in the domestic market. for example, 
the international finance corporation (ifc) has 
supported renewable energy-focused private 
equity funds, the asian development Bank (adB) 
introduced one of the first partial risk guarantee 
facilities in india, and the World Bank group’s partial 
risk sharing program provided support for energy 
efficiency programmes.

6.2.1 private funding 
announcements
•  the Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero 

(GFANZ), a global coalition of leading financial 
institutions, announced it would commit $130 
trillion in financing to help global economies to 
transition to net Zero by 2050 

•  the Bezos Earth Fund committed $2 billion for 
restoring nature and transforming food systems, 
with a view to improving food and water security, 
creating jobs and sequestering carbon 

•  the Global Energy Alliance for People 
and Planet announced $10 billion of capital 
commitments to accelerate further investment 
into green energy, the reduction of climate 
emissions and increased support for millions of 
jobs in developing and emerging economies

•  InfraCo Africa, part of the private infrastructure 
development group (pidg), and Helios 
Investment Partners announced the launch of a 
pan-african investment vehicle: Climate, Energy 
Access and Resilience (CLEAR). clear is 
expected to raise more than $350 million for 
investment into sustainable infrastructure and 
businesses which will provide at least 100,000 
new jobs, connect more than one million people 
to power for the first time and avoid 100 million 
tonnes of carbon emissions. clear will initially be 
established as a private vehicle but designed and 
capitalised with a view to listing the vehicle within 
three years of final close

6.2 Appendix 2  
select cop26 finance announcements 

247  iea (2021): “india energy 
outlook 2021”

248  climate action tracker: 
“india”; https://climateac-
tiontracker.org/countries/
india 

249  climate investment 
funds (2021): “sup-
porting Just transitions 
in india”; https://www.
climateinvestmentfunds.
org/sites/cif_enc/files/
knowledge-documents/
supporting_just_transi-
tions_india_summary.pdf

6.2.2 public funding 
announcements
donors

•  the Adaptation Fund has been further 
capitalised with a further $232 million committed 
by public and private donors to increase financing 
to support developing countries respond to 
the impacts of climate change. this includes a 
further $20 million provided by the uk, alongside 
a number of other donors including the us, 
switzerland, canada and germany 

•  as part of the Declaration on the Just Energy 
Transition in South Africa, several countries, 
including Britain, france, germany, the united 
states and the european union, committed 
to provide $8.5 billion over the next five years 
to transition from coal to clean energy, whilst 
supporting workers affected by this shift

•  the Forest, Agriculture and Commodity 
Trade (FACT) Roadmap was launched with 
the uk committing £500 million to support its 
implementation. twenty-eight countries will 
work together to protect forests and promote 
development and trade. a further £65 million 
will support a ‘Just Rural Transition’ to 
help support developing countries establish 
sustainable agriculture and food production 

•  as part of the Global Forest Finance Pledge, 
a number of countries committed $12 billion 
to support forest-related climate finance 
between 2021–2025 to support action in official 

mobilising institutional capital towards the sdgs and a Just transition
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development assistance-eligible countries where 
there is the ambition to end deforestation by 
2030. By working closely with the private sector, 
the $12 billion of public funds committed will 
leverage vital private funding necessary to deliver 
change at scale 

•  the UK committed £576 million in funding for 
a package of initiatives to mobilise finance into 
emerging markets and developing economies. 
the uk provided a further £66 million to expand 
the UK’s MOBILIST programme, which helps 
to develop new investment products that can 
be listed on public markets and attract different 
types of investors, including institutional investors

•  CDC Group, the uk development finance 
institution (dfi), committed to invest over £3 
billion in emerging markets to help them meet 
their paris agreement goals and to adapt and 
build resilience to the effects of climate change 
over the next five years

•  as part of the Taskforce on Access to Climate 
Finance, the uk has committed £100 million 
in capital grants to support the countries most 
vulnerable to climate change – access to finance 
is linked to countries’ emissions reduction and 
adaptation plans, thus seeking to incentivise 
greater climate ambitions. the taskforce is 
co-chaired by the uk and fiji, and partnerships 
are established with five pioneer countries – 
Bangladesh, fiji, Jamaica, rwanda and uganda 
– to support their local communities to get the 
finance they need for their climate plans

•  the UK pledged £27.5 million of new funding, 
through the International Climate Finance 
pledge, to the Urban Climate Action 
Programme (ucap) to support cities across 
africa, asia and latin america to implement 
climate action plans and prepare low-carbon 
infrastructure projects to meet net Zero by 
2050 

•  a number of governments committed to put 
gender at the forefront of climate action. 
for instance, canada pledged that 80% of its 
$5.3-billion climate investments over the next 
five years will target gender equality outcomes. 
the uk outlined how £165 million of funding will 
address gender inequality and climate change. 
the us announced it would invest at least 
$14 million of the gender equity and equality 
action fund toward gender-responsive climate 
programming, and further invest more than $20 
million towards increasing women’s economic 
opportunities in the clean energy sector, tackling 
gender-based violence and the environment, 
addressing barriers to women’s land rights and 

supporting farmers in east africa adapt to climate 
impacts

•  in 2009, a commitment was made that developed 
countries would deliver $100 billion of funding 
annually to emerging markets by 2020. While the 
target has not yet been met, the timeline was 
extended until 2025. at cop26, at the request 
of the uk presidency, canada and germany, 
supported by climate finance contributors, 
announced a delivery plan. the Delivery Plan 
sets out the progress on the $100-billion goal to 
date, the estimated trajectory of climate finance 
from 2021 through to 2025 taking into account 
new climate finance pledges from individual 
developed countries and multilateral development 
banks (mdBs), as well as collective qualitative 
actions to deliver on the finance commitment

multilateral development banks 

•  the Energy Transition Mechanism (ETM) 
launched by the Asian Development Bank 
seeks to accelerate the transition to clean 
energy  – the etm is expected to raise $2.5 to 
$3.5 billion through blended finance to retire coal-
fired power plants in the philippines and vietnam 

•  the International Finance Corporation (IFC), 
working with Amundi, announced a $2-billion 
fund to directly mobilise private investment from 
institutional investors into anchor investments 
involving sustainable and green bond issuance in 
emerging markets 

•  the World Bank Group and the Asian 
Development Bank aim to raise up to $8.5 
billion in new finance to support climate action 
and sustainable development by sharing risk with 
developing countries 

•  a new World Bank trust fund was launched to 
mobilise over $200 million over the next 10 years 
to support the acceleration of transition to zero 
emission vehicles in both emerging and developing 
markets including india, rwanda and kenya

•  the Climate Investment Funds (CIF) 
announced the CIF Capital Markets 
Mechanism (CCMM), which will boost 
investment into clean energy and sustainable 
infrastructure in developing and emerging 
economies, with bonds planned to be issued in 
2022. the ccmm aims to mobilise $700 million 
annually, with the potential to leverage $70 billion 
from the private and public sector

250  un climate change  
conference uk 2021: 
“news”; https://ukcop26.
org/news Source: cop26 president daily media statements.250
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6.3 Appendix 3  
Select initiatives helping to progress  
a Just Transition by country/region

      Germany
Commission on Growth, Structural 
Change and Employment appointed to 
advise on the structural changes to 
energy and climate policy required to 
transition from coal, including prospects 
for existing, new and future-proof jobs 
(2019)

      France
‘Investors for a Just Transition’ 
coalition launched by investors 
managing 3.6 trillion in 
assets (2021)

      Italy
ENI and ENEL, two utilities partly owned 
by the Italian Government, committed to 
adopt a Just Transition approach in fossil 
fuel phase-out

      EU
European Green Deal launched,  
with aim to mobilise over €1 trillion 
in investments by 2027, including  
a €100 billion ‘Just Transition 
Mechanism’ targeting a fair and 
just green transition (2021)

      UK
UK Infrastructure Bank launched to 
tackle climate change and support local 
economic growth;
Sovereign green bonds with reporting 

meeting record market demand (2021);
Just Transition Commission launched 
by the Scottish Government (2020)

      Canada
Government consultation on a Just 
Transition launched, leading to the 
formation of a Just Transition Advisory 
Body (2021)

      US
Executive Order on Climate Change 
signed, outlining the job-creating 
potential of climate policies and 
introducing measures to promote 
environmental justice for disadvantaged 
communities (2021)

      Colombia
Pledge for Green Jobs and a Just 
Transition signed by the Government, 
aiming to improve the capacity of the 
labour force for a transition to the green 
economy (2019)

      South Africa
Discussion Paper on Energy released 
by the National Planning Commission, 
calling for coordinated stakeholder action 
to facilitate a transparent decision-mak-
ing process on the future of coal as part 
of a just energy transition (2018)

      Kenya
National Adaptation Plan (NAP) 
adopted for 2015-2030, emphasising the 
need to increase the number of 

conduct extensive consultation for social 
protection and consultation in 
responding to climate change

      Japan
‘Green Growth Strategy Through 
Achieving Carbon Neutrality in 2050’ 
published, outlining how carbon 
neutrality can be achieved by 2050 whilst 
being inclusive for all parts of society 
(2021)

      China
$14.3billion in support for redundant 
workers in coal and steel pledged since 
2016, as well as policies which promote 
the settlement and re-employment of 
coal workers

      India
Just Transition Finance Roadmap 
(JTFR)
in partnership with Indian legislators, 
identifying the priority actions that can 

support climate action that also delivers 
positive results in terms of livelihoods 

      Argentina
Following dialogue between UN 
Partnership for Action on Green 
Economy (PAGE), National Just 
Transition Strategy developed (2021)

Just Transition initiatives around the globe
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this appendix should be read in conjunction with appendix 2, which summarises funding announcements 
made during cop26. 

Country/Region Initiative

EU  
(g7 member)

•  the eu launched the european green deal, a plan that intends to mobilise 
at least €1 trillion in sustainable investments over the next decade, 
including the ‘Just transition mechanism’ targeting a fair and just green 
transition. it is expected to mobilise at least €100 billion in investments over 
the period 2021–2027 to support workers and citizens of the regions most 
impacted by the transition251

UK 
(g7 member)

•  in 2020, the uk government announced that it would issue a series of 
sovereign green bonds and report on their defined social co-benefits. the 
uk government also formed a stakeholder discussion form on green 
finance, which supports the government on its green financing programme 
for institutional and retail investors, including developing its methodology 
and approach on social co-benefits reporting.252 the uk’s inaugural green 
gilt sale in september 2021 was met with record demand, with investors 
placing more than £100 billion of bids on the initial £10-billion sale 

•  in 2019, a Just transition investor roadmap was released by the london 
school of economics (lse), with recommendations for investment strategy, 
shareholder engagement, capital allocation and policy dialogue253

•  in 2020, the uk’s first financing a Just transition alliance (fJta) was 
established with over 40 banks, investors and financial institutions joining 
forces with universities and trade unions254

•  the devolved scottish government has set up a Just transition 
commission, aiming to “provide practical, realistic, affordable 
recommendations for action”255

•  the uk infrastructure Bank was launched in 2021, aiming to help tackle 
climate change and support regional and local economic growth. the bank 
is operationally independent and works with the uk treasury256

•  in 2018, the uk government backed the creation of a Work and 
opportunities for Women programme. in 2021, it published a briefing on 
how governments can ensure a gender Just transition to net Zero, with 
reference to garment, agriculture and energy supply chains257

US 
(g7 member)

•  in January 2021, president Joe Biden signed an executive order on 
climate change, which stressed the job-creating potential of solutions 
to the climate crisis. the order outlined a range of measures to promote 
environmental justice for disadvantaged communities258

251  european commission (2020): “the european green deal 
investment plan and Just transition mechanism explained”; 
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/qan-
da_20_24

252  uk government (2021): “green financing framework”; https://
assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/1002578/20210630_uk_gov-
ernment_green_financing_framework.pdf

253  lse (2019): “financing inclusive climate action in the uk: an 
investor roadmap for the just transition”; https://www.lse.ac.uk/
granthaminstitute/publication/financing-inclusive-climate-ac-
tion-in-the-uk-an-investor-roadmap-for-the-just-transition

254  responsible finance (2020): “dozens of banks, investors and 
institutions commit to financing a just transition for the uk”; 
https://responsiblefinance.org.uk/2020/11/dozens-of-banks-

investors-and-institutions-commit-to-financing-a-just-transi-
tion-for-the-uk

255  scottish government: “Just transition commission”; https://
www.gov.scot/groups/just-transition-commission

256  uk government (2021): “uk infrastructure Bank”; https://www.
gov.uk/government/publications/uk-infrastructure-bank

257  uk government (2021): “Women and the net Zero economy:  
a briefing on changes in garment, agriculture and energy 
supply chains”; https://www.gov.uk/guidance/work-and-op-
portunities-for-women#resources

258  the White house (2021): “executive order on tackling the 
climate crisis at home and abroad”; https://www.whitehouse.
gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/01/27/executive-
order-on-tackling-the-climate-crisis-at-home-and-abroad
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Country/Region Initiative

US 
(g7 member)

•  in 2019, los angeles published a sustainability city plan.259 the plan 
announced that the city would launch a Jobs cabinet to serve as both 
an advisory body and a task force on job creation, training and a Just 
transition. los angeles has committed to creating 100 thousand green 
jobs and to collaborate with stakeholders on a Just transition for workers 
into the green jobs of the future

•  in 2020, the san francisco public utilities commission listed a green bond 
with reported social co-benefits on the london stock exchange260

•  in January 2021, president Joe Biden signed an executive order on 
climate change, which stressed the job-creating potential of solutions 
to the climate crisis. the order outlined a range of measures to promote 
environmental justice for disadvantaged communities258

•  a number of states are also developing strategies: 

 ~  colorado has released a Just transition action plan261

 ~  california has released a climate investment framework262

 ~  kentucky has expanded on a long-existing severance tax for coal, 
whereby a law introduced in 2018 provided for 100% of surplus coal 
severance tax revenues to go towards a local government economic 
assistance fund263

France 
(g7 member)

•  in 2021, finance for tomorrow (f4t), a government-backed initiative, 
launched ‘investors for a Just transition’ as a global investor engagement 
coalition on a Just transition. the initiative brings together asset 
managers and asset owners representing €3.6 trillion in capital, along 
with corporates, to promote a socially acceptable transition to low-carbon 
economies264

Germany 
(g7 member)

•  in 2018, the german government convened a commission on growth, 
structural change and employment to develop a broad social consensus 
around structural changes to energy and climate policy for the country. it 
concluded that structural changes require reliable framework conditions 
and long-term monitoring. it also suggested that both new and existing 
financial instruments are needed to bring together strategic investments in 
the lignite mining regions and secure their funding in the long term265

•  the ruhr region of germany has steadily transitioned from coal producing 
to a more diverse and modern economy over the last several decades. 
this was done with no redundancies and promoted dialogue between the 
coal company, trade unions and the state266

•  the european commission allocated €877 million of its Just transition 
fund to support structural change in german coal-mining regions. the 
commission identified 18 areas within germany that would be highly 
affected by structural change in a transition from coal267

259  la mayor (2019): “la’s green new deal: sustainable city 
plan”; https://plan.lamayor.org/sites/default/files/plan_2019_
final.pdf 

260  london stock exchange (2020): “london stock exchange 
welcomes the san francisco public utilities commis-
sion’s green Bond to the sustainable Bond market”; 
https://www.londonstockexchange.com/london-stock-ex-
change-welcomes-san-francisco-public-utilities-commis-
sions-green-bond-sustainable-bond-market

261  colorado department of labour and employment (2020): 
“colorado Just transition action plan”; https://cdle.colorado.
gov/sites/cdle/files/documents/colorado%20Just%20transi-
tion%20action%20plan.pf

262  office of governor gavin newsom (2020): “governor newsom 
releases california climate investment framework”; https://

www.gov.ca.gov/2020/09/24/governor-newsom-releases-cali-

fornia-climate-investment-framework

263  kentucky department for local government: https://kydlgweb.

ky.gov/stategrants/16_coal.cfm

264  finance for tomorrow (2020): “making a Just transition: the 

roadmap of the paris financial center”; https://financeforto-

morrow.com/app/uploads/2020/10/position-paper_Just-tran-

sition_f4tpdf.pdf

265  commission on growth, structural change and employ-

ment (2019): “final report”; https://www.bmwi.de/reda-

ktion/en/publikationen/commission-on-growth-structur-

al-change-and-employment.pdf?__blob=publicationfile&v=3

266  WWf germany (2019): “Just transition for regions and gen-

erations”; https://regionsbeyondcoal.eu/just-transition-for-re-

gions-and-generations
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Country/Region Initiative

Japan  
(g7 member)

•  in June 2021, the Japanese ministry of economy, trade and industry 
published its green growth strategy through achieving carbon neutrality 
in 2050. the report articulated a need to ensure carbon neutrality in a way 
that is inclusive for all parts of society268

Canada 
(g7 member)

•  the canadian government appointed a task force to develop 
recommendations on how to manage a Just transition away from coal.269 

the task force delivered its report in 2019 

•  in 2021, the minister of natural resources announced the government was 
launching a consultation on a Just transition, which would inform legislation 
and the formation of an external Just transition advisory Body.270 industry, 
labour organisations and community stakeholders, as well provincial, territorial 
and indigenous stakeholders, were all invited to respond to the consultation

•  the accompanying discussion paper outlines progress to date (for 
example, retrofitting homes to make them more energy efficient and 
launching a strategic innovation fund net-Zero accelerator to expedite 
decarbonisation projects) and what a potential path forward for Just 
transition legislation could look like271

Italy 
(g7 member)

•  eni, a multinational oil and gas company in which the government of 
italy owes a golden share (enabling it to outvote other shares in certain 
circumstances), has committed to play a decisive role in the Just transition 
to a low-carbon future in a way that contributes to the achievement of 
the sdgs, both in italy and its other global sites, including in emerging 
markets. in 2020, it launched its Just transition plan272

•  enel, a manufacturer and distributor of electricity and gas partly owned 
by the italian government, pledged, in 2015, to achieve carbon neutrality 
by 2050, aligning with international best practice.273 in 2020, the company 
explicitly embraced a commitment to a Just transition274

•  enel launched a country-wide effort to repurpose 23 power plants and 
a mine, including redeploying all affected workers and undertaking a 
participatory process to select new uses for the sites275

•  the project involves 23 power plants and a mining area in italy and four 
coal-fired production facilities in spain. according to enel, all affected 
workers have so far been re-employed or retired. following on from the 
success of the initiative, the approach will be extended to cover more than 
40 sites globally, including in emerging markets276

South Africa  
(g7 guest country)

•  in south africa, there is broad acknowledgement of the importance of a Just 
transition, which is prominently featured across the country’s trade union 
policies on climate change, national development plan (ndp), national 
climate change policies, and nationally determined contributions (ndc)277

267  european commission (2020): “communication from the com-
mission to the european parliament, the european council, 
the council, the european central Bank and the eurogroup”; 
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/2020-european_se-
mester_country-report-germany_en.pdf

268  government of Japan (2021): “green growth strategy through 
achieving carbon neutrality in 2050”; https://www.meti.go.jp/
english/press/2021/0618_002.html

269  government of canada (2019): “task force: Just transition 
for canadian coal power Workers and communities”; https://
www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/
climate-change/task-force-just-transition.html

270  government of canada (2021): “canada launches Just tran-
sition engagement”; https://www.rncanengagenrcan.ca/en/
collections/just-transition 

271  government of canada (2021): “people-centred Just-transition 
discussion paper”; https://www.rncanengagenrcan.ca/sites/
default/files/pictures/home/just_transition_discussion_pa-
per_-_en_-_july_15.pdf

272  eni (2019): “for a Just transition”; https://www.eni.com/assets/

documents/eng/just-transition/2019/eni-for-2019-eng.pdf

273  enel (2015): “seeding energies sustainability report”; https://
www.enel.com/content/dam/enel-com/documenti/investitori/
sostenibilita/2015/sustainability-report_2015.pdf

274  enel (2020): “a Just transition, so that nobody is left behind”; 
https://www.enelgreenpower.com/stories/articles/2020/09/
just-transition

275  enel (2015): “seeding energies sustainability report”; https://
www.enel.com/content/dam/enel-com/documenti/investitori/
sostenibilita/2015/sustainability-report_2015.pdf

276  robins, nick, sabrina muller and katarzyna szwarc (2021): 
“from the grand to the granular: translating just transition 
ambitions into investor action”; https://www.lse.ac.uk/granth-
aminstitute/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/from-the-grand-to-
the-granular_translating-just-transition-ambitions-into-inves-
tor-action.pdf

277  climate investment funds (2020): “supporting Just transition 
in south africa”; https://www.climateinvestmentfunds.org/
sites/cif_enc/files/knowledge-documents/supporting_just_
transitions_in_south_africa.pdf
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Country/Region Initiative

South Africa  
(g7 guest country)

•  in february 2018, the national planning commission issued a paper on 
energy, laying out the challenges facing a system dominated by coal 
following the paris agreement and the rapid global development of clean 
energy technologies. the paper highlighted that the risk of stranded 
infrastructure investment in the south african coal industry is “significant” 
and pointed to “an urgent need for co-ordinated stakeholder action driven 
by government to facilitate a transparent decision-making process on the 
future of coal in south africa as part of a just energy transition”278

India  
(g7 guest country)

•  cdc, the uk dfi, has collaborated with indian legislators, the indian 
national institute of public research, the harvard kennedy school, the 
london school of economics and the international monetary fund to 
produce an india Just transition finance roadmap (Jtfr) project279

•  the project identified the priorities for financial institutions that can support 
climate change to deliver positive results for communities’ livelihoods and 
sustainable development 

Argentina •  in march 2021, the un partnership for action on a green economy (page) 
hosted a national dialogue on a Just transition in argentina. this dialogue 
brought together the ministry of labour, employment and social security, 
the ministry of productive development, the argentine industrial union 
(uia) and the general labour confederation (cgt) to discuss an inclusive 
green economy, a Just transition and green jobs in argentina.280 the 
government is reportedly developing a national Just transition strategy281

•  argentina has embedded the protection of workers’ rights in its Just 
transition commitments, specifically in its recent nationally determined 
contributions282

Columbia •  in 2019, the government signed a pledge for green Jobs and a Just 
transition that will improve the capacity of the labour force for a transition 
to the green economy283

Kenya •  kenya’s national adaptation plan (nap) aligns kenya’s need to increase 
the number of beneficial, fair-paying jobs available with the need for 
effective responses to climate risks that are organised and led by kenyan 
stakeholders

•  reducing the vulnerability of kenyans through economic growth, 
increasing employment opportunities and improving wages is seen to be 
an integral part of climate-compatible development. the plan envisages 
that training young kenyans in relevant careers and imparting new skills 
to both employed and unemployed will build national resilience to climate 
change while aiding the country’s economic development284

•  the nap mentions gender, vulnerable groups and youth as priority 
groups for adaptation action and that this should be done by strengthening 
the adaptive capacity of the most vulnerable groups and communities 
through social safety nets and insurance schemes. in addressing climate 
change issues, public entities are required to undertake public awareness 
campaigns and consultations, and ensure gender mainstreaming, in line with 
the constitution and the climate change Bill (2014). for a Just transition, 
the nap mentions that kenya has extensive consultation processes for 
social protection, which serve to ensure all stakeholder interests are 
considered in all climate action. the ndc also mentions human rights, 
food security, an all-of-society approach and gender equality (kenya has 
various laws to promote gender equality and provide for protection against 
discrimination on the basis of gender, with equal opportunities in education 
and work, and in cultural and professional development)

China •  in 2016, the chinese central government pledged to provide 100 billion 
yuan (~$14.3 billion) in total for redundant workers in coal and steel 
industries285

•  in recent years, relevant government departments have introduced 
policies to promote the settlement and re-employment of coal workers. 
for example, the central government formulates specific employment-
support policies for unemployed coal workers, providing them with free 
employment guidance, job placements, consultation and other services

278  ibid. 

279  cdc group (2021), 
towards a Just transition 
finance roadmap for 
india 2021; https://www.
cdcgroup.com/en/news-in-
sight/insight/articles/
towards-a-just-transition-fi-
nance-roadmap-for-india

280  un partnership for action 
on green economy (2021): 
“new studies finalised on 
Just transition in argenti-
na”; https://www.un-page.
org/Just-transition-in-ar-
gentina

281  ibid. 

282  government of argentina: 
second argentina ndcs 
(2020): https://www4.
unfccc.int/sites/ndcstag-
ing/publisheddocuments/
argentina%20second/
actualizacio%cc%81n%20
meta%20de%20emi-
siones%202030.pdf

283  government of columbia 
(2019): “pacto por los 
empleos verdes y transi-
cion Justa en colombia, 
firmaron oit y mintrabajo”; 
https://www.mintrabajo.
gov.co/prensa/comuni-
cados/2019/noviembre/
pacto-por-los-emple-
os-verdes-y-transicion-jus-
ta-en-colombia-firma-
ron-oit-y-mintrabajo

284  republic of kenya, ministry 
of environment and natural 
resources (2016): “kenya 
national adaptation plan 
2015–2030”; https://www.
greengrowthknowledge.
org/sites/default/files/
downloads/policy-da-
tabase/kenya%29%20
kenya%20national%20
adaptation%20plan%20
2015-2030.pdf

285  he, gang et al. (2020): 
“enabling a rapid and Just 
transition away from coal 
in china.” One Earth  
vol 3, issue 2; https://
www.sciencedirect.
com/science/article/pii/
s2590332220303560
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general

• "Strategic Community Investment – A Good  
Practice Handbook for Companies doing   
Business in Emerging Markets” by the IFC  
(2010) 
this handbook by the international finance 
corporation (ifc), specifically chapter 4, outlines 
how the use of participatory methods throughout 
the lifecycle of investments can cultivate 
stakeholder involvement and ownership, with 
examples of case studies and practical tools.  
(available at: https://www.ifc.org/wps/
wcm/connect/95c6b4b5-2097-4f47-9518-
7a21b8516c1a/12014complete-web.pdf?mod=aJp
eres&cacheid=rootWorkspace-95c6b4b5-
2097-4f47-9518-7a21b8516c1a-jkd15-5) 

• “How Do You Engage Communities?”  
by Bang the Table (2021) 
this series of articles by Bang the table, a 
specialist consultancy, provides a brief introduction 
on how to incorporate community voice into the 
design of projects (including in energy) through 
participatory models, with international case 
studies demonstrating how community voice can 
be reflected.  
(available at: https://www.bangthetable.com/how-
do-you-engage-communities) 

social investment 

• “Nothing About Us, Without Us” by The   
Young Foundation (2020) 
this guide shows how the voices of those affected 
can be brought into different stages of the social 
investment process. it illustrates how including the 
voices of those affected has the power to positively 
impact stated social investment outcomes – and 
the lives of the people those funds are intending to 
serve. (available at: https://youngfoundation.org/
wp-content/uploads/2020/02/nothing-about-us-
Without-us-report-2020.pdf)

• “Meeting of Minds” by The National Lottery 
Trust (2019) 
this series of case studies outlines the positive role 
of the community voice or ‘co-production’  
in the design, development and maintenance  
of projects, from the perspective of project 
funders but with applicability for commercial 

6.4 Appendix 4 
available resources on reflecting community voice 
in fund design

actors as well. (available at: https://www.
tnlcommunityfund.org.uk/media/a-meeting-
of-minds_how-co-production-benefits-
people-professionals-and-organisations.
pdf?mtime=20190919092658&focal=none)

•  Outcome Star (2017)
this social enterprise provides a guide to using a 
set of evidenced-based tools which emphasise a 
person-centred approach is necessary whereby 
the community affected is an active agent in the 
production stage. the tools also measure and 
demonstrate impact when working with people. 
(available at: https://www.outcomesstar.org.uk/
about-the-star/what-is-the-outcomes-star) 

Agriculture

• “Knowledge into Action Note Series 
Community Engagement Strategies”  
by World Bank (2018)
this note provides guidance on the overall 
approach to consulting, engaging, and partnering 
with local communities, bridging gaps in 
information and expectation between communities 
and investors, creating the social license to 
operate. it focuses on agricultural investment but 
its principles have broader relevance. (available at: 
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/
handle/10986/29473/124290-Bri-puBlic-kn15.
pdf?sequence=1&isallowed=y)

energy

• “Best Practice in Community Engagement 
Projects” by Centre for Sustainable Energy
this guide provides a comprehensive checklist 
for best practice in community engagement by 
describing what should be done and how this 
should be achieved. (available at: https://www.cse.
org.uk/local-energy/download/best-practice-in-
community-engagement-projects-378)

housing 

• “Neighbourhood Charters” by Peabody 
this source outlines how neighbourhood charters 
developed in partnership with local communities 
can be beneficial in addressing local concerns. 
(available at: https://www.peabody.org.uk/
neighbourhoods/neighbourhood-charters)
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6.5 Appendix 5 
individual acknowledgements
We are grateful to the following individuals for their input during the work of 
Workstream B of the impact taskforce:

Name Affiliation Geography

abhishek mittal aavishkaar capital india

agustín vitórica gaWa capital spain

alessandra puglisi credit suisse switzerland

alex read foreign, commonwealth & development office, uk government united kingdom

allegra day cinven united kingdom

amanda young abrdn united kingdom

amma lartey impact investing ghana ghana

andrea gattini enel italy

andrew carruthers novastar ventures kenya

andrew kuper leapfrog investments australia

anne-marie verstraeten Bnp paribas france

annika Brouwer systemiQ united kingdom

anokhi parikh yellowwoods south africa

antoine prédour responsability switzerland

asha lad conduit capital united kingdom

ashvin dayal rockefeller foundation united states

austin mwape absa Bank Zambia plc Zambia

ayaan adam africa finance corporation multilateral

Baroness diana Barran department for digital, culture, media and sport, now department for 
education, uk government

united kingdom

Bernard giraud livelihoods venture france

Bob annibale university of london, soas united kingdom

chizi Wigwe africa finance corporation multilateral

chris larson multilateral netherlands

christopher nicholson international housing solutions south africa

cyrille langendorff crédit coopératif france

daniel klier arabesque united kingdom

daniel mminele absa group south africa

daniel stacey leapfrog investments australia

david Woods new Zealand national advisory Board for impact investing new Zealand

dolika Banda harith general partners Zambia 

dominique lesaffre international solidarity for development and investment france

edith Quintrell liberty specialty markets united kingdom

elias masilela dna economics south africa

emily simso new forests australia

erik korsgren swedish international development cooperation agency sweden

fabio natalucci international monetary fund multilateral

filippo montesi social impact agenda per l’italia italy

fran seegull u.s. impact investing alliance united states

francesco starace enel italy

franziska ehm global investors for sustainable development alliance multilateral
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Name Affiliation Geography

geert peetersmans incofin Belgium

hamdiya ismaila ghana venture capital trust fund ghana

heather Jackson impact investing south africa south africa

herman Bril arabesque united kingdom

hila katz the israeli forum for impact economy israel

huw owen liberty specialty markets united kingdom

ibukun awosika the chair centre group nigeria

James Burton leapfrog investments australia

Jeffrey hodgson canada pension plan investment Board canada

Jessie duncan tipping point fund united states

Jinesh shah omnivore vc india

Jingdong hua World Bank multilateral

Joan trant trilinc global united states

Joanne yoo development partners international united kingdom

Joe hsueh taiwan impact investment association taiwan

Johannes Weber Bundesinitiative impact investing germany

Jonathan first gfa climate & infrastructure south africa

José luis ruz de munain spainnaB spain

kalle hellman swedish international development cooperation agency sweden

kate cooper foreign, commonwealth and development office, uk government united kingdom

katherine stodulka systemiQ united kingdom

krishnan sharma global investors for sustainable development alliance multilateral

lamberto dai pra enel italy

lara vogt Blueorchard switzerland

laure Wessemius-chibrac stichting naB netherlands

lydia merry schroders capital united kingdom

magnus Billing global investors for sustainable development alliance multilateral

marco serena private infrastructure development group multilateral

maria kozloski rockefeller foundation united states

martin ewald allianz global investors germany

martin habel international finance corporation multilateral

maryanne hancock y analytics united states

maxime mathon finance for tomorrow france

maya chorengal tpg rise united states

megumi muto Japan international cooperation agency Japan

michael adamson British red cross united kingdom

michael traill for purpose investment partners australia

michela pesevento social impact agenda per l’italia italy

michele giddens Bridges fund management united kingdom

misha Joshi impact investing south africa south africa

monique leroux fiera capital corporation canada

monique mathys-graaff Willis towers Watson united kingdom

monish mahurkar international finance corporation multilateral
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Name Affiliation Geography

neil gregory international finance corporation multilateral

nic Wessemius fmo investment management netherlands

nick o’donohoe cdc group united kingdom

nicola Jenns foreign, commonwealth & development office, uk government united kingdom

pauline Becquey finance for tomorrow france

phillipe clerc finance for tomorrow france

phillipe valahu private infrastructure development group multilateral

pierre-alix Binet finance for tomorrow france

prerna Wadikar cdc group united kingdom

radana crhova foreign, commonwealth and development office, uk government united kingdom

ramraj pai impact investors council india

rekha unnithan nuveen united states

romee van Wachem actiam netherlands

romina Boarini organisation for economic co-operation and development multilateral

rosemary addis impact strategist australia

runa alam development partners international united kingdom

sabine fellman responsability switzerland

sabrina muller lse grantham research institute united kingdom

saida eggerstedt schroders united kingdom

sandy lowitt trade & industrial policy strategies south africa

sarah norris abrdn united kingdom

simon Bessant the texel group united kingdom

simon Bond columbia threadneedle investments united kingdom

simon calvert foreign, commonwealth and development office, uk government united kingdom

simon meldrum British red cross united kingdom

simone Baur allianz global investors germany

sir ronald cohen portland trust united kingdom

stefanie fairholme rockefeller foundation united kingdom 

steven loubser ninety one south africa

sunir goven international housing solutions south africa

tim crijns tridos investment management netherlands

tim hilger global investors for sustainable development alliance multilateral

tim Wainwright city of london corporation united kingdom

torben huss investment fund for developing countries denmark

tracey austin impact investing south africa south africa

uday varadarajan rocky mountain institute united states

usha rao monari united nations development programme multilateral

vanessa kacherginsky the israeli forum for impact economy israel

veronique Blanc schneider electric france

vincent shen taiwan impact investment association taiwan

yvonne Bakkum fmo investment management netherlands
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6.6 Appendix 6 
list of abbreviations and acronyms

2X  referring to the 2X challenge 

accf  africa climate change fund 

aco2  africa credit opportunities fund 2 
(ninety one)

acpf  access to clean power fund 
(responsability)

adB  asian development Bank 

adp iii  african development partners iii fund 
(dpi)

afc  africa finance corporation

afd  french development agency  

afdB  african development Bank

afi  acacia forest industries (malaysia)

afolu  agriculture, forestry and other land 
uses 

aifm  alternative investment fund manager

aig  american international group 

aipa  apex committee for implementation of 
paris agreement (india) 

ais  actis impact score 

allianzgi  allianz global investors

appg  all-party parliamentary group 

ar5  assessment report 5 
(intergovernmental panel on climate 
change)

asean  association of south east asian nations

ati  african trade insurance agency 

aum  assets under management 

Bis  Bank for international settlements

BmZ  german federal ministry of economic 
cooperation and development

Bnef  Bloomberg new energy finance

Bod  Board of directors

Brics  countries: Brazil, russia, india, china 
and south africa

Btps  Bt pension scheme 

c&i  commercial and industrial 

ca100+  climate action 100+ 

cagr  compound annual growth rate

calstrs  california state teachers’ retirement 
system

cat  climate action tracker 

ccc  climate change committee (uk)

cdc  cdc group (uk)*

cdp  cassa depositi e prestiti (italy) 

cdsB  climate disclosures standards Board 

cfai  cfa institute

cgt  general labour confederation (argentina)

chf  swiss francs

cif  climate investment funds 

clo  collateralized loan obligation 

cnBc  consumer news and Business channel 
(united states)

co2  carbon dioxide

cop21  21st conference of the parties (paris, 
france)

cop24  24th conference of the parties (katowice, 
poland)

cop26  26th conference of the parties (glasgow, 
uk)

cpi  climate policy initiative 

cppiB canada pension plan investment Board

csr  corporate social responsibility

dac  oecd development assistance 
committee 

dca  development credit authority 

dcm  african debt capital markets 

dd  due diligence 

deg  german investment corporation

dfc  us international development finance 
corporation 

dfi  development finance institution

dfid  department for international development 
(uk, now fcdo)

dggf  dutch good growth fund

dm  developed markets

dpi  development partners international

drc  democratic republic of congo 

e&y  ernst & young 

eaif  emerging africa infrastructure fund 
(ninety one)

eBrd  european Bank for reconstruction and 
development 

edfi  european development finance 
institutions

*  cdc group will rebrand 
as British international 
investment effective april 
2022. see uk government 
(2021): “truss revamps 
British development finance 
institution to deliver jobs 
and clean growth”; https://
www.gov.uk/government/
news/truss-revamps-brit-
ish-development-fi-
nance-institution-to-deliv-
er-jobs-and-clean-growth
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edge  global assessment methodology and 
business certification standard for 
gender and intersectional equity

efsd  european fund for sustainable 
development

ego  amundi planet emerging green one 
fund (amundi and ifc)

eiB  european investment Bank 

eiopa  european insurance and occupational 
pensions authority 

em  emerging markets

emca  emerging market climate action 
strategy (allianzgi and eiB)

emlf  emerging markets loan fund (nn 
investment partners and fmo)

empea  emerging markets private equity 
association 

esg  environmental, social, and governance

etfs  exchange traded funds (us)

eti  energy transition index 

eu  european union 

ev  electric vehicle

e&s  environmental and social

f4t  finance for tomorrow (france)

fcdo  foreign, commonwealth & development 
office (uk)

fcpf  forest carbon partnership facility 

fig financial institutions group (ifc)

fiirm  financial performance, impact, 
innovation, risk management 
measurement framework  
(leapfrog investments)

findev  canadian dfi 

fJta  financing a Just transition alliance (uk)

fmo im  fmo investment management 
(subsidiary of fmo)

fmo  dutch development Bank

fof  fund-of-funds

ftse 100  financial times stock exchange 100 
share index

g20  group of 20 (argentina, australia, Brazil, 
canada, china, france, germany, 
india, indonesia, italy, Japan, méxico, 
russia, saudi arabia, south africa, 
korea, turkey, the uk, the us and the 
european union)

g7  group of seven (canada, france, 
germany, italy, Japan, the uk and the 
us), with australia, india, south africa 
and south korea joining as guest 
countries in 2021

gaBv  the global alliance for Banking on 
values 

gBcsa  green Building council of south africa

gBp  British pound sterling

gcB  ghana cocoa Board 

gcB  global consumer Bank

gcf  green climate fund 

gdp  gross domestic product 

geapp  global energy alliance for people and 
planet 

geeref  global energy efficiency and renewable 
energy fund (european investment 
Bank)

gef  global environment facility 

gems  global emerging markets (database)

gems  grant evaluation and management 
solution 

ghg  greenhouse gas 

giin  global impact investing network

gisd  global investors for sustainable 
development alliance 

gni  gross national income 

gogla  global off-grid lighting association

gp  general partners

gp  gross profit 

gpca  global private capital association 

greco  green credit continuum 

gsg  global steering group for impact 
investment

hdi  human development index

hki  hutan ketapang industri (indonesia)

ice  intercontinental exchange

icma  international capital market association

icrf  infrastructure climate resilient fund 
(afc capital partners)

iea  international energy agency

ifc amc  ifc asset management company 
(division of ifc)

ifc  international finance corporation 

ifrs  international financial reporting 
standards foundation

ihs  international housing solutions 

iif  insuresilience investment fund 
(Blueorchard)

iif debt  insuresilience investment fund’s 
private debt sub-fund (Blueorchard)

iigcc  institutional investors group on climate 
change 
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ilo  international labour organization 

imf  international monetary fund 

imm  impact multiple of money (rise fund 
and Bridgespan group)

imp  impact management project 

inr  indian rupee 

ipcc  intergovernmental panel on climate 
change

ipp  independent power producer

ipo  initial public offering 

iris+  system for measuring, managing, and 
optimising impact (giin)

iriss  institute for research and innovation in 
social services (scotland, uk)

irp  integrated resource plan (south africa)

irr  internal rate of return

issB international sustainability standards 
Board

ituc  international trade union confederation 

JBic  Japan Bank for international 
cooperation

Jica  Japan international cooperation agency

Jtf  Just transition fund (european union) 

Jtfr  india Just transition finance roadmap 
(imf)

Jtm  Just transition mechanism (european 
union) 

kBc  asset management kredietbank aBB 
insurance cera Bank (Belgium)

kfW  credit institute for reconstruction 
(german state-owned investment and 
development bank)

kpi  key performance indicator

kpmg  kpmg international limited

latam  latin america 

lcep  low carbon energy programme 
(asean)

lcf  local currency facility 

lgBtQia+ lesbian, gay, Bisexual, transgender, 
Queer or Questioning, intersex, asexual 
or ally

lp  limited partner or limited partnership

lse  london school of economics and 
political science 

ltv  loan-to-value

mcpp  managed co-lending portfolio platform 
(ifc) 

mdB  multilateral development bank

miga  multilateral investment guarantee 
agency 

mlas  mandated lead arrangers (afdB)

msci  morgan stanley capital international 

msmes  micro, small and medium enterprises

mtp  mekong timber plantations (laos)

mW  megawatt

naB  national advisory Board for impact 
investing

nap  national adaptation plan 

nasa  national aeronautics and space 
administration (us)

nBi  national Business initiative (south 
africa)

nBim  norges Bank investment management 

nd-gain  notre dame global adaptation initiative 

ndcs  nationally determined contributions

ndf  nordic development fund

ndp  national development plan 

ngo  non-governmental organisation

nnip  nn investment partners

nrdc  natural resources defense council

nsia  nigerian sovereign investment authority

n/a  not available or not applicable 

odi  overseas development institute

oecd  organisation for economic co-
operation and development

oeeB  oesterreichische entwicklungsbank ag 
(austrian development bank)

opic  overseas private investment 
corporation (us dfi, now dfc)

page  un partnership for action on a green 
economy 

paygo  pay as you go 

pcaf  partnership for carbon accounting 
financials

petn  parc eolien taiba n’diaye (taiba 
n’diaye Wind power station)

pidg  private infrastructure development 
group 

ppp  purchasing power parity 

ppp  public-private partnerships 

pri  principles for responsible investment 

psW  private sector Window  

pwc  pricewaterhousecoopers, llp 

r&d  research and development 
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redd+  reducing emissions from deforestation 
and forest degradation

reit  real estate investment trust

rmBs  residential mortgage-backed securities

s&p  s&p global ratings

sa  south africa or south asia

screif  schroder capital uk real estate impact 
fund (schroders)

scsp  special limited partnership 
(luxembourg)

sdgs  united nations’ sustainable 
development goals 

sdip  sustainable development investment 
partnership

sea  southeast asia 

seco  swiss state secretariat for economic 
affairs 

set  solar energy transformation fund 
(sunfunder)

sfdr  sustainable finance disclosure 
regulation (eu)

sfWg  sustainable finance Working group 
(g20)

shs  solar home systems

sicav  société d’investissement à capital 
variable (open-end investment fund 
structure used in luxembourg)

sida  swedish international development 
cooperation agency 

sifma  securities industry and financial 
markets association (us)

sif  specialised investment fund 
(luxembourg)

smart  specific, measurable, assignable, 
realistic and time-related 

smes  small and medium enterprises 

speed  special situations partnership to 
expedite energy decarbonization 

spv  special purpose vehicle

ssa  sub-saharan africa 

sWf  sovereign wealth fund

taff  tropical asia forest fund (new forests)

tcfd  task force on climate-related financial 
disclosures

tco2  total carbon dioxide 

tcX  the currency exchange fund 

tpg  texas pacific group

triodos im  triodos investment management

uBs  union Bank of switzerland 

ucits  undertakings for the collective 
investment in transferable securities

uia  argentine industrial union

uk  united kingdom 

un  united nations 

unctad  united nations conference on trade 
and development

undp  united nations development 
programme 

unep  un environment programme 

unfccc  united nations framework convention 
on climate change 

us  united states 

usaid  united states agency for international 
development 

usd  united states dollar 

vc  venture capital 

Wash  Water, sanitation and hygiene 

WBa  World Benchmarking alliance 

Wef  World economic forum

Wfe  World federation of exchanges 

WWf  World Wildlife fund 

Zar  south african rand
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